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Abstract 

A Shared Reliability Database for Mobile Mining Equipment 

Mark Tien-Wei Ho 

Ph.D. Thesis 

Reliability data is an important input for data-driven decision making in the mining industry. 

Site-specific equipment reliability data in the form of historical maintenance event data is 

currently captured by most mining organisations however can be statistically sparse, of low 

quality and not fit for purpose for many modelling tasks.  

A framework for a sector-specific reliability database for the mining industry has been 

developed. Key components of this framework include a glossary of terms and definitions, 

minimum and desired data sets for collection and failure taxonomies. Historical maintenance 

data is collected from seven organisations across four commodities and five asset classes. 

Data quality issues in historical maintenance data are identified and include inaccuracies, 

incompleteness and unstructured freeform text fields. Historical maintenance data requires 

data cleansing to make it fit for purpose. Interpretation of unstructured free-text fields is done 

to extract necessary information or cross reference other data fields.  

Data cleansing is achieved by the use of rule-based data cleansing using syntactic keyword 

spotting. The use of a syntactic keyword spotting system is able to reduce manual cleansing 

effort, increase repeatability and reduce scope for human error. A data cleansing tool using 

syntactic keyword spotting system is developed to facilitate this. The data cleansing tool, 

DEST implements a rule-based cleansing system incorporating expert knowledge. 

Rule development is managed by a piecewise approach where individual rules are tasked 

with classifying elements of any data record. Piecewise rule development is capable of 

sorting unstructured data with a high percentage of unique entries or missing data and enables 

development of rule libraries. A rule-based system comprised of 500 rules is capable of 

extracting information from unstructured text fields found in historical maintenance data.  
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Cleansed data is checked using statistical methods and validated via record sampling and 

manual inspection. Statistical assumptions such as the assumption of independence and of 

identically distributed data are tested and violations managed.  

Reliability data from many sector-specific reliability databases are traditionally represented 

via failure counts. This method of representation requires the imposition of statistical 

assumptions such as the assumption of a constant hazard rate. The assumption of a constant 

hazard rate may be sufficient for some modelling activities however is an approximation of 

the underlying lifetime distribution of the population. Predicted results using a constant 

hazard rate tend towards the conservative with more frequent instances of failure predicted 

than compared to models that incorporate an increasing hazard rate. In this thesis, reliability 

performance is instead represented using lifetime distributions that allow for a non-constant 

hazard rate as well as using failure counts. The lifetime distributions support a more flexible 

representation of asset reliability behaviour with the intention of facilitating a wider range of 

modelling activities. 

The representation of reliability data to end users is performed using two lifetime 

distributions, one for complete replacements only and another including all failure events. 

The provision of two lifetime distributions allows the user to select the most relevant 

distribution depending on the decision to be made. Ranges of lifetime distribution parameters 

experienced by organisations are provided to facilitate benchmarking. 

Reliability data is pooled and presented for subunits of mobile mining assets including 

engines, final drives, drive shafts, turbochargers, radiators, lift cylinders, engine control 

modules and buckets. These subunits incorporate a range of characteristics including type of 

subunit, costs, population and failure behaviour. Reliability data for some subunits contains 

less than ten failure counts for individual mine sites thus preventing robust parameter 

estimation at a site level. Pooling data from near-identical assets across multiple 

organisations overcomes this limitation. The assumption of independent and identically 

distributed data is not valid for some assets indicating a repair not as good as new. The 

identification of subunits with non-identically distributed data can allow additional 

optimisation of maintenance tasks. 

Reliability performance is assessed using results from a shared reliability database. Key 

subunits examined experienced less than ideal levels of failure with between 20% and 40.7% 
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of key subunits experiencing complete failures requiring full replacement of the subunit prior 

to their end of working life. Partial failures of subunits were chronic across all key subunit 

types including the presence of early life failures in engine and bucket subunits. 

The collection of reliability data from multiple mine sites includes the collation of data from 

diverse organisation types, process types and geographical locations.  One question asked in 

this thesis is whether there are factors stemming from maintenance practices or local 

conditions that influence failure behaviour and if so how can these factors be statistically 

identified for further investigation? 

Potential relationships between maintenance, operational and environmental covariates and 

failure behaviour are examined. Maintenance covariates are quantified from maintenance 

metrics derived from historical maintenance data while environmental covariates are 

quantified using publicly available environmental and geological surveys. This analysis is 

possible due to the wide breadth of data available including entire maintenance histories of 

assets and knowledge about each contributing mine site.  

A proportional hazards model fitted to time to failure data for key subunits is used to 

determine if site-specific covariates influence site reliability. Proportional hazards model 

fitting shows that few models incorporating maintenance, environmental or geological 

covariates are significant. This indicates that failure behaviour is complex and unable to be 

modelled by simple covariates or using the covariates as they are currently quantified. The 

lack of significance is particularly important for maintenance performance covariates such as 

schedule delay metrics and ratios of corrective to preventive maintenance due to the 

widespread use of similar maintenance metrics as key performance indicators. Four 

significant covariates that influence failure behaviour are identified. The identification of 

significant covariates and their impact on failure behaviour supports the tailoring of generic 

reliability data to a site-specific context. 

This thesis presents a novel framework for sector-specific reliability databases presenting 

data using lifetime distributions with their associated parameters. This is an advancement 

compared to traditional sector-specific reliability databases which represent data using failure 

counts with an implicit assumption of an exponential distribution. Presentation of parameter 

ranges encountered in organisations allows benchmarking between organisations. 
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A novel method is presented to cleanse historical maintenance data for use in a sector-

specific reliability database. The data cleansing method uses a piecewise rule development 

system to create robust rule libraries that are capable of working independently to each other. 

The rule-based system is implemented as a syntactic keyword spotting system. 

Analysis of reliability data from mobile mining assets across the mining industry shows 

considerable opportunity for improvement in asset reliability. A new method for tailoring 

data from a sector-specific reliability database to be more relevant to a particular site is 

presented using maintenance, design and environmental covariates. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH 

The use of reliability data for data driven decision making such as maintenance optimisation, 

lifecycle costing or risk analyses is of great importance to any capital intensive organisation 

such as those that operate in the mining sector. There is a general perception in the mining 

industry that historical maintenance data is of low quality in terms of completeness, accuracy 

and requires significant manual cleansing in order to obtain (Unsworth et al. 2011). Low asset 

populations and low numbers of failure events per asset also leads to statistically sparse data 

sets. The perception of low data quality, lack of accessibility and small sample sizes limits 

the use of data in decision making processes. 

The use of a sector-specific database can address these issues but necessitates the use of data 

cleansing techniques to effectively and accurately extract relevant data from multiple data 

sources. There is no sector-specific database for reliability data for the mining sector however 

these databases do exist in other sectors. The means by which reliability data is represented to 

the end user is of great importance and should be tailored to maximise ease of use and to 

cater to the data needs of diverse types of end users. 

The collection of reliability data from multiple data sources, each with their specific 

environmental, maintenance and operational contexts presents an opportunity to statistically 

analyse the effect of these contexts on asset failure behaviour. This allows sector-specific 

reliability data to be adjusted to suit a site-specific operational context. 

1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The following research questions are addressed. 

 How can statistically significant reliability data be obtained for assets from data 

sources with diverse data recording processes? 

 How should reliability data from a shared database be represented to support different 

reliability and maintenance decisions? 

 How can the relevance of pooled data be increased to support application to 

operations with different operational, environmental and maintenance contexts? 
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The following objectives are set in order to address these research questions: 

 Explore data associated with maintenance of mobile equipment in the mining sector, 

 Develop a rule based data cleansing system, 

 Develop a manual for addressing limitations in rule-based cleansing, 

 Represent reliability data using lifetime distributions, and 

 Examine how changes in maintenance, operational and environmental parameters 

influence failure behaviour and lifetime distribution parameters. 

1.3 BACKGROUND 

1.3.1 Characteristics of the Mining Industry 

The Australian mining industry is a significant primary industry in Australia, contributing 

$AUD 117.6 billion or 8.4% to the Australian GDP. While some mining operations comprise 

both mining and mineral processing operations, a majority of minerals exported (64% by 

dollar value) undergo minimal downstream processing (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2012). 

Mining operations exist in all states within Australia however the two largest commodities of 

iron ore and coal are predominantly located in Western Australia, Queensland and New South 

Wales.  

A large part of any mining operation is its fleet of mobile mining assets. Modern mobile 

mining fleets are made up of complex assets comprising mechanical, electrical, hydraulic and 

control systems. The mobile mining equipment industry is dominated by a few global original 

equipment manufacturers (OEM). Lumley et al. (2014) showed the number of equipment 

manufacturers providing equipment on 136 surveyed mine sites in Australia as three OEMs 

for front end loaders, five OEMs for hydraulic excavators and eight OEMs for rear dump 

trucks. The manufacturer composition of many fleets is homogeneous. A survey of mining 

sites indicates the number of manufacturers of production fleets ranging from two to three 

OEMs for front end loaders and rear dump trucks and three to five OEMs for hydraulic 

excavators. Homogeneity in equipment fleets is common at a mine site or within an 

organisation with entire fleets at a mine site often consisting of one or two models made by 

the same manufacturer.  
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1.3.2 Limited Asset Populations and Failure Data 

Many mobile mining assets, especially those used directly in production, are large and 

expensive assets with high capital costs often greater than $AUD 5 million. These capital 

costs are justified by achieving a high rate of availability. High capital cost mining assets 

such as excavators and shovels are often limited in number with only a few such assets (often 

less than five) in existence per mine site. In circumstances where a high-cost but low 

population count asset is instrumental in the production process, maintaining a high 

availability is paramount as the opportunity costs in terms of lost production can be far higher 

than the cost of repairing or preventing a failure. A key aspect of achieving high availability 

is the use of effective maintenance strategies in order to reduce incidences of unexpected 

failure and downtime while minimising maintenance costs. 

The combination of low asset populations, inherently reliable designs and a high level of 

preventive maintenance lead to low rates of failure in some key subunits of many mobile 

mining assets. This limits the ability to collect statistically significant failure data. This is 

demonstrated by a single site from which there were only nine full replacements of excavator 

engines due to breakdowns across a period of ten years. Small populations and limited failure 

data can pose challenges in identifying failure modes and predicting failure behaviour. The 

lack of ability to identify failure modes and predict failure behaviour impacts the engineer’s 

ability to develop an effective maintenance program and accurately predict lifecycle costs and 

availability. The general unavailability of fit for purpose data for use in reliability analysis 

has been identified as an issue (Sikorska et al. 2007, Hodkiewicz et al. 2014).   

1.3.3 High Cost of Failure 

The cost of failure in the mining industry is the combined cost of corrective maintenance, 

safety and environmental consequences and lost production resulting from equipment 

downtime. The cost of corrective maintenance can vary from $200 dollars for minor faults to 

over $AUD 500,000 for failures of a major (single) equipment subunit.  

The cost of lost production resulting from equipment downtime often exceeds the cost of 

corrective maintenance. This is especially true for critical production assets with little to no 

redundancy. A survey of median annual production normalised by bucket capacity for 

hydraulic excavators estimated an annual (non-coal) output of between 350,000 and 400,000 
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tonnes per cubic metre of bucket capacity (Lumley et al. 2014). For a large production 

excavator with a bucket capacity of 20m3, this represents a median annual production rate of 

seven to eight million tonnes. The loss of such critical assets for any significant period of 

time due to unplanned downtime can result in significant bottlenecks in the production 

process. 

1.4 CONTRIBUTION OF THIS WORK 

This thesis makes three contributions to literature regarding cleansing, representation and use 

of mobile mining equipment reliability data. 

1.4.1 Development of Rule-Based Data Cleansing Method 

This thesis explores historical maintenance data collected by mining organisations. 

Characteristics of historical maintenance data are identified and a suitable rule-based data 

cleansing tool is developed to extract and cleanse required reliability data. The use of rule-

based data cleansing techniques enables a formalised structure for data cleansing with an 

emphasis on rule reusability and the ability to produce repeatable and consistent results. The 

thesis also identifies limitations of rule-based cleansing and the steps required to address 

these limitations.  

1.4.2 Representation of Reliability Data using Lifetime Distributions  

This thesis describes different ways of representing reliability data to an end user of a shared 

reliability database. This includes representing reliability data via lifetime distributions where 

possible. Reliability benchmark data for key subunits of mobile mining assets are presented 

for the first time. Interpretations and context is provided for the reliability data presented. 

1.4.3 Determining Influencing Factors of Failure Behaviour from Operations in 

Diverse Geographic Regions and Process Families 

This thesis identifies factors of failure behaviour that can be determined from analysis of 

reliability data in a shared reliability database. This is achieved by examining the relationship 

between potential covariates and the failure behaviour of mining equipment from different 

maintenance and operating contexts. The covariates examined include environmental, 
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geological, operational and maintenance characteristics of the operation or asset owning 

organisation.  

1.5 STRUCTURE OF THESIS 

The thesis is structured as follows. 

 Chapter 1 provides an overview of the mining industry and the aims of this research. 

 Chapter 2 covers existing literature on the collection, representation and use of user- 

specific reliability data. It outlines sources of reliability data including a review of 

existing sector-specific databases. An outline is provided of what reliability data is 

collected, how it is collected and how reliability data is represented to end users.  

 Chapter 3 presents the method on the development, representation and use of a shared 

reliability database. The rule-based cleansing framework by which reliability data will 

be cleansed is presented. A description of how collected reliability data should be 

represented to end-users of a sector shared database is discussed as well as the 

methods by which maintenance and environmental factors that influence failure 

behaviour can be identified.  The statistical assumptions and methods to verify these 

assumptions are included. 

 Chapter 4 presents results of exploratory data analysis of organisational maintenance 

data and the effectiveness of data extraction and cleansing using a rule-based data 

cleansing system. Challenges that face data cleansing efforts are discussed along with 

recommendations that can be taken to minimise these challenges. A manual is 

presented to conduct rule-based data cleansing on historical maintenance data. 

 Chapter 5 presents reliability data for key subunits of heavy mobile assets. A 

summary of key parameters and their significance to current organisational practice is 

discussed. 

 Chapter 6 presents the results of applying a proportional hazards model to reliability 

data of key mobile mining asset subunits. A combination of operational, 

environmental and maintenance covariates will be included in this study. A summary 

of significant factors that influence failure behaviour is also discussed. 

 Chapter 7 summarises key conclusions of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 Literature Review 

2.1 AIMS OF THIS CHAPTER 

The aims of this chapter are to: 

 Identify characteristics, trends and needs of the mining industry; 

 Describe reliability data and the need for operation-specific reliability data to support 

decision making; 

 Identify similar industries where pooled data is used and characteristics of these 

databases; and 

 Outline different sources and approaches to obtain fit for purpose reliability data. 

2.2 MOBILE MINING EQUIPMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

Reliability data is collected and analysed for mobile mining assets such as mining trucks, 

excavators, front end loaders and dozers. Mobile mining assets are good initial candidates for 

inclusion into a sector-specific reliability database due to their high capital costs, low asset 

populations and high level of similarities between assets of any given class. 

2.3 USES, CHALLENGES AND SOURCES OF RELIABILITY DATA 

2.3.1 Uses of Reliability Data 

The use of data-driven decision making is widely accepted in other industries however is 

traditionally lacking in the mining industry. "The mining industry, however, has embraced 

the ‘data acquisition’ stage, but is yet to embark on the ‘data use’ stage of performance 

management in a significant manner" (Lumley et al. 2014). There has been a move in recent 

times to increase the use of data in the decision making process. One such example is that of 

BHP Billiton updating their Enterprise Resource Planning system (including their CMMS) 

with the aim of providing unified interface from which all relevant data would be accessible 

for decision making and a “single source of the truth”. This was accompanied by a phase of 

data standardisation, consolidation and elimination of duplicate sources (SAP 2007). As the 

drive to use data continues and more, better quality data is collected there is a need to have 
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appropriate methods to cleanse, represent and use data. This is why the work in this thesis is 

important and timely. 

Reliability data is used for many purposes including data driven decision making and meeting 

legislative requirements. Decision support models using reliability data include risk or 

availability assessment, maintenance optimisation and developing strategies for critical spares 

and logistics. Legislative requirements include compliance with safety or environmental 

legislation (Bendell 1988). Reliability data is a broad term that usually includes data 

concerning the number and types of failures but can also include data on the failure modes 

and mechanisms, operating environment and maintenance practices. A definition of reliability 

data is provided in Appendix B. 

Reliability data required for a specific purpose is a function of the type of modelling or 

process used.  For example, availability modelling may use reliability block diagrams that 

require knowledge about the lifetime distribution of each item however some design 

improvement activities may require counts of failures of components to determine weakest 

points in the system. Different users and models require different types of reliability data. An 

important pre-data collection activity is understanding all objectives required of the data 

(Bendell 1988, Ansell et al. 1990). This is important because a specific data collection 

scheme tailored to satisfy some reliability analysis objectives may not be ideal in satisfying 

other objectives. A subsequent section of this literature review describes typical objectives of 

end users of a shared reliability database for mobile mining assets so that an appropriate data 

collection scheme can be designed. 

2.3.2 Challenges in Obtaining Reliability Data 

One of the main obstacles to the use of reliability models described above is a lack of 

sufficient input data. In particular, a lack of input data that: 

 Is statistically robust in sample size, 

 Is of sufficient quality to construct accurate models, 

 Satisfies underlying data assumptions required by the model, and 

 Is available in a timely and accessible manner (Hodkiewicz et al. 2014). 
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A small sample size corresponds to a small amount of contained information, resulting in 

poor parameter estimation (Louit et al. 2009). Rule of thumb guidelines suggest that “below 

10 failures the critical shape parameter may be hard to estimate accurately. Below 5 failures, 

estimates are often very inaccurate" (National Institute of Standards and Technology 2012). 

A survey of petrochemical companies showed that unavailability of data for reliability studies 

was a problem experienced by 82% of participants (Sandtorv et al. 1996). 

Small sample sizes can arise from a combination of one or more of the following reasons. 

 Small populations of assets available for observation, 

 Small number of relevant events arising from each individual asset, or 

 Lack of access to relevant data due to commercial sensitivity. 

Reliability data obtained by extraction of historical operational or maintenance data records 

often contains inaccurate or incomplete data elements that require rectification prior to 

incorporation into any model (Jardine et al. 2001, Jardine et al. 2006). This rectification 

requires a phase of extensive data cleansing to obtain error-free datasets. Consequences of 

inadequate or incomplete data cleansing results in errors propagating through the model and 

contamination of the final results. Data cleansing is not straight forward and often requires 

considerable contextual knowledge of the equipment, work management processes and 

organisational practices. 

The use of any model requires the imposition of assumptions required by that model. Where 

models are statistical in nature, statistical assumptions apply such as a requirement for 

independent and identically distributed (IID) data. Additional assumptions may also include 

restrictions on characteristics of the population from which the data was drawn from.  

Techniques for verification of common statistical assumptions are covered in Appendix G. 

2.3.3 Sources of Reliability Data 

Reliability data can be obtained from multiple sources with each source storing different 

types of data.  Some such sources are historical sources where reliability data, usually in the 

form of maintenance records have been previously specified and stored. Reliability data can 

also be obtained from experimental work, particularly on new models, where reliability data 

does not exist and has to be specified and collected as part of the experimental method. This 
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section outlines some potential sources and the relative advantages and disadvantage of each 

source. 

2.3.3.1 Historical Data – Site-specific 

The traditional choice of data source for reliability data is the use of historical reliability data 

originating from the specific site for which the study is targeted for (Arner et al. 2001, Rasche 

2012). Reliability data obtained from data sources owned by the asset owner has several key 

advantages including: 

 Easy access with no legal or confidentiality issues associated with using external 

parties or data, 

 Relevance to the organisation as it implicitly incorporates the organisation’s operating 

and maintenance context, and 

 Internal consistency with the organisation's data recording practices. 

Disadvantages of site-specific reliability data include: 

 Possibility of sparse data due to low asset populations. This issue is intrinsic to the 

data source as the asset population of the asset owner is a fixed and limiting factor 

(Rausand et al. 1996). 

 Requirement of processing in order to obtain fit for purpose data for further modelling 

(Jardine et al. 2006). 

 Incomplete coverage of failure modes due to low failure counts. This issue is intrinsic 

to the data source due to a limited asset population. 

 Lack of coverage of other asset classes, models and specifications not currently 

owned by the organisation. This issue may be significant when evaluating or 

designing new installations for which no comparable historical data exists. 

 Lack of benchmarking ability due to lack of data from peer groups.  

2.3.3.2 Historical Data – Sector-Specific Reliability Database  

A shared reliability database is one where multiple asset owners contribute reliability data of 

similar assets so that data is made available to a wider audience (Cooke et al. 2002). Many 

sectors have reliability databases. These are described in Appendix C. 
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A sector reliability database has the following advantages. 

 Increased asset populations when compared to site-specific data,  

 Increased number of failure events, and 

 A wider range of failure modes than would be possible from a single site (Rausand et 

al. 1996, Sandtorv et al. 1996, Cooke et al. 2002). 

A sector reliability database has the following disadvantages. 

 Decreased operational, environmental and maintenance relevance when compared to 

site-specific data; and  

 Challenges of merging reliability data from data sources with different data recording 

practices. 

2.3.3.3 Historical Data - External Vendor, Manufacturer or Maintainer Database 

Mobile mining assets are often wholly or partially maintained by the asset vendor, 

manufacturer or third party contractors. These external parties maintain assets on behalf of 

multiple organisations and perform their own reliability data collection independently to the 

asset owning organisation. Reliability data collected by the external party is owned by the 

external company and is not easily accessible by the asset owner or other interested parties.  

The use of external vendor, manufacturer or maintainer supplied reliability data has the 

following advantages. 

 Higher asset, failure events and failure mode populations; and 

 Data is collected under a single recording process and is consistent across multiple 

organisations. 

Disadvantages of external vendor or maintainer supplied reliability data include: 

 Data from different organisations is confidential and not easily accessible by external 

parties. Access to this data will require agreement from both the third party 

organisation as well as the owner of the assets from whom the data originated from 

(Rasche 2012). This is particularly true for commercially sensitive information such 

as repair times, downtime and cost information. 
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 Asset types and models are limited to asset types and models maintained by the 

external contractor. 

 Asset types and selected assets to be externally maintained may not be representative 

of the wider asset population. 

 Failure rate estimations for periods beyond the warranty period may not be accurate 

(Hauge et al. 2010). 

 Failures attributed to factors external to the asset may not be included (Hauge et al. 

2010). 

2.3.3.4 Experimental – Field Testing and Accelerated Life Testing 

Experimental methods obtain reliability data by the observation of physical test units. Field 

testing, where units are tested under conditions of normal operation, can be accelerated to 

produce results within a shortened time period by the use of Accelerated Life Testing (ALT). 

Under ALT, test units are subject to specific conditions designed to accelerate failure 

behaviour in a known and controlled manner (Sinha et al. 2003, Elsayed et al. 2007). 

Field testing and ALT has advantages including: 

 The ability to specify the operating context by control of the test environment; 

 The ability to observe and measure effects of failure, physical mechanisms and 

parameters of interest (Elsayed et al. 2007); and 

 A lack of accessibility and confidentiality issues. 

Field and ALT has disadvantages including: 

 Requirement of multiple test assets or subunits to be allowed to fail. Costs are 

incurred in making assets available for testing and associated costs of rectifying 

failure. Testing is traditionally performed for small components rather than large 

assets. 

 Requirement of experimental time (Sinha et al. 2003). 

In the context of the mining industry, many assets or major subunits of assets have a 

prohibitively high replacement or repair cost. An example is the replacement cost for a single 

engine for rear dump trucks often exceeding $500,000. The high cost of each subunit and 
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traditionally sparse asset populations even outside a laboratory environment makes the use of 

Field or ALT testing infeasible for mining assets. 

2.4 DEVELOPMENT OF A RELIABILITY DATABASE FRAMEWORK 

The following section reviews the literature on issues for consideration in development of a 

reliability database framework. Reliability data collected from different sources is required to 

be standardised to a common platform prior to combination into a single database (Cooke et 

al. 2002). Standardisation is required at all stages (Rausand et al. 1996, Sandtorv et al. 1996) 

including: 

 Terms and definitions to be used, 

 Asset taxonomies and boundary conditions, 

 Defining Required (Minimum) dataset for collection, and 

 Analysis and results interpretation. 

The outputs of the standardisation process were ranked by participants in the OReDa project 

as one of the most important OReDa benefits (Sandtorv et al. 1996). 

2.5 SHARED RELIABILITY DATABASES  

The Martin Titan Handbook was the first attempt at representing standardised reliability data 

in a handbook in 1959. The handbook provided failure rates for mechanical and 

electromechanical systems in the military sector (Manzini et al. 2009, Lazzaroni 2011). This 

handbook was the precursor that led to the development of similar databases for military or 

aerospace industries such as Mil-Handbook-217 in 1990 (Department of Defense 1990) and 

Non Electronic Reliability Notebook in 1985 in  (RADC 1985, Lazzaroni 2011). 

2.5.1 Shared Databases in Similar Industries 

Shared reliability databases are currently used in the oil and gas, power generation, chemical, 

aviation and electronics industries. The initial drivers for the development of shared 

reliability databases vary by industry and criticality of equipment. The R-Book database for 

the nuclear industry attempted to determine an alternative method to derive pipeline failure 

rates from service history rather than fracture mechanics (Swaling et al. 2011). Many other 
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sector-specific databases such as the petrochemical industry (OReDa), chemical and 

processing equipment (PERD) and nuclear industry (T-Book)  have a focus on supporting a 

variety of safety and reliability analyses (ISO 1999, Moosemiller et al. 2001, Hellström et al. 

2009). Within these databases there is a traditionally strong focus on safety aspects with 

many databases developing taxonomies specifically for safety related equipment. The focus 

has evolved over time to include analyses on maintainability and other economic 

considerations such as cost effective designs and maintenance (International Organization for 

Standardization 1999, Faulstich et al. 2010). A list of shared reliability databases in similar 

industries and types of reliability data collected are outlined in Appendix C.  

Regulatory requirements are a common driver for the creation of many sector-specific 

databases.. Regulatory requirements may come in the form of mandatory participation such 

as in the case of the Generating Availability Data System (GADS) for the power generation 

industry with  participation required for plants with capacities greater than 20MW (North 

American Electric Reliability Corporation 2011). Regulatory influence may also be indirectly 

present in gaining design approval, legislation mandating specific activities (e.g. required 

modelling of equipment survivability) or driving action due to a perceived threat of additional 

regulatory oversight (Rasche 2012). Another driver for sector-specific database development 

has been a high cost of failure in safety, environmental or financial terms. Examples of such 

industries include the oil and gas industry and nuclear power generation industries. 

Existing literature and review of publicly available databases suggests that there is currently 

no mining industry specific reliability database that can be used. The creation of a reliability 

database for the mining industry should take a similar approach to the approach taken by the 

petrochemical industry in the creation of the OReDa database (Rasche 2012). It can be 

argued that the continued lack of a mining industry specific database can be attributed to a 

lower cost of failure (compared to the nuclear or oil and gas industries) and lack of regulatory 

oversight either mandating the creation of, or use of data from such a database. 

Performance measurement databases exist for the mining industry. The Mining Intelligence 

and Benchmarking database (currently owned by Price Waterhouse Coopers) contains 

performance data for mobile mining assets including draglines, excavators, front end loaders, 

rope shovels, mining trucks, drills and dozers (Lumley 2012). While performance of mobile 
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mining assets is closely related to availability and reliability of each asset, the database is not 

a shared reliability database as it contains production or capacity data rather than failure data. 

Much of the data required for the development of such databases already exists and is stored 

within the CMMS as work orders. The work orders however require processing to extract 

data in a form that can be used for further analysis. A survey of petrochemical companies 

revealed that 10-30% of time was used to obtain reliability data for studies while databases 

are the main sources of reliability data for 77% of participants (Sandtorv et al. 1996).  

2.5.2 OReDa – Sector-Specific Database for the Petrochemical Industry 

An sector-specific database of particular interest - the OReDa database is a collaborative 

project between contributory oil and gas companies including BP, Conoco Phillips, 

ExxonMobil, Shell, Statoil and Total as full participants and Gassco, GdF SUEZ E&P Norge 

AS and Eni s.P.a. as associated members. The OReDa database project collects reliability 

data for a wide range of safety important equipment used in offshore oil and gas installations.  

The OReDa database project started in 1981 and has since collected 112,000 events from 

approximately 17,000 unique pieces of equipment (OReDa 2015). Reliability data collected 

and stored by OReDa is summarised and made available via published handbooks available 

to the general public. Information contained within the handbook includes: 

 Statistics on the population set (asset / site counts, operating / calendar time), 

 Failure counts by failure mode and category (e.g. Critical, Degraded, Incipient and 

Unknown), 

 Failure rate (point estimate) with quartiles and standard deviations, and 

 Active Repair Hours and Man-hours. 

In addition to providing data for decision support and reliability analyses, the OReDa 

database project has resulted in the development of the following results. 

 An ISO standard outlining the data collection and exchange of data (International 

Organization for Standardization 1999), 

 Five handbooks of reliability data (published in 1984, 1992, 1997, 2002 and 2009 

respectively), and 
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 Two examples of design changes reported by participants that used reliability data 

stored in OReDa. The design changes resulted in savings of approximately $70 

million (OReDa 2015). 

The initial driver for OReDa was to collect reliability data for safety important equipment 

(Sandtorv et al. 1996). The focus on safety important equipment has, over several phases, 

been extended (after an initial contraction) to include additional equipment classes with a side 

focus on analysis, automated collection and standardisation of reliability data. In 1994 data 

collection was extended to include preventive maintenance data (OReDa 2015). OReDa 

provides counts of failure events. It does not provide failure mechanisms and data from the 

OReDa database is not sufficient in itself for some reliability methods that require knowledge 

of failure mechanisms or causes. 

The mining industry shares similarities with the oil and gas industry. Assets from both 

industries are high capital cost assets with low asset populations. The cost of failure in both 

the mining and petrochemical industry is high with the cost of lost production, safety or 

environmental impact often exceeding the cost of the replacement or maintenance cost. 

The OReDa database and associated standard provides an initial starting point due to its well 

defined and transparent guidelines (International Organization for Standardization 1999). 

Particular areas of interest include: 

 Terms and definitions, 

 Equipment, failure and maintenance data taxonomies, 

 Data collection guidelines, 

 Failure modes and definitions, and 

 Methods of data representation. 

2.5.3 Reliability Data Representation in Similar Sector-Specific Databases 

The handbook developed as part of the Titan Missile Project was the first handbook to 

represent failure history by failure counts and operational time (Manzini et al. 2009). Modern 

day reliability databases or reliability data handbooks including OReDa, PERD, GADs, 

Windstats, and T-Book represent failure data to end users as failure counts of identified 
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failure modes (ISO 1999, Moosemiller et al. 2001, Manzini et al. 2009). Other data 

representation elements common across most sector databases include population statistics 

and cumulative operating time. A list of existing shared reliability databases and the means 

by which reliability data is represented is contained in Appendix C. 

Failure counts for most sector databases are separated into respective failure modes.  These 

failure modes include events where: 

 A total loss of function is incurred (functional failure), 

 Degradation of a function is observed beyond an acceptable limit (degradation 

failure), and 

 The current state of the system indicates that a functional failure is likely to happen if 

not corrected (incipient failure). 

The OReDa database additionally provides repair time statistics in addition to counts of 

failures modes occurring over operating time. The RL-TR-92-197 report on the Mil-

Handbook-217 database included a list of failure mechanisms and effect of stress levels on 

failure rates however the database is concerned with small electronic components. 

The use of failure counts and cumulative operating time allows point estimates of failure rates 

to be obtained via the following equation: 

�̂� =  
𝒏

∑ 𝒕𝑻𝑭𝒊
   ( 1 ) 

Where n is the total number of failures and tTFi is the i-th time to failure. 

Other underlying assumptions when representing reliability data as failure counts over 

cumulative operating time include the following assumptions (Cooke 1996, Cooke et al. 

1997) 

 A constant hazard rate, 

 Failure modes are independent of each other. 

 The system is restored to as good as new state. 

 Failure counts innately incorporate the effect of preventive maintenance performed on 

the system from which data was collected. 
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As preventive maintenance in most cases has a non-zero effect on failure behaviour, this can 

result in reliability data collected with a specific maintenance context having different failure 

characteristics than applications with differing maintenance contexts. Similarly, where 

reliability data includes events triggered by external causes, such data may be less applicable 

in applications where different frequencies or types of external causes are present. Some 

examples of external causes include accidental damage due to human error or variation in 

input resources (such as power voltage) that result in failure. 

An aim of shared databases is to represent reliability data in a form that supports further 

modelling desired by an end user. Existing literature containing reliability parameters for 

equipment used in the mining industry shows that the assumption of an exponential 

distribution for representing the failure population is not always appropriate for mining 

equipment failures (Márquez et al. 2004). While a failure count remains a useful tool for 

representing reliability data, it would also be beneficial to additionally represent lifetime 

failure distributions for use cases deemed of interest to an end user. 

The RADC Non-electronic Reliability Handbook differs from other databases and handbooks 

by representing reliability data using failure distributions. The failure distributions used 

include the exponential and Weibull distribution with parameters and confidence bounds 

provided for each component using both distributions (RADC 1985). Other analyses of 

reliability data using non-exponential failure distributions include reliability data collection of 

accelerator beam equipment failures using a Weibull distribution (Piaszczyk 1999). 

Lifetime distribution parameter estimation can be performed using maximum likelihood 

estimation (MLE) or least squares regression (LSR). Maximum likelihood estimation 

determines parameters for any given distribution that maximises the likelihood of observed 

events. LSR minimises the sum of squares of residuals between the fitted model and observed 

values. LSR possesses advantage in ease of implementation and computation complexity. 

The influence of abnormal observations or outliers is greater for LSR than that of MLE. 

Literature also suggests that the use of MLE is more ideal than LSR for samples sizes greater 

than 30 (Scholz 2002, O'Connor 2012). 
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2.5.4 Assumption of a Constant Hazard Rate 

Failure point estimates derived using failure counts and cumulative operating time are valid 

only if an exponential lifetime distribution with a constant hazard rate for the system is 

assumed (International Organization for Standardization 1999). The exponential lifetime 

distribution is widely used in the reliability industry due to its mathematical simplicity. This 

assumption of a constant hazard rate or exponential failure distribution may be appropriate 

for some subunits (e.g. semiconductor failure due to voltage spikes) or for specific periods of 

an asset’s life wherein the period of early life failures has passed (due to commissioning or 

where observation is delayed until periods of early life failures have passed) and the period of 

end of life degradation has not commenced (Cooke 1996). In general, the use of a constant 

hazard rate results in a more conservative estimate of reliability with more failures estimated 

in any given time interval. For some activities requiring data, such as safety design studies, a 

more conservative estimate may be acceptable or even beneficial.  

Less mathematically simple for reliability modelling is the use of distributions that allow a 

non-constant hazard rate. While computationally more intensive, these disadvantages are 

negated by advances in modern computer systems. Modern standards state "an important step 

in analyzing breakdown data is the selection of an appropriate distribution" (International 

Electrotechnical Commission 2007). This is reflected in industry specific guidelines that state  

"although constant failure rate and constant repair times are convenient simplifying 

assumptions, it may be important that the model is capable of reflecting other component 

failure distributions" (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 1987). This could 

result if sensitivity to deviations from the exponential distribution were to be studied. 

The use of lifetime distributions incorporating a non-constant hazard rate is important for 

activities such as availability modelling (as performed by Monte Carlo methods) or 

maintenance optimisation (Dekker 1996, Andrawus 2007). The use of a constant hazard rate 

in situations where an increasing hazard rate is present can be misleading and often produces 

conservative results (International Electrotechnical Commission 2009). It is therefore 

important when adopting an assumption of a constant hazard rate, that there be good 

engineering reasons to do so (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 1987) . 
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2.5.5 Terms and Definitions 

Terms and definitions for common reliability terms are defined in existing standards however 

the definitions for many terms are not unique and lack standardisation. An example of this 

lack of standardisation is for the definition of the term “Corrective Maintenance” where an 

examination of nineteen existing standards, guidelines or reference books provided six 

different definitions as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Multiple Definitions of "Corrective Maintenance" 

Standard Definition 

ISO 14224:2006 Maintenance carried out after fault recognition and intended to put an item into a state in 

which it can perform a required function. 

IIMM V3.0 The remedial actions performed as a result of failure, to restore an item to a specified 

condition. Corrective maintenance may or may not be programmed. 

MIL-STD 2173 The actions performed, as a result of failure, to restore an item to a specified condition. 

MIL-STD-721C All actions performed as a result of failure, to restore an item to a specified condition. 

Corrective maintenance can include any or all of the following steps: Localization, 

Isolation, Disassembly, Interchange, Reassembly, Alignment and Checkout. 

BS4778 The maintenance carried out after failure has occurred and intended to restore an item to a 

state in which it can perform its required function. 

MIL-STD 2173 The actions performed, as a result of failure, to restore an item to a specified condition. 

 

The issue of multiple definitions for common reliability terms is also encountered in literature 

along with a need for definitions tailored to the engineering context to which they will be 

applied. Additional considerations suggested to be taken when developing definitions include 

obtaining consensus with stakeholders and ensuring explicit relationships for each term to 

other terms (Cheol et al. 2015). There is currently no standard for common reliability terms 

and definitions in the mining sector. Mining companies describe the same terms in multiple 

ways, with some definitions originating from standards while other definitions developed by 

their own engineers. A key element in this thesis is the development of a set of common 

reliability terms and definitions for the mining sector. 

2.5.6 Database Taxonomy  

A strict and well defined taxonomy and boundary conditions are critical when merging 

reliability data from different sources with different data collection processes.  
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ISO-14224 -2006 refers to a taxonomy as "a systematic classification of items into generic 

groups based on factors possibly common to several of the items". Under this definition, ISO-

14224-2006 includes as part of its taxonomy categorisation of physical items ranging from 

Industry level (taxonomy level 1) to small parts of equipment units (taxonomy level 9). 

Coding systems for failure modes, mechanisms, failure event data and maintenance event 

data are specified however these coding systems are not considered part of the equipment 

taxonomy. A strict taxonomy allows no ambiguity when classifying assets into their 

respective groups. A well-defined taxonomy breaks down an asset or plant to its required 

indenture level based on the asset complexity and use of reliability data. 

Boundary conditions specifies what components are included or excluded from the relevant 

sub-unit as well as reliability data to be collected for each constituent component. A 

sufficiently detailed boundary condition set should leave no ambiguity when determining if a 

given component is within or without a sub-unit boundary. Adherence to a detailed boundary 

condition set ensures compatible data is collected from different reliability sources.  

The PERD database includes as part of its taxonomy, the failure modes, inventory data 

(equivalent to OReDa equipment taxonomy) and event data. As part of its taxonomy 

development process for establishing failure modes, the Centre for Chemical Process Safety 

uses a combination of functional analysis and examination of event data to confirm the 

validity of these failure modes (Arner et al. 2001). 

Common elements exist between frameworks developed by other shared reliability databases. 

These elements include: 

 Asset Boundary Conditions, 

 Minimum Inventory Data Sets, 

 Minimum Failure Event Data Sets, 

 Minimum Maintenance Event Data Sets, and 

 Predefined Failure Modes. 

The development of a framework incorporating similar elements is required when developing 

a sector-specific reliability database. The elements of this framework should be specific to the 

data and requirements of the sector that the database caters to. 
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2.5.7 Minimum Reliability Database Dataset 

Required data fields for Minimum Reliability Database Dataset (MRDD) as required by 

existing reliability databases or standards are contained in Table 2 to 4. The MRDD are sets 

of reliability data that has undergone data cleansing and is fit for purpose to be stored within 

the database. The MRDD is comprised of three sets of data corresponding to Asset Inventory 

Data, Asset Event Data and Asset Maintenance Data. 

2.5.7.1 Asset Inventory Data 

Asset inventory data contains information about the operating asset. Asset inventory data 

should be sufficient to identify the type of asset, the way it is operated and sufficient 

technical specifications to allow grouping of assets with their peers. A list of required and 

desired data fields required identify individual assets for some existing shared reliability 

databases is contained in Table 2. Required data elements are marked with “R” and comprise 

the minimum dataset for asset or subunit identification. Desired data elements are marked 

with “D” and are useful but non-essential data elements. Data elements left blank are not 

referenced by the database or standard. Similar data elements with differing terminology are 

counted under a single category.  
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Table 2:  Minimum Asset Inventory Dataset in Similar Sector-Specific Databases or Standards 

Field OReDa 
  

PERD 
 

PREP SRS 
Database 

GADS 

Source (ISO 1999) (AIChE 
2015) 

(2006) (Bendell et 
al. 1985) 

(NERC 
2011) 

Industry D R   R 
Business Category R    R 

Installation Category R R   R 
Owner D     

Geographical Location D    R 
Plant Category R R   R 

Section R     
Operation Category D R  R R 

Equipment Class / Type R R R R R 
Equipment ID R R R R R 

Equipment Description D R  R  
Manufacturer R  R R  

Model D  R R  
Design Data D R R R R 

Operating Mode D R   R 
Commission / Start Date D R  R R 

Operational / Surveillance 
Time 

D R R R  

# Demands D R R R  
Additional Information D     

Designer    R  
Design Year    R  

Material Composition    R  
 

Asset data fields with significant overlap between databases (contained in three or more 

databases in Table 2) include installation category, plant category, operation category, 

equipment class/type, equipment ID, design data and commission date.  

2.5.7.2 Asset Event Data 

Asset Event Data contains information pertaining to a failure event of an asset. Table 3 

contains data elements comprising Asset Event Data for some existing sector-specific 

databases.  
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Table 3: Minimum Failure Event Dataset in Similar Sector-Specific Databases or Standards 

Field OReDa PERD PREP SRS GADS 
Failure ID R R    

Equipment ID R R R R R 
Failure Date R R R R R 
Failure Mode R R R  R 

Equipment 
Impact 

R   R  

Safety Impact D   R  
Plant Impact D   R R 
Failure Cause D R  R R 

Failure 
Mechanism 

D R    

Subunit D R  R  
Maintainable 

Item 
D   R  

Detection 
Method 

D   R  

Operating 
Status 

D   R  

Other D     
Time Sequence    R  

Failure Type   R  R 
Additional 

Information 
     

Down Time D    R 
Repair Times D  R  R 

 

Some data elements listed in Table 3 are collected and available at the point of failure (e.g. 

Equipment ID, Failure Date, Failure Mode) while other elements are available only at a time 

subsequent to the failure event (e.g. Down Time, Repair Time). Some elements such as those 

characterising the impact of failure on plant and safety are not traditionally regarded as 

reliability data however are specified to be collected as part of the Asset Event Data set. 

Required data fields with significant overlap (contained in three or more databases in Table 

3) include equipment ID, failure date, failure mode and failure cause. Data fields indicated as 

desired, and having significant overlap between databases include Plant Impact, Subunit and 

Repair Times. The occurrence of subunit as well as equipment ID can be attributed to 

difference in taxonomy levels between these databases. 
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2.5.7.3 Asset Maintenance Data 

Asset maintenance data contains information about maintenance activities performed on an 

asset. Asset maintenance data should be sufficient to link the maintenance record to a failure 

record and details of the maintenance including the asset maintained, activity performed and 

time measures of the maintenance event. Table 4 shows the required and desired fields for 

maintenance events for the OReDa database 

Table 4: Required and Desired Maintenance Data Fields for the OReDa Project 

Required Desired 
Maintenance Record Identifier Maintenance Priority 

Equipment Identification Interval 
Failure Record Identifier Maintenance Activity 

 Maintenance Date Maintenance Impact 
Maintenance Category Subunit 

Active Maintenance Time Component / Maintainable Item 
Down Time Spare Part Location 

 Maintenance Man hours (by discipline) 
 Maintenance Man Hours (total) 
 Maintenance Equipment Resources 
 Maintenance Delays 
 Additional Information 

In addition to unique identifier to uniquely identify the maintenance event, two additional 

fields are required to link the maintenance event to the asset and associated failure record. 

Other fields required by the OReDa database include the type of maintenance performed and 

two fields storing maintenance and downtime for the event. 

2.5.8 Censored and Failure Events 

Assets, also known as equipment units are comprised of smaller subunits which may, during 

the course of its lifetime, undergo maintenance events that involve the repair or replacement 

of the subunit. Replacement events of a subunit result in the removal of the old subunit and 

installation of a new subunit. Repair events however do not result in the replacement of the 

whole system although replacement of parts of the subunit may occur. An example is a repair 

of an engine subunit may include replacement of one or more cylinders within the engine. 

The distinction between repair and replacement events is important as it determines how such 

failure data is treated (O'Connor 2012).  

A censored event is recorded where a time measurement is only partially known as the item 

has not yet failed. For equipment items, censoring can occur when an item is preventively 
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replaced prior to failure, or when observation of the observed item ceases and no further 

information is known. By contrast, a failure event is recorded when loss of function is 

observed. Failure events can occur through loss of function (critical), degradation of 

performance beyond a specific threshold or deviation of parameters beyond a specified 

threshold (degradation). An additional type of failure – incipient failure is often included by 

many sector-specific reliability databases where a degraded or complete failure is imminent if 

corrective action is not performed. 

Maintenance events for subunits that have not failed are termed censored events and are 

usually associated with preventive maintenance. Maintenance events for subunits that have 

failed are termed failure events and are usually associated with corrective maintenance. The 

classification of events as failure events or censored events is important as failure and 

censored event points are treated differently in the statistical analysis. 

Representation of reliability data using full lifetime distributions requires the collection of 

preventive maintenance data. This is important as the presence of censored data arising from 

preventive replacement events have a large impact on lifetime distribution parameters. 

Although the collection of maintenance data fields is often recommended for many shared 

reliability databases, maintenance data fields are often listed as desirable (D) rather than 

required (R) fields. 

2.5.9 Independent and Identically Distributed Data 

Many statistical analyses require the assumption of an independent and identically distributed 

(IID) population. The stochastic process used for sequences of events, where the variable of 

interest is the number of occurrences of an event within a time interval is referred to as a 

counting process. 

In order for a sequence of random variables to be IID, it is required for each element in the 

counting process to be independent of preceding variables. The assumption of IID is of 

particular importance when applying stochastic models assuming a Renewal Process (RP) or 

Homogeneous Poisson Process (HPP) (Ascher et al. 1984, Louit et al. 2009). 

A renewal process (RP) is one where the system is returned to as good as new state at each 

repair or replacement event. In practice, few repair actions are considered able to restore a 
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failed item to as good as new state hence leading to an association of RP with non-repairable 

systems. Where a counting process is a RP and additionally having independent and 

exponentially distributed inter-arrival times, a Homogeneous Poisson process (HPP) exists.  

A Non-Homogenous Poisson Process (NHPP) occurs when a repair event does not restore the 

system to as good as new condition but with a condition that minimally changes (i.e. bad as 

old) or to a condition which is better than old, but not as good as new. In the mining industry 

many assets have components that are subject to repair rather than replacement strategies. In 

such cases there are always uncertainties about where the repair sits on the continuum 

between as-good-as-new to as-good-as-old. In cases of imperfect repairs the use of models 

incorporating a Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) may be required (Coetzee 1997, 

Louit et al. 2009). 

A superimposed renewal process occurs when a system is comprised of multiple renewal 

processes. A superimposed renewal process can only be HPP if it is comprised of only HPP 

processes hence many SRPs are generally not a renewal processes (Ansell et al. 1994). 

However a SRP system converges to an HPP process as the number of component processes 

increases towards infinity (Rausand et al. 2004). Where the number of systems is finite and 

small, the representation of the system using an HPP may not be appropriate and may 

necessitate the use of an NHPP (Ansell et al. 1994, Louit et al. 2009).  

A lack of independence or non-identical distribution of failure data for mining equipment can 

arise from factors internal and external to the equipment. Internal factors include the effects 

of aging or other degradation factors. External factors include changes in operational, 

environmental and maintenance contexts within the population.  

Testing the IID assumption can be performed graphically or via hypothesis testing (analytical 

methods). Graphical techniques are simple to perform and easily interpretable when strong 

trends exist. A weakness of graphical techniques is subjectivity in results interpretation. 

Graphical methods are also not adept in detecting small trends (Louit et al. 2009). Analytical 

methods are not subjective however are generally designed to target the presence or absence 

of particular trend types. These tests are described in greater detail in Appendix G.  
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The techniques described in Appendix G are discussed or demonstrated in literature as 

follows. 

 Graphical Methods - Total Time on Test plot and Nelson-Aalen plot (Kumar et al. 

1989, Kumar et al. 1992, Morad et al. 2013), 

 Laplace Test (Ansell et al. 1990, Ascher et al. 1995, Louit et al. 2009), 

 Lewis Robinson Trend Test (Louit et al. 2009), 

 Military Handbook Trend Test (Caroni 2010), 

 Anderson Darling Trend Test (Kvaløy et al. 1998), 

 Cramer-von Mises Trend Test (Kvaløy et al. 1998), 

 Mann Test (Louit et al. 2009), and 

 Serial Correlation (Kumar et al. 1992). 

No single trend test is capable of detecting all departures from IID. It is important to 

understand characteristics of the population from which the data originated and to apply 

appropriate trend tests for the population. It is suggested that a combination of formal 

statistical tests and simple graphical procedures be used to determine the presence and nature 

of any trend (Walls et al. 1986). 

Departure from IID is significant when choosing a method of representation. The detection of 

a trend negates the use of methods for non-repairable (stationary) systems such as Weibull 

analysis. The use of a repairable system (non-stationary) approach is therefore required. A 

common repairable system approach is the use of a Non-Homogenous Poisson Process 

(NHPP) where times between successive failures are not independent nor identically 

distributed. A drawback of an NHPP approach is the inability of an NHPP to handle to effects 

of previously performed maintenance. An alternative non-stationary method involves the 

reduction of system age by a random value at each repair events (Kijima 1989, Ascher et al. 

1995).  

2.6 RELIABILITY DATA EXTRACTION AND CLEANSING 

Reliability data captured by the CMMS of most mining organisations as work orders is 

acknowledged as possessing data quality issues such as incompleteness, inaccuracy, 
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containing typographical errors and inconsistency (Sandtorv et al. 1996, Jardine et al. 2006, 

Ho et al. 2013).  

The process by which maintenance data is recorded in the mining industry is a complex 

system that requires input from multiple people throughout the lifecycle of any work order. 

The creation of work order is often a two step process with separate records for requesting 

and instigating work (Kelly 2006). A more detailed description of work orders and the 

maintenance data process is provided in Appendix C. 

Some data quality issues can arise from the way an organisation defines the data it wishes to 

collect and the process by which to do so. Lack of standardisation in what data is to be 

collected and lack of competency of data collectors are often quoted examples for low data 

quality (Koronios et al. 2004, Murphy 2009).  

Some issues can arise from the way an organisation executes the maintenance function. An 

example is when  maintenance tasks are outsourced to third parties (Campbell 1995) which 

can lead to incomplete maintenance data within the organisation's CMMS. While the process 

of outsourcing is an intended course of action, there may be a net detrimental result to the 

organisation's data quality unless suitable steps are taken. Another issue is in coding practices 

for data. For example the classification of opportunely performed replacement as preventive 

maintenance regardless of the condition of the replaced item (Cooke et al. 2002). 

Low data quality cannot solely be attributed to deficiencies in an organisation's processes. 

Human factors exist such as perception of data collection as a non-core or low importance 

task  or negative attitudes towards data collection (Murphy 2009). 

Data quality issues results in historical data that can be of low quality. Resolution of these 

causes of data quality issues are required to better provide fit for purpose reliability data in 

the long term. The process of resolving these issues however is a slow process which would 

not rectify data quality issues for historical data collected under previous regimes. This gives 

rise to a need for a data extraction and cleansing phase in order to rectify historical 

maintenance data for current analysis. When including reliability data into a shared reliability 

database, data cleansing is a large task due to the requirement of consolidating data from 

different data taxonomies into a consistent taxonomy and elimination of duplicate 

information (Rahm et al. 2000). 
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The output of data cleansing are reliability datasets that are consistent with respect to asset 

classes, taxonomies, terms and definitions and event classifications. This study explores the 

use of different data cleansing techniques in order to extract reliability data that is fit for 

purpose for inclusion in a shared reliability database.  

2.6.1 Data Cleansing by Existing Shared Reliability Databases 

The PERD database obtains data from participant companies using participant submitted data 

contained in a specified template. Data mapping is performed by PERD personnel to translate 

submitted data from the template into compatible formats for incorporation into the PERD 

database (AIChE 2015).  

The OReDa database provides specialised data cleansing software available to members only. 

Data cleansing is performed by OReDa participants however steps and tools geared towards 

automatic data collection have been developed (Sandtorv et al. 1996). 

A report detailing data reporting instructions outlines the data templates by which  asset, 

events and performance data is submitted for inclusion into the GADS database (NERC 

2011). Similar instructions are released for the aviation industry regarding aircraft status, 

events, and maintenance type data templates for exchange of information between companies 

(ATA 2014). 

A common characteristic of data collection for these existing sector-specific reliability 

databases is the use of data templates or schema which are filled out by the submitting 

participant. The use of data templates specified by administrators of a shared database makes 

the inclusion of data contained within the templates an easy task as it is already in the desired 

format. However population of these templates from historical maintenance data collected by 

individual organisations is a non-trivial task. This is due to the database framework and data 

templates of the shared reliability database rarely being exact matches of the framework and 

data collecting practices of the submitting organisation. 

2.6.2 Data Cleansing Methodologies 

Manual cleansing is the process of inspection and correction of errors in datasets. Manual 

data cleansing can be costly in both time and financial resources and subject to human error 

(Maimon et al. 2010). Challenges in data cleansing arise from anomalies present in data sets. 
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These data anomalies are classified as syntactic, semantic and coverage anomalies (Muller et 

al. 2003). 

Syntactic anomalies include: 

 Lexical errors where the structure of data does not meet the specified format for the 

dataset, 

 Domain format errors where some data values for data fields within a data record do 

not match the required format for the data field, and 

 Irregularities which include non-uniform use of terminology or presence of 

abbreviations or spelling mistakes. 

Semantic anomalies include: 

 Invalid combination of individual values, 

 Contradictions between individual fields within a record, and 

 Duplicates which may be exact or non-exact duplicates. 

Coverage anomalies include: 

 Missing values within a data record, and 

 Missing records within the data set. 

In addition, the dataset may be structured, semi-structured or unstructured. The complexity of 

a data cleansing technique increases as the level of structure in the data set decreases. 

Structured data sets are constructed of data elements which are described by elementary 

attributes for a domain. This compares to unstructured data, which have high levels of 

flexibility and may be coded in natural language (Batini et al. 2009, Hodkiewicz et al. 2014). 

Steps in the data cleansing process are described below. 

2.6.2.1 Data Pre-Processing and Parsing 

Data pre-processing steps are performed prior to data cleansing in order to correct superficial 

deficiencies in uncleansed data that would otherwise complicate future data cleansing 

activities.  
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Data preparation activities to be used vary with the data set being prepared however may 

include: 

 Removal of outliers, 

 Normalisation, 

 Reduction of noise, 

 Transformation, and 

 Data cleaning. 

Data cleaning in this context means correction of minor data problems such as illegal values 

and misspellings. Reduction of noise or irrelevant information reduces the size of the data set 

to be cleaned and reduces future data cleansing work. Removal of outliers eliminates 

erroneous values determined through statistical analysis. Normalisation refers to the 

transformation of large ranges to more easily handled values (Kotsiantis et al. 2006).  

Parsing is a method of detecting and correcting syntax errors in uncleansed data. The process 

of parsing ensures that all strings (or tuples) contained in the uncleansed data only contains 

elements contained in an allowable set of vocabulary (Muller et al. 2003). Unrecognised 

patterns are usually corrected by replacement with the closest pattern in the allowable 

vocabulary set. It is traditionally performed early in the data cleansing process as the 

presence of simple and easily corrected syntactical errors can cause problems in further 

cleansing processes. 

2.6.2.2 Data Exploration 

Data exploration, sometimes referred to by data cleansing practitioners as data auditing and 

investigation stage is performed prior to execution of data cleansing. The purpose of data 

exploration is to identify and understand errors and patterns within the uncleansed dataset. 

Exploratory analysis can take place via data profiling, pattern identification, occurrence of 

null values, and statistical analysis including ranges, frequencies, and variance of values 

(Muller et al. 2003).  In the case of an expert system, the exploration stage forms the 

knowledge base from which the inference engine (a rule-based system) can transform the 

data. 
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2.6.2.3 Rule-Based Cleansing 

Data cleansing performed both in-house (within organisation) or by external data cleansing 

services often involve a high level of manual data cleansing (Prasad et al. 2011). Rule-based 

systems form a large part of many data cleansing systems including some natural language 

systems, schema based data transformations and knowledge based systems. 

The purpose of rule-based cleansing (sometimes referred to as data transformation) is to limit 

the use of manual inspecting and classification (Rahm et al. 2000). Data cleansing is an 

exercise of standardisation and elimination of duplicates using data quality rules (Prasad et al. 

2011). This often takes place during two stages with the first to investigate the dataset and the 

second to perform a standardisation process. 

Rule-based data processing wherein uncleansed data is transformed into an agreed format 

using rule sets. Rules sets are comprised of a series of "if condition – perform action" 

statements where an action is performed if the given conditions are satisfied. Rule-based data 

processing requires the use of multiple iterations in order to tune datasets to be capable of 

transforming uncleansed data into the appropriate format (Rahm et al. 2000, Prasad et al. 

2011). 

Challenges in rule-based cleansing include managing rule sets of increasing complexity and 

size. Rule sets are often executed sequentially with the order of rules important in 

determining the outcome of the transformation. Rule conflicts can also occur which require 

the use of conflict resolution, often manual in nature to determine the appropriate output. As 

rule sets grow in size, it becomes increasing hard to manage with each additional rule 

providing incrementally less benefit yet with a possibility of degrading any previously 

executed rules.  

2.6.2.4 Machine Learning 

Machine learning systems are systems of algorithms that learn from data rather than 

executing rule-based systems. Machine learning is often associated with data mining, which 

is the process of analysing a dataset and transforming it into a defined structure for future use. 

Rule sets developed by machine learning systems can outperform rule sets created using 

domain knowledge especially when dealing with systems possessing many independent 

variables (Witten et al. 2011). Machine learning systems however require appropriate training 
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sets that are representative of the population sample. This may require large datasets (greater 

than 1000 records) with desired outcomes available for each record. Machine learning 

algorithms can also suffer from over-fitting which occurs when a machine learning system 

begins to memorise the training data rather than learning underlying trends within the training 

data set.  

2.6.2.5 Syntactic Processing 

Syntactic (or syntax driven) processing is a stream of natural language processing that relies 

on occurrences and frequencies of words. Keyword spotting is a simple and common natural 

language processing approach with a high popularity stemming from its relative ease of 

implementation. Keyword spotting categorises text based on the existence of unambiguous 

keywords in uncleansed data. Its core weakness is its reliance on the existence of these 

keywords which may form only a part of the entire construct.  

Lexical affinity is a more advanced variant of keyword spotting which does not categorise 

data purely on the presence of a keyword, but assigns the data a probability based on its 

component keywords. Lexical affinity outperforms keyword spotting in most respects 

however can still be lacking when confronted with some sentence structures (Cambria et al. 

2014).    

2.6.2.6 Semantic Processing 

Semantic processing differs from syntactic processing in that meaning is drawn not only from 

the existence of keywords but related words in the phrase. Various forms of semantic 

processing exist such as Noetic, taxonomic and endogenous processing with differences 

arising in the method by which relationships between words are constructed. A strength of 

semantic-type processing over syntactic type processing is the ability to link concepts that are 

not explicitly specified however are implicitly linked to others that are. Semantic-type 

systems can often outperform purely syntactic-based systems however are more complex and 

less economical to implement. Weaknesses of semantic-based processing include the strict 

way in which associations are allowed and that they are not easily scalable (Cambria et al. 

2014).  
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2.6.2.7 Post Data Cleansing 

The post cleansing stages for many data cleansing approaches are similar and involve three 

stages of conflict resolution, de-duplication and error checking. Conflict resolution is 

required when data records are classified in conflicting ways by the rules-base or machine 

learning system. Resolution of conflicts, often manually executed is required in such 

situations.  

Error checking stage involves examination of a whole or part of the results and exception 

handling of records not correctly processed. Feedback loops may exist when performing 

either conflict resolution or error checking with the aim of enhancing the data processing 

system to avoid future conflicts or misclassifications (Muller et al. 2003). 

De-duplication is the process of removing data records referring to the same event or entity 

however in different formats. This feature is a standard part of many industrial data cleansing 

applications however they often require that data is cleansed prior to attempting de-

duplication (Rahm et al. 2000, Muller et al. 2003, Maimon et al. 2010).  

2.7 IDENTIFYING FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE FAILURE BEHAVIOUR 

The execution of any reliability modelling activity requires the use of data from appropriate 

data sources. The selection of good data sources leads to greater validity and confidence in 

the results. The first choice of good data source is the use of plant specific data as such data 

matches exactly with the modelling subject. In the absence of plant specific data such as new 

installations for which no historical data exists, or to address shortages in nominally identical 

units, it is often necessary to form peer groups of assets from similar sites (Bendell 1988, 

Louit et al. 2009). Peer groups established by shared reliability database are performed 

across: 

 Assets of similar (but not exact) technical specifications,  

 Different geographical locations, and 

 Different process families. 

It is important that "Within the peer unit grouping, the units are not all the same, but they are 

not different enough to be different" (NERC 1995). 
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Peer groups of assets form from similar technical specifications occurs in most shared 

reliability databases. Within any asset type, peer groups are specified by technical parameter 

ranges such as net operating power or capacity (ISO 1999, NERC 2012, CPS 2014) or other 

parameters specific to the subunit, e.g. piping size (SRSA 2011). Examples of asset peer 

groups in existing shared reliability databases include: 

 Chiller – Centrifugal 600 – 1000 tons (PREP), 

 Fossil Oil Primary 200-299 MW (GADS), and 

 Piping Size [mm] Ø>250 (T-Book). 

Some databases such as PERD or OReDa form peer groups incorporating different 

geographical locations however containing assets from a single process family (Chemical 

Process and Oil and Gas respectively). Other reliability handbooks such as T-Book and R-

Book handbooks form peer groups that incorporate a specific geographical region (i.e. 

including only Nordic nuclear power plants) as well as a single process family. A third type 

of database such as GADS encompasses multiple process families (e.g. coal, oil, solar and 

nuclear power generation plants) within a wide geographical area. Peer groups within GADS 

are formed to include individual process families as well as combining all process families 

within a single peer group.  

Peer groups established with assets possessing non-exact technical specifications, or 

originating from different geographical or process families can lead to a loss of specificity of 

data when compared with plant specific data. It becomes necessary to perform additional 

techniques to identify the impact of differences between individual populations. When the 

impact of differences are known, failure data for that peer group can then be adjusted to be 

more specific to the context of the site being modelled.  

2.7.1 Covariates of Interest 

Where assets with slightly differing characteristics are combined, characteristics that 

distinguish each asset from others within its peer group are potential covariates of interest. 

The covariates of interest are hence related to the method by which peer groups of assets are 

formed. In shared reliability databases where peer groups of assets are formed via specified 

ranges of technical parameters (e.g. net power rating), differences between assets within a 

peer group can arise from: 
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 Differences in technical parameters (design covariates) within the specified range, 

 Differences in location and process type of the asset, and 

 Differences in organisational practices of the asset owner. 

A list of potential covariates of interest are listed in Appendix I. 

2.7.1.1 Design Covariates 

Design covariates quantify differences in technical specifications of grouped assets. These 

include: 

 Configuration of asset such as installed location, type and number  of components; 

 Manufacturer or model; 

 Asset age, vintage or generation; or 

 Operating parameters such as operating speed, temperature, power capacity or size 

(NERC 1995). 

For mobile mining assets, asset operating parameter ranges are specified in terms of net 

engine power capacity or bucket capacity. The grouping of assets based on their net engine 

power or bucket capacity leads to the selection of net engine power or bucket capacity as a 

covariate. Another distinguishing design characteristic in mobile mining asset peer groups is 

the manufacturer of the asset. 

2.7.1.2 Operational Covariates 

A change in location or operation type corresponds to a change in the environment an asset is 

operated in. Environmental factors of interest include factors that either mitigate or increase 

mechanisms of failure. In the mobile mining context, assets involved in rock handling have 

failure mechanisms that include:  

 Abrasive wear of moving parts or ground engaging tools; 

 Contamination of utility fluids in hydraulic, cooling and lubrication systems; 

 Impact and fatigue of structural systems; 

 Corrosion; and  

 Temperature or age degradation of non-metallic materials (e.g. seals). 
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Many of these failure mechanisms such as abrasion, impact and corrosion are related to 

geological properties of the location in which the asset is operated. This necessitates the 

inclusion of geological and rock properties as covariates for analysis. Other environmental 

considerations include humidity and ambient environmental temperatures which may lead to 

corrosion, dust levels or facilitate degradation of non-metallic materials.  

2.7.1.3 Organisational and Maintenance Covariates 

The combination of multiple mine sites includes the combination of assets from different 

organisations. Although mining operations producing different commodities may be owned 

by the same parent organisation, individual commodity divisions within each organisation are 

usually autonomous with largely independent operating and maintenance regimes. Operating 

conditions that can change between mining organisations include the size and type of mining 

activities performed, operational loads and active usage rates per asset. 

For complex systems such as mobile mining assets, maintenance, either corrective or 

preventive, is required in order to maintain the function of the asset.  The state of an asset is 

dependent on the operating load and maintenance actions (Murthy et al. 2002). The impact of 

the maintenance context on reliability can arise from many ways including the: 

 Structure of the maintenance regime, 

 Decision to repair or replace a given component (Cambria et al. 2014), 

 Effectiveness of the maintenance action (Lumley et al. 2014), 

 Willingness of the operating organisation to release equipment for scheduled 

maintenance (Kobbacy et al. 1997), 

 Scheduled task completion rates (Rausand et al. 2004), and 

 Specified maintenance, replacement and repair intervals (Muller et al. 2003, Maimon 

et al. 2010). 

Assessing the effectiveness of an organisation’s maintenance is a challenging field in its own 

right. The use of key performance indicators (KPIs) are often used to assess maintenance 

performance. Many KPIs are usually ratios or statistics derived from reliability parameters 

used to measure trends or compliance to organisational maintenance programmes (ISO 1999). 

Although KPIs are widely referenced in literature, it is often unclear what exactly constitutes 
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a good or bad value for any given KPI, and if a KPI is strongly or tenuously linked towards 

the goals of an organisation (Dwight 1999). 

The use of a KPI can be an internal process to track trends within an organisation using data 

internal to that organisation. By comparison, benchmarking is a comparison conducted 

externally to an organisation by determining how the KPIs of the organisation compare to 

those of the organisation’s peers. However when comparing KPIs between organisations can 

be challenging since comparisons of simple ratios cannot take into account all relevant 

factors of each organisation (Dwight 1999). 

A sample of maintenance KPIs derived from reliability data includes: 

 Mean time between failure/repair (MTBF / MTBR), 

 Mean time to repair (MTTR), 

 Availability, 

 Preventive or corrective maintenance ratios, 

 Schedule compliance ratio, 

 Task completion ratio, and 

 Maintenance costs (total or per action). 

Some KPIs such as MTTF/MTBF, MTBR, MTTR or availability directly measure aspects of 

reliability of the organisation’s assets. Other KPIs such as preventive/corrective work ratio, 

schedule compliance or task completion ratios measure the ability of an organisation to meet 

its planned maintenance programme. While a better conformance to the plans of an 

organisation can only be construed as a positive outcome, it is unclear whether this directly 

translates to better meeting the organisational goals for the asset. 

The use maintenance KPIs as a measure of maintenance performance and the subsequent 

inclusion of these KPIs as covariates of failure behaviour attempts to test the ability of these 

KPIs to be benchmarked between organisations. Identification of KPIs as significant factors 

may suggest that benchmarking of maintenance KPIs between organisations may be feasible 

while a lack of significant factors would suggest the opposite. The significance (or lack of 

significance) is important as many maintenance KPIs are widely used in industry without 
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concrete knowledge of the efficacy of such KPIs. The maintenance KPIs considered as 

potential covariates of interest in this study are listed in Appendix I. These KPIs are included 

as they are commonly encountered KPIs in industry. 

2.7.2 Methods of Identifying Covariates 

2.7.2.1 Proportional Hazards Modelling 

The Proportional Hazards Model (PHM) as proposed by Cox (Cox 1972) is a widely used 

model in the reliability field. A description of the PHM is provided in Appendix H. The PHM 

is widely used across many industries including medical research and finance (Alioum et al. 

1996, Banasik et al. 1999). It has also been used in the reliability field to study failure factors 

of assets. Both non-parametric and parametric forms of the PHM are used. 

A non-parametric PHM has been used to determine the effect of material type and effect of 

subsequent repairs on the cable of an electric mine loader (Kumar et al. 1992). The PHM has 

been used to determine the influence of internal covariates for example, parameters measured 

by condition monitoring. Internal covariates are considered covariates that directly provide 

information about the component's survival (Singpurwalla et al. 1995). Examples of 

application include determining the influence of sediment measurements taken from oil 

sampling on haul truck wheel motors (Jardine et al. 2001). Similar studies using a Weibull 

PHM to analyse the effect of condition monitoring measurements include (Jardine et al. 

(1987), Baxter (1988), Jardine et al. (1989), Vlok et al. (2002), Zhao et al. (2010), Ghasemi et 

al. (2012), Montgomery et al. (2012)) 

Other PHM work includes the incorporation of external covariates. External covariates are 

those which may influence failure behaviour but are not directly involved with the failure 

mechanism (Singpurwalla et al. 1995). Some literature for PHM including external covariates 

(such environmental parameters) or design parameters includes work by (Bendell et al. 

(1986), Gray et al. (1988), Ansell et al. (1997), Ansell et al. (2001)).  

2.7.2.2 Other Generalised Linear Models 

Other Generalised Linear Models (GLM) are generalisations of ordinary linear regression 

that allows response error variables using distributions other than the normal distribution. 

More details regarding GLM are contained in Appendix H. 
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Linear regression has been used to determine factors of failure for water pipes using design 

(e.g. material), environmental covariates (e.g. installed location, soil and climate statistics), 

and historical information about the pipe (e.g. age and previous failure times) (Yamijala et al. 

2009). Other studies using linear regression to identify covariates of failure behaviour include 

analysis of factors of tyre failure investigating design factors (e.g. material composition and 

properties, gauge) and tire age (Krivtsov et al. 2002). 

2.7.2.3 Accelerated Life Testing 

Field and accelerated life testing as shown in Chapter 2.3.3.4 is able to determine the impact 

of covariates on failure behaviour. As ALT testing imposes increased stress levels on the test 

subject, varying stress levels (the covariate) can be imposed and their impact of variation 

assessed. ALT has been used to test the impact of factors on failure for: 

 Printed circuit boards using environmental (humidity) factors, 

 Small induction motors under loads(Wang et al. 2002), 

 Hoisting ropes in coalmines (Wang et al. 2013), and 

 Capacitors using stress factors of temperature and voltage (Elsayed et al. 2007). 

In ALT, only specific covariates in the form of the varying stress level can be tested. This 

restricts the types of covariates able to be tested to environmental or operational covariates as 

design covariates are in general, unable to be easily varied. 

2.7.2.4 Selected Covariate Identification Method 

The high cost of failure for mobile mining assets makes the use of experimental methods 

such as field or accelerated life testing too expensive for all but simple subsystems and 

components. The proportional hazards model possesses advantages over other generalised 

linear models due to the fact it can be used to estimate the baseline hazard function in 

addition to identifying significant covariates and their impacts. The proportional hazards 

model can also be made to take on a semi-parametric form such as a Weibull PHM which is 

advantageous in the reliability field due to widespread understanding of Weibull distribution 

parameters. 
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2.8 SUMMARY 

Data driven decision making requires fit for purpose data to be available in a timely manner. 

Reliability data, often in the form of historical maintenance data, supports decision making 

for many activities such as maintenance planning, optimisation, resource forecasting, safety 

and design reviews. Common sources of reliability data include sector-specific reliability 

databases however none currently exists for the mining industry. 

A common means of data representation by these sector-specific reliability databases is via 

counts of failures and failure modes. The use of a failure count results in an assumption of a 

lifetime distribution that is exponential in nature. This representation may be sufficient to 

support many decision making processes however other decision making processes may be 

better supported by using more flexible, and representative, lifetime distributions. 

The development of a sector-specific reliability database requires specification of a data 

framework to ensure consistency of data from different sources. A data framework includes 

common terms and definitions, the type and definition of input data to be collected and how 

output data is to be represented by the database. The representation of reliability data using 

full lifetime distributions necessitates the collection of preventive replacement event data and 

times between events. This allows the application of tests for independent and identically 

distributed data for repairable subunits or subunits with a superimposed renewal process. 

Data cleansing is required to obtain consistent data that conforms to the data framework for a 

reliability database. Data cleansing consists of several phases including data exploration, 

parsing, modification and validation. Several methods for performing these tasks exists 

including manual methods, machine based learning, expert systems and statistical methods. 

Grouping of assets from similar but not identical peer groups allows minor differences 

between assets within an asset group. Differences between assets can arise due to differences 

in asset specifications, the way the asset is operated or maintained. Several methods exist to 

determine which covariates may be influential towards failure behaviour including 

accelerated degradation life tests and generalised linear models such as proportional hazards 

models. 
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CHAPTER 3 Study Method 

3.1 AIMS OF THIS CHAPTER 

The aims of this chapter describe the major steps to be performed. These major steps are to: 

 Identify components of the framework required for developing a sector-specific 

reliability database, 

 Describe the aspects of the framework dealing with collection and classification of 

historical data for incorporation into a reliability database, 

 Describe the aspects of the framework that ensures high quality and fit for purpose 

reliability data, 

 Describe how reliability data should be represented to end users as part of a sector-

specific reliability database,  

 Present reliability data for subunits of key mining assets, 

 Interpret reliability data to draw insights and benefits possible from a sector-specific 

reliability database, and 

 Describe how the effect of maintenance and environmental covariates on failure 

behaviour can be identified. 

3.2 DEVELOPING A SECTORSPECIFIC RELIABILITY DATABASE 

FRAMEWORK 

3.2.1 Components of a Reliability Database Framework 

A framework for reliability data for the mining industry is developed. The framework is 

developed to govern how a sector-specific reliability database will perform: 

 Data Collection and Classification including the type, format and definition each 

data field, 

 Data Quality Assurance including the means of cleansing and validation of raw 

reliability data, and 
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 Data Representation including how reliability data is analysed and presented to end 

users. 

The purpose of the Data Collection and Classification aspect of the framework is to ensure 

consistency when collecting data from different organisations with diverse data recording 

practices. The use of data cleansing and validation methods performed as part of the Data 

Quality Assurance ensures data is accurate and fit for purpose for further analysis. The Data 

Representation aspect of the framework ensures data contained within the database meets the 

needs of and is easily interpretable by end users of the database.  

A sector-specific framework governing the three aspects of data collection and classification, 

data quality assurance and data representation is required prior to data collection for a sector-

specific database irrespective of the sector. The framework is novel compared to frameworks 

developed for existing sector-specific reliability databases in that it specifies and collects the 

data necessary to construct full lifetime distributions and facilitates benchmarking of 

performance between organisations. 

3.2.2 Mining Industry Involvement 

A focus group consisting of members involved with reliability in the mining industry but with 

a large range of prior backgrounds (military, oil and gas, water and mining industries) was 

created for the purpose of stakeholder consultation.  

Focus Group 
Formation

Reliability Database 
Requirements

Terms and 
Definitions

Request for Data
Data Cleansing 

Methods and Tools

Glossary of Terms 
and Definitions

Proposed Data 
Representation

Proposed Minimum 
Dataset for 
Collection

Data Cleansing Tool 
Improvements

 

Figure 1: Developing a Mining Industry Specific Glossary of Terms and Definitions 

Interested members and academics were consulted in order to: 

 Establish the aim and purpose of a mining sector-specific shared reliability database 

including initial asset types of interest to stakeholders; 
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 Provide input towards a framework  for a shared reliability database; 

 Identify and obtain access to relevant maintenance and reliability data, including 

completion of relevant non-disclosure agreements and permissions for access to 

organisational databases. Aggregated reliability data has been anonymised as a 

condition of use.; and 

 Demonstrate to interested stakeholders, data cleansing tools and methodologies 

developed. 

3.3 DATA COLLECTION AND CLASSIFICATION 

3.3.1 Develop a Glossary of Terms and Definitions 

A glossary of terms and definitions for common reliability terms was developed in 2010 in 

conjunction with academic and industry participants. The process shown in  shows the 

process taken to develop the glossary of terms and definitions. 

A review of national, international and industry standards and guidelines was performed to 

determine the level of commonality in definitions. A compilation of potential terms and 

definitions was developed for terms related to reliability, failures and time. Members of the 

focus group were consulted individually in order to determine their preference with regard to 

the compiled terms and definitions in the absence of external influences. Participants were 

able to select from the compiled choices or propose new terms and definitions as appropriate. 

A series of workshops were held with all members of the focus group to resolve conflicting 

preferences. A final glossary of terms and definitions was created containing the list of terms 

and definitions agreed by consensus by the focus group. Terms and definitions contained 

within this glossary include the agreed definition as well as the originating standards. 

Definitions that were developed as part of the focus group to be more mining industry 

specific were marked as new definitions. 

The reviewed Glossary of Reliability Terms and Definitions was distributed to the wider 

community. Participants were invited to review the currently agreed terms and definitions 

and highlight areas of contention. This Glossary of Reliability Terms and Definitions is 

available at the Global Mining Standards and Guidelines Group on their web site as part of 

the Data Usage And Access Working Group (Ho et al.). 
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3.3.2 Reliability Data Collection Process 

This section outlines the process by which reliability data for a sector-specific reliability 

database is obtained. The process contains steps to: 

 Identify the Minimum Reliability Database Dataset (MRDD), 

 Identify organisational sources from which the MRDD can be extracted, and 

 Assess organisational sources to identify the Minimum Organisational Dataset 

(MOD) and data quality issues of this dataset. 

The process map for this section is shown in Figure 2. 

Identify CMMS Data SourcesIdentify Minimum Reliability Database Dataset

Explore CMMS Data Sources

Compile List of 
Minimum Datasets 

from Industry 
Databases and 

Standards

Identify 
Commonalities 

between Industry 
Minimum Datasets

Identify Minimum  
Reliability Database 

Dataset 

Identify 
Organisational Data 

Sources

Collect 
Organisations 

Maintenance Data

Identify DQ Issues 
and Data 

Transformation 
Mapping

Identify Alternative 
Sources of Data

Raw Data for 
Data 

Cleansing

Identify Critical 
Source Data Fields 

Minimum 
Organisa-

tional 
Dataset 

Figure 2: Process Map for Collection of Reliability Data 

The MRDD is the minimum set of fields required by the CMERD database. MRDD datasets 

are sets of data conforming to the CMERD database framework. MRDDs are fit for purpose 

for storage and contain sufficient information in its required fields to perform all intended 

data representations and analyses for CMERD.  

MODs are the minimum fields required to be collected from the CMMS of contributing 

organisations. The MODs contain uncleansed maintenance data and are inputs for the data 

cleansing phase. The definition of the MOD is critical in ensuring all information required by 
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the MRDD is collected from organisations during the data collection phases. The 

specification of a minimum set of required fields rather than performing bulk data collection 

of all fields from an organisation's CMMS reduces required data collection effort. 

3.3.3 Minimum Reliability Database Dataset 

The MRDD comprises of Asset Inventory Data and Asset Event Data. Asset Inventory Data is 

required to uniquely identify the individual equipment unit, specifications and operating 

characteristics. Event Data captures information about the asset or asset subunit, details of the 

maintenance action performed and for failure events, circumstances at or leading up to the 

failure event. 

3.3.3.1 Asset Inventory Data 

Inventory Data for existing shared databases were discussed in Chapter 2.5.7 - Table 2. The 

MRDD for Inventory Data for CMERD is shown in  

Table 5. This set of data fields are sufficient to identify the asset and allow classification of 

the asset into its respective asset grouping. The identification of the asset is independent of 

the use to be made of reliability data arising from the asset. Inventory Data fields that are 

required fields are marked with "Required". Desirable data fields are marked with "D". The 

number of similar sector-specific databases (see Table 2) for which this field is designated as 

a "Required" field is contained in Column 3. 
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Table 5: Minimum Dataset for Inventory Data  

Field Required or Desired Field Required by Similar Sector-
Specific Databases 

Industry Not Required  
Business Category Required 2 

Installation Category / Code Required 3 
Owner Desired 0 

Geographical Location Desired 1 
Operation Category Desired 3 

Equipment Class Required 5 
Equipment Type Required 5 

Equipment ID Required 5 
Equipment Description Desired  

Unique Identifier Desired  
Manufacturer Required 3 

Model Required 2 
Design Data Desired 4 

Operating Mode Desired 2 
Commission Date Desired 3 

Start Date Required 3 
Surveillance Time Desired 3 
Operation Time Desired 3 

 

Eight Inventory Data elements are considered required data elements. These data elements 

include:  

 Business / Operation  Category: Type of site or plant process (e.g. Surface mining, 

Underground mining).  This field is required to obtain operating mode of asset; 

 Installation Code: Code containing unique identifier for mine site or asset location. 

This field is required to obtain operating mode of asset; 

 Equipment Class: Class of similar equipment units (e.g. Front End Loader). This field 

is required  to assign asset to correct asset group; 

 Equipment Type: Type of operation of equipment unit (e.g. Diesel Powered, 

Electrical Mains Powered). This field is required  to assign asset to correct asset 

group; 

 Equipment ID: Unique identifier for individual assets. This field is required to 

uniquely identify an asset within an asset group; 

 Manufacturer: Original manufacturer of equipment. Asset design parameters can be 

derived from model and manufacturer of asset; 
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 Model: Manufacturer specified model number. Asset design parameters can be 

derived from model and manufacturer of asset. The model and manufacturer of the 

asset are required to determine the appropriate peer group for the asset; and 

 Start Date: Start date of equipment unit use. This field is required to obtain first time 

to failure. 

The final proposed asset inventory dataset was presented and approved by the focus group 

detailed in Chapter 3.2.2. 

3.3.3.2 Asset Event Data 

The occurrence of a failure or maintenance event both necessitates the capture of information 

regarding equipment unit, subunit affected, action performed and time that the failure or 

maintenance event occurred. In addition, failure event data (Table 3) includes circumstances 

regarding the failure including information about the failure mode, causes or mechanisms and 

its impact.  

Although other databases have separate data forms for failure and maintenance data, this 

study uses a single minimum dataset for both failure and maintenance events. This is due to 

similarities in data fields for both failure and maintenance events with failure events 

possessing applicable fields to record circumstances of failure. Table 6 shows the list of 

required and desired data fields comprising the MRDD for event data. 

Table 6: Minimum Dataset for Event Data 

Data field Required or Desired Field  
Unique Event ID Required 2 

Equipment ID Required 5 
Event Date Required 5 

Failure Mode* Required 4 
Subunit Required 2 

Maintainable Item Required 1 
Usage Hours Required - 

Maintenance Action Required - 
Equipment Impact* Desired 2 

Safety Impact* Desired 1 
Plant Impact* Desired 2 
Failure Cause* Desired 3 

Failure Mechanism* Desired 1 
Repair Time Desired 2 
Down Time Desired 1 

* Applicable for failure events only 
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The minimum dataset contains eight data fields for failure or maintenance events that are 

considered required data fields for data collection. The classification of a data element as 

"Required" is made if one or more of the following criteria are satisfied: 

 Data element is required in order to represent data to the end user (e.g. estimation of 

distributions), 

 Data element facilitates identification, cross referencing or error checking activities, 

 Data element is designated as "Required" by at least three other similar sector-specific 

databases and is collectable from historical maintenance data.  

The fields Equipment ID, Event Date and Failure Mode are included as required event data 

elements for four or more similar sector-specific databases. Failure mode information is also 

indicated as required for many activities such as safety verification or design improvement   

(Goble 2002). These fields are also collectable from maintenance data from the Functional 

Location, Basic Start Date and Shorttext fields respectively. 

The field Unique Event ID is included to facilitate unique identification of events. 

Maintenance action performed is included as "Required" to aid classification of events as 

replacement only or all failure type events. 

The fields Subunit, Maintainable Item, Usage Hours and Maintainable Item are designated as 

required fields despite not being designated as required in similar sector-specific databases. 

Subunit and Maintainable item fields are included in order to allow collection of data at 

hierarchical levels lower than the asset level (equivalent to taxonomy level 7 and lower in 

OReDa). Information regarding usage hours between events is required when representing 

reliability using lifetime distributions as opposed to failure counts only.  

These required data elements sufficiently characterise event data so that the means by which 

the data is provided to end user of a shared database can be obtained.  

Seven data elements are considered desirable data elements. The decision to designate these 

elements as desired rather than required fields was made as these elements are not provided 

to end users of databases. An example is the "Failure Cause" data element. This data element 

is designated as "Required" by three similar sector-specific databases and associated literature 

however representation to end-users is commonly performed across failure modes rather than 
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failure causes (Cooke et al. 2002). In addition, the cause of failure is not often recorded in 

maintenance data and significant guesswork or uncertainty would be required to populate this 

field.  

The minimum event dataset contained in Table 6 differs from minimum data sets of similar 

sector-specific databases by requiring the capturing of time between events and preventative 

replacement activities. This is an incremental deviation that allows representation of 

reliability data via lifetime distributions rather than failure counts.  

The use of such a minimum dataset does not satisfy all data requirements of a root cause 

analysis (RCA) as it does not capture sufficient information regarding activities related to the 

occurrence, physical context of the failure event or detailed problems related to the specific 

asset (Department of Energy 1992). The inability to perform RCAs is not seen as a significant 

problem as industry reliability databases collate and represent reliability data from groups of 

assets while a root cause analysis is often specific to a single event or assets. Information 

from an sector-specific database can satisfy some data requirements of a RCA such as lists 

and proportions of failure causes and failure histories of a specific asset. 

The final proposed Asset Event dataset was presented and approved by the mining industry 

focus group detailed in Chapter 3.2.2. Request for access and signing of relevant non-

disclosure agreements was sought with participating organisations in the mining industry. 

3.3.4 Event Censoring Status Criteria 

CMERD classifies the following events as failure events if any of the following criteria exist: 

 A loss of function of the subunit was observed, 

 Performance of the subunit was degraded below a specified threshold, 

 Symptoms of failure were observed above a specified threshold, 

 Replacement was performed at less than half of the planned replacement interval, and 

 A non-preventive maintenance action was undertaken as part of the maintenance 

event. 

The final criterion classifies early life replacements as failures and applies to both opportune 

replacements and maintenance events marked by the organisation as preventive. An 
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assumption is made that replacements performed with greater than 50% of the expected life 

of the subunit still remaining are unlikely to be performed without signs of incipient failure. 

Such events are therefore classified as incipient failures even if no recorded symptom of 

failure is recorded.  

3.3.5 Permissible Failure Modes Lists 

The failures captured by CMERD were classified using the following list of permissible 

failure modes. The failure modes contained were taken from applicable failure modes used in 

the OREDA project as per ISO-14224. 

Table 7: Failure Modes and Coding used in the CRCMining Database Project 

Code Short Description Long Description 
ELF External Leakage Fuel Leakage of diesel, petrol, natural gas or 

other combustible fuels. 
ELP External Leakage Process Leakage of process or commodity fluids. 
ELU External Leakage Utility Leakage of coolants, lubricants, non-potable 

water or other utility fluids. 
STA Fail to Start Failure to start on demand given all required 

external resources. 
STO Fail to Stop Failure to stop on demand. 
LO Low Output Output below functional specification. 

Applicable to mechanical output only. 
HO High Output Output above functional specification. 

Applicable to mechanical output only. 
LT Low Temperature Temperature below required level. 

Applicable to heating elements only. 
HT High Temperature Temperature above required level. 
LV Low Voltage Voltage below required level. 
HV High Voltage Voltage above required level. 
LP Low Pressure Fluid or gas pressure below required level. 
HP High Pressure Fluid or gas pressure above required level. 
LL Low Level Fluid Level below required level. Not 

applicable to low levels caused directly by 
leakage (see ELU, ELP, ELF). 

HL High Level Fluid Level below above level. 
HN High Noise Noise above threshold limit for device or 

aberrant in nature. 
SD Structural Deficiency Structure of device is deficient or breached. 

Not applicable to items completely missing. 
MIS Missing Loose or missing. 
US Unspecified Unknown or not suitable to other categories. 
CF Contaminated – Fuel Contamination of Fuel. 
CP Contaminated – Process Medium Contamination of Process Medium. 
CU Contaminated – Utility Fluid Contamination of Utility Fluid. 
CO Contaminated - Other Contamination of Other. 
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Failures captured as part of this study were assigned failure modes listed in Table 7. In the 

case of a partial failure of a subunit, failures are assigned to the maintainable item group that 

failed. It is possible that a failure mode occurs more than once in some subunits. An example 

of this is the drive shaft system of a mobile asset which may have the failure mode of 

Structural Deficiency (SD) for the maintainable item group of the drive shaft as well as 

mounts and couplings. Failure modes are verified for completeness and added to during the 

data exploration stage. The existence of other failure mode types captured in historical data 

may result in the addition of new failure modes to this list. 

3.4 DATA QUALITY ASSURANCE 

3.4.1 Collection of Maintenance Data 

Collection of maintenance data is performed for all classes of mobile mining assets to be 

included in the shared reliability database. Maintenance data is collected only from assets in 

current operation as of 2012 as decommissioned assets are likely to be older models which 

are not comparable with current models.  

The organisational sources from which data is collected include the database storing 

maintenance plan information and the database storing maintenance workorders. Data fields 

collected initially include all available fields. A smaller subset of critical fields are identified 

to reduce future data collection effort.  

3.4.2 Exploration of Collected Maintenance Data 

Collected maintenance data is explored to assess ability of collected data to obtain the 

minimum dataset for collection. The purpose of exploration is to: 

 Identify critical source data fields containing information required to obtain the 

minimum dataset, 

 Identify characteristics of critical fields that influence the choice of data cleansing 

technique, 

 Identify data quality issues that may pose challenges in obtaining the minimum 

dataset, and 
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 Identify any required amendments to the CMERD taxonomy (e.g. amendments to 

failure mode or maintainable item lists). 

Exploration of maintenance data is performed to identify maintenance data fields from which 

the minimum collected dataset specified in Chapter 3.3.3 can be obtained. Characteristics and 

data quality issues of critical fields are identified. Where data quality issues exist, alternative 

fields for relevant information may exist for extraction or cross referencing purposes are 

identified. The proposed database taxonomy is verified for completeness by examination of 

collected data. Amendments to taxonomical lists, in particular lists of permissible failure 

modes and maintainable items can be made. 

3.4.3 Development of a Rule-Based Data Cleansing Tool 

A key source data field in the CMMS from which desired output fields can be extracted from 

or cross correlated with other fields is the Shorttext field. The Shorttext field is an text field of 

up to 40 characters in length that contains information about the work order that are not 

captured in dedicated fields. The text contained in the Shorttext can take the form of free text 

or text with a fixed text format depending on how the work order was generated. As a free 

text field, the Shorttext field may have the following attributes: i) lack of order or required 

elements (unstructured) ii) contains abbreviations, jargon or spelling mistakes, iii) high 

number of unique entries, iv) contains sentence fragments rather than prose and v) a finite 

vocabulary list used.  

The presence of abbreviations, jargon or spelling mistakes necessitates a parsing step to 

standardise syntactical variants and errors. As the standardisations are syntactical in nature, 

the rule set developed is also a syntactical rule set. 

The number of attributes required to be considered when making a classification based off the 

Shorttext field is low. As an example, classification of a record with a Shorttext of "c/o turbo 

flange gasket" can be performed based on the contents of the Shorttext field with no other 

attributes required to be examined. For Shorttext fields with ambiguous classification based 

on the Shorttext e.g. "Engine shut down - no start", it is sufficient to examine only one or two 

other attributes (e.g. cost attribute) in order to determine if a complete engine replacement 

had taken place. In this scenario, an advantage of a machine learning system is being able to 

easily handle many attributes is of less importance (Witten et al. 2011).. 
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When deciding between a syntactical or semantical rule based systems for interpreting the 

Shorttext field, the following three considerations come into play. 

 The first is proliferation of sentence fragments within the Shorttext field. These 

sentence fragments have little semantic interpretations outside its constituent 

keywords. This implies that a semantic-based system would be unable to extract 

additional context from the text surrounding the keywords. This favours the use of a 

syntactic system.  

 The second is the relative ease of implementation of a syntactic-based versus a 

semantic-based processing system. 

 A syntactical rule-based processing system is more easily updated and understood by 

a human end-user due to its simple rule structure. From the perspective of a user of a 

syntactical rule-based system, the steps performed in rule development are similar to 

the steps undertaken as part of manual cleansing. 

The method of data processing chosen is keyword spotting using a rule-based cleansing 

system. This method is feasible due to the presence of unambiguous keywords (E.g. 'Engine' 

or 'Leaking') that can be mapped directly to fields in the required minimum dataset. Rules are 

developed using expert knowledge rather than via machine learning due to the low number of 

attributes present in the input data set. 

The method of parsing to rectify spelling errors or jargon is also syntactic keyword spotting 

and is included in the data processing step rather than as a separate pre-processing stage. This 

is made possible by a finite and small number of required keywords and variants of these 

keywords encountered in the Shorttext field. The presence of abbreviations and inconsistent 

punctuation (e.g. "c/o", "c.o.", "c-out") reduces the effectiveness of pattern based algorithms 

(e.g those used by spelling checkers) with incorrect matching of words to abbreviations and 

non-handling of words with inconsistent punctuation. 

A rule-based data cleansing tool called DEST was developed. The processing system is coded 

in MATLAB using Microsoft Excel spreadsheets as input file types. Input files include a 

minimum of two spreadsheets with one corresponding to the uncleansed dataset to be 

cleansed and a second spreadsheet containing the list of rules. Rule files are developed to be 
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separate from the DEST code base to allow easy update of rules without modification of tool 

source code (Kobbacy et al. 1995).  

Rule (also known as tokens) files are constructed as a series of "if condition perform action" 

statements. Condition statements are comprised of between one to three logic statements each 

comprising of the following components: 

 Location in the uncleansed dataset to search; 

 Logical operator (choices of: equals, not equals, has, excludes, >, <); and 

 Patterns (regular expressions or numeric values) required to satisfy condition. 

Pattern matching (keyword spotting) is designed to be case insensitive and includes the 

ability to search through grammar, whitespace and alphanumeric search terms. 

The action statement contains steps to be performed if all associated logic statements are 

found to be true. The choices of actions to that can be performed if the conditions are met 

include:  

 Overwrite new data to a specific location of the output file, 

 Append data to existing data in a specified location of the output file, 

 Clear data in the specified location of the output file, and 

 Copy data from a specified location of the uncleansed data file into the specified 

location of the output file. 

An example of this is "D" "Excludes" "Bucket" which is true for a record if column D of the 

uncleansed dataset does not have any instance of the word bucket (case insensitive). 

Additional functionality is incorporated into the DEST tool to facilitate rule development 

such as: 

 Rule-conflict resolution to identify where multiple rules provide conflicting 

classifications on any given record, 

 Rule frequency statistics on how many times a rule action was activated, and 

 Records of the sequence of rules executed on each individual event. 
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3.4.4 Rule Development 

In order to maximise reusability of rule files, rules are developed using a piecewise approach. 

Under a piecewise approach, libraries of rules are developed with the purpose of each library 

to identify a single field from the MRDD from the original record. The final cleansed record 

is constructed by combining the output of multiple libraries of rules corresponding to all 

elements in the minimum dataset.  

Rule libraries are tasked with identifying only one MRDD field without overlap with other 

fields. The lack of overlap means that interactions and mismatches between rule libraries are 

minimised. As an example, a rule that identifies the failure mode of External Leak - Utility 

Fluid (ELU) should identify the failure mode independent to the subunit from which the leak 

occurs. This allows the successful execution of other rules even in the presence of missing 

information that may cause other groups of rules to fail. The partitioning of rules allows 

development and reuse of rule libraries that can be used across multiple subunits. 

3.4.5 Selection of Training Test Data Set 

A set of generic rule libraries were developed to form an initial rule set from which subunit 

specific rule sets could be built on. The development and subsequent re-use of generic rule 

libraries reduce development time of subsequent subunit specific rule sets. The set of generic 

rule libraries were developed by the selection and examination of training test sets for 

multiple subunits. The training test sets were selected so the combined training set includes: 

 Less than 20,000 records. A smaller training set size is used to reduce data cleansing 

execution time; 

 Assets with greater than 40,000 hours of observed active usage time. The specified 

number of usage hours is chosen in order to observe of at least two preventive 

replacements of long life subunits (e.g. engine replacements at 20,000 usage hours);  

 At least one asset from each organisation, selected by stratified sampling. This is 

performed to ensure site-specific syntax and data recording styles of all organisations 

are sufficiently represented in the training set; and 

 No substantial maintenance by external contractors to allow better coverage of all 

asset subunits. 
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3.4.6 Develop Reusable Rule Libraries 

The training test set is analysed to identify terminology used to record data elements defined 

in the taxonomy. Rule libraries are developed to target the following data elements from the 

minimum reliability database dataset: 

 Maintenance action performed, 

 Failure mode or observed symptom of failure, 

 Maintainable item (for partial failures), 

 Location Identifier (e.g. "left rear" or "position 1"), 

 Active Repair Time, and 

 Down Time. 

The unique failure ID, equipment ID, failure date are directly obtained from WorkOrder ID, 

Equipment ID and Basic Start Date fields from the uncleansed data set and do not require the 

development of rule libraries. Each rule library under development is incremented with 

additional rules added until less than 5% of existing data elements remained uncategorised or 

incorrectly classified. The final rule libraries are outputs to be used as initial rule libraries for 

future work.  

3.4.7 Determine Event Censoring Status 

The WorkOrder Type and Shorttext field used to determine censoring status for the 

maintenance event as per the CMERD definition listed in Chapter 3.3.4. An event is 

classified as a failure event if it contains one or more of the following criteria. 

 Workorder Type code corresponding to a corrective maintenance code of the 

organisation. 

 Recorded failure mode, failure cause or symptom of failure in the Shorttext of the 

work order. 

 Recording of a non-preventive maintenance action in the Shorttext of the work order. 
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 Recent job request or work order with a Shorttext field recording symptoms of failure 

for the asset subunit or maintainable item. Job requests or work orders are classified 

as recent if they occurred since the previous scheduled service event. 

 Active usage time of the subunit is less than half of the expected replacement interval 

recorded in the organisation's maintenance plan. Such failures are classified as 

incipient failures. 

The condition that incipient failures are recorded for subunits replaced at less than half of 

their expected lifetime is stricter than definition of incipient failure specified by other sector-

specific reliability databases. The classification of early life replacements as incipient failures 

is justified as it is unlikely subunits with non-trivial costs such as mining assets subunits 

would be performed without some observed symptom, even if the symptom is not explicitly 

recorded. For analysis purposes, the date at which rectification occurs is used. This is 

consistent with other sector-specific reliability database where the latter date is normally for 

incipient failures. 

The following events are classified as censored events: 

 Workorder Type value corresponding to a preventive maintenance code of the 

organisation in addition to no recorded symptoms of failure or corrective maintenance 

actions, 

 Machine rebuilds or overhauls, 

 Accidental damage, and 

 Secondary (downstream) failures resulting from failure of a different subunit. 

3.4.8 Post Data Cleansing and Manual Data Adjustment 

Data sets cleansed using the rule-based keyword spotting system are checked as follows. 

 Conflict resolution of rule mismatches where two or more rules classify a record with 

invalid combinations of cleansed data. An example of a mismatch is one rule 

classifying a work order as preventive yet another rule identifying a failure mode of 

breakdown. Rule libraries should be updated to cater for recurring mismatches. 
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 Deduction of blank output data fields for which the rule set was unable to classify or 

no information was available. Rule libraries should be updated to cater for recurring 

misclassifications. 

 Identification of statistical outliers in time to failure data points.  

 Identification of time to failures greater than Fixed Interval Replacement (FIR)  

interval specified by the organisation's maintenance plan. 

 Removal of duplicate records. 

 Random sampling of data records to ensure classification is adequate. 

3.5 DATABASE REPRESENTATION 

An aim of this study is to collect reliability data in line with the following objectives. The 

results are to be represented to the end user in a manner that is: 

 Statistically significant, 

 Easy to use and interpretable, and 

 Sufficiently anonymised in order to prevent potentially commercially sensitive 

information from being accessed or deduced. 

The mining industry focus group polled (See Chapter 3.2.2) suggested the means of data 

representation by the OReDa database as an initial starting point for database representation. 

The mining industry focus group identified two activities of interest to the group. These 

activities were to perform reliability analyses such as reliability block modelling for whole of 

plant assets and to benchmark performance against similar organisations. A data 

representation framework based on the data representation methods of the OReDa project has 

been adopted with improvements to data representation made from this base. 

Tables for data representation have been developed in order to achieve these objectives. The 

main sections of each table and the method of populating each field are described in Chapter 

3.5.3 to Chapter 3.5.5. 
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3.5.1 Classification of Events for Lifetime Distributions 

Each cleansed data event is classified to determine if that event belongs to one of the two 

lifetime distributions corresponding to "Complete Replacements Only" and "All Failures", 

Event points of interest for any subunit include: 

 Start date that an asset was commissioned at, 

 Preventive Maintenance Replacements (PMR) events where the entire subunit had 

not failed but was preventively replaced, 

 Corrective Maintenance Replacements (CMR) events where the entire subunit had 

undergone significant failure that required a complete replacement of the subunit, 

 Repair events where the subunit had failed, incurred downtime and required a subset 

of the subunit to be repaired or replaced, and 

 End of Observation Period events date marking the end of known data for the asset. 

Where the commissioning date of an asset is unknown, the first data event from the data set is 

eliminated as the time between event cannot be determined. A sample event timeline is 

shown in Figure 3. The event timeline includes start dates, PMR and CMR events (red 

events), repair events and end of observation period events (blue events). 

Figure 3: Sample Event Timeline for a Single Asset showing Replacement and Repair Events 

 

An assumption is made that replacement subunits installed during PMR and CMR events 

(Figure 3 – Red Events) are new subunits (or as good as new). For the purpose of IID testing, 

each replacement subunit is considered a separate system even if a single asset may have 

several replacements of that subunit performed over the asset's operating life. Thus the event 
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timeline for a single asset in Figure 3 contains five independent systems replaced for a single 

asset. 

3.5.2 Independent and Identically Distributed Data Assumption Testing 

Chapter 2.5.9 outlines six tests to determine if a data set is independent and identically 

distributed. Of these six tests, one test is graphical and five tests are hypothesis tests. A 

selection of tests was made in order to select a group of tests that covered detection of all of 

the following types of trends:  

 Non-monotonic, 

 Monotonically decreasing or increasing, 

 NHPP exponential law, and 

 NHPP non-exponential law. 

The hypothesis testing trend tests selected in order to include coverage of all listed trend 

types were as follows: 

 Laplace Test to detect  NHPP Exponential Law model, 

 Military Handbook Test to detect  NHPP Power Law or Duane model, 

 Lewis-Robinson Test to detect NHPP Non-exponential Law model, and 

 Anderson Darling Test to detect Non-monotonic trends. 

 Total Time on Test Plot (graphical test)  to determine points that the trend originated.  

Trend tests are described in greater detail in Chapter 2.5.9 and Appendix G. Prior to the 

application of trend tests, a check is performed that the system is a repairable system with a 

counting process requiring the application of such tests.  

Subunits requiring the application of trend tests are repairable subunits or subunits comprised 

of multiple components, with each component having independent renewal processes.  

Trend tests are not to be applied to subunits conforming to a renewal process. A check is 

made that units used during replacement events are new units or refurbished units with a 
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condition as good as new. The complete replacement of a subunit due to failure or preventive 

replacement is taken as the end of one process and the commencement of a new process. 

3.5.3 Subunit Boundary Condition Table 

The Subunit Boundary Condition Table specifies the boundary conditions of the subunit 

under analysis. The boundary conditions of the subunit are defined by the type of asset in 

which the subunit is installed, the range of design characteristics included within the asset 

peer group,  and what maintainable items are defined as belonging to the subunit. An 

example boundary condition table for a rear dump truck engine subunit is shown in Table 8. 

Table 8: Example Boundary Condition Table for a Rear Dump Truck Engine. 

Subunit Specifications 

Class Rear Dump Truck Role Production – Rock 
Handling 

Subunit Diesel Engine Power Rating 1400-1500 kW 
Configuration 16 Cylinder Diesel 

Boundary Conditions 

Subunit Included Descriptors Excluded Descriptors Permissible Failure 
Modes 

Engine 

Engine Block 
Crankshaft 

Engine Cylinders 
Engine Valve Set 

Turbochargers 
Torque Convertors / 

Gearbox 
Transmission Components 

Engine Control Module 

Unserviceable (US) 
Fail to Start (STA) 
Fail to Stop (STO) 

Overheat (HT) 

Maintainable Item Groups 

Fuel System 
Fuel Line 

Fuel Block 
Fuel Pipe 

Fuel Pump 
Fuel Tank 

External Leaking - 
Fuel 

(ELF) 

Mounts 
Harness 

Bolts 
Mounts 

Bonnet 
Access ways, Rails, 

Ladders, Doors 
Engine Bay 

Structural Deficiency 
(SD) 

Air Intake System Engine Filters Air Compressor 
Engine Fan Blocked (BL) 

Instrumentation 

Switches 
Sensors 

Thermostats 
Wiring 

Sight Glass 

Engine Warning Lights 
Engine Bay Lights 
Alternators, Battery 

Unserviceable (US) 

Oil / Coolant System 
Cooling Lines (At Engine) 

Oil Lines (At Engine) 
Engine Seals 

Oil, Water Pumps 
Oil, Water Reservoirs 

Dipstick 
Radiator and Hoses 

External Leaking - 
Utility (ELU) 

Low Level (LL) 
Contamination (CU) 

Any  Belts Other (OT) 
Unknown (UNK) 
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Data fields for the boundary condition table are defined as follows. 

Asset Class specifies the type of equipment unit to be included. The type of unit is equivalent 

to Level 6 of the Equipment hierarchical level in the OReDa database. Examples of asset 

classes include “Front End Loader”, “Rear Dump Truck” or “Tracked Dozer”.  

Role specifies the primary function that the asset is operated to achieve. Permissible values 

for Role are shown in Table 9. 

Table 9: Operational Functions and Asset Examples. 

Operational Function Example Assets 
Production – Rock Handling Rear Dump Trucks (Ore), Excavators, Loaders 

Production – Auxiliary Support Cable Reelers 
Production – Dust Suppression Water Trucks 
Workshop – Auxiliary Support Tyre Handlers 

Infrastructure - Support Graders, Scrapers, Dozers 
Infrastructure – Cleaning Front End Loaders (buildup removal) 

 

Design characteristic ranges of assets specify the range of pertinent technical specifications of 

the subunit. Parameters chosen are specific to the subunit under analysis. Some sample 

technical or design parameters are: 

 Engine Power Rating: Net Power in kW, 

 Configuration type, and 

 Bucket Size: Maximum volume in cubic metres. 

The combination of operational functions and design characteristics of asset groups together 

categorise assets into groups of peers. Thus it is important that ranges of design 

characteristics are narrow enough to include equipment models competing in the same class 

yet not too narrow to limit asset populations or to create too many asset classes. Apart from 

classification of assets into their respective categories, design characteristic information can 

be used in the decision making process when determining fleet composition within the same 

class e.g loaders  with net power greater than1000 kW vs small loaders with a net power 

smaller than 1000kW.  

Subunit boundary conditions describe the boundaries of the subunit and maintainable item 

groups included as part of the subunit. A list of included component descriptors, excluded 
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component descriptor and permissible failure modes are provided for each maintainable item 

group. Permissible failure modes are a subset of the permissible failure mode list in Table 7 

and are restricted to only failure modes applicable for the subunit. Maintainable items not 

specific to or physically located closely to the subunit are not included within its boundary 

condition. As an example, an engine warning light in the driver's cabin is not contained 

within the engine subunit boundary as it is not closely located to the engine despite being 

functionally relevant. Similarly, accessways and engine bay lights, while closely located to 

the engine subunit, are not specific to nor functionally vital to the engine itself. 

3.5.4 Asset Population Statistics 

Asset Population Statistics contains information about assets, organisation and event 

populations. An example table is shown in Table 10. 

Table 10: Example Asset Population Statistics Table 

Asset Population Statistics 
Asset Population  Asset Population Excluded  

Asset Models    

Organisation Count  Mine Sites  
Commodity Types  

Data Statistics 
Total Failure  

Count  
End of Observation Period 

Count  

Censored Events  
Excluded Event  

Count  

 

Asset Population Statistics (including Asset Population, Asset Population Excluded and Asset 

Models, Organisation Count, Mine Sites and Commodity Types) are provided to increase 

confidence that the provided data set has a statistically significant population and has 

sufficient organisation and mine site coverage to be considered representative of assets in the 

mining industry. 

Asset Population includes counts of complete equipment units included in this study. This 

level is equivalent to Level 6 of the Equipment hierarchical level in the OReDa database. For 

mobile assets, this level physically equates to a whole rear dump truck, front end loader or 

excavator.  
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Asset Population Excluded includes counts of complete assets that fall within the listed asset 

characteristics but are excluded from the study. Asset counts included in this category are not 

included in counts for Asset Population. 

The primary reason for an asset’s exclusion is the existence of maintenance and repair 

contracts covering greater than 80% of the asset’s operating life or an absence of recorded 

maintenance data for the subunit under analysis. Maintenance data required to be recorded to 

allow inclusion of an asset includes: 

 Non-subunit specific scheduled servicing, 

 Non-subunit specific lubrication events, and  

 Subunit specific preventive maintenance events as specified in the asset’s 

maintenance plan.  

Asset Models includes counts of asset model numbers that fall under the listed asset 

characteristics. Asset Model count only includes assets that are present in contributed data 

and is not an exhaustive list of all models from all manufacturers that fall within the listed 

asset characteristics. 

Contributory Organisation Statistics contains information regarding the type and number of 

organisations from which reliability data originated from. Event count statistics contains 

information about the number and type of events represented including counts of events 

excluded for statistical reasons. 

Organisational Count is the number of mining entities from which data was extracted from. 

Individual mining companies are considered separate entities by default. Major divisions 

within the same organizations are also considered separate entities if significant operational 

or maintenance practice differences exist. Examples of operational differences include 

commodity type or plant function (primary extraction / refining / smelting). Maintenance 

practice differences include major subunit replacement intervals and choice of external 

contractor. 

Mine Sites is the total number of individual mine sites controlled by all organisational 

entities. Mine sites are localised installations including surface and underground structures 

sharing a common function. 
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Commodity Types is a count of commodity types processed the site. Ore types containing 

multiple metals for extraction (e.g. Nickel and Cobalt) are considered a single commodity 

with the commodity type set as the most commercially significant commodity for that 

operation. 

Data statistics (including Event Count, Failure Count, Censored Event Count and End of 

Observation Period Event Count) contain summaries of event types contained in the dataset. 

Information that can be extracted from this information includes proportions of event types 

(e.g. failure counts vs censored event counts). Further distinction is provided between 

censored events arising from preventive maintenance and censored events originating from at 

the end of each asset observation period. Information about the existence (or lack thereof) of 

potential statistical issues such low failure counts or a high censored event to non-censored 

event ratio can be determined from this information. 

Event Count contains information regarding individual data points included in the analysis. 

Failure Count includes all events that required corrective maintenance. This includes both 

partial repair and full replacement of the subunit. 

Censored Event Count includes all events wherein the subunit under considered was removed 

from service for reasons other than actual or incipient failure.  

End of Observation Period (EoOP) Event Count is a count of end dates of data observation 

wherein the subunit under consideration has not experienced failure or been preventively 

replaced however no future information is available for that asset. EeOP events can occur 

more than once per subunit if the asset was decommissioned or was not in use for a 

significant period(s) during its lifetime. 

Excluded Event Count is a count of data points that were excluded from the study. Data 

points excluded include data points immediately following periods of maintenance and repair 

contracts, data points excluded due to violations of IID testing or outliers with usage hour 

values greater than two standard deviations from the planned interval for fixed interval 

replacement. Events included in the Excluded Event Count are not included in any other 

event counts irrespective of the censoring status of that event. 
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3.5.5 Failure Data 

Failure data is represented in three tables. The first table (Table 11) provides failure counts 

and operating time. The second table (Table 12) provides lifetime distributions and 

interpretations for events requiring complete replacement of a subunit. The third table ( 

Table 13) provides lifetime distributions and interpretations for all failure events. 

Table 11: Example Data Representation Table for Failure Count Information 

Data Summary 
1st Quartile Median 3rd Quartile 

   
Failure Counts 

Usage Hours ( x106)  Calendar Hours ( x106)  
Complete Failures Failure Count 

  
Partial Failures Failure Count 

  
  
  

Total Failures  

 

Failure Counts is similar to failure count information provided by other sector-specific 

databases (e.g. OReDa). An exception is the provision of distribution parameters (OReDa 

provides distribution parameters assuming an exponential distribution) as full lifetime 

distribution parameters are provided further in the table. In addition of failure counts, quartile 

values for data events are provided. This information can be used to determine the existence 

of early life failures (e.g. low 1st quartile value). 

Data Summary shows the first quartile, median and third quartile values for failure events 

only.  

Time Scale Unit Six potential units for measurement of time scale are listed in Appendix B. 

Two units of Calendar Time and Active Usage Time (AUT) are used to represent reliability 

data as part of CMERD. This is consistent with shared reliability databases in similar 

industries such as OReDa, PERD, GADS and with existing literature from Cooke (Cooke 

1996, Sandtorv et al. 1996, ISO 1999, NERC 2011). Active usage time for CMERD refers to 

time an asset is operating in addition to being available. This number is always lower than or 

equal to its available hours as an asset could be available but not operating (e.g. due to 
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changes in shift). The operating time does not always equate to productive time as an asset 

could be operating however not being productive due to external delays such as "waiting on 

truck" or "waiting on shovel" delays (Nel et al. 2011).Active Usage Hours is a measure of 

total utilized time of assets for all periods included in the study. Periods for which data points 

were excluded due to violations of IID testing are not included as Active Usage Hours. The 

method by which active usage hours are determined are in order of preference: usage hours 

recorded by the asset, asset plans outlining expected usage per year or inference of average 

usage via analysis of scheduled servicing.  

Calendar Hours is a measure of total calendar time for all periods included in the study. 

Periods for which data points were excluded due to violations of IID testing are not included 

in Calendar Hours. Calendar time is extracted from work order data as the difference in dates 

of work orders performing work on the same subunit. Calendar time is presented however is 

not used as the time metric when determining lifetime distribution parameters. 

Failure Mode Event Counts contains a breakdown by failure mode of all events included in 

this study that caused required corrective maintenance of the asset. 

Complete Failures contains a count of failure events that resulted in a complete replacement 

of the subunit or repair cost greater than 80% of a complete replacement. Event data points 

that were excluded due to violations of IID testing are not included in total replacement 

counts. 

Partial Failures are counts of events not meeting the criteria of a complete failure however 

resulted in downtime or rectification work of a maintainable item. Information recorded 

includes the maintainable item that failed and the mode of failure. Event data points that were 

excluded due to violations of IID testing are not included in failure mode counts. Counts of 

partial failures are not included and do not include events that resulted in the total 

replacement of the subunit. 
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Table 12: Example Data Representation Table for Complete Replacement Events 

Complete Replacement Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit:  

Parameter MLE Lower Bound 
95% CI 

Upper Bound 
95% CI 

η (Population)    
β (Population)    

MTTF (Population)    
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

Hrs (1st Quartile)  
Hrs (3rd Quartile)   

Hrs  
Hrs  

Complete Failures – Site Analysis 
η (Min)  β (Min)  
η (Max)  β (Max)  

 

Table 13: Example Data Representation Table for All Failure Events 

All Failure Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: 

Parameter MLE Lower Bound 
95% CI 

Upper Bound 
95% CI 

η (Population)    
β (Population)    

MTBF (Population)    
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

Hrs (1st Quartile)  
Hrs (3rd Quartile)   

Hrs  
Hrs  

All Failures – Site Analysis 
η (Min)  β (Min)  
η (Max)  β (Max)  

 

Appendix E shows a list of distributions used to represent lifetimes. The distribution of 

choice to represent failure events is the Weibull distribution. This is due to its flexibility in 

representing different types of failure behaviour such as wear-in (decreasing hazard rate), 

random (constant hazard rate – exponential distribution) and wear out (increasing hazard 

rate). The Weibull distribution is also widely used as a lifetime distribution with a wide level 

of acceptance and knowledge in industry regarding the use of a 2 parameter (η and β) or 3 

parameter (η, β and γ) Weibull distribution (Davidson 1988, Ansell et al. 1994, Rausand et al. 

2004, O'Connor 2012). 
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Parameter estimates and confidence intervals are performed for the two scenarios of 

“Complete Replacement Only” and “All Failure Events”. Parameter estimates are obtained 

via the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) method. Understanding and allowing for 

uncertainty in models is an important part of the decision making process (Cooke et al. 2002). 

This requires the provision of confidence intervals in order to quantify levels of uncertainty 

present in represented data (Cooke 1996). 

Two sets of lifetime distribution parameters are provided for two sets of failure events. The 

first set of distribution parameters corresponds to a Weibull distribution fitted to all events 

experienced by the subunit. The second set of distribution parameters corresponds to a 

Weibull distribution fitted to a subset of events which only resulted in the complete 

replacement of a subunit due to failure or preventive replacement. The provision of two 

lifetime distributions allows the user to select the most relevant distribution depending on the 

decision to be made. As an example, a user interested in determining scheduled preventive 

replacement intervals of a subunit may use the distribution for replacement only events 

however a user interested in determining total asset downtime may require the distribution for 

all failure events. 

Reliability data is represented to end users using lifetime distributions if the following 

conditions are met. 

 Times to failures for each event are known for greater than 95% of all events, 

 Full event history is known including all censored events (preventive replacements 

and end of period observations), and 

 Weibull distribution fitting results in an appropriate goodness of fit for a 2 or 3 

parameter Weibull distribution with only a single trend line visible. 

The violation of one or more of these criteria will result in representation of reliability data 

via use of failure counts. Interpretations of reliability data for results with failure count data 

only will assume an exponential lifetime distribution.  

Parameter estimations and confidence intervals are obtained using the Matlab ‘wblfit’ 

command . Parameter estimations are regarded as robust if they contain more than 10 failure 

events. Only robust parameter estimations are shown in ranges of individual organisation 
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data. The following parameter estimations are provided as part of the data representation 

table: 

 η (Population) is the MLE estimate for the Weibull lifetime scale parameter. 

 β (Population) is the MLE estimate for the Weibull lifetime shape parameter. 

 γ (Population) is the MLE estimate for the Weibull lifetime location parameter. 

 η (Min) is the MLE estimate for the Weibull lifetime scale parameter for the 

organisational entity with the smallest scale parameter.  

 η (Max) is the MLE estimate for the Weibull lifetime scale parameter for the 

organisational entity with the largest scale parameter. 

 β (Min) is the MLE estimate for the Weibull lifetime shape parameter for the 

organisational entity with the smallest shape parameter. The organisational entity for 

β (Min) and η (Min) are not necessarily the same organisational entity. 

 β (Max) is the MLE estimate for the Weibull lifetime shape parameter for the 

organisational entity with the largest shape parameter. The organisational entity for β 

(Max) and η (Max) are not necessarily the same organisational entity. 

Existing sector-specific reliability databases currently provide only one set of lifetime 

parameters for the pooled data set. This set of parameters is equivalent to an average set of 

parameters for the industry population. From a user's perspective, given knowledge of a user's 

own lifetime distribution parameters and the industry average, it is only possible to determine 

if a user's specific parameters are worse than or better than the industry average. Provision of 

ranges of lifetime distribution parameters experienced by organisations allows benchmarking 

of a user's specific distribution in relation to industry best and worst practice. 

Data representation tables contain pre-calculated cumulative probabilities of failure to 

increase usability and ease of reference. Pre-calculation of cumulative probabilities allows a 

user to quickly compare the pre-calculated value for their acceptable probability of failure 

against a pertinent maintenance interval of their organisation. As an example, the pre-

calculated value corresponding to a five percent chance of a failure event can be compared to 

the FIR interval of the organisation. Cumulative probabilities of failure are calculated for the 
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two scenarios of “Complete Replacement Only” and “All Failure Events” at the following 

values of active usage time. 

 Estimate of active usage time that would incur a 5% cumulative probability of failure, 

 Estimate of active usage time that would incur a 10% cumulative probability of 

failure, and 

 Estimate of active usage time that would incur a 20% cumulative probability of 

failure. 

The above values are presented with no bias towards any of these values and it is up to each 

individual user to decide the acceptable probability of failure for their specific scenario. The 

given values of 5%, 10% and 20% are not fixed and can be varied according to the needs of 

the user and the criticality of the asset and subunit under analysis. 

3.6 PRESENTATION OF RELIABILITY DATA FOR SUBUNITS OF KEY MINING 

ASSETS. 

3.6.1 Selection of Subunits of Key Mining Assets 

This section concerns the identification of key subunits of interest to asset owners and to 

demonstrate the use of the reliability database framework. Subunits of interest to asset owners 

may have a high cost of failure, including time and financial resources, safety and 

environmental issues and opportunity cost due to lost production. Key subunits are selected to 

obtain a diverse range of characteristics as follows.  

 Different classes including mechanical, electrical, electronic, hydraulic and structural. 

Selection criteria ensures coverage of all possible system types to be covered by a 

sector-specific reliability database. 

 Different costs. Selection of both high and low cost subunits is made to determine if 

lower cost systems have correspondingly lower data quality. 

 Different populations on a single asset. Systems are selected with both single 

installations per asset as well as systems with multiple installations to determine if 

ambiguity due to multiple installations presents challenges. 

 Repairable or non-repairable (typically replaced on failure). 
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 Different time-based replacement interval for preventive replacement of the subunit 

(in active usage hours). Selection of both short and long life systems is performed to 

determine if differences in recording of preventive replacement events is present. 

 The existence or not, of condition monitoring or minor maintenance tasks specific to 

the subunit.  

 The complexity of the subunit as counted by the number of possible failure modes. 

Low complexity subunits are dominated by one or two failure modes while medium 

complexity subunits may experience three to four failure modes. High complexity 

subunits may experience greater than four failure modes. Selection of both high and 

low complexity subunits is performed to see if differences exist in how maintainable 

items recorded. 

To explore how the characteristics above affect the way that data needs to be treated, specific 

subunits are selected. Each subunit selected represents a different combination of 

characteristics. This is performed in order to explore if subunits with different characteristics 

require different data cleansing or processing approaches before inclusion into a database. 

Asset systems from which key subunits are chosen from include the engine system, 

transmission system, hydraulic system, ground engaging tools, and electrical systems. 

3.6.2 Presentation of Reliability Data for Key Subunits 

Reliability data is presented for key subunits selected in Chapter 3.6.1 to demonstrate some 

benefits of a sector-specific reliability database. Representation of reliability data is 

performed using data tables specified in Chapter 3.5.3 to 3.5.5. 

Interpretations of presented reliability data provide insights regarding the following aspects: 

 The ability of the subunit to meet its desired lifespan, 

 The presence of chronic or early life failures, and 

 Actual compared to expected failure behaviour (e.g shape of lifetime distribution). 

Where non-ideal or aberrant behaviour is observed, identification of potential causes and 

means of rectification are discussed. 
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3.7 DETERMINING FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE FAILURE BEHAVIOUR 

In this section how pooled data can be made more relevant operations with different 

operational, environmental and maintenance contexts is discussed. In order to achieve this, 

influential covariates from each context have to be identified and their relative impact 

quantified. Having identified influential covariates, generic data can then be adjusted to 

account for the specific characteristics of the mine site under analysis. Methods of identifying 

influential covariates were discussed in Chapter 2.7.2. 

A proportional hazards model is used as the covariate identification technique. The process 

chart by which influential covariates are identified from pooled data is outlined in Figure 4. 

The process incorporates steps required for model fitting, assessing conformity to statistical 

assumptions of the model and validation of model accuracy. 
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Assessing Goodness of Fit

Initial Proportional Hazards Model and Model Checking

Quantify the System

Final Proportional Hazards Assumption Check Normalise Covariates
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Figure 4: Fitting a Proportional Hazards Model to Mobile Equipment Maintenance Data 
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3.7.1 Quantify Covariates 

Steps 1 to 3 (Figure 4) quantify potential covariates and identify a minimum set of 

uncorrelated covariates for analysis. The presence of correlated covariates in an analysis 

reduces the significance of each covariate as their impact on the dependant variable is spread 

across two or more covariates.  

Step 1: Identify and Quantify Covariates 

The covariates examined as part of this study can be classified as design, environmental, 

operational or maintenance covariates. A list of potential covariates are listed in Appendix J.  

Step 2: Generate Correlation Matrix for Covariates 

Covariates are checked for correlation prior to inclusion in future modelling. Correlation 

checking is performed by the generation of a correlation matrix using the R command ‘cor()’. 

Covariates within this matrix with correlation coefficients greater than 0.9 or less than -0.9 

are identified. R is a widely used statistical package available under an open source licence 

found at R-Foundation (2015). 

Step 3: Group Correlated Covariates 

Covariates which are determined to be correlated in Step 2 are grouped together with only a 

single covariate from each group chosen for inclusion in future models. Correlation matrices 

are generated and covariates checked for each asset class, subunit and maintenance data set. 

Due to this, groupings of correlated covariates may vary between asset classes and subunit 

types.  

3.7.2 Initial Proportional Hazards Model and Assumption Checking 

Steps 4 to 10 (Figure 4) perform a tests for proportional hazards prior to development of a 

full PHM model. This differs from other studies that commonly perform a proportional 

hazards check as a final step of model validation. This is because the assumption of 

proportional hazards should be valid throughout the model development process and not just 

at the end. The early elimination of covariates with non-proportional hazards should be 

performed to remove their influence from other covariates with proportional hazards. 
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Step 4: Development of Initial Proportional Hazards Model 

A PHM is created using all covariates with no correlation with other covariates and a single 

covariate from each group of correlated covariates. The model was developed in R using the 

"coxph" function from the R ‘Survival’ package R-Foundation (2015). 

Step 5: Initial Proportional Hazards Assumption Check 

The test for proportionality of hazards is performed against each covariate to be included into 

the initial model. The test for proportionality is performed by hypothesis test using p-values 

produced by the cox.zph command in R (R-Foundation 2015). A plot of scaled Schoenfeld 

residuals is generated as well as a set of p values with one p-value corresponding to each 

covariate under test in isolation. The hypothesis test for proportionality of hazards has a null 

hypothesis stating that hazards are proportional with an alternate hypothesis that hazards are 

not proportional. Thus a p-values less than 0.05 leads to acceptance of the alternate 

hypothesis and rejection of the assumption of proportional hazards. 

Step 6: Do All Covariates have Proportional Hazards? 

The test of proportionality of hazards is conducted by examination of plots of Schoenfeld 

residuals, individual and global p values generated in Step 5. A model is suitable to continue 

to backwards elimination of covariates (Step 10) if all p-values for individual covariates and 

the global model are greater than 0.05. In addition, the plots of Schoenfeld residuals should 

show no trend with time.  

Step 7: Perform Log of Covariates with Non-Proportional Hazards 

The PHM is regenerated using logs of observed values for covariates found to be individually 

possess non-proportional hazard rates.  

Step 8: Perform Proportional Hazards Assumption Check 

The proportional hazards check outlined in Step 6 is repeated for the PHM containing logs of 

observed values of covariate non-proportional hazards. 
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Step 9: Eliminate Outstanding Non Proportional Covariates 

Covariates found to have non proportional hazards for both the observed values and logs of 

observed values are eliminated for consideration for this asset subunit. A PHM is generated 

from only remaining covariates that possess non-proportional hazards. 

Step 10: Perform Backwards Elimination of Covariates 

Backwards elimination of covariates is iteratively performed on the initial PHM model. 

During each iteration, the covariate with the least significance (highest p-value) is eliminated 

from the model and the PHM re-generated without the eliminated covariate. Backwards 

elimination stops when there are no remaining covariates or all remaining covariates have a 

p-value less than 0.05.  

In the case that no covariates remain, the PHM fitting process stops with the result of “No 

Model Found”. 

3.7.3 Final Proportional Hazards Assumption Check 

Steps 11 and 12 (Figure 4) perform a final proportional hazards assumption check on 

significant models identified from backwards elimination of covariates. 

Step 11: Perform Proportional Hazards Assumption Check 

A final PHA check is performed on the PHM model with only significant covariates 

remaining. The check performed is outlined in Step 5. 

Step 12: Eliminate Models with Non-Proportional Covariates 

Any model with non-proportional covariates are eliminated with a result of “No Model 

Found”. 

3.7.4 Normalise Covariates 

Steps 13 and 14 (Figure 4) normalise covariates and determines if a covariate has significant 

impact on failure behaviour. 
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Step 13: Assess Impact of Variations in Covariate 

Step 14: Eliminate Covariates with Less than 5% Influence on Hazard Rate per Standard 

Deviation Change in Covariate. 

Covariates with an impact on hazard rate of less than 5% are considered low impact 

covariates and eliminated from the model. 

3.7.5 Assess Goodness of Fit 

Steps 15 to 21 assess deviance residuals for goodness of fit prior to final acceptance of a 

proportional hazards model. 

Step 15: Generate Deviance Residuals 

Deviance residuals as defined in Appendix H are analysed for patterns. Deviance residuals 

are generated via the R command "residuals (fit, type="deviance")" where fit is the output of 

proportional hazards fitting function. 

Step 16: Examine Deviance Residuals for Outliers 

Deviance residuals are analysed for outliers. A deviance residual is considered an outlier if it 

has a magnitude greater than 3 or less than -3 (Maletic et al. 2010). As deviance residuals are 

symmetrically distributed around zero with a standard deviation of one, it is to be expected to 

encounter a small proportion of residual outliers (less than 5%). In addition to determining if 

residuals are outliers, the mine sites from which outlier events originated are examined in 

order to determine if the outliers share a common mine site source.  

Step 17: Examine Deviance Residuals for Patterns 

Plots of deviance residuals were examined for patterns, in particular clustering or banding of 

residuals.  

Step 18: Stratify Deviance Residuals by Mine Site and Examine for Patterns 

Plots of deviance residuals for individual mine sites were examined for patterns in particular, 

the presence of banding, trends over time or residuals not centred about zero. Deviance 

residuals should be symmetrically distributed about zero with a standard deviation of one. 
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Deviance residuals greater than three or less than negative three are considered outliers 

however in large populations, the presence of a few outliers is not unexpected.  

As deviance residuals are symmetrically distributed about zero, a poor goodness of fit can 

appear as unusual patterns in the residual plot such as banding or clustering of residuals. 

Checks of residuals by individual mine site are also performed in order to ensure that over- or 

under- prediction of survival times are not balanced out with under- or over- prediction at 

other mine sites to give an impression of a symmetrical distribution. 

Step 19: Residuals Show Aberrant Behaviour? 

The PHM model is considered to have a poor goodness of fit if deviance residual analysis 

shows any of the following properties: 

 High number of outlier events ( >5% of total events ), 

 Greater than 80% of outlier events originating from a single mine site, 

 Banding or clustering patterns in deviance residuals for all events, 

 Banding or clustering patterns in deviance residuals for all censored events, 

 Banding or clustering patterns in deviance residuals for all non-censored events, 

 Banding or clustering patterns in individual mine site deviance, or 

 Deviance residuals from individual mine sites not centred on zero. 

Final models without aberrant behaviour are accepted as Final Accepted Models. 

Step 20: Do the Data Events with Patterns Share Common Characteristics? 

Data events whose deviance residuals show aberrant behaviour as per Step 19 should be 

analysed for common characteristics. Examples of common characteristics include the mode 

of operation, externally performed maintenance, time period or equipment design 

characteristics.  
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Step 21: Stratify by Characteristic and Define New Covariate Type? 

Common characteristics shared by clustered data events should be identified and quantified 

as a new potential covariate. The process of fitting a new proportional hazards model should 

be restarted with identified characteristics as new covariate types. 

3.7.6 Final Accepted Models 

The relationship between covariates contained in final accepted models and failure behaviour 

of subunits is examined. Two aspects of covariates are examined including: 

 Coefficient of covariate has a sign (+/-) which matches its expected impact on the 

subunit's hazard rate. Covariates expected to increase hazard rates should have a 

positive coefficient indicating an increase to the baseline hazard rate. 

 Magnitudes of covariate impact are not extreme values. Magnitudes of covariate 

impact are assessed for one standard deviation of change in observed values. 

3.8 SUMMARY 

The process for developing a reliability database for the mining industry includes the 

development of a data framework. This data framework includes a glossary of common terms 

and definitions, minimum data sets specifying data to be collected, data to be stored and how 

data is to be represented to end users. 

The representation of reliability data to end users is performed using two lifetime 

distributions, one for complete replacements only and another including all failure events. 

The provision of two lifetime distributions allows the user to select the most relevant 

distribution depending on the decision to be made. Representation of failure behaviour via 

full lifetime distributions necessitates the collection of preventive maintenance events, 

particularly events where the subunit is preventively replaced. 

Data cleansing is performed using a rule-based system using syntactical keyword spotting to 

perform parsing and transformation steps. Rule sets are iteratively developed using training 

sets with rules developed via expert knowledge. Outputs from the rule based data cleansing 

system are de-duplicated and statistically validated for anomalies. 
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Trend tests to verify data sets are independent and identically distributed are applied for data 

sets for repairable subunits or subunits following a superimposed renewal process. A suite of 

hypothesis testing trend tests including Laplace, Military Handbook, Lewis-Robinson and 

Anderson Darling trend tests are applied along with the Total Time on Test graphical test. 

Reliability data is presented for key subunits with a range of characteristics of interest. 

Reliability data is presented as it would be for a sector-specific reliability database. 

Interpretation of represented data is performed to identify industry wide trends in reliability 

of mining assets. Attention is given to identifying anomalies or shortcomings in existing 

maintenance practices and suggestion of potential courses of action to rectify such 

shortcomings. 

Potential factors that influence failure behaviour are identified using a proportional hazards 

model. Potential factors including organisational, operational, maintenance and design 

covariates are quantified from asset, organisational and historical maintenance data. 

Proportional hazard models are developed using stepwise regression in the form of 

backwards regression. Checks to verify the assumption of proportional hazards are performed 

both at the start and end of model development and goodness of fit of final models is assessed 

using deviance residuals. 
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CHAPTER 4 Data Collection and Cleansing Results 

4.1 AIMS OF THIS CHAPTER 

The aims of this chapter are to: 

 Summarise work order data collected, 

 Discuss issues with maintenance data that pose challenges in collecting fit for purpose 

datasets for reliability databases, 

 Summarise the results and effectiveness of using a syntactic rule-based system for 

data cleansing, 

 Summarise the results of tests for independent and identically distributed datasets, 

 Identify a framework to conduct future data cleansing for reliability databases, and 

 Present reliability data results for key subunit of mobile mining assets. 

4.2 RELIABILITY DATA SUMMARY 

4.2.1 Data Source Summary 

Maintenance data was gathered from a number of mining organisations and mine sites that 

collectively included four mineral types of haematite, bauxite, coal and nickel sulphide across 

five geographical locations. Maintenance data was collected directly from the CMMS of each 

organisation or via standard data templates provided by the organisation. For some 

organisations, only data for particular asset classes were provided.  

4.2.2 Asset and Work Order Counts 

Maintenance data was collected for the following mobile asset classes: Dozers, Excavators, 

Front End Loaders, Trucks (Water and Rear Dump) and Drills. These mobile asset fleets 

include assets used in production and support activities. Production assets include assets used 

for fragmentation, loading or transportation of the produced commodity. Support assets 

include assets for dust suppression, debris removal, mine and infrastructure maintenance and 

workshop support. Functional descriptions for asset classes for which data was collected are 

listed below. 
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Rear Dump Truck (RDT): Surface mining trucks used for commodity or overburden (non-

commodity rock) transportation functions. Does not include underground mining assets, light 

vehicles or modified trucks not involved in earthmoving. 

Tracked Dozers: Earthmoving equipment characterised by a blade or similar earthmoving 

implement designed to move materials in a horizontal direction. Includes assets involved in 

production, overburden clearing or mine/infrastructure maintenance. 

Excavators: Earthmoving equipment with two booms capable of vertical movement as well 

as a machine base able to rotate around its track base. Includes assets involved in production 

only. 

Front End Loaders (FEL): Earthmoving equipment with a single boom capable of vertical 

movement. Includes assets used for production, mine/infrastructure maintenance and support 

functions such as tyre handling and cable reeling.  

Drills: Surface drill rigs used for production only. 

Water Trucks: Modified mining trucks with a primary support function of dust suppression.   

Table 14 shows the number of individual assets for each asset type organised by organisation.  

Table 14: Asset Population Counts by Organisation 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Org Mine 
sites 

Rear 
Dump 
Trucks  

Tracked 
Dozers Excavators Front End 

Loaders Drills Water 
Trucks Total 

1  1 72 11 3 12 6 7 111 
2 1 63 24 9 3 4 5 108 
3 1 13 13 11 8 9 10 64 
4 4 219 157 14 75 37 37 539 
5 1 - - - 26 - - 26 
6 4 118 51 11 18 15 13 226 
7 1 - - - 9 - - 9 

Total  13 485 256 48 151 71 72 1083 
 

Data for 1083 assets covering six asset classes was collected. The asset class with the highest 

population is RDTs which comprised 485 (44.8%) of the total asset population. By 
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comparison, the populations for excavators, drills and water trucks (Table 14, Column 4, 6 & 

7) comprises 4.43%, 6.55% and 6.65% of the asset population respectively. 

Left censored data sets are avoided by collection of work orders to include the entire life 

history of each asset. Right censoring is present in data sets due to time truncation on the day 

that data collection for the purpose of populating a shared database is performed. This results 

in the recording of "End of Observation Period" events for each asset at the time of time 

truncation. Work orders are only collected for maintenance work performed by the asset 

owning organisation. Work performed on behalf of external contractors is not recorded 

within this maintenance data and does not contribute to the work order count.  

Table 15 shows the work order counts for each equipment class for each organisation in this 

study. Where data for an equipment class was not available from an organisation, the count is 

marked with an “-“. Work orders were only collected for assets that were operating or 

capable of being operated (not decommissioned) at the time of data collection. 

Table 15: Work Order Counts 

Org 
Rear 

Dump 
Trucks 

Tracked 
Dozers Excavators FEL Drills Water 

Trucks Total 

1 60333 13517 8491 25701 15693 13690 137425 
2 34699 24234 25321 2867 7623 5473 100217 
3 7151 5517 11328 2413 5090 4321 35820 
4 163549 102803 11699 35854 148902 42694 505501 
5 - - - 20730 - - 20730 
6 141068 43315 16785 16730 10026 3026 230950 
7 - - - 5494 - - 5494 

Total 406800 189386 73624 109789 187334 69204 1036137 
 

A total of 1,036,137 work orders were collected as part of this study. The largest work order 

datasets were obtained from RDT fleets, which were also the most numerous by asset 

population. 

The number of asset models within an equipment class that are owned by each organisation 

are captured in  Table 16.  Different generations of an asset model are regarded as the same 

asset model. Row 9 shows a count of equipment models types for the pooled database. Due to 

the overlap of model types between organisations, this number is not the sum of model counts 
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for each organisation. Equipment fleets of organisations for which no information was 

available for are marked as NA. 

Table 16: Number of Equipment Models by Organisation 

Org 
RDT 

(Production 
Only) 

DZ 
EXD 

(Production 
Only) 

FEL 
(Production 

Only) 
WT 

1 2 2 1 4 1 
2 3 4 4 2 2 
3 1 4 4 2 5 
4 4 5 4 2 3 
5 NA NA NA 3 NA 
6 3 4 4 3 3 
7 NA NA NA 1 NA 

Total 5 7 6 7 5 

  

Many fleets operated by organisations are comprised of a small number of discrete equipment 

models. The number of models owned by individual organisations (Row 2-8, Table 23) 

measure the level of fleet homogeneity within each organisation. A low number of models 

indicates a high level of fleet homogeneity within an organisation. An example is 

Organisation 1 with a high level of fleet homogeneity for its RDTs, EXDs and WTs with two 

RDT models and one model each for EXDs and WTs. The level of fleet homogeneity 

encountered is consistent with OEM counts from reports of mining statistics (Lumley et al. 

2014). 

The total number of models used across all organisations (Row 9, Table 16) indicates the 

number of equipment models covered by the reliability database. A smaller number of total 

models relative to the number of models owned by individual organisations indicates a higher 

overlap of model types between organisations.  

4.3 SELECTION OF KEY SUBUNITS 

Chapter 3.6.1 outlines key systems of mobile mining assets and characteristics of interest 

when selecting subunits for analysis. Characteristics for subunits located within each key 

system are assessed and key subunits selected in Chapter 4.3.1 to Chapter 4.3.5. 
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4.3.1 Engine Subsystem Characteristics 

The engine system consists of the diesel engine as well as functionally grouped subunits 

required to cool or enable the operation of the engine. The characteristics of the engine 

subsystem and associated subunits such as radiators, turbochargers, fuel pumps and water 

pumps are shown in Table 17. 

Table 17: Characteristics of Engine and Engine System Components 

Subunit System 
Type 

Cost 
 

# Per 
Asset 

Repair-
able Schedule Specific 

CM 

Specific 
Mainte-
nance 

Complex-
ity 

Engine Mech > $200k 1 Y 10k to 
20k Hrs Y Y High 

Radiator Mech $20k to 
$80k 1 Y 5k to 25k 

Hours N N Low 

Turbo 
Chargers Mech $10k to 

$45k 4 N 
4.5k to 

25k 
Hours 

N 
 N Low 

Fuel 
Pump Mech $2.5k to 

$20k 1 N ~7k to 
12.5k Hrs N N Low 

Water 
Pump Mech < $10k 2 N 4k-12.5k 

Hours 
N 
 N Low 

 

The engine subunit is a single instance, repairable unit with key characteristics being its high 

complexity and high cost of replacement. Other subunits of the engine subsystem are of a 

comparatively lower complexity, replacement cost and do not have component specific 

preventive or condition monitoring tasks. Some engine subunits such as the radiator are also 

repairable units while others such as turbochargers, fuel and oil pumps are typically not 

repaired (either preventively or on failure) but replaced on failure. 

Subunits from the engine subsystem that have been selected for analysis include the engine, 

radiator and turbochargers for the following reasons: 

 Engine: Complex repairable system with subunit specific PM and CM tasks on a 

production asset; 

 Radiator: Simple repairable system without subunit specific PM or CM tasks on a 

production asset; and 

 Turbochargers: Multiple instances, non-repairable system on a production asset. 
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4.3.2 Transmission Subsystem Characteristics 

The transmission system consists of a combination of hydraulic and mechanical subunits 

tasked with transmitting power from the engine to the wheel ends or track. The characteristics 

of the transmission system are shown in Table 18. Different components that comprise the 

transmission system are usually preventively replaced on the same schedule. Configuration of 

the transmission system may include single instances and multiple instances of subunits. The 

final drives and drive shafts are examples of multiple instance subunits while torque 

converters are examples of single instance subunits. Subunits that comprise the transmission 

system are predominantly repairable units (e.g. final drives and drive shafts have repairable 

failures such as leaks) although some organisations may replace these subunits upon failure. 

Table 18: Characteristics of Transmission System Components 

Subunit System 
Type 

Cost 
 

# Per 
Asset 

Repair-
able Schedule Specific 

CM 

Specific 
Mainte-
nance 

Complex-
ity 

Final 
Drives Mech $10k to 

$50k 4 Y 10k to 20k 
Hrs Y N Medium 

Drive 
Shaft Mech $10k to 

$50k 3 Y 
 

Aligned 
with Final 

Drive 
Y N Medium 

Torque 
Converter Hyd $10k to 

$50k 1 Org 
Dependent 

Aligned 
with Final 

Drive 
N N Medium 

Transmis
sion 

Cooling 
System 

Mech $10k to 
20k 1 Y 

Aligned 
with Final 

Drive 
N N Low 

 

Subunits from the transmission system that have been selected for analysis include the final 

drives and torque convertor for the following reasons: 

 Final Drive: Repairable multiple instance subunit with specific PM and CM tasks on a 

production asset, and 

 Driveshaft: Repairable single instance subunit with no specific PM and CM tasks on a 

production asset. 
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4.3.3 Hydraulic Subsystem Characteristics 

The hydraulic system consists of a combination of hydraulic and mechanical subunits tasked 

with converting power from the engine into lifting or steering power. The characteristics of 

the hydraulic system are shown in Table 19. Subunits that comprise the hydraulic system of a 

mobile mining asset are often preventively replaced on different schedules. Exceptions to this 

are when subunits in close proximity to each other such as lift or tilt cylinders. The hydraulic 

subunits are in general low to medium complexity systems with no specific condition 

monitoring or preventive maintenance tasks. Some subunits such as lift and tilt cylinders are 

mounted on the exterior of the asset and hence are externally visible for signs of failure 

(leaking). 

Table 19: Characteristics of Hydraulic System Components 

Subunit Type Cost 
 

# Per 
Asset 

Repairabl
e Schedule Specific 

CM 

Specific 
Mainte-
nance 

Complexi
ty 

Lift 
Cylinders Hyd $10k to 

$25k 2 Y 8k to 15k 
Hrs N N Low 

Tilt 
Cylinders Hyd $10 to 

$25k 2 Y 
Aligned 
with Lift 
Cylinders 

N N Low 

Steering 
Cylinder Hyd $10k to 

$25k 2 Y  N N Low 

Steering 
Pump Hyd $10k to 

$25k 2 N 

Aligned 
with 

Steering 
Cylinders 

N N Medium 

Impleme
nt Pump Hyd 10k to 

$25k 1 N  N N Medium 

Main 
Pump Hyd 10k-$50k 1-4 N 

Aligned 
with 

Impleme
nt Pump 

N N Medium 

 

The subunit from the hydraulic system that has been selected for analysis is the lift cylinders 

as it is a low cost but repairable subunit that is externally visible for signs of failure. 

4.3.4 Ground Engaging Subsystem Characteristics 

The ground engaging system includes implements and attachments that directly contact rock 

on earthmoving machines. The characteristics of the ground engaging system are shown in 
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Table 20. Ground engaging tools are often maintained based on condition however some 

large cost items such as buckets may have scheduled preventive replacements or major 

repairs. Ground engaging system includes non-repairable components such as bucket teeth as 

well as repairable components such as buckets. While the ground engaging system does not 

have specific condition monitoring tasks, all components are easily observable from an 

operational standpoint. 

Table 20: Characteristics of Ground Engaging System Components 

Subunit Type Cost 
 

# Per 
Asset 

Repair-
able Schedule Specific 

CM 

Specific 
Mainte-
nance 

Complex-
ity 

Bucket 
Teeth Mech $2k to 

$5k 3-5 N None N N Low 

Bucket Mech $25k to 
$200k 1 Y 

CM and  
FIR 

based 
N Y Low 

Blade Mech $20k to 
$40k 1 Y 

CM and  
FIR 

based 
N N Low 

 

Subunits from the ground engaging system that have been selected for analysis include the 

bucket subunit due to its high cost and status as a repairable subunit. 

4.3.5 Electrical and Electronic Subsystem Characteristics 

The electrical and electronic system comprises of subunits providing control and electrical 

power to other subsystems.  
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Table 21: Characteristics of Electrical and Electronic System Components 

Subunit Type Cost 
 

# Per 
Asset 

Repair-
able Schedule Specific 

CM 

Specific 
Minor 

Mainte-
nance 

Complex-
ity 

Alternato
r Elec $1k to 

$50k 1 Y None Y N Low 

Engine 
Control 
Module 

Elec  1 Y None N N Medium 

Electric 
Wheel 
Motors 

Elec $50k to 
$400k 2 to 4 Y  Yes No High 

Lights Elec $200 to 
$500 Multiple N None N N Low 

 

The electrical or electronic subunit that was selected for analysis is the engine control module 

(ECM). The ECM was selected as an electronic system as it had a cost that was non trivial 

and is present in all equipment types. 

4.3.6 Key Subunit Summary 

A diagram of major subunits comprising a generic mobile mining asset is shown in Figure 5. 

Subunits selected in this thesis as key subunits are shaded in green. Key subunits are chosen 

across all major subsystems with increased emphasis on subunits comprising the engine 

subsystem due to their criticality and high cost.  

Engine

Gearbox / 
Torque 

Converter
Driveshafts

Differential and 
Final Drives

Wheels and 
Brakes

Turbochargers
Mufflers and 

Exhaust

Implement 
Pump

Hydraulic Tanks
Hydraulic 
Cylinders

Chassis
Bucket and Ground 

Engaging Tools
Drivers Cabin

Radiator

Fuel System 

Engine Pumps 
(Water/Coolant, Oil)

Engine Control 
Module

Fire Suppression

Battery and 
Alternator

Figure 5: Subunit Diagram of a Generic Mobile Mining Asset 
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The key subunits chosen include the diesel engine (for both rear dump trucks and front end 

loaders), radiators, turbochargers, drive shafts, final drives, lift cylinders and buckets. 

4.4 EXPLORATION OF COLLECTED MAINTENANCE DATA 

Exploration of collected maintenance data was conducted to assess ability of this data to 

obtain the minimum dataset. Critical source data fields containing relevant data to be 

extracted are outlined in Chapter 4.4.1. For each critical data field, characteristics of the field 

were identified especially data quality issues that pose challenges to data cleansing. Other 

data considerations such as the results of failure mode validation and characteristics of the 

data set in general are outlined in Chapter 4.4.2 to Chapter 4.4.5. 

4.4.1 Critical Source Data Fields  

4.4.1.1 Basic Start Date 

The Basic Start Date or its equivalent is the relevant calendar date field to the failure or 

maintenance event. This field is structured and contains the calendar date on which the 

maintenance work commenced. The Basic Start Date is automatically updated as part of the 

maintenance process and does not come with any identified issues such as missing or 

inaccurate entries. No additional fields for dates are required. 

4.4.1.2 Functional Location Field 

The Functional Location field or its equivalent is a structured field that stores the functional 

location to which the work order is assigned to. For work performed on an asset, this field 

contains at a minimum, the unique identifier of the asset. When populated correctly, the 

hierarchy to the subunit or maintainable item on which specific work is performed is also 

included.  

This field or equivalent is common across most mining organisations however the coding 

method and functional location tree differs by organisation. The Functional Location field in 

some organisations is split across multiple fields with one field containing the equipment 

unit's unique identifier with a second field containing the hierarchical location within the 

equipment asset. In other organisations, the functional location is contained within a single 

field. 
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Incorrect assignment to the incorrect subunit is an identified problem of the Functional 

Location field.  The Functional Location field is often populated with the functional location 

at the equipment unit or equipment fleet hierarchical level rather than the hierarchical level of 

the maintained subunit. This functional location can be the asset identifier (E.G. “EXD001”), 

a machine manufacturer or model number (E.G. Caterpillar 994f) or a functional location 

description not associated with any subunit (E.G. “Machine”). Table 22 shows counts of 

work orders which are assigned to the highest functional location for assets where a detailed 

functional location tree is provided. Mine sites where no detailed functional location 

information is provided apart from the asset identifier are marked as “Functional Location 

provided at Asset Level Only”.  

Table 22: Number of Work Orders Assigned to the Highest Asset Functional Location 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Company 
Trucks – 

Rear 
Dump 

Dozers Excavators FEL Drills Water Trucks Total 

Organisation 
1 

152 
(0.25%) 

39 
(0.28%) 

181 
(2.13%) 

0 
(0%) 

665 
(2.59%) 

81 
(0.59%) 

1118 
(0.8%) 

Organisation 
2 Functional Location provided at Asset Level Only. 

Organisation 
3 NA 704 

(12.7%) 
1280 

(5.06%) 
497 

(11.3%) 
118 

(2.31%) 
897 

(20.8%) 
3496 

(3.5%) 
Organisation 

4 
5339 

(3.26%) 
21442 

(20.9%) 
2038 

(17.4%) 
13337 

(37.2%) 
29481 

(19.8%) 
8822 

(20.7%) 
80459 

(15.9%) 
Organisation 

5 Functional Location Hierarchy provided at Asset Level Only. 

Organisation 
6 

Functional Location Hierarchy provided at Asset Level Only. 

Organisation 
7 

Functional Location Hierarchy provided at Asset Level Only. 

Total 5491 22185 3499 13834 30264 9800 85073 
(11.8%) 

 

Table 22 shows 85,073 (11.8%) records across three mine sites were assigned to the highest 

level in the asset functional location hierarchy. Within a single organisation, 37.2% of work 

orders were assigned to the highest functional location level across all front end loaders (Row 

4, Column 5 - Table 22). Assignment of work orders to this functional location level implies 

the work order is not linked to any asset subunit on which maintenance work was actually 

performed. For the purpose of determining the subunit under maintenance, Functional 

Location values assigned to the highest asset level can be regarded as null values as no 

subunit information is contained. This lowers the value of the Functional Location field in 
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determining the subunit under maintenance as data cleansing relying on the Functional 

Location field alone would result in missing entries. No additional work order fields for 

functional location information exist. The low value of the Functional Location field requires 

cross validation with the Shorttext field. 

4.4.1.3 Shorttext 

The Shorttext field contains unstructured text limited by default in size to 40 characters. The 

Shorttext field is used to contain information that is unable to be or not easily stored in other 

fields. Information commonly populated within the Shorttext field includes: 

 Maintenance action performed. 

 The subunit(s) and/or maintainable items under maintenance. 

 Triggers that initiated the maintenance event. For failure events, this may include 

circumstances or observed symptoms of failure. 

 Positional information (e.g. "Right hand", "Pos 1", "leak under engine"). 

The Shorttext field across organisations is unstructured with data elements recorded without a 

set order. Some examples from the same organisation all documenting the full replacement of 

a RDT engine subunit are shown in Table 23.  

Table 23: Example of Unstructured Order of the Shorttext Field 

Shorttext Example Data Element Order 
C/O Eng – Hours  Action – Subunit - Failure Cause 

Change out leaking Engine Action – Symptom – Subunit 
Engine changeout Subunit – Action 

Scheduled engine C/O Failure Cause – Subunit – Action 
C/O Leaking Engine  Action – Failure Cause - Subunit 

 

The examples shown in Table 23 show the existence of multiple ordering variants even for 

work orders for similar events. The terminology used within the Shorttext field shows 

multiple terms used to represent the same data element (such maintenance action, cause or 

subunit). 

Figure 6 shows a histogram of the terminology for the corrective action undertaken as part of 

a maintenance work order for a Rear Dump Truck Engine. Work orders with no listed action 

and whose work order type is not that of a scheduled preventive maintenance action are 
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marked as “None” (Figure 6 – 1st Column).  The most common term to indicate a full 

replacement of the subunit or maintainable item (Change Out) is listed in the second column. 

The third column is the sum of all variants of “Change Out” including misspellings and 

abbreviations. Columns 4 and 5 include other terminology used to indicate a full replacement 

of the subunit. Subsequent columns show the terms used for repair of the subunit or 

maintainable item.  

 

Figure 6: Terminology of Maintenance Actions for a Rear Dump Truck Engine. 

The largest category in Figure 6 (Column 1) corresponding to 18 of the 52 engine 

maintenance events had no maintenance action recorded as part of the work order. The 

absence of a recorded maintenance action for these events is not always an issue as other data 

elements contained in the work order may narrow the scope of the work order to a point 

where only one possible maintenance action could have been performed. An example of this 

is “Engine Misfire (broken injector)” where the maintenance action can be inferred to be the 

replacement of the broken injector. Although these work orders have sufficient contextual 

information that allows missing information to be deduced, it requires additional logic and 

manual adjustment to enable the user to do so. 

Other examples of a Shorttext field without a maintenance action include “Engine 

overheating”. In this example, it is not possible to infer a maintenance action as there may be 

multiple maintenance actions possible to resolve the fault. These examples require cross 
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referencing of information stored in other fields in order to correctly categorise the work 

order. 

A maintenance action indicating the replacement of an engine or engine part was recorded for 

27 maintenance events (Figure 6, column 2 to 5). Of these 27 events, 16 were of the most 

common term to indicate replacement (Change Out). The remaining 11 events had 

maintenance terms which were variants or misspellings of “Change Out” or completely 

different terms. This can pose a problem when performing manual searching as multiple 

searches may be required in order to capture all events. 

Figure 7 shows the rate that failure mode information is recorded in maintenance work orders 

for a Rear Dump Truck Engine. Work orders without sufficient information to determine the 

failure mode of the event are marked as “None” (Figure 7 – 1st Column). Maintenance work 

orders for maintainable items with a single failure mode are designated as “Mode not 

required” (Figure 7 – 2nd Column). Subsequent categories include specified causes in 

decreasing order of frequency. "End of working life" is used to indicate work orders for 

preventive replacements. While such events are not failures and hence do not have failure 

modes, they have been included in this plot as it is also necessary to be able to distinguish 

such events from actual failure events. 

 

Figure 7: Terminology of Failure Modes of a Rear Dump Truck Engine (Single Site) 
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Figure 7 indicates 21 out of 52 (Column 1) maintenance events had no failure mode recorded. 

The second largest category (Column 2) corresponding to 13 of 52 maintenance events were 

failures of simple systems where only one failure mode was possible. Although the failure 

mode may be able to be inferred, this may require manual intervention by the data cleanser.  

4.4.1.4 Work Order Type 

Workorder Type is a field with predefined codes (usually PMXX where XX is an integer from 

01 to 99) that classify the level of planning and scheduling surrounding the failure or 

maintenance event. The Workorder Type field is mandatory in most mining CMMS systems 

and do not contain missing entries. 

Workorder Type coding varies between different organisations however most coding systems 

distinguish between unscheduled (breakdown) events and scheduled (planned) events. 

Additional codes may exist that classify events as accidental damage, spares refurbishment, 

infrastructure hire, external labour hire, ground engaging tools or tyre replacement events. 

Misleading Workorder Type values are encountered for historical data where an incipient 

failure is detected and rectified prior to actual failure. Maintenance work is often recorded as 

preventive maintenance when the estimated interval to breakdown allows sufficient time to 

perform job planning and scheduling activities. From a perspective of cleansing for a 

reliability database, these events should be recorded as incipient failure events due to 

degradation of function or observation of failure symptoms. In these cases, observations 

captured in the job request (see ) prior to the "preventive replacement" may suggest the 

subunit has actually failed prior to the maintenance event.  

Inaccuracies and inability of the Workorder Type field to identify incipient failures make it a 

low value field. Collection of the Workorder Type field is still recommended as a field of 

interest in determining the censoring status of an event however cross referencing with other 

fields such as the Shorttext field is required. The MaintActivType field can be used as an 

alternative to the Workorder Type field. The MaintActivType contains codes that identify a 

work order as corrective, breakdown or preventive. 

4.4.1.5 Total Planned Costs and Total Actual Costs 

Total Planned Costs (TPC) and Total Actual Cost (TAC) fields contain the estimated cost 

(prior to commencement of work) and actual costs (updated upon completion of work). The 
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planned and actual costs can be used in the absence of other pertinent information to 

determine the scope of maintenance work performed. Identified issues with TPC and TAC 

fields include poor recording of costs with each of the following scenarios experienced: 

 Correct recording of full costs including labour and material costs, 

 Recording of material only costs, 

 Recording of labour only costs, 

 Null entries (blank or zero value cost), or 

 Unrealistically low costs to avoid data quality checks for null values (e.g. $0.10). 

Table 24 shows a survey of TAC and TPC field values below $AUD100. The $AUD100 

threshold was chosen as the bound for unrealistically low values for full maintenance costs 

when taking into account average labour costs, time of maintenance and cost of parts used. 

Table 24: Percentage of Total Actual Cost Field Values Less than $AUD100 

Company % TPC Values Less than 
$AUD100 

% TAC Values Less than 
$AUD100 

Organisation 1 10.3% 46.6% 
Organisation 2 Cost Information not Provided. Cost Information not Provided. 
Organisation 3 32.6% 35.7% 
Organisation 4 23.2% 17.3% 
Organisation 5 Cost Information not Provided. 35.5% 
Organisation 6 Cost Information not Provided. 28.3% 
Organisation 7 Cost Information not Provided. 42.2% 

 

Table 24 shows a large percentage of TAC field values unpopulated or with an unrealistic 

value less than $AUD100 of between 17.3% and 46.6% of all work orders. Although a value 

of 46.6% (Table 24 – Row 2) is already high, the true number of work orders with incorrect 

costs is likely to be higher when including work orders only recording a part of the true actual 

costs. An example of this is “Repairs required from inspection” costing $AUD130.74, which 

can be considered to include only the cost of the inspection but not the cost of the repairs. 

4.4.1.6 Maintainable Item 

The Maintainable Item or Spares field contains codes for tracked maintainable items. The 

Maintainable Item field is a poorly populated field with greater than 50% of work orders 

containing unpopulated MI or Spares fields. The Maintainable Item or Spares field of many 
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organisations is also tied in with other databases, using part identification numbers to 

reference maintainable item lists stored in other organisational databases. This also implies 

that only maintainable items of a sufficient magnitude to be tracked are able to be tracked via 

this system.  

4.4.1.7 Actual Work 

The Actual Work field contains numerical values corresponding to the number of man hours 

used for the maintenance activity. The Actual Work Duration field contains the duration in 

hours of the maintenance activity. The Actual Work and Actual Work Duration fields are 

poorly populated fields with between 5.5% and 66.1% of work order fields containing null 

entries (blank or zero value) or unrealistic labour costs such as 0.1 hours. 

Table 25: Percentage of Actual Work Field Values as Null Entries 

Company % Labour Values as Zero Values 
Organisation 1 66.1% 
Organisation 2 Labour Hours not Provided. 
Organisation 3 Labour Hours Field Provided but Unpopulated. 
Organisation 4 23.2% 
Organisation 5 5.5% 
Organisation 6 12.4% 
Organisation 7 35.1% 

 

An alternative to the Actual Work Duration field can be calculated by the difference between 

the Finish Time and Start Time fields. These fields are also poorly populated fields with 

~60% of work order fields containing null entries or entry values corresponding to the start 

and end times of shifts irrespective of the maintenance work performed. 

4.4.1.8 System Status 

The System Status field contains codes that represent: 

 Progress of the work order through the maintenance process (e.g. creation, start and 

closure status codes); 

 Characteristics of the maintenance work (e.g. material use status codes); and 

 Activities completed as part of that workorder (e.g. costing, settlement and release 

status codes). 
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The System Status field is important in determining if a workorder was performed with a code 

of NCMP indicating the workorder was not completed. Some status codes such as NMAT 

(indicating no use of materials) may be useful in assessing the scope of the work order in the 

absence of more relevant information contained in other fields. Work orders containing the 

NMAT code are less likely to be significant in scope due to the fact no materials were used. 

4.4.2 Checking Completeness of Failure Mode Taxonomy 

Failure mode information is only available in the Shorttext field of a maintenance workorder. 

This field is demonstrated in Figure 7 to have a high proportion of unrecorded failure modes 

which will be propagated into the shared reliability database as a high failure count of 

unknown failure modes.  

An additional failure mode of External Leakage – Other (ELO) is added for subunits of 

turbochargers where leakage of exhaust or intake air occurs which counts as neither a fuel, 

process nor utility fluid. 

4.4.3 Duplicate Work Orders 

Multiple work orders were observed for some maintenance events. The generation of 

multiple work orders for a single event are a result of: 

 Maintenance work performed across multiple days or multiple shifts; 

 The use of additional workorders for administration, costing, labour hire or logistical 

support; and 

 Procurement, requisition from spares holdings or repair of consumables or spare parts 

used as part of the maintenance event. 

The presence of multiple work orders necessitates the elimination of duplicate records as a 

data cleansing or post data cleansing stage. The removal of duplicate records is a common 

post data cleansing activity (see Chapter 2.6.2.7). A de-duplication step is required and is 

contained in the Manual of for Rule-Based Cleansing (see Appendix D). 
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4.4.4 Incomplete Work Order 

Maintenance work orders, in particular preventive maintenance workorders are not always 

executed. The reason for not executing a work order may include insufficient time or 

resources at the time of intended execution or obsolescence of the maintenance work due to 

recently performed maintenance (e.g. obsolescence of a preventive replacement due to a 

recent corrective replacement). 

The method by which a work order is marked as not completed varies by organisation and by 

the reason it was not completed. Methods by which work orders are identified as not 

completed include: 

 System Status field including "Not Completed" status (NCMP). System Status field 

may still be closed normally using a "CLSD" system status. 

 System Status field includes a "Technically Completed" status and a Total Actual Cost 

field value of $0.00. 

 Shorttext field includes text explicitly indicating the work order was not completed. 

 Shorttext field includes organisation specific text to indicate the work order was not 

completed. An example of organisation specific text includes the appending or 

prepending of "xxx" to the existing text in the Shorttext field. 

The presence of incomplete work orders necessitates data cleansing rules to identify and 

eliminate work orders which were not executed. 

4.4.5 Externally Maintained Periods 

The use of Maintenance and Repair Contracts (MARC) where subsets of maintenance work 

are performed by an external contractor results in periods of missing maintenance entries. 

Maintenance work is not recorded in the CMMS of the asset owner however is recorded in 

the CMMS of the external organisation. Indications of missing entries are data entries 

indicating lump sum payments to the external organisation (e.g. “MARC contract costs 

2007”) or missing data for multiple subunits occurring over the same time periods. 
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4.5 RESULTS OF DATA CLEANSING 

The data cleansing tool described in Chapter 3.4.3 is developed and used to cleanse collected 

work orders. The tool (DEST) is a rule-based system using syntactic keyword spotting for 

both parsing and data cleansing. A piecewise approach using rule libraries as elaborated in 

Chapter 3.4.4 is used. A description of the rule libraries developed and the effectiveness of 

using a rule-based system using keyword spotting is described below. 

4.5.1 Development of Rule Libraries 

Individual rule libraries are tasked with identifying only small elements of the desired output 

dataset. Rule libraries were developed to target the following data elements. 

 Maintained subunit, 

 Maintainable item, 

 Maintenance action performed, 

 Failure Mode, 

 Physical location (for subunits with multiple instances within a single asset), and 

 Censoring Status. 

Individual rule libraries are combined to create a combined rule file for the CMERD 

database. The combined rule file forms the base set of rules for any future data cleansing 

activity. The combined rule file is comprised of 407 rules with the following functions: 

 43 rules to identify 9 key subunits, 

 147 rules to identify 101 unique maintainable items, 

 92 rules to identify 74 unique maintenance actions, 

 83 rules to identify 21 failure modes, 

 32 rules to identify 12 position or configuration information, and 

 11 rules to identify potential data cleansing errors. 

The rule set was developed via the piecewise rule development methodology described in 

Chapter 3.4.4. The rule set and methodology were refined while cleansing for the key 
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subunits presented in Chapter 5.3. As the Shorttext field comprises of many unique entries, a 

piece-wise approach using multiple, smaller rules was adopted rather than a single rule 

classifying the whole text field.  

4.5.2 Effectiveness of Data Cleansing 

The combined rule file was executed on MOD data for a RDT. The output of the first fifteen 

work orders for the radiator of the RDT are contained in Table 26. 

Table 26: Extract of Rule-Based Data Cleansing Output for Rear Dump Radiator 

Record 
 

Maintainable 
Item 

Maintenance 
Action 

Failure 
Mode Original Shorttext 

1 Mount Replace Seized Replace siezed bolt @ radiator support 

2 Instrument Condition 
Monitoring  Check the engine temp guage 

3 Mount  Structural 
Integrity Radiator hood mounts worn 

4 None Replace None MT4400 Radiator Change 
5   Over Temp Engine getting hot 

6 Mount Condition 
Monitoring  Check radiator support bracket as per SB 

7 Hoses Replace  Replace radiator site glass hose 

8  Condition 
Monitoring  Check kingpin radial play Measurement 

9 Radiator 
Minor Item Replace  replace radiator cap 

10 Hydraulic 
Components  Leak radiator hose leaking 

11 None Replace None MT4400 Radiator Change 

12  Condition 
Monitoring Leak Radiators leaking Monitor 

13 Mount Condition 
Monitoring  Check radiator support bracket as per SB 

14 Mount Condition 
Monitoring  Check radiator support bracket as per SB 

15   Over Temp engine overheating 
 

Rule-based data cleansing is able to determine the maintenance action for the eleven out of 

fifteen work orders where a maintenance action was included. The remaining four work 

orders had no information regarding the maintenance action.  

The data cleansing tool is able to identify the failure cause or observed symptoms as follows. 

 Ten of the fifteen work orders had the failure cause or observed symptom correctly 

identified.  
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 Two work orders had no failure cause or observed symptom recorded in the original 

work order. 

 Three work orders had a failure cause or observed symptom recorded in the work 

order but not correctly interpreted by the data cleansing tool. 

Manual adjustment was performed on missing fields. The manually adjusted data is shown in 

Table 27. Values in yellow are manually adjusted deductions of the missing field due to 

incomplete data in the original maintenance data. Values in red are manually adjusted values 

recorded in the original maintenance data but not correctly interpreted by the data cleansing 

tool. 

Table 27: Rule-Based Data Cleansing Output after Manual Adjustment for Missing Fields 

Record 
 

Maintainable 
Item 

Maintenance 
Action 

Failure 
Mode Original Shorttext 

1 Mount Replace Seized Replace siezed bolt @ radiator support 

2 Instrument Condition 
Monitoring Other Check the engine temp guage 

3 Mount Repair Structural 
Integrity Radiator hood mounts worn 

4 None Replace None MT4400 Radiator Change 
5 None Repair Over Temp Engine getting hot 

6 Mount Condition 
Monitoring None Check radiator support bracket as per SB 

7 Hoses Replace Leak Replace radiator site glass hose 

8 King Pin Condition 
Monitoring None Check kingpin radial play Measurement 

9 Radiator 
Minor Item Replace Missing replace radiator cap 

10 Hydraulic 
Components Replace Leak radiator hose leaking 

11 None Replace None MT4400 Radiator Change 

12 None Condition 
Monitoring Leak Radiators leaking Monitor 

13 Mount Condition 
Monitoring None Check radiator support bracket as per SB 

14 Mount Condition 
Monitoring None Check radiator support bracket as per SB 

15 None Repair Over Temp engine overheating 
 

Eleven fields of fifteen work orders required manual adjustment (Table 27). The requirement 

to update one record (Table 27 - Record 8) was due to the rule set being unable to interpret 

“King Pin” correctly. The remaining ten records required manual updates to deduce 

information unrecorded in the original work orders. Four adjustments were required to 
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correct the maintenance action while seven adjustments were required to fill in missing 

failure modes. 

Table 28 shows the data cleansing results for Excavator buckets. For this subunit, each work 

order is assigned to one of the following categories based on how effective the rule system 

was able to extract that work order. 

Correctly Sorted: Semi-automated data cleansing system was able to determine the subunit, 

action and maintainable item (where applicable) that was maintained. 

Missing or Incorrect Source Data: Rule based data cleansing was unsuccessful due to 

missing conflicting or incorrect information. These work orders required manual intervention 

to deduce missing data or resolve conflicting information identified by rules. 

Adjustment of Incorrect Action Required: Rule-based data cleansing was able to 

determine the action and maintainable item that was maintained however the action specified 

in the work order was incorrect. 

Adjustment of Incorrect Censoring Status: Rule-based data cleansing was able to 

determine the action and maintainable item however the type of maintenance work specified 

in the work order was incorrect. 

Table 28: Rule Based Data Cleansing Effectiveness for Excavator Buckets 

Rule Effectiveness Organisation 
1 

Organisation 
2 

Organisation 
3 

Organisation 
4 

Organisation 
5 

Correctly Sorted 76.9% 81% 97% 87.6% 80.8% 

Missing or Incorrect 
Source Data  9.2% 9.5% 1.9 10.5% 18.3% 

Adjustment of Incorrect 
Action  1.5% 2.8% 1% 1.9% 0.4% 

Adjustment of Incorrect 
Censoring Status 12.3% 1.9 0% 0% 0.4% 

 

A majority of work orders for excavator buckets are able to be cleansed using semi-

automated rule based cleansing with successfully cleansed rates ranging from 76.9% to 97% 

(Table 28, row 2). In cases where manual cleansing is required, the most commonly 

encountered reason was due to the source data containing missing data elements.  
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Rule based data cleansing is able to effectively interpret multiple large datasets in a consistent 

manner. It is not able to completely compensate for every deficiency in the input datasets. In 

particular, while rules can be constructed to make deductions, for example using cost data to 

determine if a full replacement occurred, it cannot make up completely for chronically 

missing information. 

While additional rules can be created in order to handle increasingly more permutated 

maintenance data, there comes a point where the incremental increase in data cleansing 

efficiency from adding more rules does not justify the effort in order to create that rule. 

Examples of this are rules targeting the identification of ‘changeout’ as a maintenance action 

variant. In the rule set developed for a generic system, it was deemed sufficient to cater for 

six variants including change, chge, c/o, c/out, c /out and c/ out. The decision to determine 

this cut-off point was made by examining work orders for which the maintenance action was 

unable to be successfully identified and examining these work orders for other possible 

permutations of existing rules. 

The data cleansing tool - DEST has been used for multiple data cleansing exercises for the 

mining industry to obtain data for: 

 Constructing reliability block diagrams for a bucket wheel reclaimer, 

 Reliability analysis of ground engaging tools, and  

 Assessing the contribution to failure rates of driver-operator related subunits. 

4.5.3 Identification of Outliers 

A histogram of time to failures for all replacement only events for a FEL loader is shown in 

Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Histogram of Time to Failures for a FEL Radiator (Replacement Only Events) 

Characteristics of the data set include a mean of 10,331 hours and a standard deviation of 

7,259 hours. Seven time to failure values are greater than 25,000 hours with largest time to 

failure value being 30,511 hours. Radiators are subject to preventive replacement with 

intervals ranging from 20,000 to 25,000 hours.  The application of preventive replacement 

makes it unlikely that a radiator remain installed on an asset long enough to incur greater than 

25,000 active usage hours. Time to failure values of 30,511 hours are therefore likely to be 

outliers despite being 2.78 standard deviations from the mean. 

A more appropriate method of identifying outliers in time to failure data requires checking 

that each time to failure falls within a set of permissible ranges, with the maximum and 

minimum of the permissible range related to intervals specified in the organisation's 

maintenance plan. The upper value for the permissible range is closely related to the fixed 

replacement interval of the organisation with a time buffer of 500 hours (2 service intervals) 

to allow for maintenance delays. 

4.5.4 Development of a Manual of for Rule Based Data Cleansing 

A manual for data cleansing using a rule-based data cleansing system has been developed. 

The manual covers steps required for: 

 Data collection and required data sources, 

 Adapting generic rule libraries and execution of a rule-based cleansing system, 
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 Incrementally update generic rule set with additional rules, 

 Manual adjustment of data after rule-based cleansing, 

 Handling of external contract periods, and 

 Testing of statistical data assumptions. 

The manual for rule-based data cleansing is include in Appendix D. 

4.6 TREND TESTING 

IID tests listed in Chapter 2.5.9 are applied to subunit data sets when the subunit is a 

repairable item or a superimposed renewal process with a large number of component 

systems. 

4.6.1 Assumption of Renewal Processes for Complete Replacement Only Events 

IID trend tests are not applied to datasets containing only complete replacement only events if 

the subunit constitutes a renewal process.  For a subunit to follow a renewal process, 

replacement subunits are required to be as good as new. Table 29 indicates if a subunit is 

typically completely replaced with a brand new unit or, if replaced with a refurbished unit, 

the type of refurbishment undertaken. 

Table 29: Types of Units used in for Replacement Only Events of Key Subunits 

Subunit Replaced with Brand 
New Unit 

Type of Refurbishment 

Rear Dump Truck 
Engines 

No Full disassembly and rebuild 

Rear Dump Truck Final 
Drives 

Yes NA 

Rear Dump Truck 
Turbochargers 

Yes NA 

Front End Loader 
Engines 

No Full disassembly and rebuild 

Front End Loader 
Radiator 

Yes NA 

Front End Loader Lift 
Cylinder 

Yes NA 

Front End Loader Engine 
Control Module 

Yes NA 

Excavator Bucket No Bucket sections replaced or built up   
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Final drive, turbochargers, radiators, lift cylinders and engine control modules are frequently 

replaced with new units during corrective or preventive replacement. The use of new units 

allows the assumption of a renewal process when fitting a distribution to replacement only 

events. 

Engine subunits undergoing refurbishment are dismantled and cleaned. Surfaces containing 

imperfections are located, filled in using metal fillers and machined to a smooth finish. New 

components are fitted including resized gaskets, pistons and rods and large structural items 

such as camshafts and crankshafts balanced under load prior to reassembly. This 

refurbishment process corresponds to a repair level higher than that of a minimal repair. 

Buckets undergoing refurbishment have many structural elements, such as walls or bucket 

floors, which are replaced or reinforced with steel plate. Where replacement is not possible, 

worn areas are built up with welding. This refurbishment process corresponds to a repair 

level higher than that of a minimal repair. 

4.6.2 Assumption of a Superimposed Renewal Process for Repairable Subunits. 

Superimposed renewal processes asymptotically approaches that of an HPP if the system is 

comprised of a large number of constituent HPPs. Table 30 contains the number of 

maintainable item groups included in the boundary condition of each key subunit. 

Maintainable item groups are functionally similar groups of components against which 

failure counts are tallied. Each maintainable item group may consist of several components. 

Table 30: Number of Maintainable Item Groups within the Boundary Condition of Key 

Subunits 

Subunit Number of MI Categories 
Rear Dump Truck Engines 7 

Rear Dump Truck Final Drives 3 
Rear Dump Truck Turbochargers 3 

Front End Loader Engines 7 
Front End Loader Radiator 2 

Front End Loader Lift Cylinder 3 
Front End Loader ECM 2 

Front End Loader Drive Shaft 3 
Excavator Bucket 4 
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An engine subunit is a complex subunit consisting of seven maintainable item groups.  Some 

examples include the instrumentation and electrical system which consists of many discrete 

sensors, the oil and lubrication system which includes many seals and hoses, and the engine 

block which contains 16 cylinders each with their rods, pistons, valves and gaskets. Thus an 

engine subunit consists of a large number of maintainable item groups and a large number of 

constituent HPPs. 

Electronic subunits such as the Engine Control Module are comprised of many individual 

electronic hardware (e.g. batteries, storage, processors, wiring) and software components that 

fail independently to each other. 

Mechanical subunits such as final drives, radiators, cylinders and buckets have between two 

and four maintainable item groups, however each maintainable item group often consists of 

several independent components. Some MI groups contain structural components where 

failure can occur and be rectified at localised points within the structure (e.g. cracking and 

welding of a radiator wall). Other examples include the excavator bucket, where wear or 

cracking can occur spatially within any bucket wall or floor, and drive shafts, where wear or 

fracturing can occur at any point along the length of the shaft. 

The key subunits analysed are therefore comprised of a number of component subsystems 

greater than the number of maintainable item groups. The application of IID tests is therefore 

performed to determine if the superimposed renewal process representing the subunit should 

be represented by an NHPP or HPP.  

4.6.3 Testing for Independent and Identically Distributed Data 

Table 31 shows the results of testing each subunit dataset for IID. The IID trend tests include 

the use of Laplace, Military Handbook, Anderson-Darling, Lewis-Robinson and the graphical 

Total Time on Test plot. The results are coded as follows: 

NT: No Trend. No hypothesis or graphical method indicates a trend. Datasets with 

insufficient length to form trends are marked as NT. 

NA: Not Applicable. No dataset for that subunit type exists for that mine. 
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DFR: Decreasing Failure Rate. One or more tests indicates a decreasing failure rate. 

Decreasing failure rate can be either a sudden change in failure rate or a continuously 

improving failure rate. 

IFR: Increasing Failure Rate. One or more tests indicates an increasing failure rate. 

Increasing failure rate can be either a sudden change in failure rate or a continuously 

degrading failure rate. 

NM: Non Monotonic. Multiple changes in failure rate throughout the observation period. 

Table 31: Summary of Tests for Independent and Identically Distributed Datasets 

Part Org 1 Org 2 Org 3 Org 4 Org 5 Org 6 Org 7 
EXD Bucket NM DFR NM IFR NA NA NT 
TKD Engines  NT NT NT NT NA NA NT 

TKD Turbochargers NT NT NT NT NA NA NT 
TKD Final Drives NM IFR NT NT NA NA NA 

LDR Radiators  NT NT NA NT IFR NT NT 
LDR Driveshaft  NT NT NT NT NT NT NT 

LDR Lift Cylinders NT NT NA NT NT DFR NT 
LDR ECM  NT NT NA NA NA NA NT 

 

Trend tests for events that include all failure modes and repairs of subunit maintainable items 

show trends across one subunit. In particular, maintenance events that include all failure 

modes for excavator buckets (Table 31, Row 3) show trends for four out of five mine site 

scenarios. Excavator buckets are repairable subunits with structural failures due to wear or 

cracking at multiple possible points of failure. The detection of a trend for excavator buckets 

as partial repairs of failures such as welding cracks and replacing wear items is not expected 

to restore a bucket to as good as new state. The presence of trends in EXD buckets does not 

allow the use of a Weibull distribution to represent failure data therefore requiring the use of 

failure counts only as the means of representation.  

Datasets with organisational trends were stratified by time in order to remove trends in 

specific time periods during which trends occurred. For datasets where changes to failure 

intensity were observed at a distinct point, stratification was performed at the point of change. 

In all instances, data points from the most recent time strata were retained. In datasets where 

the failure intensity was observed to be continuously increasing or decreasing across the 

observed time period, stratification was performed at the midpoint of the observed period and 

the stratified period reanalysed for remaining trends.  
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Table 32 indicates the number of points removed from the dataset of each subunit in order to 

rectify any identified IID issues. All data points removed are from the older time strata 

ending at the point of change in failure rate. 

Table 32: Data Points removed due to Time-Stratification of Non IID Datasets 

Part Org 1 Org 2 Org 3 Org 4 Org 5 Org 6 Org 7 
EXD Bucket  27 137 0 63 NA NA 0 
TKD Engines  121 395 99 0 NA NA 0 

TKD Turbochargers  0 0 0 0 NA NA 0 
TKD Final Drives  45 50 0 0 NA NA NA 

LDR Radiators  0 0 NA 0 6 0 0 
LDR Driveshaft  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LDR Lift Cylinders  0 0 0 0 0 9 0 
LDR ECM  0 0 0 0 NA NA 0 

 

Significant numbers of data points were removed for excavator buckets and rear dump truck 

engines across multiple organisations (Row 3 and 5 - Table 32 respectively). The number of 

data points removed per organisation also varied with one organisation not requiring 

stratification of data points for any asset while two organisations required stratification of 

data points for three subunits. 

4.6.4 Weibull Distribution Fitting 

Weibull distribution fitting performed on time to failure data indicates the following 

goodness of fit results. Plots of fitted distributions are contained in Appendix F.  
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Table 33: Goodness of Fit of Weibull Distributions 

Subunit Replacement Only All Failure Modes Comments 
RDT Engines 2 Parameter Weibull 

Distribution 
3 Parameter Weibull 

Distribution 
- 

RDT Final Drives 2 Parameter Weibull 
Distribution 

2 Parameter Weibull 
Distribution 

- 

RDT Turbocharger Not Applicable Not Applicable  Time to Failure Data Not 
available 

LDR Engines 2 Parameter Weibull 
Distribution 

2 Parameter Weibull 
Distribution 

AFM shows many early 
life failures 

LDR Radiators 2 Parameter Weibull 
Distribution 

2 Parameter Weibull 
Distribution 

- 

LDR Drive Shafts 2 Parameter Weibull 
Distribution 

2 Parameter Weibull 
Distribution 

- 

LDR Lift Cylinders 2 Parameter Weibull 
Distribution 

2 Parameter Weibull 
Distribution 

- 

LDR ECM 2 Parameter Weibull 
Distribution 

2 Parameter Weibull 
Distribution 

- 

EXD Buckets 2 Parameter Weibull 
Distribution 

Bad Distribution Fit AFM shows 2 trend lines 

 

RDT turbochargers were not fitted with Weibull distributions due to lack of time to failure 

information. Two parameter Weibull distributions demonstrated good fits for all subunits 

except for RDT engines and EXD buckets. A 3 parameter Weibull distribution provided a 

better fit for RDT engines while a Weibull distribution was inappropriate for EXD buckets 

due to the presence of two distinct slopes. 

4.7 DISCUSSION  

4.7.1 Summary of Data Quality Issues  

Data quality issues of historical maintenance data are summarised in Table 34 with the 

incidence rate and their impact on data cleansing activities. Incidence rates are provided at 

the organisation, subunits and work orders level.  

Data quality issues with high impact can result in missing data records, miscategorised data 

and require significant cleansing effort. Additionally there is no guarantee that high impact 

issues are able to be fully addressed. Medium impact issues can result in miscategorised data. 

Addressing medium impact issues requires manual adjustment of a small number of affected 

work orders. Low impact issues result in datasets with some non-critical data elements with 

missing values.  
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A demonstration of the benefits of easily accessible data is provided below. The use case is 

the estimation of parameters of the lifetime distribution for the complete replacement of an 

excavator bucket. The replacement interval is set by the organisation as 6000 hours. In the 

absence of historical data, an initial guess of scale parameter η of 26495 hours and a shape 

parameter β of 2 is made. These initial parameters provide a cumulative probability of failure 

at 6000 of 5%. The shape parameter of 2 is used as an estimate of failure behaviour of a 

subunit that experiences wear and abrasion as a primary failure mechanism. 

A search of historical maintenance data site using the functional location of the bucket is 

made across all excavators for the site. The search by functional location provided 22 failure 

events for a population of nine excavators. The lifetime distribution parameters estimated 

using this data set were an η of 14595 hours and a β of 1.01. This data set had multiple 

extreme values including a bucket usage time of greater than 45000 hours.  

Further cleansing using information interpreted from the Shorttext field in addition to the 

functional location field included a further 5 failure events increasing the failure count to 27. 

The lifetime distribution parameters estimated using this data set were a η of 11691 and a β of 

1.42. The estimate lifetime distribution parameters guessed in the absence of data is 

significantly different from the lifetime distribution parameters estimated from both clean and 

unclean data. 
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Table 34: Summary of Maintenance Data Cleansing Issues 

Issue Proportion of 
Subunits Affected 

Proportion of Work 
Orders Affected Impact 

Incorrect  
Functional Location > 80% 0-20% High 

Inconsistent Terminology 
 and Spelling Mistakes > 90% 40-60% High 

Incorrect  
WorkOrder Type 40-60% 0-20% High 

Unrecorded 
 Maintenance Action > 80% 40-60% Medium 

Unrecorded 
Failure Mode > 80% 40-60% Medium 

Unrecorded  
Maintainable Item 40-60% 40-60% Medium 

Incorrectly Closed  
Work Orders 0-20% 0-20% Medium 

Incorrect or Missing Costs Information > 90% > 80% Low  
Incorrect or Missing Labour Information > 90% > 80% Low 

 

Three data quality issues are identified as having a high impact on data cleansing. The issues 

are incorrect functional locations, inconsistent terminology and spelling mistakes and an 

incorrect work order type. 

Incorrect or missing functional locations are present in work orders for most subunits of all 

organisations. Within affected subunits, a low number of work orders (0-20%) are affected, 

however this can result in events being completely missed. This requires significant effort in 

order to identify these missing work orders with no guarantee at the end that every missing 

work order has been captured. 

Inconsistent terminology likewise occurred in all organisations occurred in most subunits in 

all organisations and was widespread throughout the maintenance data of each organisation. 

Inconsistent terminology or spelling mistakes may result in missing events or missing 

information about the event (i.e. it is known an event occurred, however further details such 

as what or why maintenance was performed may not be known). 

An incorrect work order type prevents accurate assignment of censoring status to affected 

work orders. The incorrect assignment of censoring status does not prevent event discovery, 

however can have a significant impact on lifetime distributions. 
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When considering how data quality varies between asset types within an organisation, the 

following observations are made. 

 Data quality within the same organisation does not vary significantly between asset 

types. This is not unusual as many maintainers and data collectors work across 

multiple asset types. 

 Data quality of preventive and corrective maintenance tasks differs. Preventive 

maintenance tasks are less likely to be unique entries with less missing data elements, 

less spelling mistakes however are less complete in recording parts used. Corrective 

maintenance work orders are more likely to be unique entries with varying levels of 

completeness across all fields.  

 Data quality increases with increasing cost or severity of failure. Cost fields, failure 

characteristics, maintenance action undertaken, and parts maintained are more likely 

to be populated for high cost subunits such as engines. 

4.7.2 Key Challenges for Rule-Based Keyword Spotting Data Cleansing System 

4.7.2.1 Missing Information 

Rule-based data cleansing is able to classify recorded information within a work order 

information however relies on the existence of key words in source data. The absence of 

critical keywords in the Shorttext field identifying the maintained subunit and null values in 

the Functional Location field results in missing entries. Missing keywords in the Shorttext 

field can be a result of components changed out as part of a work order with a large scope, 

however are not individually recorded within the work order. This includes some regular 

maintenance tasks such as engine midlife services where components such as injectors, valve 

sets, radiators, turbochargers or water pumps may be changed out without corresponding data 

entry.  

The absence of less critical keywords such as those identifying the maintainable item, failure 

mode or maintenance action results in a situation where it is known that an event happened 

for a subunit however necessitates the use of "Unknown" or "Other" in data representation 

tables. The deduction of less critical keywords can be performed by keyword spotting by 

examining circumstantial information contained in other fields. Examples of this are 

determination of the failure mode based from maintainable item information or determination 
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of the maintenance action based off cost information. In practice this results in higher 

complexity rule sets as deduction of information from a single missing field may require 

examination of information from multiple other fields. The use of rules that interpret across 

multiple data elements also negates the use of a piecewise approach where rules are 

developed to target single data elements only. 

4.7.2.2 Positional Information 

The rules constructed relied on keyword spotting to categorise data entries. The classification 

of data based on keywords encountered problems when classifying data entries with 

positional language constructs (e.g. "near", "at" or "under"). Examples of mischaracterised 

text includes "coolant leak near engine" which was classified as a leak from the engine 

subunit rather than a leak from a nearby subunit.  

The misclassification is a result of a keyword spotting system being unable to correctly 

interpret semantic constructs. While a keyword spotting system is able to identify instances of 

keywords that may pose semantic difficulties, a requirement remains for a semantic-based 

approach or manual cleansing in order to fully address such situations. 

4.7.3 Key Benefits of a Rule Based Keyword Spotting Data Cleansing System 

4.7.3.1 Interpreting Unstructured Text Fields 

The Shorttext field is a high value unstructured field that may contain many critical data 

elements relevant to a reliability database. Some data elements that may be contained include 

the subunit and maintainable item being maintained, the type of work performed and the 

failure cause, mode or symptom. This field, as it is an unstructured field does not have a set 

order for contained data elements nor are all data elements guaranteed to exist in every work 

order. 

A piecewise approach to rule development using keyword spotting allows interpretation of 

unstructured fields by the use of rules that target individual data elements. The targeting of a 

single data element allows interpretation regardless of the sequence in which the targeted data 

element sits with respect to other data elements contained within the work order. Work orders 

with some data elements missing are able to be interpreted as the non-activation of rules 

targeting the missing data elements does not cause other rule libraries to fail or not activate. 
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The ability to interpret unstructured text field for additional information such as the subunit 

on which maintenance was performed allows cross referencing of functional location field. 

Missing events resulting from incorrect functional locations are reduced as data is required to 

be inaccurate or missing from both the Functional Location and Shorttext fields 

simultaneously. 

4.7.3.2 Interpreting Inconsistent Terminology 

Inconsistent terminology is identified in Chapter 4.7.1 as one of three major data quality 

issues in work order data. A key advantage of using rule libraries in rule based cleansing is 

the ability to learn from and cater for inconsistent terminology for future data cleansing. Thus 

as rule libraries are further enhanced, the issue of inconsistent terminology becomes less and 

less of a concern. 

A key characteristic of work orders that allows the use of a keyword spotting system is the 

finite number of keywords and keyword variants encountered in work order data.  Rule 

libraries (described in Chapter 4.5.1) developed to cleanse data for nine key subunits 

identified 217 unique keywords corresponding to 9 subunits, 101 maintainable items, 74 

maintenance actions, 21 failure modes and 12 constructs for positional data. The final rule set 

developed to identify these keywords required 407 rules with 186 of these rules targeted at 

variants or misspellings of individual keywords. The number of unique keywords 

encountered is small when compared to data cleansing activities required for other 

applications such as identifying unique authors in Citeseer (Galhardas et al. 2001). 

4.7.3.3 Structured Approach 

Rule based data cleansing offers a structured approach to data cleansing by allowing all rules 

to be developed in a single framework. This allows rules to be developed in the context of 

each other rule and the cross effect of each rule to every other rule to be examined. 

The sequence of rule activation is an important consideration for rule-based cleansing 

systems (Prasad et al. 2011). The use of a piecewise approach to rule development reduces 

rule sequencing issues as rule libraries are designed to be independent to each other, and rule 

sequencing is only of importance for rules within the same rule library. The margin for 

human error to be introduced is decreased since all rules in a dataset are always executed in 

each run, and with their specified order of execution. 
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4.7.3.4 Incremental Improvement 

Developed rule libraries are expandable, with additional rules and actions able to be added at 

any point. A result is incremental improvements as rule libraries become larger and more 

comprehensive.  

The final rule libraries developed  contains 407 rules. These rule libraries are a result of 

incremental addition of rules as additional subunits are processed.  By comparison, earlier 

rule libraries developed for the engine subunit contained 91 rules. The incremental 

development of an additional 316 rules was made to encompass a wider range of keywords 

encountered in work orders for other key subunits and to increase robustness of keyword 

spotting by catering for a wider range of keyword variants. 

4.7.3.5 Speed of Execution 

Execution of the final rule set containing 407 rules on a maintenance work order dataset with 

greater than 140,000 work orders executed on a personal computer in less than 5 minutes. 

This execution time is significantly lower than the execution time required to perform a 

similar number of manual filters.  

4.7.4 Recommendations for Maintenance Data Recording Processes 

The issues outlined in Chapter 4.7.1 are present in historical maintenance data and will 

continue to exist in future maintenance data unless the relevant data recording processes are 

rectified. In the absence of such changes, significant data cleansing is required in order to 

obtain fit for purpose data to support decision making. The imposition of a data cleansing 

stage adversely impacts the accessibility and resources required to obtain such data. In order 

to facilitate data collection and cleansing in light of the identified challenges, the following 

changes are recommended in the maintenance data recording processes. It is recommended 

for data collecting organisations to: 

 Standardise structure and terminology of freeform text fields, 

 Expand Workorder Type fields, 

 Propagation of information throughout the maintenance process, 

 Include Active Usage Time as a data field, and 
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 Enforcement of maintenance data recording. 

4.7.4.1 Standardise Structure and Terminology of Freeform Text Fields, 

The introduction of a structure to freeform text fields such as the Shorttext field involves the 

specification of the required data elements for that field as well as an order that these data 

elements should be recorded. This step is already being undertaken by some major mining 

organisations (SAP 2007). Standardising terminology allows easier search and filtering by 

development of standard vocabulary lists for key words. This list can be developed by using 

historical data to define terminology that requires the least amount of organisational change.  

Terminology related to failure detection should also focus on recording failure modes or 

observed symptoms rather than performing an initial diagnosis of failure. The use of 

standardised terminology and freeform text structure constitutes the creation of standard 

entries, where identical entries are used to describe identical maintenance work. 

An example structure can be [Maintenance Action] [Major Subunit] [Maintainable Item] due 

to [Failure Cause]. 

An example of a data entry following this structure is “Replace Engine Valve Set – EWH”.  

The introduction of a set structure increases usability of maintenance data by allowing easier 

searching and filtering of data. The specification of required data elements for the Shorttext 

field decreases the likelihood of these data elements being missed out. 

4.7.4.2 Expand WorkOrder Type fields 

The Workorder Type field of some organisations has insufficient detail to differentiate 

between preventive replacement, incipient failure, breakdown or opportune maintenance. In 

some organisations, the Workorder Type field includes two levels corresponding to planned 

and unplanned maintenance. Other coding systems may include workorder type codes that 

correspond to other categories such as ground engaging tools, cable work, capital purchases, 

accidental damage or fire systems. Current deficiencies in such coding systems include: 

 Lack of a direct mapping between workorder type codes and the censoring status of 

that event, 
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 Classification of incipient failures where there was sufficient time to schedule a 

maintenance action were commonly classified as preventive maintenance, and 

 Classification of all types of preventive maintenance under a single category 

irrespective of maintenance action performed. 

Expansion of the Workorder Type field would allow easier designations of censoring status as 

well as easier filtering and searching of work orders. The Workorder Type field should be 

expanded be able to differentiate between events performing minor maintenance, condition 

monitoring, Preventive replacement, opportune replacement, correction of incipient failures, 

correction of breakdowns and events of an administration or logistical type (e.g. purchasing, 

infrastructure or labour hire etc.). 

Benefits from expansion of the Workorder Type field include the ability to map Workorder 

Type codes to a censoring status of the event. This is in contrast to the current situation where 

determination of a censoring status requires both the use of the Workorder Type code and 

interpretation of the Shorttext field. Filtering of relevant data is made easier by allowing 

events to be filtered to exclude or include (depending on the data requirements of the user) 

specific Workorder Type codes. Disadvantages of increasing the number of Workorder Type 

codes include increased complexity during data recording and that deliberate or inadvertent 

miscoding of events is not addressed.  

4.7.4.3 Propagation of Information throughout the Maintenance Process 

Work orders created as a result of work requests (seeAppendix C) are initially populated with 

some data from the work request. Examples of propagated data include the Shorttext field of 

the work order populated by the Shorttext field of the work request. Important information 

that may be contained in this field includes the observed failure symptoms or circumstances 

at or leading up to failure. The Shorttext field is updated at later points in the maintenance 

process such as at completion of the maintenance activity. At this point in time information 

regarding the maintenance that was performed may be recorded however may result in 

overwriting of previously recorded information.  

In order to ensure subsequent updates of information do not result in loss of important 

information the use of separate field entries may be necessary to preserve information 

recorded at different points in the maintenance process. Advantages of this approach includes 
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the preservation of pertinent information in a single location which might otherwise be lost. 

A minor disadvantage is an increased number of data fields and associated effort required to 

store and process these fields. 

4.7.4.4 Record Active Usage Time (or Equivalent Measures) 

Many modelling activities require time between event information however active usage time 

is not recorded in maintenance work orders of most organisations. Time consuming cross 

referencing between multiple data sources is required in order to obtain time between event 

information. Inclusion of active usage time as part of each maintenance work order would 

increase the usability of maintenance data. Recorded active usage time should be cumulative 

with the zero reference point set at the time of commission. 

Active usage hours is an appropriate time scale for many subunits however alternative time 

scales such as duty cycles, odometer readings or total fuel burn exist. A more detailed 

description of alternative time measurement scales is included in the latter half of Appendix 

B. Some of these time scales may be more suited to some subunits than active usage time 

however some measurements (e.g. duty cycles) may be too specific to a single subunit while 

other measurements (e.g.fuel burn) may be hard to measure. The use of active usage time is 

therefore the most universally applicable time scale for all subunits. An added benefit of 

using active usage time is the fact usage time is already collected by most mining 

organisations however is currently stored in log books, manually read from counters, or 

stored on on-board systems that are separate from the CMMS. 

4.7.4.5 Enforcement of Data Recording Processes 

Poor adherence to maintenance data recording processes is associated with low data quality 

issues (Unsworth et al. 2012). Low level enforcement of recording processes has been 

imposed in the past by ensuring required fields are populated and with basic error checking to 

prevent nonsensical values.  Examples are checks to ensure cost fields are populated with 

non-zero (null) values. The effectiveness of simple checks such as these is limited as they are 

easily bypassed (e.g. cost values of $0.10 to avoid zero values).    

Critical fields and checks that are of greatest importance are as follows. 

 Functional Location values for failure events to be restricted to hierarchy levels at 

the subunit level only.  
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 Total Actual Cost to be checked to include all labour and parts costs. Ranges of 

permissible costs should be dependent on the subunit to which a work order is 

assigned. 

 Shorttext fields should record as a minimum, the maintenance action and failure 

mode or trigger for the maintenance event. 

Blanket enforcement to data recording processes across all work order data fields is a major 

task and may even result in poorer data collection (Unsworth et al. 2012). Targeting of 

enforcement to only critical work order fields reduces the increase in data collection effort. 

4.7.4.6 Use of Rule-Based Data Cleansing as an Interim Measure 

Historical maintenance data is subject to data quality issues as described in Chapter 4.4. Even 

if recommendations suggested in Chapter 4.7.4 were to be implemented by a majority of 

mining organisations, implementing these recommendations would require time, 

organisational drive and resources in order to translate legacy maintenance data to meet the 

new data recording standards. Given the current state of maintenance data, the use of rule-

based data cleansing techniques was able to more effectively cleanse large datasets from 

multiple organisations. 

4.7.5 Organisational Trends in Maintenance Data 

4.7.5.1 Changes in Maintenance Data Recording Process 

The maintenance data recorded by an organisation was observed to change over time. One 

change observed was more detailed recording of minor maintenance activities that did not 

result in a full replacement of a subunit. An example of this was the recording of maintenance 

data for excavator bucket teeth and bucket teeth pin replacements.  
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Figure 9: Total Time on Test Plot for All Failure Modes of Excavator Buckets 

Figure 9 shows the total time on test for an excavator bucket for ten excavators on a single 

site. The TTT plot shows a change in failure intensity starting from 193970 cumulative AUH 

corresponding to a calendar date of 30/10/2008. Prior to this date, there were seven recorded 

instances where a bucket tooth adaptor or bucket tooth pin were replaced. However there 

were 48 instances of a bucket tooth adaptor or bucket tooth pin replacements recorded for the 

subsequent 82790 cumulative AUH (corresponding to calendar time from 30/10/2008 to 

15/02/2010). This corresponds to a change in rate of work orders from one work order per 

27710 AUH to 1 work order per 1724 AUH. The frequent replacement of high wear items 

such as bucket adaptors and bucket pins suggests that the change in rate of work orders is not 

due to changes in operating conditions, material or maintenance practice but due to a change 

in maintenance recording process. 

The size of maintenance job varied between each time period. The seven maintenance events 

for the first 193970 AUH included two events where only one or two adaptors or bucket tooth 

pins were replaced. In comparison, 39 of the 48 bucket tooth adaptor or bucket pin 

replacement events from the subsequent 82790 usage hours were replacements of one or two 

adaptors or pins only. This suggests that the threshold for recording bucket adaptor or tooth 

pin replacements changed between each time period. 

Detection of changes in maintenance data recording can be detected by stratification of the 

dataset by time and comparing proportion of failures by failure mode between each strata. 
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Significant changes in incidence of one or more failure types may indicate changes in 

maintenance data recording processes. 

4.7.5.2 Introduction of Opportune Maintenance 

The use of opportune maintenance may introduce a change in trend when introduced into an 

organisations’ maintenance process. Opportune maintenance is the act of performing 

unscheduled maintenance tasks when the asset experiences downtime due to preventive or 

corrective maintenance of another part of the asset. 

Opportune maintenance may occur on a case by case basis, usually as a result of maintenance 

work on a similar part, or systemically at an organisational level. When opportune 

maintenance occurs on case by case basis, it results in multiple repair activities being 

performed during a single downtime. In such cases, would it be more appropriate to count it 

as the occurrence of one failure mode or multiple failures occurring? 

When opportune maintenance is implemented at an organisational level, opportune 

maintenance may be performed when unrelated subunits are maintained. An example of this 

was an organisation wherein bucket teeth inspection and replacements were performed as the 

asset was taken offline for regular engine servicing. Although recorded text is often 

encountered such as “Replace 3 bucket teeth at PM Service day”, there remains the 

possibility of missing information if an opportune replacement is performed at a service but 

not explicitly recorded. The use of opportune replacement of excavator bucket teeth during 

regular engine service intervals resulted in less unscheduled bucket teeth replacement and a 

correspondingly the highest mean time between failures (for all failure modes) of all 

organisations studied. 

4.8 SUMMARY 

Nine maintenance work order data fields are identified as critical source data fields. These 

fields are the Basic Start Date, Work order ID, Functional Location, Work order Type, Total 

Actual Costs, Total Planned Costs, Manhours and Shorttext fields.  

Coded fields such as the Functional Location and Work order Type fields can contain 

inaccurate entries. Functional Locations fields are often recorded with values for an incorrect 

subunit or to a higher level in the functional location hierarchy. Work order Type fields can 
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contain values that do not have a one to one mapping with the censoring status of the event. 

Numerical fields such as Total Actual Cost, Total Planned Costs and Manhour fields are 

often populated by null values or with values that only reflect a partial cost of the 

maintenance work. Data quality issues in these coded and numerical fields necessitate the 

cross correlation of mismatching or missing information from text based fields. 

Interpretation of freeform text fields such as the Shorttext field is required to cross correlate 

other data fields and extract relevant data elements not present in other fields. Some data 

elements commonly contained in the Shorttext field include the subunit, maintainable item, 

maintenance action or circumstances of failure. Freeform text fields have no set sentence 

structure, contain a high number of unique entries and contain technical jargon, abbreviations 

and spelling mistakes. The lack of structure implies that important data elements may occur 

in any sequence or may not be recorded at all. The use of jargon, abbreviations and presence 

of spelling mistakes requires the use of a parsing step to facilitate subsequent data cleansing 

steps. 

A mapping exists between maintenance data from mining organisations and reliability data 

required for a sector-specific shared database. Required fields from source maintenance data 

include the Shorttext, Functional Location, Work order Type, Work order ID, Basic Start 

Date, Total Actual Costs and Total Planned Costs fields. Low data quality encountered in 

these fields necessitates extensive data cleansing and cross correlation with information 

stored other fields. Attributes of low data quality include missing or inaccurate values, use of 

abbreviations and misspellings and unstructured freeform text fields. 

A syntactic rule-based data processing system using keyword spotting is used to perform both 

data parsing and cleansing steps. Rules tasked with parsing functions can be separated into a 

pre-processing parsing stage to facilitate rule management of large rule libraries. The high 

number of unique Shorttext entries prevents processing of the entire Shorttext field. A 

piecewise system of rule development is used where small libraries of rules are tasked with 

processing small sections of each record. This allows processing of data records with lack of 

structure and missing information. Piecewise rule development reduces rule development 

effort by allowing the development and reuse of rule-libraries across multiple data cleansing 

activities. The incremental enhancement of rule-libraries allows data quality to increase over 

time as further patterns are identified and rule libraries adjusted to be more comprehensive. 
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Syntactic keyword spotting is sufficient to identify all required reliability data fields with the 

exception of some positional keywords. The use of a semantic-based data processing system 

or more complex syntactic-based rules is required to prevent misclassification of positional 

information and reduce further manual adjustment activities.  

Validation of data cleansing is performed by comparison of cleansed time to failures against 

permissible values from organisational maintenance plans. This allows the identification of 

erroneous values that may not be statistically different from the mean. This activity is 

currently manual in nature however the use of a second phase of data cleansing on cleansed 

data from the first data cleansing phase may reduce this effort.  

Conflict resolution and manual adjustment of records are required after rule-based cleansing.  

Conflict resolution activities require the correction of mismatching censoring status (inter-

rule-library conflict) and assignment to multiple maintainable items or failure modes. Manual 

adjustment activities include the deduction of incomplete information and correction of 

incorrectly coded fields.  

Assumptions used in determining the censoring status of an event have significant impact on 

estimated parameters of lifetime distributions. In particular, assumptions around the 

censoring status of an event have high impact on lifetime distribution parameters. 

Trends in maintenance data were observed for some subunits. Some trends originate from 

changes in the maintenance data recording process or the entity performing the maintenance 

work. A set of trend tests consisting of the Total Time on Test, Military Handbook Trend 

Test, Anderson-Darling trend test, Lewis Robinson trend test and Laplace trend test was used 

to detect trends. The hypothesis testing trend tests were selected to test for the renewal 

process, non-homogenous poison process, and to detect both monotonic and non-monotonic 

trends. Trend testing detected the presence of trends in excavator buckets thus requiring the 

use of failure counts to represent reliability data for that subunit. 
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CHAPTER 5 Database Representation Results 

5.1 AIMS OF THIS CHAPTER 

The aims of this chapter are to: 

 Present data from the shared reliability database for selected asset subunits, 

 Discuss and compare characteristics of individual site data with pooled data, 

 Discuss the ability of current equipment fleets to meet organisational reliability 

expectations, and 

 Discuss maintenance practices in industry. 

5.2 DATA EVENT SUMMARY 

Data events extracted and summarised for key mobile asset subunits are summarised in Table 

35. The number of subunits included and number of data events are recorded in Column 2 

and 3 respectively. The number of subunits may differ from the number of assets as some 

subunits (e.g. turbochargers and lift cylinders) have multiple installations per asset.  

Complete failure events (Column 6) are events wherein the subunit was replaced in its 

entirety and was 1) in a failed state, 2) was showing signs of incipient failure or 3) replaced at 

a time less than 50% of its FIR interval. Partial failures events (Column 7) are recorded when 

a subunit is repaired or maintainable item of the subunit is replaced. "Preventive 

replacement" counts and "End of Observation Periods" counts (Column 5) are defined as per 

Chapter 3.3.4. 
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Table 35: Asset and Event Data Counts for Key Mobile Asset Subunits 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Subunit # 
Assets Total Events Preventive 

Replacements  

End of 
Observation 

Periods 

Complete 
Failures 

Partial 
Failures 

Rear Dump Trucks 
Engines 111 1198 78 76 30 1014 

Final Drives 86 829 189 162 209 269 
Turbochargers 122 2340 1571 413 342 14 

Front End Loaders 
Engines 49 1030 47 48 36 899 

Radiators 40 209 66 50 16 77 
Lift Cylinders 21 458 40 42 118 258 
Drive Shafts 33 143 52 32 43 16 

Engine Control 
Modules 28 149 43 28 19 59 

Excavators 
Buckets 34 694 44 34 97 519 

Total NA 7023 2130 885 910 3098 
 

This study includes 7,023 maintenance events across nine key subunits. These events are 

comprised of 2,130 preventive replacement events, 885 end of observation periods, 910 

complete failures and 3,098 partial failures of the analysed subunits. Preventive replacement 

events and end of observation periods are both classified as censored events. 

5.3 FAILURE CHARACTERISTICS AND LIFETIME DISTRIBUTIONS FOR KEY 

ASSET SUBUNITS 

This section presents tables of reliability data for key subunits as they would be presented to 

in a shared reliability database. The selection process for the key subunits is described in 

Chapter 4.3. Reliability data tables are constructed from data cleansed using a rule-based 

syntactic keyword spotting system described in Chapter 3.4.3. 

For each key subunit, the following information is presented: 

 The boundary conditions of the subunit including the maintainable items included or 

excluded from the subunit, 

 The failure modes possible for the subunit and maintainable items, 

 Sample population information, 

 Number of and type of events, 
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 Results of Weibull analysis on events that resulted in a complete replacement of the 

subunit, and 

 Results of Weibull analysis on events that resulted in a failure but did not result in 

replacement of the whole subunit. 

The definition of the tabulated values and how they are calculated is described in Chapter 3.5. 

A discussion is given of the reliability data and what it means from an organisational 

perspective in terms of reliability performance and improvement opportunities. 

5.3.1 Rear Dump Truck Engine Subunit 

The engine subunit of a RDT is a high capital cost subunit with full replacement costs of 

greater than $AUD 500,000. Specialised access is required to maintain the engine and it is 

not readily visible externally to the asset. 

5.3.1.1 Boundary Conditions – Rear Dump Truck Engine Subunit 

The boundary conditions for a rear dump truck (RDT) engine subunit is outlined in Table 36. 

Items in Column 1 are maintainable item groups against which failures are recorded against. 

Column 2 contains common descriptors included in each maintainable item group. Column 3 

contains common descriptors of components in close proximity but not part of the engine 

subunit. Column 4 contains permissible failure modes for each maintainable item group. 

Permissible failure modes are a subset of all failure modes listed in Chapter 3.3.5 that are 

specific to the engine subunit. 
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Table 36: Boundary Conditions for a RDT Engine Subunit 

Subunit Specifications 

Class Rear Dump Truck Role Production – Rock 
Handling 

Subunit Diesel Engine Power Rating 1400-1500 kW 
Configuration 16 Cylinder Diesel 

Boundary Conditions 

Subunit Included Descriptors Excluded Descriptors Permissible Failure 
Modes 

Engine 

Engine Block 
Crankshaft 

Engine Cylinders 
Engine Valve Set 

Turbochargers 
Torque Convertors / 

Gearbox 
Transmission Components 

Engine Control Module 

Unserviceable (US) 
Fail to Start (STA) 
Fail to Stop (STO) 

Overheat (HT) 

Maintainable Item Groups 

Fuel System 
Fuel Line 

Fuel Block 
Fuel Pipe 

Fuel Pump 
Fuel Tank 

External Leaking - 
Fuel 

(ELF) 

Mounts 
Harness 

Bolts 
Mounts 

Bonnet 
Access ways, Rails, 

Ladders, Doors 
Engine Bay 

Structural Deficiency 
(SD) 

Air Intake System Engine Filters Air Compressor 
Engine Fan Blocked (BL) 

Instrumentation 

Switches 
Sensors 

Thermostats 
Wiring 

Sight Glass 

Engine Warning Lights 
Engine Bay Lights 
Alternators, Battery 

Unserviceable (US) 

Oil / Coolant System 
Cooling Lines (At Engine) 

Oil Lines (At Engine) 
Engine Seals 

Oil, Water Pumps 
Oil, Water Reservoirs 

Dipstick 
Radiator and Hoses 

External Leaking - 
Utility (ELU) 

Low Level (LL) 
Contamination (CU) 

Any  Belts Other (OT) 
Unknown (UNK) 

 

The boundary of a RDT engine includes entire engine subunit and six maintainable item for 

which thirteen failure modes exist.  
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5.3.1.2 Population Data – Rear Dump Truck Engine Subunit 

Table 37: Population Data for Rear Dump Truck Engine Subunits 

Asset Statistics 
Asset Population 111 Population Excluded 82 

Asset Models 2   
Organisation Statistics 

Organisations 4 Mine Sites 9 
Commodity Types 2 

Data Statistics 

Failure Count 1044 End of Observation Period 
Count 76 

Suspension Count 78 Excluded Event Count 249 
 

5.3.1.3 Failure Data – Rear Dump Truck Engine Subunit 

Failure data for RDT engine subunits as represented in the CMERD database is shown in 

Table 38.  

Table 38: Failure Data and Life Distribution for Rear Dump Truck Engine 

Data Summary 
1st Quartile Median 3rd Quartile 

280 Hrs 714 Hrs 1940 Hrs 
Failure Counts 

Usage Hours ( x106) 4.88 Calendar Hours ( x106) 6.88 
Complete Failures Failure Count 

Engine (US) 30 
Partial Failures Failure Count 

Air Intake System (BL) 121 
Engine (STA) 45 
Engine (STO) 15 

Fuel System (ELF) 36 
Instrumentation and Electrical System (US) 45 

Oil / Coolant System (ELU) 198 
Oil / Coolant System (LL) 96 
Oil / Coolant System (CU) 59 

Mounts (SD) 23 
Engine (HT) 72 

Unknown (UNK) 304 
Total Failures 1044 
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Complete Replacement Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: 2 Parameter Weibull Distribution 

Parameter MLE Lower Bound 
95% CI 

Upper Bound 
95% CI 

η (Population) 29896 Hrs 24587 Hrs 36352 Hrs 
β (Population) 1.28 1.07 1.53 

MTTF (Population) 27709 Hrs 23950 Hrs 32741 Hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

2937 Hrs 5% 
5153 Hrs 10% 
9262 Hrs 20% 

Complete Failures – Site Analysis 
η (Min) 20894 Hrs β (Min) 0.92 
η (Max) 107206 Hrs* β (Max) 3.45 
* Unreliable estimate due to low failure population 

All Failure Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: 3 Parameter Weibull Distribution 

Parameter MLE Lower Bound 
95% CI 

Upper Bound 
95% CI 

η (Population) 1839 Hrs 1687 2005 
β (Population) 0.72 0.69 0.75 
Γ (Population) 42 Hrs - - 

MTBF (Population) 2269 Hrs 2165 Hrs 2387 Hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

72 Hrs 5% 
123 Hrs 10% 
271 Hrs 20% 

All Failures – Site Analysis 
η (Min) 1111 Hrs β (Min) 0.79 
η (Max) 9489 Hrs β (Max) 1.16 

5.3.1.4 Key Points of Interest – Rear Dump Truck Engine Subunit 

RDTs had large fleet sizes (111 total assets) when compared to other mobile asset classes. 

The size of RDT fleets and the nature of truck queuing at the mine face allows for a small 

number of RDTs to be out of active service at any time without presenting bottlenecks in the 

production process. 

Estimations of lifetime distribution η are significantly greater than typical FIR intervals for 

preventive replacement. This is not erroneous and is to be expected as a cumulative 

probability of failure of 63.2% is expected to be incurred at an active usage time of η hours. 

This is a high probability of failure and a FIR interval significantly less than η hrs should 

ideally be planned in order to achieve an acceptable rate of cumulative failure.  

The size of the pooled data set is statistically adequate with 89 complete failures requiring 

complete replacement and 1,014 partial failures of the engine. One out of the four individual 

mine sites experienced four complete failures. This is a low number of failures and does not 
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allow for robust lifetime parameter estimation using individual mine site data alone. 

Consequences of this may include large confidence intervals or estimates of parameters 

significantly different from the actual population parameters. An estimate for η for using only 

four complete failures is 107,206 hours. This is outside the 95% confidence interval for the η 

of the combined data set of between 24,587 hours to 36,352 hours. 

The lifetime distribution for a complete replacement of the RDT engine is estimated to have a 

β of 1.28. The engine subunit is a complex subunit with many maintainable items and failure 

modes that may render the engine unserviceable. As a complex system, a strong wear-out (β 

> 2) characteristic is not expected. Although modern engines contain electrical and 

instrumentation components they are primarily mechanical subunits. For mechanical subunits 

there is a strong emphasis on scheduled servicing, lubrication and early life commissioning 

checks. It is therefore not expected to experience a wear in or random failure behaviour (β < 

1.1). The β value of 1.28 is indicating a light wear out failure characteristic is therefore not 

unexpected for a RDT engine. 

The estimated lifetime parameters for a complete replacement (η = 29,896 and β = 1.28) 

predict a cumulative probability of failure at 14,000 usage hours of 31.5%. All organisations 

in this study had planned replacement intervals greater than 14000 hours. This implies that all 

organisations would incur failures requiring complete replacement of the engine in more than 

30% of their truck engines prior to their scheduled engine replacement interval. This is a high 

percentage of assets that are not meeting their desired end of working life. The β value of 

1.28 indicates a wear our characteristic however is closer to a random failure characteristic 

(β=1) than expected. Thus, investigation into early life failures is warranted and resolution of 

such failures should increase both the distribution's scale (η) and shape (β) parameters. Given 

that the failure characteristic already shows a wear-out characteristic the use of a usage based 

replacement (replacement with new or overhauled engine) regime may be warranted 

depending on the consequence of failure. An interval for a fixed interval replacement can be 

determined from the lifetime distribution to obtain an acceptable probability of failure.   

1,044 failures requiring corrective maintenance were recorded over 1.07 x 106
 hours (1.515 x 

106
 calendar time hours). 1,014 failures (97.1% of total failures) are a result of a partial 

failure that did not result in the complete replacement of the engine. This equates to an 

average of one partial failure every 1,058 usage hours or approximately one every two 
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calendar months. This rate does not signify a bottleneck in the production process as many 

delays in the mining process can be attributed to improper matching or allocation between 

loading and haulage assets rather than delays resulting from asset unavailability (Nel et al. 

2011). 

The lifetime distribution for all failures events for the engine subunit is estimated to have a β 

of 0.74. This indicates the presence of early life failures. Potential causes of early life failures 

include the use of defective parts or deficiencies in the maintenance process such as limited 

time constraints, lack of expertise or quality of work. 

5.3.2 Rear Dump Truck Final Drive Subunit 

Final drives are subunits on RDTs with mechanical transmission systems with a total of two 

final drives per asset located with the rear wheels of a truck. Final drives are externally 

visible from the asset and do not require specialized access in order to perform condition 

monitoring activities. 

5.3.2.1 Boundary Conditions - Rear Dump Truck Final Drive Subunit 

The boundary conditions and failure modes for a RDT final drive subunit and its 

maintainable item groups are outlined in Table 39.  

Table 39: Boundary Conditions for a Rear Dump Truck Final Drives 

Subunit Specifications 

Class Rear Dump Truck Role Production – Rock 
Handling 

Subunit Final Drive Power Rating 1400-1500 kW 
Configuration 16 Cylinder Diesel 

Boundary Conditions 

Subunit Included Descriptors Excluded Descriptors Permissible Failure 
Modes 

Final Drive Final Drive 
Duo Cones Differentials Unserviceable (US) 

Maintainable Item Groups 

Mounts 
Bolts 

Mounts 
Housing 

- Structural Deficiency 
(SD) 

Oil / Coolant System 
Cooling Lines  

Oil Lines  
Final Drive Seals 

Tanks / Reservoirs 
Contaminated (CU) 
External Leaking - 

Utility (ELU) 

Other Final Drive Hubs and Tyres 
Wheels and Wheel Ends 

Other (OT) 
Unknown (UNK) 
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The representation of a RDT final drive subunit includes the entire final drive subunit and 

three maintainable item groups. There are four identified maintainable item groups listed for 

RDT engines for which six permissible failure modes exist.  

5.3.2.2 Population Data - Rear Dump Truck Final Drive Subunit 

Table 40: Population Data for Rear Dump Truck Final Drive Subunits 

Asset Statistics 
Asset Population 86 Population Excluded 0 

Asset Models 1   
Organisation Statistics 

Organisations 4 Mine sites 7 
Commodity Types 3 

Data Statistics 

Failure Count 478 End of Observation Period 
Count 162 

Suspension Count 189 Excluded Event Count 63 
 

5.3.2.3 Failure Data - Rear Dump Truck Final Drive Subunit 

Table 41: Failure Data and Life Distribution for Rear Dump Truck Final Drives 

Data Summary 
1st Quartile Median 3rd Quartile 
1341 Hrs 4448 Hrs 9406 Hrs 

Failure Counts 
Usage Hours ( x106) 9.76 Hrs Calendar Hours ( x106) 13.8 Hrs 

Complete Failures Failure Count 
Final Drive (US) 209 
Partial Failures Failure Count 

Oil / Cooling System (ELU) 120 
Mounts (SD) 31 

Unknown (UNK) 64 
Total Failures 478 
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Complete Replacement Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: 2 Parameter Weibull Distribution 

Parameter MLE Lower Bound 
95% CI 

Upper Bound 
95% CI 

η (Population) 21471 Hrs 19541 Hrs 23592 Hrs 
β (Population) 1.29 1.18 1.41 

MTTF (Population) 19861 Hrs 18463 Hrs 21478 Hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

2147 Hrs 5% 
3752  Hrs 10% 
6712 Hrs 20% 

Complete Failures – Site Analysis 
η (Min) 17353 Hrs β (Min) 1.2 
η (Max) 22622 Hrs β (Max) 1.47 

 

All Failure Event Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: 2 Parameter Weibull Distribution 

Parameter MLE Lower Bound 
95% CI 

Upper Bound 
95% CI 

η (Population) 10641 Hrs 9757 Hrs 11571 Hrs 
β (Population) 0.88 0.82 0.93 

MTBF (Population) 11376 Hrs 10866 Hrs 11967 hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

357 Hrs 5% 
813 Hrs 10% 

1917 Hrs 20% 
All Failures – Site Analysis 

η (Min) 8411 Hrs β (Min) 0.8 
η (Max) 11061 Hrs β (Max)  1.21 

 

5.3.2.4 Key Points of Interest - Rear Dump Truck Final Drive Subunit 

Table 41 shows a summary of failure data and life distributions for a RDT final drive. The 

proportion of complete failures to partial failures of final drives in the pooled data was 

approximately equal with 209 complete failures and 269 partial failures of the final drive 

system. There were a higher number of failures (478) compared to suspensions (189) and end 

of observation period censored points (162). The ratio of failures to suspensions would not 

pose difficulties to lifetime distribution parameter estimation.  

Variations in estimated lifetime distribution parameters between individual sites were small, 

with η values ranging from 17,353 hours to 22,622 hours.  Estimates for β were also similar 

and ranged between 1.2 and 1.47 (light wear out characteristic). Examination of data for the 

final drive system showed structural deficiency due to wear as primary cause of failure 

requiring complete replacement. The type of wear experienced in final drive subunits is non-

reversible and the rate of wear can be reduced but not reversed by the performance of 
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preventive maintenance tasks. This would indicate that a wear out (β > 1.1) failure 

characteristic is to be expected. 

Final drives are not meeting their expected lifespan with a cumulative probability of complete 

failure of 20% predicted at 6,712 hours. This compares to surveyed replacement intervals of 

greater than 8,000 hours. This indicates a need to investigate why final drives are not meeting 

their expected lifespan or to decrease planned replacement intervals accordingly.  

Final drive replacements for a single site have the following failure characteristics. The site 

experienced 11 complete failures and 11 time-based replacements across 3 assets. Six of the 

eleven complete failures occurred with usage hours less than 50% of the desired replacement 

interval. This is indicative of early life failures. Two preventive replacements were replaced 

concurrently with similarly aligned subunits comprising the transmission system. These 

replacements were performed with low usage hours (less than 50% of desired replacement 

interval) since the previous replacement. Despite the low incurred usage, replacement was 

nevertheless performed thus maintaining alignment of replacement intervals with the rest of 

the transmission system at the expense of remaining life of the replaced drive shafts. 

5.3.3 Rear Dump Truck Turbocharger Subunit 

Turbochargers are a low cost subunit ( <$15,000 per turbocharger ) located in close proximity 

to the engine of a RDT. Four turbocharger subunits are installed per asset and require 

specialized access in order to maintain or inspect. 

5.3.3.1 Boundary Conditions - Rear Dump Truck Turbocharger Subunit 

The boundary conditions and failure modes for a RDT turbocharger subunit are outlined in 

Table 42.  
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Table 42: Boundary Conditions for a Rear Dump Truck Turbocharger 

Subunit Specifications 
Class Rear Dump Truck Role Production – Rock Handling 

Subunit Final Drive Power Rating 1400-1500 kW 
Configuration 16 Cylinder Diesel 

Boundary Conditions 
Subunit Included Descriptors Excluded Descriptors Permissible Failure Modes 

Turbocharger Turbocharger 
Exhausts 
Muffler 

Aftercooler 
Unserviceable (US) 

Maintainable Item Groups 

Cooling / Oil System 
Gaskets 

Coolant Lines 
Oil Lines 

None External Leaking - Utility (ELU) 

Mounts 

Clamps 
Covers 
Bolts 

Guards 

 Structural Deficiency (SD) 

Turbocharger Structure Elbow 
Shell  Structural Deficiency (SD) 

External Leaking - Other (ELO) 

Other Timer 
Sensor 

Instrumentation 
Engine Control 

Other (OT) 
Unknown (UNK) 

 

The RDT turbocharger subunit is represented by the entire turbocharger and three 

maintainable item groups consisting of mounts, oil or cooling system and turbocharger 

structure. 

5.3.3.2 Population Data – Rear Dump Truck Turbocharger Subunits 

Table 43: Population Data for Rear Dump Truck Turbocharger Subunits 

Asset Statistics 
Asset Population 112 Population Excluded 0 

Asset Models 2   
Organisation Statistics 

Organisations 4 Mine sites 9 
Commodity Types 3 

Data Statistics 

Failure Count 1063 End of Observation Period 
Count 448 

Suspension Count 458 Excluded Event Count 0 
 

5.3.3.3 Failure Data - Rear Dump Truck Turbocharger Subunit 

Failure data for RDT turbocharger subunits as represented in the CMERD database is shown 

in Table 44. 
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Table 44: Failure Data for Rear Dump Truck Turbocharger 

Failure Counts 
Usage Hours ( x106) 4.61 Calendar Hours ( x106) 7.00 

Complete Failures Failure Count 
Turbocharger (US) 276 

Partial Failures Failure Count 
Oil/Cooling System (ELU) 500 

Mounts (SD) 200 
Turbocharger (SD) 33 

Other (OT) 51 
Unknown(UNK) 0 
Total Failures 1063 

 

Complete Failure Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: Assumed Exponential Due to Failure Count Information Only 

Parameter MLE Lower Bound 
95% CI 

Upper Bound 
95% CI 

η (Population) 16714  Hrs 15170 Hrs 18495 Hrs 
β (Population) 1 1 1 

MTTF (Population) 16714  Hrs 15170 Hrs 18495 Hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

857 Hrs 5% 
1761 Hrs 10% 
3730 Hrs 20% 

 

All Failure Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: Assumed Exponential Due to Failure Count Information Only 

Parameter MLE Lower Bound 
95% CI 

Upper Bound 
95% CI 

η (Population) 4492 Hrs 4126 Hrs 4564 Hrs 
β (Population) 1 1 1 

MTBF (Population) 4492 Hrs 4126 Hrs 4564 Hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

230 Hrs 5% 
473 Hrs 10% 

1002 Hrs 20% 

5.3.3.4 Key Points of Interest - Rear Dump Truck Turbocharger Subunit 

Positional information for turbochargers was not recorded for a majority of turbocharger 

failures. This prevented the determination of the exact turbocharger that failed and 

correspondingly did not allow times to failures to be calculated. This necessitates the 

representation of reliability data using failure counts only with corresponding assumptions of 

an exponential distribution. 

Turbochargers in general were found to be not meeting their expected lifespan with a 

predicted cumulative probability of failure at 9,000 hours of 41.6%. A comparison level of 
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9,000 usage hours was chosen as all organisations surveyed had a FIR interval equal to or 

exceeding 9,000 hours. 

It was common across all organisations for scheduled opportune replacement to be performed 

with multiple (or all) turbochargers replaced in the event of a single turbocharger failure. This 

may cause underestimations for the lifetime scale parameter due to a large number of units 

not run to their potential life. Removing multiple units prior to the end of their working life 

may also result in higher replacement costs. Consideration of higher replacement costs must 

also be taken into consideration when performing scheduled opportune replacement to avoid 

future unscheduled downtime. 

A low number of failure modes were recorded within work orders for complete failure events 

( <5% of complete failures). This may cause difficulties in conducting future improvement 

processes for turbochargers as historical information on how and where complete failure 

occurs is limited. This may not be of concern as turbochargers are relatively low cost 

subunits. 

5.3.4 Front End Loader Engine Subunit 

The engine of a FEL is a high capital cost unit with full replacement costs of greater than 

$AUD 200,000. Specialised access is required to maintain the engine and it is not readily 

visible externally to the asset. 
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5.3.4.1 Boundary Conditions - Front End Loader Engine Subunit 

Table 45: Boundary Conditions for a Front End Loader Engine Subunit 

Subunit Specifications 

Class Front End Loader Role Production – Rock 
Handling 

Subunit Diesel Engine Power Rating 600-1200kW 
Configuration 16 Cylinder Diesel 

Boundary Conditions 

Subunit Included Descriptors Excluded Descriptors Permissible Failure 
Modes 

Engine 

Engine Block 
Crankshaft 

Engine Cylinders 
Engine Valve Set 

Turbochargers 
Torque Convertors / 

Gearbox 
Transmission 
Components 

Engine Control Module 

Breakdown (BRD) 
Fail to Start (STA) 
Fail to Stop (STO) 

Overheat (HT) 

Maintainable Item Groups 

Fuel System 
Fuel Line 

Fuel Block 
Fuel Pipe 

Fuel Pump 
Fuel Tank 

External Leaking - 
Fuel 

 (ELF) 

Mounts 
Harness 

Bolts 
Mounts 

Bonnet 
Access ways 

Rails 
Ladders 
Doors 

Engine Bay 

Structural Deficiency 
(SD) 

Air Intake System Engine Filters Air Compressor 
Engine Fan Blocked (BL) 

Instrumentation 

Switches 
Sensors 

Thermostats 
Wiring 

Sight Glass 

Engine Warning Lights 
Engine Bay Lights 
Alternators, Battery 

Unserviceable (US) 

Oil / Coolant System 

Cooling Lines (At 
Engine) 

Oil Lines (At Engine) 
Engine Seals 

 

Oil, Water Pumps 
Oil, Water Reservoirs 

Dipstick 
Hoses 

Radiator 

External Leaking - 
Utility (ELU) 

Low Level (LL) 
Contamination (CU) 

Any  Belts Other (OT) 
Unknown (UNK) 

 

The boundary of a FEL engine includes the engine subunit and six maintainable item groups 

for which thirteen failure modes exist.  

5.3.4.2 Population Data – Front End Loader Engine Subunits 

Table 46: Population Data for Front End Loader Engine Subunits 
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Asset Statistics 
Asset Population 48 Population Excluded 0 

Asset Models 3   
Organisation Statistics 

Organisations 6 Mine Sites 10 
Commodity Types 4 

Data Statistics 

Failure Count 935 End of Observation Period 
Count 48 

Suspension Count 47 Excluded Event Count 1 

 

5.3.4.3 Failure Data - Front End Loader Engine Subunit 

Failure data for FEL engine subunits as represented in the CMERD database is shown in 

Table 47. 

Table 47: Failure Data and Life Distribution for Front End Loader Engine 

Data Summary 
1st Quartile Median 3rd Quartile 

135 Hrs 345 Hrs 780 Hrs 
Failure Counts 

Usage Hours ( x106) 1.17 Calendar Hours (x106) 1.52 
Complete Failures Failure Count 
Total Replacement 36 

Partial Failures Failure Count 
Air Intake System (BL) 303 

Engine (STA) 70 
Engine (STO) 8 

Fuel System (ELF) 33 
Instrumentation and Electrical System (US) 102 

Oil / Coolant System (ELU) 290 
Oil / Coolant System (LL) 111 
Oil / Coolant System (CU) 78 

Mounts (SID) 51 
Engine (HT) 59 

Unknown (UNK) 166 
Total Failures 935 
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Complete Replacement Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: 2 Parameter Weibull Distribution 

Parameter MLE Lower Bound 
95% CI 

Upper Bound 
95% CI 

η (Population) 30819 Hrs 20632 Hrs 46036 Hrs 
β (Population) 1.03 0.78 1.36 

MTTF (Population) 30450 Hrs 23815 Hrs 42159 Hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

1724 Hrs  5% 
3467 Hrs 10% 
7184 Hrs 20% 

Complete Failures – Site Analysis 
η (Min) 25427 β (Min) 0.99 
η (Max) NA* β (Max) NA* 

 

All Failure Event Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: 2 Parameter Weibull Distribution 

Parameter MLE Lower Bound 
95% CI 

Upper Bound 
95% CI 

η (Population) 670 Hrs 626 Hrs 718 hrs 
β (Population) 0.77 0.75 0.80 

MTBF (Population) 781 Hrs 745 hrs 813 Hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

14 Hrs 5% 
36 Hrs 10% 
96 Hrs 20% 

All Failures – Site Analysis 
η (Min) 413 β (Min) 0.82 
η (Max) 4837 β (Max) 1.01 

* Insufficient failures events for robust parameter estimation 

5.3.4.4 Key Points of Interest - Front End Loader Engine Subunit 

The engine of a FEL is a high capital cost unit with full replacement costs of greater than 

$AUD 200,000. Specialised access is required to maintain the engine and it is not readily 

visible externally to the asset. 

FELs had small fleet sizes (48 total assets across five organisations). This does not allow for 

significant numbers of loaders directly involved in production to be out of active service at 

any time without presenting bottlenecks in the production process. The size of the pooled 

data set was statistically adequate with 36 complete failures requiring complete replacement 

and 851 partial failures of the engine. The high number of partial failures indicates significant 

downtime associated with chronic minor problems rather than complete failures of the 

engine. 
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Five of the six individual organisations experienced a low number of complete failures of 

between two and eight failures requiring complete replacement per mine site. The low 

number of failures experienced by all individual mine sites does not allow for robust lifetime 

parameter estimation using individual mine site data alone. Parameter estimates for the 

lifetime scale parameter η for individual mine sites had a large range of values between 

15,220 and 143,090 hours compared to a lifetime scale parameter η for pooled data of 30,819 

hours. Sparseness of data in this dataset was due to a combination of low asset populations 

per mine site as well as inherently low numbers of complete failures per asset (average of 

0.75 failures per asset). 

The characteristics of an engine of a FEL are similar to that of an RDT (see Chapter 5.3.1.3). 

It is expected to have a light wear out failure characteristic (β > 1.1). The value for the pooled 

β of 1.03 however indicates the presence of random failure behaviour requiring the complete 

replacement of the FEL engine. A constant hazard rate is more commonly associated with 

simple systems or mature electronic technologies (e.g. VLSI semiconductor chips 

experiencing failure from voltage spikes) or for specific periods of a unit’s life (Cooke 1996).  

The estimated lifetime parameters for a complete replacement (η = 30,819 and β = 1.03) 

predict a cumulative probability of failure at 14,000 usage hours of 35.8%. This is a high 

probability of failure and indicates a significant number of installed units will not reach their 

desired end of working life hours. Due to the high capital cost of the engine, investigation 

into early failures or adjustment of the interval for FIR should be performed. 

A total of 935 failures were recorded over 1.07 x 106
 hours (1.515 x 106

 calendar time hours). 

A total of 899 failures (96.1% of total failures) were partial failures that did not result in the 

complete replacement of the FEL engine. This equates to an average of one partial failure 

every 1,058 usage hours or approximately one every two calendar months. This rate may 

signify a bottleneck in the production process depending on the level of redundancy in an 

organisation’s FEL fleet. 

The lifetime distribution for all failures causing downtime for the asset was estimated to have 

a β of 0.77. This indicates the presence of early life failures that requires investigation. 

Potential causes of early life failures include the use of defective parts or deficiencies in the 

maintenance process such as limited time constraints, lack of expertise or quality of work. 

Trends were not detected for data from any individual mine site. 
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5.3.5 Front End Loader Radiator Subunit 

The radiator of a FEL is a moderate capital cost unit with full replacement costs of 

approximately $AUD 50,000. Specialised access is required to maintain the engine and it is 

partially visible from the exterior of the asset. 

5.3.5.1 Boundary Conditions - Front End Loader Radiator Subunit 

The boundary conditions for a FEL radiator subunit are outlined in Table 48.  

Table 48: Boundary Conditions for a Front End Loader Radiator 

Subunit Specifications 

Class Front End Loader Role Production – Rock 
Handling 

Subunit Radiator Power Rating 600-1200kW 
Configuration 16 Cylinder Diesel 

Boundary Conditions 

Subunit Included Descriptors Excluded Descriptors Permissible Failure 
Modes 

Radiator 
Tanks 

Duo Cones 
Reservoirs 

 Unserviceable (US) 

Maintainable Item Groups 

Radiator  

Radiator 
Valves and Fittings 

Radiator 
Hoses 
Grills 
Cap 

 

Structural Deficiency 
(SD) 

Contaminated (CU) 
Low Level (LL) 

External Leaking - 
Utility (ELU) 

 

Other   Other (OT) 
Unknown (UNK) 

 

FEL radiator subunits have seven permissible failure modes across a single maintainable item 

group.  
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5.3.5.2 Population Data – Front End Loader Radiator Subunits 

Table 49: Population Data for Front End Loader Radiator Subunits 

Asset Statistics 
Asset Population 40 Population Excluded 0 

Asset Models 2   
Organisation Statistics 

Organisations 5 Mine Sites 10 
Commodity Types 4 

Data Statistics 

Failure Count 93 End of Observation Period 
Count 40 

Suspension Count 66 Excluded Event Count 6 
 

5.3.5.3 Failure Data – Front End Loader Radiator Subunit 

Failure data for FEL radiator subunits as represented in the CMERD database is shown in 

Table 50. 

Table 50 Failure Data and Life Distribution for Front End Loader Radiator 

Data Summary 
1st Quartile Median 3rd Quartile 

1302 4124 8266 
Failure Counts 

Usage Hours ( x106) 1.17 Calendar Hours (x106) 1.52 
Complete Failures Failure Count 
Breakdown (BRD) 16 

Partial Failures Failure Count 
Structural Deficiency (SD, ELU) 30 

Other (LL) 27 
Other (CU) 20 

Total Failures 93 
 

Complete Failure Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: 2 Parameter Weibull Distribution 

Parameter MLE Lower Bound 
95% CI 

Upper Bound 
95% CI 

η (Population) 62496 Hrs 29506 Hrs 132370 Hrs 
β (Population) 1.05 0.71 1.55 

MTTF (Population) 61296 Hrs 36855 Hrs 119053 Hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

3693 Hrs 5% 
7329 Hrs 10% 

14978 Hrs 20% 
Complete Failures – Site Analysis 

η (Min) NA* β (Min) NA* 
η (Max) NA* β (Max) NA* 

* Sparse Failure Data for Parameter Estimation 
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All Failure Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: 2 Parameter Weibull Distribution 

Parameter MLE Lower Bound 
95% CI 

Upper Bound 
95% CI 

η (Population) 14389 Hrs 11325 Hrs 18282 Hrs 
β (Population) 0.92 0.77 1.10 

MTBF (Population) 14961 Hrs 13203 Hrs 17641 Hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

578 Hrs 5% 
1263 Hrs 10% 
2856 Hrs 20% 

All Failures – Site Analysis 
η (Min) 5832 Hrs β (Min) 0.89 
η (Max) 30042 Hrs β (Max) 1.25 

5.3.5.4 Key Points of Interest - Front End Loader Radiator Subunit 

FELs had small fleet sizes (40 total assets across 5 organisations). This does not allow for 

significant numbers of loaders directly involved in production to be out of active service at 

any time without presenting bottlenecks in the production process. The size of the pooled 

data set was nominally adequate with 16 complete failures requiring complete replacement 

and 77 partial failures of the radiator.  

All of the five individual mine sites experienced a low number of complete failures of 

between two and six failures requiring complete replacement per mine site. The low number 

of failures experienced by all individual mine sites does not allow for robust lifetime 

parameter estimation using individual mine site data alone. Parameter estimates for the 

lifetime scale parameter η for individual mine sites ranged between 17,419 and 72,436 hours 

compared to a lifetime scale parameter η for pooled data of 62,496 hours. 

The estimated lifetime parameters for a complete replacement (η = 62,496 and β = 1.05) 

predict a cumulative probability of failure at 14,000 usage hours of 18.8%. A total of 93 

failures causing downtime were recorded over 1.07 x 106
 hours (1.515 x 106

 calendar time 

hours). A total of 16 (82.8% of total failures) were a result of a partial failure that did not 

result in the complete replacement of the engine. This is a high proportion of downtime 

causing partial failures for a simple subunit with no moving parts. 

The lifetime distribution for a complete replacement of the radiator was estimated to have a β 

of 1.05. This is closer to an exponential (random) distribution than would be expected for a 

subunit with a fixed interval based replacement. The lifetime distribution for all failures 
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causing downtime for the asset was estimated to have a β of 0.92. This indicates an 

exponential (random) failure rate for partial failures of a radiator.  

Trends were not detected for data from any individual mine site for replacement only events. 

Trends were detected at one mine site for all failure events resulting in the exclusion of six 

data points. 

5.3.6 Front End Loader Lift Cylinder Subunit 

The life cylinders of a FEL are low capital cost units with full replacement costs of 

approximately $AUD 10,000. Lift cylinders are externally visible from the exterior of the 

machine and do not require specialized equipment or infrastructure in order to be maintained. 

5.3.6.1 Subunit Boundary Conditions - Front End Loader Lift Cylinder Subunit 

The boundary conditions for a FEL lift cylinder subunit are outlined in Table 51.  

Table 51: Boundary Conditions for a Front End Loader Lift Cylinder 

Subunit Specifications 

Class Front End Loader Role Production – Rock 
Handling 

Subunit Lift Cylinder Power Rating 600-1200kW 
Configuration 16 Cylinder Diesel 

Boundary Conditions 
Subunit Included Descriptors Excluded Descriptors Permissible Failure Modes 

Lift Cylinder Boom Cylinder 
Hoist Cylinder 

Boom 
Bucket Unserviceable (US) 

Maintainable Item Groups 

Lift Cylinder Casing 
Rod 

Casing 
Head 

 Structural Deficiency (SD) 

Mounts 
Pins 
Bolts 

 
Lubrication Lines Structural Deficiency (SD) 

Hoses Hoses  External Leakage - Utility 
(ELU) 

Other Seals  Other (OT) 
Unknown (UNK) 

 

The component subunits of a FEL lift cylinder system include the subunit representing the lift 

cylinder, two maintainable items comprising of the lift cylinder mounts and high pressure 

hydraulic hoses respectively and one maintainable item representing all other non-mount or 

non-hose parts. 
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5.3.6.2 Failure Data - Front End Loader Lift Cylinder Subunit 

Failure data for LDR lift cylinder subunits as represented in the CMERD database is shown 

in Table 52. 

Table 52: Failure Data and Life Distribution for Front End Loader Lift Cylinder 

Class Front End 
Loader Role Production – Rock Handling 

Subunit Hydraulic Lift 
Cylinders 

Power Rating 600 - 1200kW 
Configuration 2 x Lift Cylinder 

Asset Statistics 
Asset Population 21 Population Excluded 4 

Asset Models 2   
Organisation Statistics 

Organisations 5 Mine Sites 10 
Commodity Types 4 

Data Statistics 

Failure Count 376 End of Observation Period 
Count 42 

Suspension Count 40 Excluded Event Count 15 
 
 

Data Summary 
1st Quartile Median 3rd Quartile 

813 1745 3578 
Failure Counts 

Usage Hours ( x106) 1.17 Calendar Hours ( x106) 1.52 
Complete Failures Failure Count 

Unserviceable (US) 118 
Partial Failures Failure Count 
Hoses (ELU) 85 
Mounts(SD)  50 
Casing (SD) 123 

Total Failures 376 
 

Complete Failure Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: 2 Parameter Weibull Distribution 

Parameter Value   
η (Population) 10197 Hrs 9115 Hrs 11408 Hrs 
β (Population) 1.66 1.43 1.92 

MTTF (Population) 9116 Hrs 8281 Hrs 10120 Hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

1704 Hrs 5% 
2629 Hrs 10% 
4131 Hrs 20% 

Complete Failures – Site Analysis 
η (Min) 7185 Hrs β (Min) 1.56 
η (Max) 13288 Hrs β (Max) 1.88 
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All Failure Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: 2 Parameter Weibull Distribution 

Parameter Value   
η (Population) 3519 Hrs 3181 Hrs 3893 Hrs 
β (Population) 1.02 0.94 1.1 

MTBF (Population) 3495 Hrs 3272 Hrs 3756 Hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

191 Hrs 5% 
387 Hrs 10% 
809 Hrs 20% 

All Failures – Site Analysis 
η (Min) 2456 Hrs β (Min) 0.95 
η (Max) 10377 Hrs β (Max) 1.72 

5.3.6.3 Key Points of Interest - Front End Loader Lift Cylinder Subunit 

FELs had small fleet sizes (21 total assets across five organisations). This does not allow for 

significant numbers of loaders directly involved in production to be out of active service at 

any time without presenting bottlenecks in the production process. The size of the pooled 

data set was statistically adequate with 118 complete failures requiring complete replacement 

and 258 partial failures of lift cylinders. 

Four of the five individual mine sites experienced an adequate number of failures to allow for 

robust lifetime distribution parameter estimation with number of complete failures ranging 

from 13 to 57 failures per site. The remaining mine site experienced a total of nine complete 

failures across two assets.  The estimated lifetime parameters for a complete replacement (η = 

10299 and β = 1.67) predict a cumulative probability of failure at 8000 usage hours of 48.8%. 

This is a very high probability that any given lift cylinder will require replacement or major 

repair prior to its end of working life.  

A total of 376 failures were recorded over 1.17 x 106 hours (1.52 x 106 calendar hours). This 

equates to an average of one failure every 168 calendar days and is not indicative of chronic 

problems. The lifetime distribution for a complete replacement of lift cylinders has an 

estimated β of 1.67. This indicates a moderate wear out characteristics that make lift cylinders 

suitable for time based replacement. 

The lifetime distribution for all failures causing downtime for the asset is estimated to have a 

β of 1.02. This indicates failure behaviour close to an exponential distribution (random). As 

lift cylinders are externally visible to the asset and are readily inspected as part of daily 

operational routines, any incidence of failure is able to be detected early. Trends were 
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detected at an individual mine site for both replacement only events and all failure modes. 

This resulted in the exclusion of a total of 15 data points from the pooled dataset. 

5.3.7 Front End Loader Drive Shaft Subunit 

The main drive shaft of a FEL is a low capital cost unit with full replacement costs of greater 

than $AUD 10,000. Specialised access is required to maintain the drive shaft and it is not 

visible from the exterior of the asset. 

5.3.7.1 Boundary Conditions - Front End Loader Drive Shaft Subunit 

The boundary conditions for a FEL drive shaft subunit are outlined in Table 53. 

Table 53: Boundary Conditions for Front End Loader Drive Shaft Subunits 

Subunit Specifications 

Class Front End Loader Role Production – Rock 
Handling 

Subunit Drive Shaft 
Power Rating 600-1200 kW 

Configuration 3x Coupled Drive 
Shafts 

Boundary Conditions 

Subunit Included Descriptors Excluded Descriptors Permissible Failure 
Modes 

Drive Shaft Drive Shaft Torque Convertors 
Gearboxes Unserviceable (US) 

Maintainable Item Groups 

Mounts and Couplings 

Yokes 
Bolts 

Mounts 
Universal Joints 

Other Joints 

 Structural Deficiency 
(SD) 

Drive Shaft   Structural Deficiency 
(SD) 

Other 
Splines 
Seals 

Bearings 
 Other (OT) 

Unknown (UNK) 

 

The component subunits of a FEL drive shaft subunit include the subunit representing the 

entire drive shaft, one maintainable item comprising of the drive shaft mounts and couplings 

and one maintainable item representing all other unlisted drive shaft parts. 

5.3.7.2 Population Data – Front End Loader Drive Shaft Subunits 
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Table 54: Population Data for Front End Loader Drive Shaft Subunits 

Asset Statistics 
Asset Population 33 Population Excluded 3 

Asset Models 3   
Organisation Statistics 

Organisations 6 Mine sites 9 
Commodity Types 4 

Data Statistics 

Failure Count 59 End of Observation Period 
Count 32 

Suspension Count 52 Excluded Event Count 1 
 

5.3.7.3 Failure Data - Front End Loader Drive Shaft Subunit 

Failure data for LDR drive shaft subunit as represented in the CMERD database is shown in 

Table 55 

Table 55: Failure Data and Life Distribution for Front End Loader Drive Shaft 

Data Summary 
1st Quartile Median 3rd Quartile 
2535 Hrs 4784 Hrs 8353 Hrs 

Failure Counts 
Usage Hours ( x106) 0.96 Calendar Hours ( x106) 1.24 

Complete Failures Failure Count 
Unserviceable (US) 43 

Partial Failures Failure Count 
Driveshaft (SID) 5 

Mounts / Couplings (SID) 7 
Unknown (UNK) 4 

Total Failures 59 
 

Complete Failure Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: 2 Parameter Weibull Distribution 

Parameter Value   
η (Population) 20667 Hrs 14879 Hrs 28707 Hrs 
β (Population) 1.07 0.83 1.36 

MTTF (Population) 20164 Hrs 16437 Hrs 26290 Hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

1287 Hrs 5% 
2523 Hrs 10% 
5087 Hrs 20% 

Complete Failures – Site Analysis 
η (Min) 13149 Hrs β (Min) 0.99 
η (Max) 29309 Hrs β (Max) 1.89 
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All Failure Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: 2 Parameter Weibull Distribution 

Parameter Value   
η (Population) 14502  Hrs 11499 Hrs 18291 Hrs 
β (Population) 1.34 0.96 1.44 

MTBF (Population) 10649 Hrs 11710 Hrs 16601 Hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

1580 Hrs 5% 
2704 Hrs 10% 
4735 Hrs 20% 

All Failures – Site Analysis 
η (Min) 7390 β (Min) 1.29 
η (Max) 22814 β (Max) 1.85 

5.3.7.4 Key Points of Interest - Front End Loader Drive Shaft Subunit 

FELs had small fleet sizes (33 total assets across six organisations). This does not allow for 

significant numbers of loaders directly involved in production to be out of active service at 

any time without presenting bottlenecks in the production process. The size of the pooled 

data set was statistically adequate with 43 complete failures requiring complete replacement 

and 16 partial failures of main drive shafts. 

Four out of six individual organisations experienced a low number of complete failures of 

between zero and five failures requiring complete replacement per mine site. The low number 

of failures experienced by these four mine sites does not allow for robust lifetime parameter 

estimation using individual mine site data alone. Parameter estimates for the lifetime scale 

parameter η for individual mine sites ranged between 13,149 and 30,794 hours compared to a 

lifetime scale parameter η for pooled data of 20,667 hours. This is a large range in η with the 

largest η being more than 2 times the value of the smallest η.  

The pooled β for a complete replacement of a drive shaft was 1.07 indicating a random 

failure characteristic. β values for individual mine sites ranged from 0.86 to 1.82 indicating a 

range of failure behaviours ranging from wear in, to random to light wear out characteristics. 

The drive shaft is a mechanical subunit with a primary failure mode of SID (Structural 

Deficiency) due to wear. Indications of a random or low β value are concerning and warrants 

investigation into causes of earlier than expected failure. 

As an example, drive shafts at a single site with random (β = 0.99) had the following failure 

characteristics. The site experienced 11 complete failures and 11 time based replacements 

across 3 assets. Six of the eleven complete failures occurred with usage hours less than 50% 

of the desired replacement interval and is indicative of early life failures. Two preventive 
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replacements were replaced concurrently with similarly aligned subunits comprising the 

transmission system. These replacements were performed despite the subunit being actively 

used for less than 50% of its intended lifetime. Despite the low incurred usage, replacement 

was nevertheless performed thus maintaining alignment of replacement intervals with the rest 

of the transmission system at the expense of remaining life of the replaced drive shafts. 

The estimated lifetime parameters for a complete replacement (η = 20,677 and β = 1.07) 

predict a cumulative probability of failure at 10,000 usage hours of 36.9 %.  The value of 

10,000 usage hours was the smallest interval for FIR used by any organisation however a 

cumulative probability of failure of 36.9% represents a high proportion of installed units that 

do not achieve their desired end of working life hours. Corrective maintenance was required 

for 59 failures recorded over 0.96 x 106
 hours (1.24 x 106

 calendar time hours). A total of 16 

(27.1% of total failures) were a result of a partial failure that did not result in the complete 

replacement of the drive shaft. This is not a high rate of partial failures and does not indicate 

chronic downtime problems. 

The lifetime distribution for all failures causing downtime for the asset was estimated to have 

a β of 1.17. This indicates a light wear out failure characteristic for the drive shaft. As a drive 

shaft is a mechanical system with a primary failure mechanism of wear, a light to heavy wear 

out characteristic is not unexpected. Trends were not detected for data from any individual 

mine site. 

5.3.8 Front End Loader Engine Control Module Subunit 

5.3.8.1 Boundary Conditions - Front End Loader Engine Control Module Subunit 

The boundary conditions for a FEL engine control module (ECM) subunit are outlined in 

Table 56.  
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Table 56: Boundary Conditions for a Front End Loader Engine Control Module 

Subunit Specifications 

Class Front End Loader Role Production – Rock 
Handling 

Subunit Drive Shaft Power Rating 600-1200 kW 
Configuration 16 Cylinder Diesel 

Boundary Conditions 

Subunit Included Descriptors Excluded Descriptors Permissible Failure 
Modes 

Engine Control System Drive Shaft Torque Convertors 
Gearboxes 

Unserviceable (US) 
 

Maintainable Item Groups 
Memory / Data Link Communication Link  Data Error (OOP) 

Other  

Engine component faults 
Faults detected by but not 
caused by failure of the 
engine control module 

Other (OT) 
Unknown (UNK) 

 

The component subunits of a FEL ECM include the entire ECM, one maintainable item 

comprising the ECM data storage and data communication links and one maintainable item 

representing all other unlisted ECM components. Downtime events caused by a faulty ECM 

are included however events wherein the asset was stopped due to faults detected by but not 

caused by the ECM are not included. 

5.3.8.2 Population Data – Front End Loader Engine Control Module Subunit 

Table 57: Population Data for Front End Loader ECM Subunits 

Asset Statistics 
Asset Population 29 Population Excluded 19 

Asset Models 4   
Organisation Statistics 

Organisations 4 Mine Sites 6 
Commodity Types 2 

Data Statistics 

Failure Count 78 End of Observation Period 
Count 28 

Suspension Count 43 Excluded Event Count 0 
. 

5.3.8.3 Failure Data - Front End Loader Engine Control Module Subunit 

Failure data for RDT engine subunits as represented in the CMERD database is shown in 

Table 58. 
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Table 58: Failure Data for Front End Loader Engine Control Module 

 
Data Summary 

1st Quartile Median 3rd Quartile 
3818 Hrs 8580 Hrs 15435 Hrs 

Failure Counts 
Usage Hours ( x106) 0.927 Calendar Hours ( x106) 1.31 

Failure Mode Failure Count 
Complete Failures  
Unservicable (US) 19 

Partial Failures  
Data Error (OOP) 15 
Unknown (UNK) 17 

All modes 51 
 

Complete Failure Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: 2 Parameter Weibull Distribution 

Parameter MLE Lower Bound 
95% CI 

Upper Bound 
95% CI 

η (Population) 41284 Hrs 24323 Hrs 70076 Hrs 
β (Population) 1.23 0.87 1.83 

MTTF (Population) 38967 Hrs 26091 Hrs 62270 Hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

3690 Hrs 5% 
6625 Hrs  10% 

12195 Hrs 20% 
Complete Failures – Site Analysis 

η (Min) 34555 Hrs β (Min) 1 
η (Max) 47454 Hrs β (Max) 1.63 

 

All Failure Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: 2 Parameter Weibull Distribution 

Parameter MLE Lower Bound 
95% CI 

Upper Bound 
95% CI 

η (Population) 18195 Hrs 13439 Hrs 24635 Hrs 
β (Population) 0.97 0.78 1.20 

MTBF (Population) 18478 Hrs 15512 Hrs 23173 Hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

851 Hrs 5% 
1788 Hrs 10% 
3876 Hrs 20% 

All Failures – Site Analysis 
η (Min) 14647 β (Min) 0.93 
η (Max) 19589 β (Max) 1.3 

5.3.8.4 Key Points of Interest - Front End Loader Engine Control Module Subunit 

Failure data for engine control modules (ECM) was not available for three out of six 

organisations providing LDR data. Organisations for which ECM data did not exist had no 
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maintenance work orders specific to the replacement of the ECM or functional location 

hierarchy specific to the ECM.  

FELs had small fleet sizes (28 total assets across three organisations). The size of the pooled 

data set was statistically adequate with 19 complete failures requiring complete replacement 

and 51 partial failures of the ECM.  

All individual organisations experienced a low number of complete failures of between four 

and nine failures requiring complete replacement per mine site. The low number of failures 

experienced by all individual mine sites does not allow for robust lifetime parameter 

estimation using individual mine site data alone. Parameter estimates for the lifetime scale 

parameter η for individual mine sites had a range of values between 34,555 and 47,454 hours 

compared to a lifetime scale parameter η for pooled data of 41,284 hours. Parameter 

estimates for individual mine sites are closer to the sample parameter estimates than the 95% 

confidence intervals of 24,323 to 70,076 hours despite the low failure count. 

The engine control module of a FEL is an electrical and electronic system. As a non-

mechanical system subject to wear, it is not expected to have a high β value. The value for the 

pooled β of 1.23 indicates a light-wear out characteristic that is close to exponential. The 

estimated lifetime parameters for a complete replacement (η = 41,284 and β = 1.23) predict a 

cumulative probability of failure at 12,500 usage hours of 20.5%. This is a high probability of 

failure and indicates a significant number of installed units will not reach their desired end of 

working life hours.  

A total of 51 failures were recorded over 0.927 x 106 usage hours. Thirty two of these failures 

were a result of a partial failure that did not result in the complete replacement of the ECM. A 

primary failure mode of the ECM was the presence of data errors requiring a reset, re-

program or reestablishment of a communications link. The lifetime distribution for all 

failures causing downtime for the asset was estimated to have a β of 0.97. This indicates a 

random failure behaviour. Trends were not detected for data from any individual mine site. 
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5.3.9 Excavator Bucket Subunit 

The bucket of an EXD is a high capital cost unit with full replacement costs of greater than 

$AUD 150,000. Specialised access is not required to maintain the bucket and it is externally 

visible from the asset. 

5.3.9.1 Boundary Conditions - Excavator Bucket Subunit 

The boundary conditions for an excavator bucket subunit are outlined in Table 59.  

Table 59: Boundary Conditions for an Excavator Bucket 

Subunit Specifications 

Class Excavator Role Production – Rock 
Handling 

Subunit Bucket Net Power Rating 1400 kW – 2000kW 
Configuration 16 Cylinder Diesel 

Boundary Conditions 

Subunit Included Descriptors Excluded Descriptors Permissible Failure 
Modes 

Bucket Bucket 
Bucket Teeth 

Boom 
Bucket / Tilt Cylinders 

Unserviceable (US) 
 

Maintainable Item Groups 

Mounts Pins 
Bolts Lubrication System Structural Deficiency 

(SD) 

Adaptors Adaptors Bucket Teeth Structural Deficiency 
(SD) 

Wear Items Wear Plates / Blocks 
Liners , Shrouds - Structural Deficiency 

(SD) 

Other Bucket - Other (OT) 
Unknown (UNK) 

 

5.3.9.2 Failure Data - Excavator Bucket Subunit 

Failure data for EXD bucket subunit as represented in the CMERD database is shown in 

Table 60. 
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Table 60: Failure Data and Life Distribution for an Excavator Bucket 

Asset Statistics 
Asset Population 34 Population Excluded 0 

Asset Models 4   
Organisation Statistics 

Organisations 6 Mine Sites 9 
Commodity Types 4 

Data Statistics 

Failure Count 315 End of Observation Period 
Count 34 

Suspension Count 44 Excluded Event Count 239 
 

Failure Data Summary 
1st Quartile Median 3rd Quartile 

187 510 1398 
Failure Counts 

Usage Hours ( x106) 1.073 Calendar Hours ( x106) 1.515 
Complete Failures Failure Count 
Total Replacement 97 

Partial Failures Failure Count 
Mounts (SD) 102 

Adaptors (SD) 150 
Wear Items (SD) 125 

General Repair (SD) 169 
Total Failures 616* 

* Does not include some complete replacements due to presence of trend  

Complete Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit:  

Parameter MLE Lower Bound 
95% CI 

Upper Bound 
95% CI 

η (Population) 11061 Hrs 9433 Hrs 13184 Hrs 
β (Population) 1 1 1 

MTTF (Population) 11061 Hrs 9433 Hrs 13184 Hrs 
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

 5% 
1953 Hrs 10% 
3567 Hrs 20% 

Complete Failures – Site Analysis 
η (Min) 9067 Hrs β (Min) 1.00 
η (Max) 13530 Hrs β (Max) 2.43 
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All Failure Distribution Fit 
Distribution of Best Fit: Assumed Exponential Due to Failure Count Information Only 

Parameter MLE Lower Bound 
95% CI 

Upper Bound 
95% CI 

η (Population) 1304 Hrs 1180 Hrs 1440 Hrs 
β (Population) 0.81 0.76 0.86 

MTBF (Population) 1467 Hrs   
Usage Hours Cumulative Failure % 

 5% 
81  Hrs 10% 
205 Hrs 20% 

All Failures – Site Analysis 
η (Min) 796 Hrs β (Min) 0.84 
η (Max) 2056 Hrs β (Max) 1.16 

5.3.9.3 Key Points of Interest - Excavator Bucket Subunit 

EXDs had small fleet sizes (34 total assets across six organisations). This does not allow for 

significant numbers of EXDs directly involved in production to be out of active service at any 

time without presenting bottlenecks in the production process. The size of the pooled data set 

was statistically adequate with 97 complete failures requiring complete replacement and 546 

partial failures of the bucket. 

One out of six individual organisations experienced a low number of complete failures with 

four failures requiring replacement recorded for that mine site. The low number of failures 

experienced by that individual mine site does not allow for robust lifetime parameter 

estimation using individual mine site data alone. Parameter estimates for the lifetime scale 

parameter η for that individual mine site were also the largest at 16,809 hours compared to a 

pooled dataset η of 11,346 hours. 

The failure characteristic of an EXD bucket was determined to be that of a light wear out (β = 

1.27). The bucket of an EXD has a primary failure mode of SD (Structural Deficiency) due to 

the dominant failure mechanism of wear. It is therefore expected to have a strong wear out 

characteristic. A light wear out characteristic may be indicative of early life failures that may 

warrant investigation. An analysis of β values from individual mine sites showed one mine 

site showing wear in ( β < 0.9 )and another mine site showing random (0.9 ≤ β < 1.1) failure 

characteristics. Addressing these potential issues in the maintenance process for these 

organisations may result in a pooled data β value that better reflects the true failure behaviour 

of the excavator bucket. 
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The estimated lifetime parameters for a complete replacement (η = 11,346 and β = 1.27) 

predict a cumulative probability of failure at 3,000 usage hours of 16.5%. A total of 616 

failures requiring corrective maintenance were recorded over 1.07 x 106
 hours (1.515 x 106

 

calendar time hours). A total of 519 (84.3% of total failures) were a result of a partial failure 

that did not result in the complete replacement of the bucket. This is a high proportion of 

failures that results in downtime for an asset that is a critical to the production process. 

Maintenance data for excavator buckets show trends indicating that repairs to the excavator 

bucket does not always restore it to a state that is "as good as new". A common maintenance 

practice for excavator buckets is an inspection and repair (welding) of detected bucket cracks 

as necessary. This inspection is usually performed at fixed calendar time intervals. The 

existence of trends indicating the bucket is not restored to "as good as new" indicates that 

these repairs may not be addressing non-reversible mechanisms of failure such as wear, 

fatigue or creep on sections of the bucket that have not yet developed cracks. An inspection 

regime that takes into account the age of the bucket when scheduling bucket inspections 

would be more efficient in reducing inspection effort for "young" buckets and catching 

failures earlier for older buckets. Alternatively the use of more extensive techniques such as 

thickness testing rather than a purely visual inspection may provide support for a repair that 

restores the condition of the subunit closer to good as new than a minimal repair. 

5.4 DISCUSSION 

5.4.1 Data Event Characteristics 

Table 35 summarises the 7,023 total data events collected for nine key subunits.  3,040 of 

these events required the complete replacement of the subunit with 910 (Column 6, Table 41) 

of these due to failure and the remaining 2,130 subunits (Column 4, Table 41) preventively 

replaced. This corresponds to 29.9% of installed subunits requiring complete replacement due 

to failure. This number ratio was not constant across all subunits with 74.6% of lift cylinder 

replacements due to failures or early life replacements compared to 17.9% of turbochargers 

replaced due to failures or early life replacements. 

The percentage of total failure events (complete failures plus partial failures) that resulted in 

the complete replacement of the subunit was 22.7%. This indicates the majority (77.3%) of 

unscheduled downtime causing events were caused by minor or partial failures. This was 
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more prevalent in higher cost and higher complexity parts such as engines that were more 

likely to be repaired than low cost units such as turbochargers that were frequently replaced 

completely upon failure. 

5.4.2 Repair Time and Down Time Statistics 

Poor population of repair and down time fields in work order data has limited the ability 

collect and analyse time to repair and down time associated with failure events.  

5.4.3 Sample Size for Parameter Estimation 

 Table 61 shows the number of failure and censored events recorded by each individual 

mining organisation.  

Table 61: Failure and Censored Event Counts Separated by Individual Organisation 

1 2 3 4 5 

Asset Subunit 
Total Number 

of  
Organisations 

Number of Organisations 
with Less than 10 

Failures (% of Total) 

Total Number of 
Total Failure 

Events 

Total Number of 
Censored Events 

Rear Dump Trucks 
Engines 4 1 (25 %) 30 154 

Final Drives 4 0 (0 %) 209 351 
Turbochargers 4 0 (0 %) 342 1984 

Front End Loaders 
Engines 6 5 (83.3 %) 36 95 

Radiators 5 5 (100 %) 16 116 
Lift Cylinders 5 1 (16.7 %) 118 82 
Drive Shafts 7 4 (57.1 %) 43 84 

Engine Control 
Module 3 3 (100%) 19 71 

Excavators 
Buckets 6 1 (16.7 %) 97 78 

 

Of the nine asset subunit surveyed, all asset subunits except the subunits of RDT final drives 

and RDT turbochargers had small sample sizes of failure events. In particular, many 

organisations had failure event counts less than ten (see Column 3 – Table 61). In particular 

the radiator subunit of FELs had a total failure count of 16 with an average number of failures 

of 3.2 failures per organisation. The number of censored events were also higher than the 

failure event counts in all asset subunits except those for FEL lift cylinders and EXD buckets. 

The low failure event count of each organisation results in a lack of statistically robust 

parameter estimates when data is considered at a site only level. In the case of FEL radiators, 
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no organisation had a failure event count greater than ten with resultant parameter estimates 

ranging from 17,419 hours to 72,436 hours. This compared to the estimate of η for the pooled 

dataset of 62,496 hours. The estimates for β were also large with estimates ranging from 0.69 

to 7.29 compared to estimate for β for the pooled dataset of 1.05. The pooling of data of at 

least four organisations resulted in a pooled failure count of greater than 30 for all subunits 

analysed in this study. 

A limitation of representing data as full lifetime distributions is a requirement for sufficient 

data to estimate distribution parameters. The problem of data sparseness is increased when 

already failure counts are split by failure mode. This results in failure events per category and 

corresponding increased difficulty in obtaining robust parameter estimates. 

5.4.4 Analysis of Current Maintenance Practices 

The efficacy of current maintenance practices is assessed by the ability of these practices to 

achieve the reliability goals of the organisation. The definition of reliability is “the 

probability that an item can perform its intended function for a specified interval under stated 

conditions” (ISO 1999). The acceptable probability of failure for that asset is the probability 

of failure that is appropriate for its criticality of that asset.  

The quantification of the specified interval can vary depending on the type and severity of 

failure under consideration. Take an example of an engine system of a large mobile asset 

such as a RDT. While it may be acceptable in a given short time interval of 1,000 usage 

hours, to incur a few minor inservice problems with low cost of repair, it would be 

nevertheless be unacceptable to encounter a few complete engine failures during that same 

interval. Similarly it would also not be expected to expect the engine to experience a similar 

rate of minor inservice problems as complete engine failures over a longer time interval of 

15,000 usage hours. 

This discussion will use as a measure of achieving the reliability goals, the ability of the asset 

to have a probability of failure less than the acceptable probability of failure for that asset. 

When considering failures that require complete replacement of a subunit, the interval of 

interest is the interval for fixed interval replacement for that subunit. This assesses the ability 

of the subunit to survive to the expected end of its working life. 
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When considering minor inservice failures of a subunit, the specified interval to be used is the 

interval between scheduled minor maintenance (servicing, lubrication or condition 

monitoring) activities specific for that subunit. This assesses the ability of the subunit to 

reach the next scheduled minor maintenance task without incurring minor inservice problems. 

It is assumed that any incipient problems can be corrected or detected during execution of the 

minor maintenance task. 

This discussion uses interpretations of lifetime parameters which gives a cumulative 

probability of failure of 5%, 10% and 20% respectively. This is done without reference to 

which cumulative probability of failure is the most appropriate as acceptable probabilities of 

failure can vary from user to user based off their specific circumstances. 

5.4.4.1 Fixed Replacement Intervals  

Fixed interval replacement (FIR) refers to the replacement of a subunit or maintainable item 

at predetermined usage intervals rather than replacing as a result of condition monitoring 

results. A compilation of FIR intervals of each organisation was made for the subunits of 

interest and is shown in Column 2 of Table 63. The FIR intervals were obtained by 

examination of maintenance plans provided by the organisation as well as intervals recorded 

in the Shorttext of relevant maintenance work orders. In instances where fixed replacement 

intervals change, only the latest replacement interval is recorded for that organisation.  

The range of intervals used as fixed replacement intervals are recorded in column 2 of Table 

62. Columns 3, 4 and 5 show the required replacement interval calculated from the lift 

distributions of pooled data in the database in order to achieve a 5%, 10% and 20% 

cumulative probability of failure.  
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Table 62: Comparison of Actual and Required Fixed Replacement Intervals  

1 2 3 4 5 

Subunit Actual FIR Interval 
Range (Hrs) 

Required Interval 
for 5% Probability 

of Complete 
Failure (Hrs) 

Required Interval 
for 10% Probability 

of Complete 
Failure (Hrs) 

Required Interval 
for 20% Probability 

of Complete 
Failure (Hrs) 

Rear Dump Trucks 
Engines 13000 - 18000 2937 5153 9262 

Final Drives 10000 - 20000 2147 3752 6712 
Turbochargers 8000 – 13000 1494 2566 4512 

Front End Loaders 
Engines 14000 - 20000 1724 3467 7184 

Radiators 14000 - 20000 3693 7329 14978 
Lift Cylinders 8000 - 15000 1739 2677 4195 
Drive Shafts 12000 - 15000 1486 2682 4961 

Engine Control 
Module 

14000-20000 
(assumed with 
engine change) 

3728 6694 12321 

Excavators 
Buckets 3000 – 7500 1094 1929 3483 

 

In order to achieve the desired reliability for a subunit, the replacement interval for the 

subunit should be less than or equal to the interval required to achieve the acceptable 

probability of failure. The required intervals of replacement for all subunits to achieve a 5% 

or 10%, probability of failure (Column 3 to 4-Table 62) are lower than the actual replacement 

intervals for the subunit (Column 2). Two of the nine subunits (LDR radiators and EXD 

buckets) had some organisations able to achieve a probability of failure of 20% with their 

existing replacement schedules.  

A level of 20% probability of failure would be acceptable for assets with a low criticality. It 

would be desirable to achieve a lower probability of failure for an asset such as an excavator 

as it is a high cost, high duty level and low redundancy asset. The probability of failure which 

is acceptable is specific to each organisation and is based off their operational context 

including factors such as fleet redundancy, duty level and function of the asset. 

Table 62 shows that two out of nine key subunits (RDT final drives and EXD buckets) have a 

ratio between the largest and smallest FIR interval for individual organisations greater than or 

equal to two. The LDR drive shaft subunit had a narrow range of FIR intervals with the 

largest FIR interval for an organisation being 25% larger than the smallest FIR interval. The 

remaining subunits had a ratio of largest to smallest FIR intervals ranging from 1.43 to 1.88.  
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The range of FIR intervals between organisations indicates some effort has been expended in 

optimising maintenance intervals. An observation was seen within one organisation with a 

deliberate and sudden change in FIR interval for the TKD engine subunit from 15,000 to 

12,000 AUH. This change was observed by a change in freeform text recorded in the 

Shorttext field and occurred across all TKD equipment units. The reason for the FIR interval 

reduction however was not documented within the maintenance work order system. 

The remaining seven (out of nine) subunits were not able to achieve cumulative probabilities 

of failure of 20%. This may indicate the existence of operational or maintenance problems. 

The majority of subunits analysed are mechanical in nature with many failure modes a result 

of degradation that is in general able to be slowed but not reversed by regular minor 

maintenance. For these subunits, it would be intuitive to expect wear-out failure 

characteristics. Pooled data however demonstrates that four out of nine subunits exhibit 

failure characteristics which are wear-in or random in nature. Even subunits demonstrating 

wear-out behaviour (e.g. rear dump truck engines) have a lifetime distribution β of less than 

two. A β of less than two indicates an increasing hazard rate however with the rate of increase 

slowing over time. The use of full lifetime distributions for a reliability database can indicate 

if early life failures exist through examination of β values, something that an assumption of a 

constant hazard rate would not allow. 

For subunits with a wear-out failure characteristic, it may be necessary for individual 

organisations to reduce the FIR interval for these subunits to achieve an acceptable rate of 

failure.  

5.4.4.2 Scheduled Minor Maintenance  

Scheduled minor maintenance refers to the planned servicing, lubrication or condition 

monitoring of a subunit(s) of an asset that is scheduled and repeated at regular intervals 

throughout the lifetime of the asset. A compilation of scheduled minor maintenance tasks of 

each organisation was made for the subunits of interest. The scheduled minor maintenance 

tasks were obtained by examination of regularly occurring work orders and maintenance 

plans provided by the organisation.  

The range of intervals between recorded scheduled minor maintenance tasks are recorded in 

column 2 of Table 62. Columns 3, 4 and 5 show the required interval between maintenance 
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activities calculated from the life distributions of pooled data in the database in order to 

achieve a maximum cumulative probability of failure of 5%, 10% and 20% respectively. 

Table 63: Comparison of Actual and Required Minor Maintenance Intervals  

1 2 3 4 5 

Subunit Preventive Maintenance 
Interval Range (Hrs) 

Required 
Interval for 

5% 
Probability 

of Any 
Failure (Hrs) 

Required 
Interval for 

10% 
Probability 

of Any 
Failure (Hrs) 

Required 
Interval for 

20% 
Probability 

of Any 
Failure (Hrs) 

 
Rear Dump Trucks 

 
Engines 

 
250 – 333 

(Engine Service) 30 81 229 

Final Drives 
 

4000-4000 
(Flush and Fill Final Drive Oil) 357 813 1916 

Turbochargers 250 - 333 
(Engine Service) 1268 2144 3708 

 
Front End Loaders 

 

Engines 250 
(250Hr Engine Service) 14 36 96 

Radiators 250-250 
(250Hr Engine Service) 578 1263 2856 

Lift Cylinders 15-15 
(Daily Inspection) 191 387 809 

Drive Shafts 4000-4000 
(Flush and Fill Final Drive Oil) 1265 2164 3789 

Engine Control Module NA 797 1673 3627 
 

Excavators 
 

Buckets 119 
(Weekly Structural Inspection) 23 59 158 

 

In order to achieve the desired reliability for an asset, the interval between scheduled minor 

maintenance tasks should be less than or equal to the interval required to achieve the desired 

probability of any failure occurring. This would allow the asset to reach its next scheduled 

minor maintenance activity where signs of incipient failures can be picked up and acted upon, 

avoiding the need for unscheduled downtime outside of the scheduled maintenance window. 

Four subunits consisting of RDT turbochargers, FEL radiators, FEL lift cylinders and EXD 

buckets were able to reach their next minor maintenance activity with less than 20% 

cumulative chance of incurring downtime due to a minor failure. The subunit of FEL engine 
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control module had no specific minor maintenance activity scheduled. This is despite the 

engine control module being in close proximity to the engine, the module would not be 

significantly maintained or inspected as part of the scheduled engine service due to its 

electronic nature. 

The subunits of RDT engines, RDT final drives, FEL engines and FEL drive shafts were not 

able to reach their next scheduled minor maintenance with less than a 20% cumulative chance 

of failure. This may be indicative of deficiencies in the minor maintenance process wherein 

the state of the subunit may not be restored sufficiently at each maintenance event or may 

require the shortening of the interval between scheduled servicing. There has been a move 

amongst some organisations to extend the intervals for minor maintenance especially for 

scheduled engine servicing from 250 hours to 333 hours. This interval increase would affect 

the engine as well as associated engine subunits such as the radiator and turbochargers. The 

engine component subunits analysed above show that a move from a 250 hours to 333 hours 

scheduled engine service would not adversely affect the radiator and turbocharger subunits as 

they do not currently incur a high rate of failure between minor maintenance events. However 

the subunits of engines for both RDTs and FELs are already experiencing chances of minor 

failures greater than 20% between scheduled engine services, indicating that an interval 

increase from 250 hours to 333 hours may not be justified. 

5.4.4.3 Fixed Interval Replacement of Aligned Subunits 

The scheduled replacement of aligned subunits are often grouped to be executed at the same 

time. Subunits are aligned due to similar fixed replacement intervals or intervals which are 

multiples of each other, physical location (especially where maintenance activities require 

significant activities to attain isolation or accessibility to the affected subunits) or function. 

Alignment of FIR for similar subunits decreases the number of scheduled downtimes required 

to complete all FIR however may require shortening of the interval of some subunits in order 

to align with other aligned subunits. In the case of unscheduled failure of a subunit, 

opportune maintenance or replacement is often done on other aligned subunits if signs of 

deterioration or incipient failure are detected. 

Some common examples of common FIR alignments include but are not limited to: 
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 Complete engine replacements and engine components (radiator, oil and cooling 

pumps, turbochargers); 

 Midlife engine services and engine components; 

 Mechanical transmission components (torque convertor, drive shafts, differentials, 

final drives); 

 High pressure hydraulic hoses; 

 Hydraulic cylinders; and 

 Hydraulic pumps. 

When performing alignment of similar subunits, the lifetimes of aligned components are 

assumed to have similar values or values which are multiples of each other. Significant 

difference in lifetime distribution parameters, in particular the scale parameter η can result in 

some subunits replaced more frequently or seldom than required. This can result in increased 

maintenance costs or increased probability of failure. The use of a reliability database with 

lifetime distributions for each subunit in a group as well as datasets from assets from different 

operational contexts can provide as to whether the assumption of similar lifetime parameters 

is valid and applicable throughout all operational contexts. 

The subunits analysed in this study included the following aligned subunits: 

 RDT engines and turbochargers (Row 1, Table 64); 

 FEL engines and radiators (Row 3, Table 64); and 

 FEL drive shafts and final drives (Row 5, Table 64). 

The lifetime distribution parameters for each pair of aligned subunits are recorded in 

Columns 3 and 6. 
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Table 64: Lifetime Distribution for Subunits with Aligned Replacement Intervals 

Subunit 1 Parameters Parameter 
Values 

Subunit 2 Parameters Parameter 
Values 

RDT Engine η 29896 RDT 
Turbochargers 

η 21471 
β 1.28 β 1.29 

 

FEL Engine η 30819 FEL Radiators η 62496 
β 1.03 β 1.05 

 
FEL Drive 

Shafts 
η 20667 FEL Final 

Drives 
η 23702 

β 1.07 β 3.4 
 

The schedules for RDT engines and RDT turbochargers came with two types of alignments.  

The first type of alignment present in three of the four organisations prescribed the 

turbochargers to be changed out at twice the frequency of the engine. Under this alignment 

scheme, replacements of the turbocharger are performed during the midlife service of the 

engine as well as the engine changeout. In the remaining organisation, the replacement of the 

turbocharger was performed at the same frequency and at the same time as the engine 

replacement. 

The distribution parameters recorded in Row 1 of Table 64 showed a significant difference in 

η values between RDT engines (29, 896 hours) and RDT turbochargers (21,471 hours). The 

difference in η values suggests that alignment of these two subunits on the same schedule as 

performed by one of the four organisations may not be justified. Therefore a more frequent 

turbocharger replacement schedule may be more appropriate. 

The schedules for FEL engines and FEL radiators were aligned on a 1:1 basis with radiators 

changed out at every engine replacement. The distribution parameters recorded in Row 3, 

Table 64 shows a significant difference in η values with the η value for FEL radiators (62,496 

hours) nearly twice the η value for FEL engines (30,819 hours). This indicates alignment of 

FEL radiators with replacements of the engines may result in over-replacement of the radiator 

subunit. This may result in increased in replacement costs with radiator subunit replacements 

costing greater than $AUD 20,000.  

The schedules for FEL drive shafts and FEL final drives were aligned on a 1:1 basis with 

drive shafts and final drives replaced at the same time as other transmission subunits. The 

distribution parameters recorded in Row 5, Table 64 shows similar η values for drive shafts 

and final drives of 20,667 hours and 23,702 hours respectively. The similar η values indicate 
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that alignment of schedules for drive shafts and final drives is appropriate and no change in 

schedule is required. 

Although comparisons of lifetime distribution parameters may justify different replacement 

schedules, consideration needs to be given to maintenance synergies generated by alignment 

of engines and engine components. Changes to replacement schedules would require trading 

off reduced replacement costs with the possibility of reduced scheduled downtime.  

5.4.4.4 Scheduled Opportune Maintenance 

The use of scheduled opportune maintenance, wherein one or more working subunits are 

replaced when the asset experiences significant downtime, such as downtimes associated with 

replacement of a major failed subunit. The opportune replacement of an otherwise working 

subunit is performed to increase renew affected systems as well as relieving the need in the 

near future for additional periods of downtime to perform the replacements at its original 

schedule. This incurs an additional maintenance costs due to increased frequency of 

replacement (compared to the original schedule) and additional scheduling burdens due to 

adjustment of the planned replacement schedule. 

A censoring status of “censored” is not automatically assigned for scheduled opportune 

replacements. Instead, a calculation is made of the usage time of the scheduled opportunely 

replaced part and a censoring status of “failed” is applied if the usage time is less than half of 

the expected working life of that subunit. Although the subunits replaced may be technically 

working and not in a failed state, an assumption is made that the justification for replacing a 

subunit at such an early stage includes observed signs of incipient failure or degradation.  

The effect of this assumption is a tendency to underestimate the scale parameters of lifetime 

distributions of subunits by classifying some events as incipient failures when they could be 

arguably classified as censored events. The effect is presented for a population of RDT 

engines from a single mine site. The data event statistics for RDT engines are shown in Table 

65. The scenarios in Column 1 are as follows: 

 No Scheduled Opportune or Planned Maintenance Adjustments (Baseline): 

Replacements are designated as censored events for all work orders marked as 

“Planned” or “Scheduled Opportune”. 
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 Planned Maintenance Adjustments: Replacements marked as “Planned” are 

designated as failed if replacement time is less than half of the FIR interval. All 

replacements marked as SO are considered censored events. 

 Scheduled Opportune Adjustments: Replacements marked as Scheduled Opportune 

are designated as failed if replacement time is less than half of the FIR interval. All 

replacements marked as Planned are considered censored events. 

 Project: Replacements marked as “Planned” or “Scheduled Opportune” are designed 

as failed if replacement time is less than half of the FIR interval. 

Table 65: Effect of Censoring Status Adjustments of Early Life Replacements  

Scenario Failures Planned Scheduled 
Opportune EoOP η β 

No Adjustments 
(Baseline) 13 16 49 38 57579 0.93 

Planned FIR 
Adjustments 19 10 49 38 36158 1.17 

SO Adjustments 36 16 26 38 31818 0.86 
Project 42 10 26 38 25798 0.92 

 

The data population of engine subunits for this mine site consists of a total of 116 data events 

for which 38 events are End of Observation Period events. EoOP event counts are unaffected 

by any adjustments to censoring status. The remaining 78 data events are marked by the 

organisation (Row 2, Table 74) as consisting of 13 failure events, 16 planned FIR 

replacements and 49 scheduled opportunely performed replacements. This corresponds to 

estimated lifetime distribution parameters of η = 57,579 hours and β = 0.93 respectively. 

Adjustment of planned FIR replacements with used hours less than half of the desired FIR 

interval resulted in the reclassification of six FIR replacements as failures. This resulted in a 

reduction of η from 57,579 hours to 36,158 hours and a change in β from 0.93 to 1.17. 

Adjustment of scheduled opportune replacements with used hours less than half of the 

desired FIR interval resulted in the reclassification of 23 scheduled opportune replacements 

as failures. This resulted in a change from the baseline lifetime distribution from 57,579 

hours to 31,818 hours and a change in β from 0.93 to 0.86. 

The application of both scheduled opportune and FIR replacement adjustments resulted in 

reclassification of 23 scheduled opportune replacements and six FIR replacements as failures. 
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The resultant estimated lifetime distribution had an estimated η of 25,798 and η of 0.92. The 

effect on η was significant as it resulted in an η value less than half of the non-adjusted 

(baseline) case. 

 Some subunits commonly experience significant amounts of scheduled opportune 

maintenance. These include: 

 Engine components (radiators, turbochargers, fans and associated engine pumps) 

upon failure of the engine; 

 Transmission components (drive shafts, torque converters, final drives, differentials) 

upon failure of another transmission component; 

 Subunits with multiple instances per asset (turbochargers, some pumps, hydraulic 

cylinders, final drives, ground engaging tools) upon failure of an instance of that 

subunit; and 

 High pressure hoses upon failure of another high pressure hose. 

The use of scheduled opportune replacement also requires additional planning effort in order 

to achieve desired replacement intervals. Performing opportune replacement requires the 

generation of an additional work order for any replacement work to be brought forward. The 

deletion of the original scheduled replacement from the master work order database is not 

performed. As opposed to deleting work orders, work orders to be cancelled are marked with   

appropriate CMMS codes (NCMP) or organizational specific markers that indicate that that 

work order is no longer to be executed.  

Work orders marked with the appropriate CMMS codes or organizational markers are not 

included as part of the failure data as they are assumed to be not executed in line with their 

coding. The cancellation of work orders in this manner is not always performed and can 

result in execution of the subsequent work orders despite the fact that work was already 

brought forward and performed opportunely. This results in additional maintenance costs due 

to additional replacement performed at less than their planned interval. The use of scheduled 

opportune replacement can also negate some maintenance synergies by moving the 

replacement schedule of some components to not be aligned to similar components that are 

planned to be replaced at the same time.  
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5.4.5 Discussion of Lifetime Distribution Parameters 

The scale parameters (η) of lifetime distributions are compared between  individual mine 

sites and organizations. The comparison was made in order to determine if significant 

differences in failure behaviour exists between populations of similar assets operating in 

different operating and maintenance contexts. 

A comparison was made of η’s for lifetime distributions of the subunit for complete 

replacement only events. The values of the smallest and largest η observed at an individual 

mine site is recorded in Column 2 and 3 of Table 66. Values for η estimated from a 

population containing less than ten failure points are marked with a "*". In cases where the 

second highest observed η value was calculated from a population containing at least ten 

failure points, this value is included in brackets. The η value for all assets stored in the 

database is provided. 

Table 66: Lifetime Distribution η Ranges for Complete Replacement Events 

1 2 3 4 

Subunit Smallest η (Hrs) Largest η (Hrs) Combined Dataset η 
(Hrs) 

Rear Dump Trucks 
Engines 20894 107206* (32181) 29896 

Final Drives 17353 22622 21471 
Turbochargers 12870 36393 16714 

Front End Loaders 
Engines 15220* 143090* 30819 

Radiators 17419* 72436* 62496 
Lift Cylinders 7185 13288 10197 
Drive Shafts 13149 29309* 20667 

Engine Control Module 34555* 47454* 41284 
Excavators 

Buckets 7847 16809* 11346 
 

Failure populations for RDT engines, FEL engines, FEL radiators, FEL drive shaft and EXD 

bucket subunits had individual mine sites with less than ten failures per site. Row 3, Column 

3 shows parameter estimates for RDT engines for two mine sites. One mine site experienced 

less than ten failures and had the highest η (107,206 hours) out of all mine sites. The η value 

of 107,206 hours was significantly different from a combined dataset η of 29,896 hours and 

indicates a non-robust parameter estimation. 
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FEL engine, engine control module and radiator subunits had multiple mine sites with less 

than ten failures. Parameter estimates for FEL engines and FEL radiators showed significant 

deviation from the η of the combined dataset with FEL engines parameter estimates giving a 

range of 15,220 to 143,090 hours compared to a combine dataset η of 30,819 hours and a 

lowest η estimate for FEL radiators of 17,419 hours compared to a combined dataset η of 

62,496 hours. 

5.4.5.1 Weibull β – Complete Replacements Only 

A summary of the estimated shape parameter β for all CRO events for key subunits is shown 

in Table 67. The estimated β for the pooled dataset and its interpretation is recorded in 

Column 2 and 3. The interpretation of β is defined as follows: 

 β < 0.9 : Wear-in characteristic with decreasing hazard rate; 

 0.9 ≤ β ≤ 1.1: Random characteristic with approximately constant hazard rate; 

 1.1 < β ≤ 2: Light wear-out characteristic with increasing hazard rate with the rate of 

increase slowing over time; and 

 β > 2: Strong wear-out characteristic with increasing hazard rate with the rate of 

increase quickening over time.  

The range of individual mine site β’s is recorded in column 4 with counts of failure behaviour 

types included in column 5 to 8. 

Table 67: Life Distribution Shape Parameter Values Ranges  

Subunit Pooled 
β Interpretation Individual Site  

β Range 

Number of Sites 

Wear In Random Light 
Wear out 

Strong 
Wear out 

Rear Dump Trucks     
Engines 1.28 Light Wear Out 1.1-3.45 0 1 2 1 

Final Drives 1.29 Light Wear Out 1.2-1.47 0 0 4 0 
Turbochargers 1.33 Light Wear Out 1.3-2.17 0 0 3 1 

Front End Loaders     
Engines 1.03 Random 0.7-2.84 2 1 1 2 

Radiators 1.05 Random 0.7-1.75 2 0 3 1 
Lift Cylinders 1.67 Light Wear Out 1.56-1.9 0 0 5 0 
Drive Shafts 1.07 Random 0.86-1.89 2 1 2 0 

Engine Control 
Module 1.23 Light Wear Out 1.00-1.63 0 2 1 0 

Excavators     
Buckets 1.27 Light Wear Out 1.00 – 2.43 0 2 3 1 

Total NA NA NA 5 3 27 6 
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Table 67 shows that three out of nine subunits (FEL engines, radiators and drive shafts) had a 

lifetime β between 0.9 and 1.1. This may initially indicate a random failure behaviour 

characteristic that may not be suited for time or usage based preventive replacement. A 

breakdown of the β for individual mine sites from which the pooled β was obtained showed 

that there was a large range in individual mine site β values.  

For FEL engines, there were three (out of six organisations) exhibiting random or wear in 

behaviour (β < 0.9). Similarly for FEL radiators there were two (out of six organisations) and 

for FEL drive shafts there were two (out of six) organisations exhibiting random or wear in 

behaviour. β values of less than 0.9 (indicating wear in) may be a result of improper 

maintenance due to lack of maintenance quality, defects in parts or materials or other 

constraints in the maintenance process. Addressing these potential issues may result in a β 

value that better reflects the true failure behaviour of the subunit without undue influence 

from deficiencies in the maintenance process.  

Six out of nine subunits had a pooled lifetime β between 1.1 and 2. This is indicative of an 

increasing hazard rate, however with the rate of increase of hazard rate decreasing over time 

(light wear out). Four out of six subunits exhibited light wear out characteristics in pooled 

data, had all individual mine sites exhibiting light (1.1 < β < 2) to heavy wear out 

characteristics (β > 2). The similar β values for individual mine sites increases confidence in 

the β for pooled data. 

The subunits of excavator buckets and FEL drive shafts had pooled data β’s indicating a light 

wear out characteristic. An analysis of the individual mine site β values showed two 

individual mine sites had FEL drive shafts and EXD buckets showing wear in or random 

failure characteristics. An examination of failure mechanisms for these subunits shows that 

the primary failure mechanism for both buckets and drive shafts is due to physical wear. It is 

therefore likely that the four instances (two per subunit) of wear in or random failure 

behaviour is due to deficiencies in the maintenance process of the asset maintainers. 

5.4.6 Failure Mode Lifetime Distributions 

There are challenges associated with representing component failure data that contains 

multiple failure modes (Abernethy et al. 1983). A recommended method of representing 

failure data requires the representing each independent failure mode with individual failure 
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distributions. Limitations in collected historical data exist that restrict the use of this 

approach. These limitations include increased sparseness of data when categorising data into 

individual failure modes and incomplete information in historical data regarding failure 

modes and causes. 

The categorisation of failure events into individual failure modes is limited when failure 

modes are unrecorded in historical data. This is particularly evident in failure events requiring 

complete replacement of the subunit wherein generic failure terms such as "unserviceable" or 

"failed" are recorded in place of defined failure modes. In an ideal scenario where all required 

information was available, such events would be able to be assigned to one of the competing 

failure modes that resulted in the subunit entering a failed state. Lack of information to 

facilitate categorisation of failure events into their respective failure modes would result in a 

reliability block diagram containing ambiguous blocks for complete replacement and "other" 

events. Where insufficient information is available to determine the failure mode for every 

failure event, performing a system Weibull may be unavoidable (Abernethy et al. 1983). 

A decision was made early on to estimate two types of lifetime distribution without 

referencing individual failure modes. This was due to the large percentage of historical 

records missing information required to determine the failure mode. The prevalence of 

unrecorded failure modes in failure data ranged between 0% to 55% for subunits included 

within this study. The first lifetime distribution includes only events requiring the complete 

replacement of a subunit and the second lifetime distribution included all events that resulted 

in downtime greater than five minutes for the asset. Representing failure data using a system 

Weibull was performed in order to convey information to the end user regarding the shape 

and scale of the failure distribution without regard to individual failure modes. Future work 

will investigate the use of representing failure data with failure distributions for each failure 

mode. Steps required prior to this work would involve more detailed data collection by 

contributing mining organisations. 

5.4.7 Competing Risks 

The presence of multiple failure modes for a system gives rise to the concept of competing 

risks. The failure and subsequent repair of the system occurs when any one or more failure 

mode events arise. This results in the activation of a failure event due to the already occurred 

failure mode and a censoring of all other competing failure modes. An assumption is made in 
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classifying failures into failure modes in that the subunit is returned to a condition as good as 

new and degradation that may result in other failure modes are also reset. This assumption is 

also made for many existing shared reliability database. The means of representing failures as 

counts of failure modes is also consistent with these shared reliability databases. 

5.5 SUMMARY 

Representation of reliability data using failure distributions shows that many asset subunits 

experience failure behaviour with non-constant (non-exponential) hazard rates. 

Representation of reliability data using failure distributions necessitates the collection of full 

maintenance histories including preventive replacement failure event data. 

Analysis of data collected from key subunits of front end loaders, rear dump trucks and 

excavators shows that low asset populations in individual operations lead to sparse failure 

data. Poor lifetime distribution parameter estimation is observed with wide ranges in 

parameter estimates for individual mine sites. The pooling of data into a sector-specific 

shared database results in statistically significant parameter estimations and smaller 

confidence intervals.   

Many major subunits analysed are not meeting their expected working life with more than 

20% requiring complete replacement prior to their scheduled replacement. Many assets 

experience chronic downtime issues due to partial failures with a high number of partial 

failures occurring at times less than the interval between minor maintenance events. Some 

related subunits aligned to be replaced at the same time have significantly different lifespans 

and can result in some subunits not being replaced at their optimal replacement interval. The 

use of scheduled opportune maintenance can result in underestimation of component life 

distribution parameters.  

Representation of reliability data using lifetime distributions is performed for complete 

subunit replacement events and for all failure events. This facilitates a wider range of 

interpretation at both the entire subunit level and maintainable item level. A lack of failure 

mode information in collected maintenance data leads to a high percentage failure events 

classified using an unknown failure mode. This necessitates the use of a system Weibull 

when representing all failure types. 
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CHAPTER 6 Factors that Affect Failure Behaviour 

6.1 AIMS OF THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter aims to restore relevance of pooled data to specific operations with different 

operational, environmental and maintenance contexts. In order to achieve this, the following 

actions will be performed: 

 Describe covariates of interest for mobile mining assets, 

 Discuss significant factors that influence failure behaviour of mobile asset subunits, and 

 Discuss impact of these factors on failure behaviour and how generic reliability data can 

be tailored for specific applications. 

6.2 MODEL FITTING RESULTS 

6.2.1 Significant Covariates after Backwards Elimination 

Proportional hazard models were fitted to the data of key subunits of mobile assets using the 

process described in Chapter 3.6 - Figure 4. For each key subunit, two PHMs were fitted, 

with one fitted to the set of complete replacement only events and the other to all failure 

events. Table 68 shows significant covariates after backwards elimination of non-significant 

covariates. 

Table 68: Significant PHM Covariates for Key Subunits of Mobile Mining Assets. 

Subunit Significant Covariates Coefficient Pr (>|z|) 
TKD Engine (Replacement Only) Active Usage Hours per Day -0.61 2.42x10-6 
LDR Lift Cylinders (Replacement 

Only) Silicon Bottom Coarse 0.22 1.5x10-4 

EXD Bucket (Replacement Only) Absolute Hardness 8.98x10-3 1.21x10-2 

TKD Engine (All Failures) 

Active Usage Hours per Day  
Fixed Replacement Interval 

Preventive to Corrective Maintenance 
Ratio 

-1.12 
6.85x105 

11.9 

5.22x10-5 
2.84x10-2 
3.32x10-2 

LDR Lift Cylinders (All Failures) Silicon Bottom Coarse 
Failure Sequence Number 

0.20 
0.24 

3.3x10-10 
< 2x10-16 

LDR Drive Shafts  (All Failures) 
Preventive to Corrective Maintenance 

Ratio 
Failure Sequence Number 

-3.53 
0.81 

4.19x10-2 
4.59x10-3 

LDR ECM (All Failures) Failure Sequence Number 0.34 7.1x10-13 
EXD Bucket (All Failures) Failure Sequence Number 2.57x10-2 < 2x10-16 
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Nine PHMs were fitted for "Complete Replacement Only" events. This resulted in a total of 

the following three PHMs with significant covariates after backwards elimination. The 

subunits and significant covariates are as follows: 

 RDT engines: Active Hours per Day; 

 LDR lift cylinders: Silicon (Bottom – Coarse) Quartile; and 

 EXD bucket: Absolute Hardness. 

Proportional hazards modelling for subunits using all failure events resulted in the following 

five PHMs with significant covariates after backwards elimination: 

 RDT engines: Active Hours per Day, Fixed Interval Replacement Interval, Preventive 

Maintenance Ratio;  

 LDR lift cylinders: Silicon quartile (Bottom – Coarse), Failure Sequence Number; 

 LDR drive shafts: Preventive Maintenance Ratio; 

 LDR engine control module: Failure Sequence Number; and 

 EXD bucket: Failure Sequence Number. 

Six unique covariates are found across all significant PHM models. The covariates are  

 Active Usage Hours per Day (two instances),  

 Silicon Bottom Coarse (two instances),  

 Absolute Hardness (one instance),  

 Fixed Replacement Interval (one instance),  

 Preventive to Corrective Maintenance Ratio (two instances), and 

 Failure Sequence Number (four instances).  

6.2.2 Proportional Hazards Assumption Testing 

A final test to verify the assumption of proportional of hazard was performed. Test statistics 

from hypothesis tests are recorded in Table 69. The alternate hypothesis that hazards are non-

proportional is accepted for test statistics less than 0.05. 
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Table 69: Proportional Hazards Tests for Significant Models after Backwards Elimination 

Subunit Significant Covariates PHA Test Statistic 
TKD Engine 

(Replacement Only) Active Usage Hours per Day 0.4219 

LDR Lift Cylinders 
(Replacement Only) Silicon Bottom Coarse 0.54 

EXD Bucket  
(Replacement Only) Absolute Hardness 0.94 

TKD Engine  
(All Failures) 

Active Usage Hours per Day  
Fixed Replacement Interval 

Preventive to Corrective Maintenance Ratio 

4.01x10-3 
7.8x10-4 
1.08x10-3 

LDR Lift Cylinders 
(All Failures) 

Silicon Bottom Coarse 
Failure Sequence Number 

0.11 
0.83 

LDR Drive Shafts  
(All Failures) 

Preventive to Corrective Maintenance Ratio 
Failure Sequence Number 

0.87 
0.58 
0.85 

LDR ECM 
(All Failures) Failure Sequence Number 0.73 

EXD Bucket 
(All Failures) Failure Sequence Number 0.42 

 

One model for rear dump truck engines (TKD) had PHA test statistics for Active Usage 

Hours per Day less than 0.05 leading to acceptance of the alternate hypothesis of non-

proportional hazards.  

6.2.3 Deviance Residual Analysis 

A summary of deviance residual analysis for significant models satisfying the proportional 

hazards assumption test is shown in Table 70. Column 3 indicates if greater than 1% of 

deviance residuals were outliers (less than-3 or greater than 3). Column 4 indicates if layering 

or clustering was observed in deviance residual plots. Models without outliers or layering 

satisfy the overall residual check in Column 5).  
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Table 70: Summary of Deviance Residual Analysis 

Subunit Significant Covariates No 
Outliers 

No 
Layering 

Overall 
Residual 
Check 

TKD Engine 
(Replacement Only) Active Usage Hours per Day    

LDR Lift Cylinders 
(Replacement Only) Silicon Bottom Coarse    

EXD Bucket  
(Replacement Only) Absolute Hardness    

LDR Lift Cylinders 
(All Failures) 

Silicon Bottom Coarse 
Failure Sequence Number    

LDR Drive Shafts 
(All (All Failures) 

Preventive to Corrective Maintenance Ratio 
Failure Sequence Number    

LDR ECM 
(All Failures) Failure Sequence Number    

EXD Bucket 
(All Failures) Failure Sequence Number    

 

Four out of seven proportional hazards models passed residual analysis checks. Three models 

which failed deviance residual checks showed layering of deviance residuals at the combined 

dataset or individual mine site level. Deviance residual plots and more detailed explanations 

are included in Appendix J. 

6.2.4 Model Summary 

Results of model fitting for complete replacement only and all failure events are summarised 

in Table 71 and Table 72 respectively. The results tables present findings at each key stage of 

the PHM fitting process. The columns of these tables and the key stages summarised within 

are as follows: 

 Column 2, shows the number of covariates eliminated from the initial model due to 

violations of the proportional hazards assumption.  

 Column 3 contains a list of covariates (p-value < 0.05) remaining after backwards 

elimination. A  indicates no covariates were found to be significant. 

 Column 4 indicates if significant covariates passed tests to verify proportionality of 

hazards. A  indicates acceptance of the assumption of proportional hazards while a 

 indicates the alternative hypothesis of non-proportional hazards was accepted. 

Subunits with no significant covariates are marked with NA. 
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 Column 5 shows results of residual analysis for all sites combined. Models with 

randomly distributed deviance residuals with less than 1% of deviance residuals 

having an absolute value greater than 3 are marked with a . 

 Column 6 shows results of residual analysis for residuals stratified by mine site.  

 Models with significant covariates and meeting all goodness of fit and proportional 

hazards requirements are recorded in (Column 7). Subunits with PHMs failing one or 

more checks for PHA or residual analysis are marked with NA. 

6.2.4.1 Complete Replacement Only Event Models 

The results of PHM fitting for events requiring complete replacement of the subunit and the 

ability of the resultant models to meet key stages of the process are summarised in Table 71.  

Table 71: Significant Covariates for Complete Replacement Only Events 

Subunit Initial PHA 
Testing 

Significant 
Covariates 

Final PHA 
Testing 

Residual 
Test 

(Overall) 

Residual 
Test (Mine 

Site) 

Covariates 
(Final 

Model) 
Rear Dump Trucks 

Engines 3 out of 19 AH/D 
AbHd   NA NA 

Final Drives 0 out of 19  NA NA NA NA 

Turbochargers 6 out of 19  NA NA NA NA 
Front End Loaders 

Engines 2 out of 19  NA NA NA NA 
Radiators 0 out of 19  NA NA NA NA 

Lift Cylinders 0 out of 19 SIBC    NA 
Drive Shafts 0 out of 19  NA NA NA NA 

Engine Control 
Module 0 out of 19  NA NA NA NA 

Excavators 
Buckets 0 out of 19 AbHd    AbHd 

  

The PHMs fitted for remaining key subunits did not contain significant covariates after 

backwards elimination. The PHA test statistics calculated are contained in Table 69 while a 

discussion of deviance residuals are provided in Appendix K. 

The single PHM containing significant covariates that conformed to the PHA assumption and 

had an appropriate goodness of fit was for the EXD bucket subunit. This PHM contained a 

single covariate of absolute hardness of the ore. The coefficient of 8.41 x 10-3 corresponds to 
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an increase in hazard rate of 26.7% when increasing the hardness of ore commodity by one 

standard deviation from the mean ore hardness. The sign of the coefficient indicates the 

hazard rate increases as the hardness of the commodity increases. This is intuitively makes 

sense and is consistent with existing literature and industry practice concerning abrasion, 

wear and loss of structural integrity of buckets. 

6.2.4.2 All Failure Event Models 

The results of PHM fitting for "All Failure" (AF) events for the key subunits is and the ability 

of the resultant models to meet key stages of the process are summarised in Table 72. The 

key stages of the process are outlined in 6.2.4.1. 

Table 72:  Significant PHM Covariates by Subunit for All Failure Events 

Subunit Initial PHA 
Testing 

Significant 
Covariates 

Final PHA 
Testing 

Residual 
Test 

(Overall) 

Residual 
Test (Mine 

Site) 

Covariates 
(Final 

Model) 
Rear Dump Trucks 

Engines 12 out of 20 
AH/D 
FIRI 
PMR 

 NA NA NA 

Final Drives 11 out of 20  NA NA NA NA 
Turbochargers 8 out of 20  NA NA NA NA 

Front End Loaders 
Engines 2 out of 20  NA NA NA NA 

Radiators 0 out of 20  NA NA NA NA 

Lift Cylinders 1 out of 20 SIBC 
FSN    SIBC 

FSN 
Drive Shafts 0 out of 20 PMR    PMR 

Engine Control 
Module 0 out of 20 FSN   NA NA 

Excavators 
Buckets 0 out of 20 FSN    FSN 

 

Two models were eliminated after validation of the PHA and analysis of residuals. The TKD 

engine subunit model was eliminated due to non-proportional hazards. Deviance residuals for 

the LDR engine control module subunit showed an observable layer around the value of -1 in 

both the overall deviance residual and one of the three individual mine site plots. The PHA 

test statistics calculated are contained in Table 69 while a discussion of deviance residuals is 

provided in Appendix J. 

Three PHMs for the subunits of LDR lift cylinders, LDR drive shafts and EXD buckets met 

all statistical requirements. The covariates identified as significant are as follows: 
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 Silicon (Bottom – Coarse) Quartile: Geographical regions with a higher quartile of 

silicon content corresponds to a higher hazard rate in LDR lift cylinders subunits. 

 Preventive Maintenance Ratio: A higher ratio of preventive to corrective maintenance 

decreases the hazard rate for LDR drive shaft subunits. 

 Failure Sequence Number: Subsequent partial failures of a subunit incur an increasing 

hazard rate for LDR lift cylinders and EXD buckets. 

6.3 DISCUSSION 

6.3.1 Final Proportional Hazard Models 

Eighteen models were created for the nine key subunits with each subunit having a PHM 

model fitted for CRO events and AF events. The requirements required in order for a PHM to 

be considered statistically valid includes: 

 Significance of all included covariates (p value < 0.05), 

 Acceptance of PHA at both covariate and global levels (p > 0.05), and 

 Goodness of fit requirements such as deviance residuals with less than 1% outliers 

(greater than 3 or less than -3) and no visible clustering. 

One model out of the nine possible "Complete Replacement Only" proportional hazards 

models satisfied all the above statistical requirements. A single covariate for the absolute 

hardness of the produced commodity was identified as significant in influencing failure 

behaviour of excavator buckets. Three models out of nine (33.3%) proportional hazards 

models were identified for All Failure Events. Three unique covariates of Silicon Coarse 

Bottom, Failure Sequence Number and Preventive to Corrective Maintenance Ratio were 

found to be significant. 

The low proportions of statistically valid models (four out of a total eighteen fitting attempts) 

for the subunits under analysis may arise due to one or more of the following reasons. 

 Failure behaviour for the key subunits is complex and cannot be easily explained by 

the use of included covariates alone. 

 Appropriate covariates were not included as part of this study. 
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 Covariates included were not able to be appropriately quantified with available data. 

The effect of significant covariates on hazard rate is recorded in Table 73. Covariates with 

positive coefficients increase hazard rates with magnitude of impact dependent on the 

magnitude of coefficient and magnitude of covariate values observed for each individual 

mine site. Table 73 shows the coefficient values for covariates from the final proportional 

hazard models and their impact on hazard rate. 

Table 73: Final Proportional Hazards Models and Effect of Covariates on Hazard rate. 

Subunit Significant Covariates Coefficient 
Effect on 
Hazard 

rate 
EXD Bucket  

(Replacement Only) Absolute Hardness 8.98x10-3 Increases  

LDR Lift Cylinders 
(All Failures) 

Silicon Bottom Coarse 
Failure Sequence Number 

0.20 
0.24 Increases  

LDR Drive Shafts  
(All Failures) 

Preventive to Corrective Maintenance Ratio 
Failure Sequence Number 

-3.53 
0.81 

Decreases  
Increases 

EXD Bucket 
(All Failures) Failure Sequence Number 2.57x10-2 Increases 

 

Tailoring of pooled data can be performed to transform data from a shared database into data 

which is more relevant for a specific application (e.g. tailored to the specific context of an 

individual mine site). An additional output of a proportional hazards model is an estimate of 

the baseline hazard rate. The baseline hazard rate is the estimated hazard rate for a specific 

context with values of observed covariates equal to zero. The hazard rate specific to any 

given mine site can be obtained through use of Equation 18, Appendix H. 

6.3.2 Relationship with Physical Mechanisms 

The identification of a significant covariate using proportional hazards modelling suggests 

there may be a relationship between identified covariates and initiation of a failure 

mechanism. To explore this relationship requires further physical interpretation and 

understanding of the physical processes associated with that covariate and how they influence 

failure behaviour (Kobbacy et al. 1997). This does not imply that the use of statistical 

methods such as the PHM is not useful as such models are capable of narrowing down the list 

of potential covariates for further investigation. The reverse situation wherein a covariate is 

found to not be of significance may indicate there is no evidence that a covariate influences 

failure behaviour or that the formulation of covariates using available data is not sufficient to 
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identify significant behaviour. Prior to further investigation into relationships between 

identified covariates and failure behaviour, it is important to ask if there is a logical 

connection between the covariate and observed failure modes of the subunit. 

The primary failure mode of excavator buckets is that of structural deficiency. Structural 

deficiency can manifest itself through abrasive wear or via cracking or holes in the bucket 

structure. Hard rocks are typically denser as shown by a correlation of greater than 0.9 

between the absolute hardness and density covariates. Increasingly hard or denser rocks can 

translate to greater impact on excavator buckets, leading to increased risks of bucket 

cracking. 

Failure of hydraulic cylinders can occur due to abrasion from particles entering the hydraulic 

fluid. This can result in failure of seals, particular moving seals or enlargement of cylinder 

bores (Fitch 1992, Whitlock 2004). A common element found in many abrasive rocks is 

silicon. A proxy for the silicon content of the mine site in which an asset is operating is made 

from the measurement of Silicon Bottom Coarse which measures the quartile of silicon 

content measured from a nearby sampling station. 

The failure sequence number (FSN) of a subunit increases when the subunit fails and is 

repaired rather than completely replaced. A model containing FSN (See Appendix J for a 

detailed description) as a significant covariate with a positive coefficient indicates decreasing 

times between subsequent repairs. This may be due to imperfect repairs resulting in 

restoration of the subunit into a state which is not as good as new. The modelling of times 

between failure using an NHPP as discussed in (Louit et al. 2009) may be required. 

Excavator buckets are already identified in Chapter 4.6.3 as having decreasing times between 

subsequent repairs. 

6.3.3 Tailoring Generic Reliability Data for Specific Applications 

The identification of factors that are significant in influencing failure behaviour is in itself a 

useful process in informing maintenance decisions. Scenarios are common where subunits 

within the same asset type, owned by the same organisation are maintained at identical 

intervals regardless of whether the asset is operated in a coal mine or iron ore mine. It is an 

exception rather than the norm that the impact of factors that may modify failure behaviour 

are used to modify maintenance decisions. One such example was a decrease of 10% in the 
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interval between chassis rebuilds when compared to other mine sites, due to the identification 

of higher salinity in the immediate geographical vicinity.  

Quantifying the impact of factors that may modify failure behaviour can allow a maintenance 

decision to be adjusted by an appropriate amount rather than just in the right direction. The 

prognostic index (PI) has a multiplicative effect on the baseline hazard rate of observed 

covariate values Z1..Zk and calculated coefficients β1..βk as shown below: 

𝑃𝐼 = 𝑒(𝛽1𝑍1+𝛽2𝑍2..𝛽𝑘𝑍𝑘) 

The baseline hazard rate is calculated for the baseline scenario where all observed covariate 

values are equal to one. The baseline scenario represented by the baseline hazard rate often 

does not correspond to any actual site. Positive values for the prognostic index indicate an 

adverse effect with higher predicted hazard rates when compared with the baseline scenario. 

The ratio of hazard rates (HRR) between two sites can be calculated as  

𝐻𝑅𝑅 =
𝑒(𝛽1𝑍11+𝛽2𝑍12..𝛽𝑘𝑍1𝑘)

𝑒(𝛽1𝑍21+𝛽2𝑍22..𝛽𝑘𝑍2𝑘)
 

Where Zab corresponds to the b-th observed covariate value for the a-th site. 

Thus for a known maintenance interval for Site A, the ratio of prognostic ratios can be used 

to modify the hazard rate of the Site A in order to obtain modified lifetime distribution 

parameters specific to Site B. An example using the PHM for the excavator bucket is shown 

below. 

The PHM model described in Table 71 has one significant covariate of absolute hardness 

with a coefficient value of 8.41 x 10-3. The positive sign of the coefficient indicates that 

hazard rates for the excavator bucket increases as the absolute hardness of the ore increases. 

A mine site (Site A) operating on a commodity or overburden with hardness characteristics 

similar to orthoclase (absolute hardness equal to 72) incurs a multiplicative increase in hazard 

rate from the baseline hazard rate of 1.83. Similarly a mine site (Site B) operating in a 

location with hardness characteristics similar to quartz (absolute hardness equal to 100) 

incurs a multiplicative increase in hazard rate of 2.32. Thus Site B incurs a hazard rate that is 

1.267 or 26.7% higher than site A. 
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6.3.4 Organisational Metrics 

Maintenance context covariates are often used by mining organisations as metrics or key 

performance indicators. Examples of commonly used maintenance metrics include: 

 Preventive to corrective maintenance activity ratios, 

 Schedule compliance percentage, 

 Task completion percentage, and 

 Regular shutdown scheduling ratio. 

Some additional maintenance metrics are listed in Appendix I. 

6.3.4.1 Preventive Maintenance Ratio 

The PMR measures the ratio between preventive and corrective maintenance events. While a 

higher ratio of preventive work compared to corrective work indicates a lower incidence of 

failure, there is no objective threshold of what constitutes a good value for PMR other than 

that a higher value is better. It is also not clear that a PMR ratio is comparable between 

organisations as a simple ratio does not contain other relevant information regarding other 

operational and maintenance characteristics of each organisation.  

The inclusion of PMR as a PHM covariate did not result in any significant models including 

PMR for complete replacement only events and resulted in one significant model for LDR 

drive shafts for events including all failure modes. The low number of significant models 

shows there is little evidence that PMR determined at a fleet level are comparable between 

organisations or has a significant influence on failure behaviour of individual subunits of an 

asset. 

The lack of significance of the PMR is an interesting result due to its widespread use as a KPI 

to assess maintenance effectiveness (Call 2007). In literature, the relationship between 

preventive and corrective maintenance for the purposes of optimising maintenance is less 

simple than a direct ratio of the two quantities. The determination of an optimal PM-CM ratio 

involves the inclusion of how good the maintenance action is, the cost of maintenance and 

cost of downtime as some other factors (Lie et al. 1986). Thus, while widely used in industry, 

the use of a direct ratio of PM to CM events is not widely substantiated by literature. 
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A possible explanation for the lack of significance is the method by which organisations 

classify maintenance work and how this affects the PMR calculation. In particular, the 

classification of failures not requiring immediate rectification work such as: 

 Incipient failures (e.g. slight deviation of subunit health parameters); 

 Non-catastrophic failures of subunits that do not prevent short term operation of the 

equipment unit; and 

 Failures in equipment units with redundancy or ability to be taken offline for short 

periods without impact on production. 

Failures with the above characteristics are able to be scheduled for rectification work at a 

point in a near future such as a next scheduled minor maintenance or shutdown period. These 

events are often classified as preventive maintenance events due to the existence of a 

scheduling interval. These can impact organisational calculations of preventive to corrective 

maintenance ratios with a proportion of corrective events classified as preventive. By 

comparison, this study classifies such events as failed rather than censored points for the 

purposes of PHM fitting. 

6.3.4.2 Schedule Non-compliance of Minor Maintenance Events 

Scheduled minor maintenance is performed on all mobile mining assets. These events are 

often performed off schedules based on active usage hours with the exception of some 

statutory maintenance which may be based on absolute (calendar) time. The covariates of 

Fleet Scheduled Non-Compliance (FSNC) and Asset Schedule Non-Compliance (ASNC) 

were introduced as covariates to investigate the effect that short term delays to scheduled 

minor maintenance has on failure behaviour.  

The covariates of FSNC and ASNC were not found to be significant for any asset subunit 

under analysis for CRO or AF events. This indicates little evidence that schedule non-

compliance at either the fleet or individual asset level as reflected by these metrics have 

significance on failure behaviour of individual subunits. 

Rates of schedule non-compliance of minor maintenance events were less than 10% for a 

majority of assets and instances of delayed servicing were not clustered in time. Individual 

assets were therefore likely to experience an occasional delay in scheduled servicing events 
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rather than experience extended periods with successive delays to servicing events. Servicing 

events were also delayed but not completely missing and were not delayed by intervals 

greater than 250 usage hours. This implies that while the service non-compliance covariates 

(FSNC and ASNC) were not found to be significant, it does not assess the impact of not 

performing scheduled servicing at all. 

6.3.5 Proportional Hazards Assumption Testing 

Tests for proportionality of hazards are performed on individual covariates prior to PHM 

development and after backwards elimination of non-significant covariates. The initial PHA 

check for the case of CRO events eliminated eleven covariates across three subunits prior to 

formation of PHMs. For the case of AF events, 34 covariates were eliminated across four 

subunits, with 31 of the 34 covariates eliminated from three subunits alone. This is a high 

number of eliminated non-proportional hazards of between 40 and 60%. These three subunits 

were also subunits from the same class of TKD equipment units.  

The use of an initial check of proportionality of hazards for each individual covariate prior to 

backwards elimination of a PHM containing all covariates provides a benefit by reducing the 

pool of unique covariates to be included into the model. This allows covariates to be 

eliminated earlier in the process rather than potentially propagating through multiple 

iterations of backwards elimination and resulting in a final model being eliminated due to 

non-proportional hazards.  

The use of an initial check has reduced the number of models with significant covariates 

being eliminated with one out of eight models, with each possessing significant covariates but 

with PHA unverified, eliminated at the final PHA check. The formation of models containing 

significant covariates however failing PHA checks is akin to estimating average hazard ratios 

of each covariate.  

Some methods suggest handling non proportional hazards by the introduction of weighting 

functions to the estimation process. This allows the contribution of each event to the 

coefficient vector to be weighted differently (Schemper 1992). An alternative method is 

proposed by Royston which stratifies events by survival time in order to produce estimates of 

hazard ratios that are valid up to the strata periods (Royston et al. 2011). The use of these two 
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methods is still a subject of debate and this study has chosen to eliminate rather than attempt 

to model around non-proportional hazards. 

Future work will explore the use of a weighting functions to the estimation function. The 

weakness of using such weighting functions, is a requirement that the time period where 

hazard rates become non-proportional should occur prior to periods of heavy censoring. For 

asset subunits under usage based replacement regimes, censored events due to preventive 

replacement should have usage hour values amongst the highest of the dataset. Usage hour 

values larger than the desired replacement interval should not be encountered in practice. 

This implies periods of heavy censoring should occur at the high end of the time scale beyond 

the point where hazard rates become non-proportional. A shortcoming of Royston's method is 

that the effect of each covariate is calculated across the entire time strata, including periods of 

time when hazards may be non-proportional. Thus the effect of non-proportional hazards 

persists even when in time-stratified periods within which there exist proportional hazards. 

6.4 QUANTIFICATION OF COVARIATES 

In the discussion of data sources to quantify covariate values, it is important to distinguish 

two levels of access to data. The first level of access is at the organisational level prior to data 

cleansing and extraction. At this point, all maintenance data of an organisation is available to 

the practitioner. The second level of access is at the shared database where only a cleansed 

subset of maintenance data is captured and stored. The subset of maintenance data stored in 

the shared database is limited in scope compared to maintenance data at the organisational 

level both in scope of maintenance records captured and number of fields extracted. 

The covariates included for analysis were covariates able to be calculated or derived using 

data already collected by the asset owning organisation. Maintenance metric covariates were 

calculated using statistics derived from existing historical maintenance data. Rock and 

environmental covariates were derived using knowledge of individual mine sites and data 

from existing environmental and geographical surveys. Challenges in covariate quantification 

exists where data sources does not allow covariates are incomplete not specific to individual 

assets or time intervals for which assets are operating. These challenges are outlined below: 

 Information is not recorded (or easily accessible) or incomplete. 

 Information exists but contains inaccuracies. 
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 Information is not specific to individual assets. This can occur for data sources 

specific to a geographical area, process family or operation type.  

 Information is not specific to the time period for which the asset is operating. This can 

occur for data sources recorded once and infrequently updated (such as publicly 

available geological databases) or containing averages over time (such as average 

rainfall or temperature levels). 

6.4.1 Incomplete or Unrecorded Covariate Information 

The recording structure of historical maintenance data from which failure events are extracted 

is traditionally designed to capture all information regarding the maintenance activity 

performed and to identify the items maintained. Some covariates of interest, particularly from 

maintenance metrics, operational or environmental covariates are unable to be quantified 

using historical data alone.  

Information that is not recorded in historical maintenance data includes information about the 

operating characteristics that the asset is under. These characteristics include the specific 

environmental, geographical conditions at the time and location that the asset is operating and 

the layout of the mine site (such as distance for travel, idling time and interaction with other 

assets). For rear dump truck equipment units, unrecorded information includes characteristics 

of the queuing system (including wait times) for commodity loading, amount of load carried 

and distance travelled per load. For excavator and loader units, unrecorded information 

includes the production achieved, geographical characteristics for the specific location in time 

that the excavator or loader is located and means by which the excavator is operated (e.g. 

single or double benching (excavators), rock breaking or commodity loading). 

Advances in technology for automatic data collection is resolving some of this unrecorded 

information. Tracking systems for mobile fleets are capable of tracking information about 

distances travelled, inclines, speeds, asset loads and geospatial locations. Additional work is 

required to determine which of these automatically collected fields are of interest and to link 

the automatic data collection systems to existing database systems to allow accessible storage 

of such information.  

Maintenance metrics, such as those regarding costs, planning, delays, execution or workorder 

closure are extractable from existing historical data that an organisation already collects. To 
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extract maintenance metrics may require access to the entire CMMS of an organisation, 

including other databases not limited to maintenance data alone. To extract such metrics may 

require substantial effort. A secondary consideration is while maintenance metrics may be 

extractable internally by an organisation, such metrics may not be accessible by maintainers 

of a sector-specific reliability database. This is due to the commercial sensitivity of such 

information and that only specific event data is provided to maintainers rather than all data 

contained within an organisation's CMMS. The impact of not having maintenance metrics 

does not directly impact the use of a reliability database as maintenance metrics has not been 

identified as a user desired output. 

6.4.2 Detail in Covariate Data Sources 

Some covariates are quantified from data sources that may not have sufficient detail to 

distinguish between individual assets. Many of these covariates are covariates that 

characterise many environmental or geological parameters of each mine site. Such 

information is not recorded within maintenance work orders and necessitate the use of 

information collected by external agencies. These data sources, such as publicly available 

geographical and environmental surveys, provides information for locations close to and 

similar to the mine site. While these observed covariate values may be indicative of 

conditions in the general geographical location, they may not be specific to the location, 

conditions or time at which an individual asset is operated.  

An example of this are measurements of silicon composition of rocks provided by the 

Geochemical Atlas of Australia (Geoscience Australia). Measurements are provided for 

measuring locations close to the site but may not be specific to the particular depth or rock 

formation that an equipment unit is producing from on any given day. Silicon composition is 

also provided as quartile ranges, with no information provided that can distinguish between 

rock characteristics of two different mine sites within the same quartile. 

In order to more accurately track the effect of environmental and geological factors, a method 

to accurately track covariate values specific to individual assets is required. Some geological 

characteristics may already be available via cross referencing with existing geological 

surveys or commodity samples. Other characteristics such as dust levels or temperatures may 

require the use of asset mounted measuring devices. 
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6.5 SUMMARY 

The proportional hazards model fitting process found few significant models that met all 

required statistical assumptions. This suggests that failure behaviour may be complex and not 

easily described by simple covariates. Fitted models satisfying all statistical requirements 

were found for simple subunits with limited failure modes. Residual analysis found instances 

of underestimation or overestimation of reliability when stratified at the organisational level. 

This suggests additional characteristics that differentiate each organisation may be required. 

Significant covariates found for key subunits include the a) absolute hardness of rock 

increasing hazard rates of excavator buckets, b) quartile of silicon composition of rocks 

increasing hazard rates for loader lift cylinders, c) preventive to corrective maintenance ratio 

decreasing hazard rates for loader drive shafts, and d) increasing failure sequence number 

increasing hazard rates for lift cylinders, drive shafts and excavator buckets. The effect of 

each covariate for individual mine sites can be obtained by multiplying the baseline hazard 

rate given by the proportional hazards model with natural exponential function of the 

observed covariate values and the calculated covariate coefficients. 

The lack of significance of particular covariates is in itself interesting. An example is the lack 

of significance of the preventive to corrective maintenance ratio of an organisation on the 

lifetime distribution of the asset. The ratio of preventive to corrective maintenance (or 

variants of this ratio) is often cited as a key performance indicator of an organisation's 

performance. The lack of significance of such a ratio indicates the direct comparison of ratios 

between organisations may not be meaningful. Other covariates often used as key 

performance indicators of an organisation that do not have significance include covariates 

quantifying compliance to scheduled maintenance. It is important to note that the effect of 

delays in scheduled maintenance is assessed however is not equivalent to not performing the 

scheduled maintenance at all. Thus while an occasional delay to a service routine may not 

significantly impact the reliability of the asset, it does not mean the service routine can be 

eliminated completely. 

Lack of proportionality of hazards was found to be systemic for some equipment classes and 

types of covariates. The use of an initial proportional hazards check to eliminate covariates 

with non-proportional hazards prior to backwards elimination reduces the number of models 

eliminated further down the model fitting process. 
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Inclusion of a failure sequence number (number of partial failures since previous complete 

subunit replacement) as a covariate can indicate if the maintenance process restores the item 

condition to as good as new. Subunits where the failure sequence number covariate is 

significant and positive (increasing hazard rate) indicates a return to a condition that is not as 

good as new. Such subunits may require the use of a model capable of modelling an NHPP. 

Statistical modelling to determine factors that influence failure behaviour cannot be 

performed from data contained within a sector-specific reliability database alone. The 

quantification of maintenance covariates may require additional information obtainable only 

from the entire range of maintenance work orders recorded by the asset owner. Such 

modelling is therefore dependent on defining the minimum data to be collected to ensure all 

required information is collected from the start. 

The inability to quantify some covariates does not directly impact the use of a reliability 

database. This is because provision of such covariates are not often associated as outputs of a 

reliability database. Furthermore, in order to extract additional covariate information access 

to the entire CMMS and other databases of an organisation may be required. This will require 

substantial effort. The additional information may also be commercially sensitive and thus 

not made accessible to data collectors of a sector-specific reliability database. 
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CHAPTER 7 Conclusions and Future Work 

The mining industry in Australia is an important primary industry and is characterised by 

large assets with limited populations, high acquisition costs and high costs of failure. 

Maintaining a high level of availability is therefore important to a mining organisation in 

order to justify the high capital costs of these assets. 

The collection and availability for use of fit for purpose reliability data is necessary in any 

capital intensive organisation. Reliability data in the form of historical maintenance data is 

currently captured by mining organisations. Reliability data recorded by mining organisations 

often has data quality issues that require the use of data cleansing techniques to rectify. These 

data quality issues include inaccuracy and incomplete information in critical data fields and 

lack of structure, use of abbreviations, jargon and spelling mistakes in freeform text fields.  

The limited asset populations for some mining assets, high emphasis on preventive 

maintenance and inherently reliable equipment can lead to sparse reliability data (in the form 

of low failure counts) in site-specific repositories. Lifetime distribution parameters estimated 

from sparse site-specific reliability data can be significantly different from true population 

parameters. Failure mode coverage can be incomplete with less dominant failure modes 

absent from some site-specific data. A better estimation of true population parameters can be 

estimated from sector-specific data sets with higher asset and event populations.  

Modelling made using inaccurate data will propagate inaccuracies to the final decision. This 

may lead to over (or under) maintenance, estimation of costs, labour or spares usage or 

increased downtime. Alternatively attempting to simulate uncertainty for sparse data can lead 

to large confidence intervals. 

An alternative source to site-specific data is the use of a sector-specific shared database for 

reliability data. Many shared databases for reliability data exist in other sectors including 

OReDa (oil and gas industry), PERD (chemical and process industry), energy generation 

(including wind, fossil fuel and nuclear plants) and aviation industries. Sector-specific shared 

databases alleviate sparseness of data by increasing the available asset populations and failure 

counts. Reliability data stored within a shared database is already cleansed to a common data 

taxonomy therefore lowering time and effort required to obtain fit for purpose data. 
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There is currently no sector-specific shared database for reliability data for the mining 

industry. Some mining industry specific databases exist however primarily collect 

performance data rather than reliability data. Other databases, developed by original 

equipment manufacturers are limited in coverage of asset types or models and are not easily 

accessible by mining organisations. 

How can statistically significant reliability data be obtained for assets from data sources with 

diverse data recording processes? 

The development of a mining sector-specific reliability database requires the definition of a 

consistent framework against which reliability data can be collected. The data framework 

presented in this thesis consists of definitions for standard terminology, minimum and desired 

data sets for asset and failure data, lists of permissible failure modes and assumptions to be 

used when data cleansing.  

Multiple definitions for the same term exist across currently existing standards. A glossary of 

term and definitions specific to the mining sector has been developed as part of this study. 

The glossary was developed in conjunction with mining sector and academic participants via 

a series of workshops with the aim of definition development and conflict resolution. 

Definitions were developed using choices of definitions from existing standards or the option 

to develop new definitions specific to the mining sector. This glossary is currently publicly 

available from the Global Mining Standards and Guidelines Group. 

This thesis is focused on defining the database framework, establishing the process for data 

collection, cleansing and data assumption checking required to establish a mining industry 

specific shared reliability database. Although data has been collected across 1083 assets from 

seven asset classes, the focus has been to demonstrate how data can be processed and 

represented in a shared database. In order to demonstrate this, a selection of key subunits was 

made to include combinations of different characteristics of interest. 

Minimum reliability database datasets specifying the required fields to populate a shared 

reliability database have been identified. The minimum reliability datasets are comprised of 

datasets to describe asset inventory, maintenance and failure events. The datasets were 

developed from examination of required datasets of existing sector-specific databases and 

taking into account the needs of a mining sector-specific database. 
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Reliability data for a shared reliability database can be obtained from maintenance work 

orders stored in the computerised maintenance management system of mining organisations.  

Mapping between data from maintenance workorders and data required to populate a shared 

reliability database is a non-trivial task. The use of semi-automated data cleansing techniques 

using rule-based cleansing is explored as a means to perform this mapping. 

Nine critical fields from maintenance work order data are identified that contain information 

required to populate the minimum reliability database dataset. These fields include the Basic 

Start Date, Work order ID, Functional Location, Work order Type, Total Actual Costs, Total 

Planned Costs, Manhour and Shorttext fields.  

Coded fields such as the Functional Location and Work order Type fields suffer from 

inaccuracies. Functional Locations are often recorded with values for an incorrect subunit or 

to a higher hierarchical level. Work order type fields can be assigned a work order type that 

does not have a one to one mapping to a censoring status required by the data collection 

framework. Numerical fields such as cost and man hour fields are often left blank or 

populated with values that only reflect a portion of the full cost of the maintenance work. 

Data quality issues in these coded and numerical fields necessitate the cross correlation of 

mismatching or missing information from text based fields. 

Interpretation of text fields such as the Shorttext field is required to extract relevant data 

elements such as the functional location, maintainable item, maintenance action or 

circumstances of failure that may not exist in other fields. The Shorttext field is an 

unstructured field storing freeform text and contains a high number of unique entries. The 

lack of structure implies that important data elements may occur in any sequence and what 

data elements are recorded in each work order may vary.  

The high number of unique entries prevents processing of the entire Shorttext field at once. A 

piecewise system of rule development is instead used. Under this system, rules are tasked 

with processing small sections of each record with the sequential execution of multiple rules 

required to cleanse the entire record. This allows processing of data records with lack of 

structure and missing information. The use of smaller rules with specific data cleansing tasks 

allows the development of rule-libraries. This facilitates reusability by allowing libraries to 

be used across multiple data cleansing activities. Data quality is also improved as rule 

libraries are incrementally updated and made more comprehensive. 
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A finite set of unambiguous keywords exist in the Shorttext field. The presence of keywords 

allows the use of a syntactic rule-based data processing system using keyword spotting. The 

use of a syntactic rule-based system is advantageous due to its ease of implementation. A rule 

based system can be used to perform both data parsing and cleansing steps. Syntactic 

keyword spotting is sufficient to cleanse most required data elements. An exception where 

syntactical keyword spotting did poorly was when subunit or maintainable item keywords 

were used as reference points for positional information (e.g. coolant leak under engine) 

resulting in incorrect assignment to the referenced subunit. The use of a semantic-based data 

processing system using knowledge of positional keywords more complex syntactic-based 

rules is required to prevent misclassification of such data records. 

Historical maintenance data from the mining industry has been exceptionally poor in 

recording information for man hours, down time and repair times. A majority of recorded 

values correspond to null (blank or zero) values or standard values corresponding to start and 

end of shift times that do not actually correspond to actual time executing the maintenance 

action. The lack of accurate man hours, down time and repair time information makes the 

representation of such data in a shared reliability database infeasible unless improvements are 

made in data recording of such fields. 

Positional information for subunits with multiple installations per asset such as turbochargers 

can be poorly recorded in maintenance work orders. Positional information unable to be 

contained within the functional location hierarchy is instead recorded within the Shorttext 

field and is often missing. The lack of positional information introduces uncertainty as to 

which subunit actually failed and disallows accurate determination of times to failure. 

Validation of data cleansing is performed via statistical analysis of times between failures, 

reconciliation of times between failures and maintenance plans, sampling of cleansed records 

and examination of records unable to be cleansed using a rule-based system. Statistical 

analysis of time between failures is used to identify gaps in maintenance history or outliers. 

Reconciliation of times between replacements and maintenance plans is used to identify 

incorrectly recorded censoring statuses. Sampling of records classified by the rule-based 

system can assess the ability of the current rule-set to process the dataset while examination 

of records unable to be cleansed can identify potential additions to the rule set. 
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Conflict resolution and manual adjustment activities are required after rule-based cleansing.  

Conflict resolution activities require the correction of mismatches in assigned subunit, failure 

mode or censoring status. Manual adjustment activities include the deduction of incomplete 

information and correction of incorrectly coded fields. Patterns in manual adjustment 

activities should be identified and enhancements made to rule libraries to address these 

patterns.  

Assumptions used in determining the censoring status of an event have significant impact on 

estimated parameters of lifetime distributions. Example are assumptions around the censoring 

status such as the recording of failure status for maintenance events performed at usage times 

less than half of the desired replacement interval. This assumption results in the recoding of 

some events as failures despite the original recording of these events as preventive 

maintenance events by the operating organisation.  

Key outcomes of this research has been the development of a rule-based cleansing system 

and a rule-development system using rule libraries and a piecewise approach to rule 

development. A manual for performing data cleansing using this system has been developed. 

Future data cleansing activities are facilitated by the use of generic rule libraries developed in 

the cleansing of reliability data for key subunits. 

How should reliability data from a shared database be represented to support different 

reliability and maintenance decisions? 

Many sector-specific reliability databases represent reliability data using counts of failures or 

failure modes. This means of representation imposes an assumption of a constant hazard rate. 

This assumption may be sufficient for some asset types, types of analyses or at specific 

period of time within an asset's operating life.  The Weibull shape parameter value for nine 

key subunits analysed estimated β values between 1.1 and 2 for six of these subunits. This 

indicates that the assumption of a constant hazard rate is not valid with these subunits 

experiencing an increasing hazard rate. 

The provision of two lifetime distributions allows the user to select the most relevant 

distribution depending on the decision to be made. The provision of ranges of lifetime 

distribution parameters experienced by organisations allows benchmarking of a user's 

specific distribution in relation to industry best and worst practice as well as the industry 
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average. In the absence of a specific need for a full lifetime distribution, the provision of 

failure counts in addition to lifetime distribution parameters allows the use of an exponential 

distribution as per other sector-specific databases. 

The representation of reliability data via full lifetime distributions without an assumption of a 

constant hazard rate necessitates the collection of preventive maintenance events in addition 

to failure events. The collection of preventive maintenance events is currently listed as 

desirable rather than critical for many sector-specific reliability databases. To retrospectively 

collect preventive maintenance tasks for existing reliability databases is a non-trivial task that 

is similar in scope to the collection of currently collected failure event sets. As a mining 

sector-specific database has yet to be developed, it is of great importance to specify the 

minimum dataset to be collected to include preventive maintenance tasks prior to data 

collection. The specification of preventative maintenance events in conjunction with failure 

events would therefore add less additional overhead than starting a new data collection 

process in the future. 

Representation of reliability data using lifetime distributions is performed for complete 

subunit replacement events and for all failure events. This facilitates a wider range of 

interpretation at both the entire subunit level and maintainable item level. The representation 

of reliability data for different types of failure may be useful to replicate in existing reliability 

databases, especially when providing digital interfaces with users. 

Reliability data is presented for nine key subunits of mobile mining assets from seven 

organisations producing four commodity types for the first time. Reliability data is presented 

using full lifetime distribution parameters along with a discussion of the significance of these 

parameters for the mining industry. 

Reliability data collected for mobile equipment fleets show sparse failure data for some key 

subunits. Sparse failure data can result from assets with low populations such as excavator 

fleets. Sparse failure data can also occur within asset fleets with less limited populations 

especially for subunits with low rates of failure. Low rates of failure for these subunits can 

arise due to high levels of preventive maintenance such as engines or for subunits with high 

inherent reliability. Poor lifetime distribution parameter estimation is observed for individual 

mine sites with sparse failure data and manifests itself through wide ranges in parameter 
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estimates. The pooling of data into a sector-specific shared database results in statistically 

significant parameter estimations and smaller confidence intervals.   

Many subunits are not meeting their expected lifetime with 20% to 40.7% of key subunits 

requiring complete replacement prior to reaching their scheduled replacement. Downtime 

resulting from minor failures is prevalent with many partial failures occurring at times to 

failure less than the interval between minor maintenance events.  

The alignment of replacement intervals of related subunits is performed to take advantage of 

accessibility, logistical or maintenance synergies. As subunits are changed out at the same 

time, alignment of subunits should ideally be performed for subunits with similar lifetimes. In 

reality, some currently aligned subunits such as radiators and engines have significantly 

different life spans. This results in subunits being replaced before or after the optimal 

replacement interval and correspondingly higher maintenance costs or rates of failure.  

An inability to use a Weibull distribution to represent reliability data necessitates the use of 

failure counts without reference to any lifetime distribution. This approach is non-ideal 

however is used widely for many existing shared reliability databases. The use of failure 

counts is required if trends are detected that necessitate the use of a non-stationary methods 

of data representation or if time to failure data is uncertain or not available. 

How can the relevance of pooled data be increased to support application to operations with 

different operational, environmental and maintenance contexts?+ 

Four proportional hazards models with significant covariates and satisfying all required 

statistical assumptions have been identified. Significant covariates identified include the 

absolute hardness and silicon content of rock, the ratio of preventive to corrective 

maintenance and the sequence number of successive failures. A higher absolute hardness of 

rock and higher silicon percentage composition results in increased hazard rates for excavator 

buckets and loader lift cylinders respectively. A higher preventive to corrective maintenance 

ratio results in a lower hazard rates for loader drive shafts. A higher sequence number for 

successive failures increases hazard rate for lift cylinders, buckets and drive shafts. The 

impact of significant covariates can be assessed by examining the impact of observed 

covariates and calculated coefficient values on the baseline hazard rate. 
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The proportional hazards model fitting process found few significant models that met all 

required statistical assumptions. This suggests that failure behaviour may be complex and not 

easily described by simple covariates. Fitted models satisfying all statistical requirements 

were found for subunits with limited failure modes. Residual analysis found instances of 

underestimation or overestimation of reliability when stratified at the organisational level. 

This suggests additional characteristics that differentiate each organisation may be required. 

Lack of proportionality of hazards was found to be systemic for some equipment classes and 

types of covariates. The use of an initial proportional hazards check to eliminate covariates 

with non-proportional hazards prior to backwards elimination reduces the number of models 

eliminated at subsequent stages of the model fitting process. 

The reduction in mining industry productivity has been widely reported (Driscoll et al. 2013, 

Deloitte 2014). In every year since 2002, mining has produced less output per hour of labour 

employed than the previous year. Today, despite dramatic advances in technology, the ABS 

estimates that mining is achieving 56% less output per hour of work employed and 44% less 

output in terms of capital employed (Driscoll et al. 2013). While there are many potential 

contributions to this drop in productivity, there has been a notable lack of focus by 

commentators about the potential impact of equipment reliability on productivity. If the 

equipment is not available it is not contributing to output, the numerator in the productivity 

ratio. Likewise if equipment needs additional maintenance, this requires additional people 

and parts, increasing the numerator of the equation. The absence of comment about this may 

in part be due to an absence of information about the actual reliability performance of mobile 

assets. The data presented in this thesis provides a starting point for discussions about 

reliability of assets, what lifetime values are acceptable and what are not. It provides 

opportunity to see how the best and worst sites in the sample set are performing and by 

providing detailed steps for the analysis procedure, support organisations to collect, process 

and compare their asset performance with those of the groups represented in the CMERD 

database. The first step in improving the reliability of mobile mining assets in Australia 

which will help to improve productivity and reduce costs is to know what the reliability of 

our assets is. This thesis provides a pathway to achieving this. 
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7.1 LIMITATIONS OF THIS WORK 

Rule based-data cleansing is effective at extracting existing information from historical 

maintenance data. It is however unable to provide information that is missing, incomplete or 

stored in other data sources. Manual adjustment and cleansing is thus required in order to 

ensure data is fit for purpose for a reliability database.  

The presence of external repair contracts where maintenance during contracted periods are 

performed by external contractors leads to gaps in event histories that reduces event counts 

and requires censoring of the first subsequent event. Future work will cross reference 

contracted time periods with databases of external contractors in order to obtain more 

complete event histories. 

Assets included for analysis are mobile mining assets that typically not customised to any 

great extent. Mobile mining assets have high levels of homogeneity in terms of make, 

manufacturer and models. The high level of homogeneity aids grouping of assets into groups 

of peers. Extension of a sector-specific reliability to include fixed plant assets such as 

conveyors and other processing equipment may encounter less homogeneity as many such 

assets are custom built for their intended application. 

As per Appendix J, some covariates of interest are unable to be quantified for inclusion in the 

analysis. Many of these covariates are environmental or maintenance covariates that are asset 

specific. The result of being unable to quantify covariates is the inability to include some 

covariates of interest. 

7.2 FUTURE WORK 

Future work includes the extension of a mining-specific reliability database to include fixed 

plant assets for the mining industry. This requires determining of appropriate boundary 

conditions and ranges of asset parameters for asset peer groups. 

Expansion of data collection to include other data sources for the purposes of cross 

referencing or data validation. Other data sources include delay accounting systems, spares 

and warehousing records, meter readings from individual assets and general ledger 

(accounting) databases. The purpose of such data collection activities is to improve data 
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quality for missing fields, allow exact calculations of active usage times and quantify 

maintenance covariates that may not be available from maintenance data alone. 

The use of additional techniques to future reduce manual data adjustment and data cleansing 

is to be investigated. This includes automation of existing data cleansing routines, deduction 

of missing information via neural networks and automated statistical methods for outlier 

detection. 
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Appendix B. Definition of Reliability Data 

What is Reliability Data? 

Reliability data, as required for any reliability analysis is traditionally comprised of historical 

failure data. Failure data as defined in (ISO 1999) is “data characterizing the occurrence of a 

failure event” wherein failure is defined as “termination of the ability of an item to perform a 

required function”. In order to characterise a failure, failure data is required to capture 

information about what function was terminated, and where and when the failure occurred, 

the cause of failure, its impact and the circumstances preceding the failure event. 

A more modern approach to reliability data acknowledges the interdependence of reliability, 

operation and maintenance, leading to the inclusion of inventory (asset) and maintenance data 

as part of collected reliability data (Sandtorv, Hokstad et al. 1996). The collection and 

analysis of asset and maintenance data allow the use of additional models such as 

maintenance optimisation and planning. The collection of information regarding preventive 

maintenance is also important as failure data collected from real life systems innately 

incorporate the effects of maintenance and operational contexts of the system (Cooke et al. 

2002). 

Reliability data requirements also varies by the type of end user and the downstream analysis 

the data is to be used in. The requirements of an equipment manufacturer or component 

designer may require reliability data at a level capable of identifying failures at the 

component level as well as the failure mode and mechanisms (Cooke and Bedford 2002). A 

risk or reliability end user may be primarily in failure events resulting in complete failures 

with significant safety concerns, environmental consequences or significant loss in the form 

of production downtime, rectification costs and associated damage to plant or equipment. 

Data sets of relevance for such studies would only include complete failures resulting in 

significant repair costs, downtime or environmental consequences to the system. 
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Scales to Measure Usage for Reliability Data 

A key consideration prior to the performance of reliability analysis is the selection of the 

most appropriate scale to measure usage. As this scale is commonly a time based measure, it 

is often referred to as a time scale however different units of measurement such as mileage or 

duty cycles may be used. Properties of a good time scale as having the following properties 

(Duschene 1999): 

• Scientific relevance, 

• Accurate description of variation in failure times based off usage covariates, 

• Compact Distribution, and 

• Meaningful summarisation of effects of covariates of interest. 

The covariates and relative weights to be considered for time scale construction will vary due 

to the specific context. Table 74 shows possible time scale units and their suitability to 

different subunit types, and their ability to model duty levels and operational load. Suitability 

to subunit type takes into account how well the time unit models the failure mechanisms of 

the subunit. Ability to model duty levels refers to whether the time unit can model periods 

where the asset is in an idle state. Ability to model operational load refers to whether the time 

unit can model the level of operational burden (e.g. tonnage per dump cycle). 
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Table 74: Potential Units for Measurement of Time 

Unit of Time 
Measurement 

Description Most appropriate for 

Calendar 
(Absolute) 

Time 

Calendar time (in hours) 
since last event 

 Suitable for components with age related failure mechanisms  
 Suitable for components with calendar time statutory regulations 

 Does not model duty levels or operational load 

Active Usage 
Time 

Utilised time from a 
point where machine was 

operated in a non-idle 
state. 

 Suitable for components with non-age-related mechanisms 
 Models duty levels 

 Does not model operational load 

Mileage Distance (in km) since 
last event 

 Suitable for subunits involved with locomotion  
 Models duty levels 

 Does not model operational load 

Production 
Tonnage 

Material moved (in tons) 
since last event 

 Suitable for subunits involved with earthmoving and some 
subunits associated with locomotion. 

 Models duty levels 
 Models operational load 

Cycles On – off cycles since last 
event 

 Suitable for electrical/electronic subunits 
 Models duty levels 

 Models operational load 

Fuel Burn 
Fuel use or power 

consumed (in litres or 
kWH) since last event. 

 Suitable for subunits involved with locomotion (engines, 
transmissions, wheels, brakes) 
 Models duty levels 

 Models operational load 
 

Calendar time, active usage hours and mileage are time scales that are recorded for each 

individual asset. Active usage hours and mileage are not often recorded in historical 

maintenance data while calendar time is included by default via the date fields in the record 

Production tonnage and fuel burn are time scales recorded for the organisation however are 

not tracked at an individual asset level. Duty cycles are currently not recorded for most 

subunits by any organisation. 

While some time scales may be more appropriate for some subunits than others, no single 

time unit is able to represent all subunits. As an example, while active usage time or mileage 

is able to model duty levels, both scales are unable to distinguish whether an asset is loaded 

or the degree to which the asset is loaded. Such information would be contained within the 

production tonnage information for that asset. Combination time scales may therefore provide 

a closer representation of usage for that asset (Singpurwalla et al. 1998).  
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Appendix C. Work Orders and the Maintenance Process 

The CMMS is the repository for reliability data however data is not stored in the form of 

direct failure event histories. The failure histories have to be extracted from information 

contained in individual maintenance work orders stored on a maintenance work order 

database. Work orders are issued as part of work management procedures and cover both 

reactive and preventive work. While work orders are the main means of propagating 

information or instructions through the system the information transfer process involves 

separate records for requesting jobs and instigating work (Kelly 2006). 

The CMMS usually interfaces with other data bases as part of organisation’s Enterprise 

Resource Planning system through which data on spare parts, people, and other relevant 

information can be obtained. This information can provide key information to guide asset 

management decisions.  

Job Origination
Job Planning Job Scheduling Job Allocation, 

Execution and 
Reporting

Work Request 
(Notification)

Asset History a nd 
Logistics Checks

Job Scoping

Work Order Job Prioritization

Job Planning and 
Resourcing

Available Job 
List

Job Scheduling

Weekly 
Schedule of 

Work

Job Allocation

Work Pack

Execute Work

After Job Reporting

Maintenance Plan

Completed 
WorkorderFeedback to Scheduler

Non Emergency Work

Non Emergency 

Emergency Work

Emergency
Work

Figure 10: Maintenance Work Planning and Scheduling Process 

The mechanism in many mining companies for requesting jobs for corrective work is via a 

notification system. In a notification system, job requests (notifications) are raised by 

operations or condition monitoring personnel and stored within a notification database. 

Notifications may undergo several checks including asset history checks, logistical checks, 

job scoping and approvals prior to the generation of a work order. Links between 
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notifications and work orders are maintained by the propagation of a unique notification 

number in the notification field of the generated work order. Initial failure information such 

as observed symptoms or circumstances of the failure event may be used as initial values for 

some fields in the generated work order. Work orders for planned maintenance tasks are 

generated from the maintenance plans. 

Generated work orders are prioritized and made available to be executed by planners. Jobs 

made available to be executed are allocated resources and compiled into a weekly schedule of 

work by schedulers. Work orders for emergency or high impact breakdown maintenance can 

bypass or undergo shortened job planning activities. Maintenance personnel performing the 

work are allocated work orders and relevant information (work packs) prior to execution of 

maintenance work. After job reporting involves closure of the work order, including 

recording of relevant information into the CMMS. Incomplete tasks or outstanding work are 

fed back to the schedulers for inclusion in the next weekly schedule of work. 

Information contained in completed work orders is updated throughout the maintenance 

process. Updates may occur during job origination, planning, scheduling or execution 

however there is no guarantee that updates are performed at every step in the process. This 

may result in the completed work order not containing the most recent and up to date 

information. The use of multiple people in the data recording process decreases the 

consistency of data recording. 

A further complication for mobile mining equipment is the variety of maintenance and repair 

arrangements. Some mining companies operate their own maintenance shops while others 

sub-contract out maintenance work. Sub-contractors can be independent operators or may be 

OEMs or their licenced dealers. In the case of OEMs or licensed dealers doing the work there 

is often a special type of contract called a Maintenance and Repair Contract (MARC) in 

place. Even in cases where the mining company performs its own maintenance there is often 

an arrangement that major subs-system renewal work such as an engine overhaul is done by 

the OEM or their licensed dealer. The net effect of this is that information on failures and 

repairs can be spread across a variety of players and there may not be a single complete 

source of data (Campbell 1995). 

Opportunity based scheduled maintenance (OBSM) occurs when a preventive replacement is 

performed earlier than its original schedule to take advantage of opportune downtime of an 
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asset. Some reasons for opportune downtime includes replacement of other failed subunits or 

if the equipment unit is placed in an idle state for operational or logistical reasons. OBSM 

events are not traditionally classified as failures (censored events) as the opportunely replaced 

part has not failed (Cooke et al. 2002).  
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Appendix D. Existing Sector-Specific Shared Databases 

The following table describes some existing sector-specific shared reliability databases or 

published reliability data handbooks. Information is captured regarding the industry for which 

the database or handbook is specific too as well as the types of data collected and the means 

of data representation to the end user. 

Table 75: Data Inputs and Outputs of Existing Reliability Databases or Data Handbooks 

Shared Database Industry Types of Data Collected Type of Data Reporting 

Offshore and Onshore 
Reliability Database 

(OReDa) 
Oil and Gas 

Inventory Data 
Failure Event Data 

Maintenance Event Data 

Failure Counts 
Failure Mode 

Operating Time 
Repair Time 

Process Equipment 
Reliability Database 

(PERD) 

Chemical and Process 
Industries 

Inventory Data 
Failure Event Data 

Failure Counts 
Failure Mode 

Operating Time 

Generating Availability 
Data System (GADS) Bulk Power Generation 

Inventory Data 
Outage Data 

Performance Data 
Performance Factors 

Savannah River Site 
(SRS) Nuclear Power Plant Failure Event Data Failure Rate Data 

T-Book Nuclear Power Plant 
Components  Failure Rate Data 

Repair Time 

R-Book Nuclear Power Plant 
Piping 

Inventory Data 
Failure Event Data 

 

Failure Counts 
Failure Mode 

Operating Time 

Mil-HDBK-217 Electronic Equipment 
Inventory Data 

Failure Event Data 
 

Failure Rate Data 
Stress Factor Data 

Wellmaster Well Equipment Inventory Data 
Failure Event Data Unknown 

System and Part 
Integrated Data Resource 

(SPIDR) 

Generic Industry - 
Mechanical, Electronic 

Components 
Unknown 

Failure Rate Data 
Failure Mode 

Stress Factor Data 
 

European Industry 
Reliability Data Bank 

(EiReDa) 

Nuclear Power Plant 
Components 

Inventory Data 
Failure Event Data 

 

Failure Rate Data 
Failure Mode 
Repair Time 

IEEE-STD-500 
 

Nuclear Power Plant 
Components 

Inventory Data 
Failure Event Data 

Failure Impact 

Failure Rate Data 
Failure Mode 
Repair Time 

PREP Database 

 Power Distribution, 
Power Generation, And 

Heating, 
Ventilating and Air 

Conditioning 

Inventory Data 
Failure Event Data 

Maintenance Event Data 

Failure Rate Data 
Repair Time 

Failure Counts 
Operating Time 

Mining Intelligence and 
Benchmarking Mining Industry Unknown Performance Indicators 
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Most shared reliability databases represent reliability data via failure rates or failure counts. 

Shared databases representing reliability data as failure counts include OReDa, PERD and R-

Book. Failure counts by these databases are provided as failure mode counts experienced 

within a specified operating time. Failure rate data as provided by the MIL-HDBK-217 

handbook, SPIDR, IEEE-STD-500 and EiReDa are provided as failure rates (typically per 

106 hours) without reference to event counts. Failure rates can be provided for whole 

components, by failure mode across included stress levels. Other types of reliability data that 

are presented as part of a shared reliability database includes repair times and performance 

factors.  

Data inputs to most shared reliability databases consists of inventory data and failure event 

data. Inventory data contains information required to identify the asset or subunit of the asset 

included in the database. Failure event data contains information required to identify a failure 

event and the circumstances around the failure. Other data inputs includes maintenance data 

(OReDa), outage and performance data (GADS) and failure impact data (IEEE-STD-500). 
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Appendix E. Manual for Rule-Based Data Cleansing for the Mining Industry 

This section describes the use of a rule-based methodology to obtain the failure history for an 

asset or asset subunit that is fit for purpose for a reliability database. A process map for the 

data cleansing process is shown in Figure 11. The process encompasses the definition of 

subunit, collection of data, using and addressing limitations of a rule based data cleansing 

system and testing for the existence of trends in data.  
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Figure 11: Process chart for Rule-based Data Cleansing for Mining Maintenance Data. 
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1. Identify Subunit and MI Boundaries 

The boundary conditions of the subunit of interest should be developed, consisting of a list of 

included and excluded MI and associated failure modes. A list of maintenance actions and 

items are regarded as consumables due to negligible downtime or cost should also be 

developed as part of this step. 

2. Collect Maintenance Work order Data 

A comprehensive work order history should be collected for all assets to be included in the 

analysis. Asset histories should ideally encompass all work orders since asset commissioning. 

A minimum set of common work order field headings are as follows: 

 Basic Start Date, 

 Functional Location, 

 WorkOrder Type, 

 Shorttext, 

 Total Actual Cost, and 

 Long Text. 

 

3. Collect Maintenance Plans or Schedule 

Information regarding the planned maintenance regime for that asset should be collected. 

Information required at this step includes :Expected usage hours per year, 

 Intervals between planned fixed interval replacements,  

 Intervals and types of minor maintenance tasks including servicing and lubrication 

events, and 

 Dates of asset commission and decommission (if applicable)  

Maintenance schedule should be collected for all subunits of that asset and should not be 

restricted to the subunit of interest only. 

4. Collect Information Regarding MARC Contracts 
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Collect information on contract periods wherein a significant part of all maintenance work is 

performed by an external contractor. Information required at this point includes 

 Start and end dates of maintenance contract and 

 List of included subunits and maintenance tasks for all externally maintained contract 

periods. 

5. Identify Maintenance Costs for Subunit 

The maintenance costs for the subunit should be identified for the following scenarios: 

 Labour and Replacement Part, 

 Labour Only, 

 Replacement Parts only, 

 Scheduled servicing (if applicable), 

 Regular lubrication events (if applicable), 

 Condition monitoring events (if applicable), and 

 Other subunit specific events (e.g. fluid flushes). 

6. Identify Period of Fixed Interval Replacement 

The interval between time based replacements should be determined from the maintenance 

plans. Intervals specified in calendar time should be converted to usage hours using the 

expected usage hours per year extracted from maintenance plans. A threshold of maximum 

permissible time a unit can be installed on an asset is to be determined from the planned 

replacement interval. 

7. Identify Subunits with Aligned Fixed Interval Replacement 

Subunits with planned time based replacement aligning with the subunit of interest should be 

identified. Key characteristics of note in identifying relevant subunits include subunits with 

close physical proximity, function or sharing similar maintenance accessibility requirements. 

Subunits with aligned time based replacement should have the same interval for replacement 

as well as usage hour offsets in the relevant maintenance plans. 
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Modify Generic Rule Set with Subunit Specific Rules 

“Updating Rule set with Subunit Specific Rules” is required to update the generic rule set in 

order to target the desired subunit and maintainable items unique to that subunit. This 

requires developing a short sequence of rules typically comprising of 2 to 10 rules that target 

commonly used terms for the subunit under analysis. The rules added should aim to capture 

all events for that subunit even if one or more data elements that make up the data recorded is 

missing or inconsistent.  

8. Identify Common Functional Location and Short Text Terminology 

The purpose of this sequence is to extend the Shorttext and Functional Location rules of the 

generic rule set to include subunit specific rules. Common Shorttext terms such as full 

spellings, abbreviations and commonly used acronyms should be identified and commonly 

misspelt permutations of these terms included. Functional location rules includes rules 

handling the organisationally intended functional location of the subunit as well as commonly 

misspelt permutations of these terms if the functional location is comprised of discrete 

alphanumeric strings. 

9. Execute Rule Set and Filter By Functional Location 

Output data using the current rule set should be filtered by currently captured functional 

locations of the subunit. Additional strings referring to the subunit, including previously 

unknown misspellings, abbreviations or acronyms should be identified in the shown Shorttext 

field for displayed functional locations. 

10. Update Rules Set With Rules for Subunit Shorttext Entries 

Additional rules incorporating identified Shorttext variants should be incorporated into the 

subunit specific rules of the rule set. 

11. Execute Rule Set and Filter by Shorttext Entries 

Output data using the current rule set should be filtered by currently captured Shorttext fields 

of the subunit. Additional functional locations referring to the subunit, including commonly 

misassigned functional locations should be identified. 

12. Update Rule Set with Missing Functional Locations 
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Additional rules incorporating identified Shorttext variants should be incorporated into the 

subunit specific rules of the rule set. 

13. Repeat For Subunits with Aligned FIR Intervals 

The above steps in 8-12 should be repeated for all identified subunits with aligned preventive 

replacements. These subunits should be clearly marked as separate subunits in the Subunit 

field of the output data. 

14.  Execute Updated Rule Set on Maintenance Workorders 

Update Rule Set for Missing Entries 

The purpose of this section is to update the generic rule set with additional maintenance 

actions, failure causes or maintainable item lists that have not been previously encountered. 

15. Examine Cleansed Records for Missing Data Fields 

Output cleansed data should be filtered to determine cleansed data records with at least one 

missing field out of the fields of Maintenance Action, Failure Cause or Maintainable Item.  

16. To 21. Filter Output for Blank Maintenance Action Entries 

In cases where over 10% of records have missing entries, the output cleansed data should be 

filtered to show blank entries and missing entries deduced from surrounding information. 

Manual Data Adjustment 

This section outlines the steps required to rectify issues unable to be adequately addressed by 

rule based data cleansing.  

22. Add Start and End Dates for Periods of Active Asset Use 

Asset commission and decommission dates are added to the output of the rule based data 

cleansing. Asset commission dates are taken as the date of commissioning if known, or 

otherwise taken as the date of the first maintenance work order. Asset Start dates do not have 

an associated time since last event or associated failure mode or censoring status. 

Asset decommission dates are taken as the end of active use of the assets for currently 

decommissioned assets or the date that data extraction was performed for that asset. 
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Maintenance work orders scheduled in the future from the data extraction date, such as work 

orders for PM activities generated in advance are removed from the work order history. All 

ending dates are marked as censored events with a failure mode of “End of Observation 

Period”. 

23. Remove Duplicate Work Orders Referring to Same Maintenance Activity. 

Work orders referring to the same maintenance activity are combined to represent a single 

event in the final maintenance history. Work orders determined this way are those that refer 

to work on the same subunit on the same or next calendar day. The failure mode of the 

combined work order is taken from the failure modes of the constituent work orders in the 

order of preference as follows: 

1. Full Replacement, 

2. Highest cost failure mode, and 

3. Unspecified. 

Multiple work orders with a combined cost greater than 80% of the cost of a full replacement 

of the subunit are combined with a failure mode of “Full Replacement” even if no constituent 

work order is marked as a “Full Replacement”. 

24. Remove Entries Marked with Status Field of NCMP 

Entries marked with a work order status entry of “Do Not Execute” or NCMP status code are 

removed from the maintenance history.  

25. Remove Entries Marked with Status of TECO and TAC Of 0 

Entries marked with a work order status of “TECO” and with corresponding cost fields of $0 

(or blank cost fields) are regarded as not executed and removed from maintenance history. 

26. Remove Work Orders with Shorttext Fields Showing Cost or Incomplete Codes 

Work orders with Shorttext fields marked with the following string patterns are regarded as 

not executed and removed from maintenance history 

 xxx Work order Text xxx, 

 $$ Work order Text, and 
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 Cost of …. 

In addition work orders including text indicating the repair, acquisition or transportation of a 

spare part is regarded as not relevant to a specific asset’s maintenance history. 

27. Determine Interval between Entries Marked As Preventive Replacements 

Intervals between entries marked as preventive replacements (Failure mode of full 

replacement, censoring status of censored) are determined by the summation of all usage 

times of events between each preventive replacement.  

28. Adjust Censoring Status for Early Preventive Replacements 

Maintenance events marked as preventive replacement events by the contributory 

organisation verified as preventive replacements rather than incipient failure by comparing 

the time since the last verified preventive replacement to the intended working life.  

Events marked as preventive replacement by the organisation are reclassified as incipient 

failure if the following criteria are met: 

 Interval since previously verified preventive replacement is less than half the planned 

working life 

 Subunit replacement occurs in isolation from the rest of the asset and does not align 

with preventive replacement of any other major subunits. 

Or 

 Existence of work orders within the previous 14 days that indicate subunit shows 

symptoms of incipient failure. 

29. Determine Missing Fields from TAC and TPC Fields 

Events with TAC or TPC fields greater than 80% of the cost of complete failure are assigned 

a maintenance action of “Full Replacement”.  

30. Determine Missing Maintenance Action 

Events containing a failure cause, failure mode or observed symptom are assigned the most 

likely maintenance action used to rectify similar causes, modes or observed symptoms. 
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31. Mark Remaining Maintenance Actions and Failure Modes 

All other events with missing maintenance actions are assigned an action of “Repair”. 

Missing Failure modes are assigned the failure mode of “Unspecified”. 

32. Adjust Censoring Status for Events with Mismatching Fields 

Events with mismatching censoring status, failure causes, observed symptoms or failure 

modes are adjusted to resolve any data conflicts. Adjustment of censoring status to that of a 

failure is performed for the following mismatches 

 Condition Monitoring maintenance action with detected failure cause or observed 

symptom  

 Servicing or lubrication event with detected failure cause or observed symptom 

 Preventive replacement event with detected failure cause or observed symptom 

 Servicing or condition monitoring events with TAC fields greater than twice that of 

identified servicing or condition monitoring costs. 

33. Identify Intervals Exceeding Organisationally Scheduled FIR 

Intervals between events that exceed organisationally scheduled replacement intervals are 

examined for potential missing events. An interval between events is considered beyond the 

threshold if it is greater than 10% of the scheduled replacement interval. 

34. Identify Replacements of Aligned Subunits 

Preventive replacements of the subunit are compared with maintenance events of aligned 

subunits. Subunits are considered aligned if they are 

 Part of a commonly referred system (e.g. transmission system comprised of gearbox, 

drive shafts and final drives)  

 Preventively replaced at the same time due to similarities in FIR intervals, 

 Preventively replaced due to similarities in physical location in the asset (e.g. 

radiators and turbochargers located in the engine bay). 

Preventive replacements of subunits within an aligned group are compared to preventive 

replacements of other subunits in the group. Preventive replacements of subunits that occur in 
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isolation from other subunits in the group are classified as failure events. Events immediately 

subsequent to intervals greater than one standard deviation from the organisationally 

scheduled replacement interval are classified as outliers and excluded from the study. 

Handling MARC Contracts 

36. Compare Failure Types and Intensity between MARC and Non MARC Periods 

Comparison of differences in failure behaviour between MARC and Non MARC periods is 

performed in the following ways. 

 Proportion of preventive to corrective maintenance tasks between MARC and Non 

MARC periods. 

 Proportion of occurrence of each failure mode (out of the total number of failures) 

between MARC and Non MARC periods. 

37. Differences in Failure Behaviour Observed? 

Differences in failure behaviour is characterised by a significant change in proportions of 

occurrence. Significant changes in failure behaviour include: 

 Significant reduction or complete absence of preventive or corrective maintenance 

tasks during MARC periods when compared to Non MARC periods. 

 Significant reduction or complete absence of one or more failure modes during 

MARC periods when compared to Non MARC periods. 

38. Remove Records During and Immediately Subsequent to MARC Periods 

The existence of differences in failure behaviour between MARC and Non-MARC periods 

results in the elimination of events during and subsequent to all MARC periods for that asset. 

Total operating and absolute time calculations are also adjusted downwards to reflect the 

removal of MARC time periods. 

Trend Hypothesis Testing and Distribution Fitting 

39. Perform Trend Hypothesis Tests 

The following analytical trend tests are conducted on event data from each individual site. 
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 Laplace Trend Test : Ho =  HPP, Ha = NHPP (Exponential Law Model) 

 Military Handbook Test: Ho = HPP, Ha =  NHPP (Power Law or Duane Model) 

 Lewis Robinson Test: Ho =  HPP, Ha = NHPP (Exponential Law Model) 

 Anderson Darling Test: Non monotonic trend test 

40. Trend Observed? 

A rejection of the null hypothesis for any analytical trend tests will result in further 

investigation of the trend which exists and determination of trend attributes prior to 

rectification of trend. 

41. Identify Trend Type and Starting Date 

A Total Time on Test (TTT) graphical trend test is developed to aid identification of trend 

type and start date. 

42. Stratify Records by Time and Remove Records from Older Time Strata 

Data sets with identified trend are stratified by time from using the previously identified trend 

start dates. The start date of a trend is the point at which an abrupt change in slope in the TTT 

plot occurs. In the absence of an abrupt change in slope, indicating a continuous improvement 

or degradation trend, stratification occurs at the midpoint in time of the dataset. In all cases of 

stratification, data points from the older time strata are eliminated and the count of excluded 

data points corresponding increased to reflect the excluded data points.  

43. Determine Most Appropriate Weibull Distribution Type and Parameters 

44. Remove Subunit Specific Rules 

An updated generic rule set is obtained from the subunit specific rule set by the removal of 

rules identifying the subunit Shorttext and Functional Location entries only. Subunit specific 

maintainable items, actions, failure causes or failure modes are not required to be removed 

from the generic rule set unless speed of execution of the rule set is of significant importance. 

45. Removal of Duplicate Work orders 

Duplicate work orders that refer to a single maintenance event are removed from the dataset. 

Maintenance work recorded by work orders that occur within a threshold time window are 
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assumed to be part of a single maintenance event. The threshold period is taken to be the 

duration of the regular shutdown for asset maintenance of two days. The maintenance event 

is assumed to begin on the day of the first maintenance work orders. Subsequent work orders 

within the threshold period are eliminated from the failure event history. The maintenance 

action of the event may also be adjusted to that of a full replacement of the subunit if the 

combined scope of all work orders is greater than 80% of the entire subunit. 

Adjustment of Censoring Status 

Preventive replacement events are required to have the censoring status for the event marked 

as a failure for the following scenarios: 

 A replaced unit’s active usage hours (AUH) less than half of the planned FIR 

interval. The FIR interval is obtained from the organisation’s maintenance plan or 

extracted from Shorttext field of preventive replacement work orders.  

 Recorded failure symptoms recorded in or recently prior to the replacement work 

order. For example, “Engine blowing blue smoke” recorded in a work order prior to 

the engine replacement. Recorded failure symptoms are considered specific to a 

failure if they are recorded within the same interval prior a scheduled minor 

maintenance window. 

 Preventive replacements of subunits without concurrent replacement of aligned 

subunits. For example, replacement of a single turbocharger instead of replacing all 

four turbochargers, or individual subunits forming the transmission or engine 

systems. 

Corrective maintenance events are required to be adjusted to censored events for the 

following scenarios: 

 Multiple replacements due to a failure of a single unit. The censoring status of 

functioning units is adjusted to that of a preventive replacement if the usage hours is 

greater than 50% of the planned FIR interval. The censoring status of the failed unit is 

maintained as a failure. 

 Minor maintenance tasks performed with the machine offline. These tasks are 

identified by their regular occurrence and matching Shorttext entries. 
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Reconciliation of Planned Replacement Intervals 

Preventive replacement events are required to be validated against the preventive replacement 

schedule of the organisation. This process is required to identify purported preventive 

replacement events with significant deviations from the replacement schedule of the asset 

owner. Validation is performed by: 

 Determining the number of elapsed AUH between each preventive replacement event. 

 Compare each interval between preventive replacement events 

 For intervals less than ½ of FIR interval, censoring status is adjusted to that of failure. 

Externally Performed Maintenance Periods 

Periods of externally performed maintenance are identified by high cost and regularly 

occurring work orders (usually 1 year or monthly recurrence) or listed as part of an 

organisations maintenance plans. Periods of externally performed maintenance are manually 

adjusted as follows: 

 Active usage time incurred during externally maintained periods are eliminated from 

AUH counts.  

 Complete and partial failure events occurring during externally maintained periods are 

eliminated  

 The first complete or partial failure subsequent to the end of the externally maintained 

period is eliminated 

In the medical field, the equivalent of an externally maintained period is when a patient under 

study leaves the study for a significant period before re-entering the study. In this scenario, 

the concept of time at risk is applied, wherein the patient is censored at the point of leaving 

the study, with the time at risk resuming when the patient re-joins the study. This is to avoid 

bias towards only including patients with better survival traits, as patients who die while 

outside the study never re-join. This approach was not used in our situation as there have 

been no instances where equipment under externally maintained periods are decommissioned 

during that period. 
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Non-Operational Periods 

Non-operational periods wherein the asset is not in active use due to logistical or operational 

regions can be identified by one or more of the following: 

 Decrease in rate of occurrence of failures. This can be seen plot of failure events 

counts against time. Non-operational periods are characterised by failure event counts 

close to zero. 

 Reduction in frequency of minor maintenance work orders 

 Work orders indicating a decommissioning or recommissioning of the asset. 

Active usage time during periods of non-operation are assumed to be zero and eliminated 

from the active usage time counts. Failure and censored events immediately subsequent to the 

recommissioning or recommencement of operations remain unchanged. 

 

Figure 12: Failure Work order Frequency Chart (Two Monthly Failure Count) 
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Appendix F. Failure Distributions 

Reliability distributions are used to represent failure characteristics of asset populations. The 

failure characteristics of an item are complex functions that depend on many factors 

including interactions with other items, its environment, its operational requirements and the 

manner in which it is maintained (Cooke et al. 2002). Failure characteristics also differ for 

different assets, therefore requiring a large range of available statistical models in order to 

adequately model different failure behaviours. 

Characterisation of failure behaviour with a failure distribution allows the summarisation of a 

complex group of random variables (failure events) as a small number of distribution 

parameters. For some common distributions such as the normal distribution, exponential 

distribution and Weibull distribution, understanding of the corresponding distribution 

parameters is well known among reliability practitioners and are easily interpretable. 

Examples of commonly used failure distributions include: 

 Exponential distribution, 

 Normal distribution, 

 Lognormal distribution, 

 Weibull distribution, 

 Gamma distribution, and 

 Gumbel distribution. 

The selection of an appropriate distribution that best models the specific failure behaviour of 

the asset under analysis becomes important. 

Normal Distribution 

The normal distribution is a 2 parameter distribution with a probability density function of 

𝒇(𝒙) =
𝟏

𝝈√𝟐𝝅
𝒆

−
(𝒙−𝝁)𝟐

𝟐𝝈𝟐    ( 2 ) 

Where µ is the location parameter of the distribution and σ is the standard deviation. 
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Exponential Distribution 

The exponential distribution is a 1 parameter distribution characterised by a probability 

density function of  

𝒇(𝒕) = 𝝀𝒆−𝝀𝒕   ( 3 ) 

Where λ is the rate parameter of the distribution.  

The exponential distribution as a lifetime failure distribution possesses the advantage of 

mathematical simplicity. An example of its mathematical simplicity is its mean time to failure 

(MTTF = 1 / λ) and its constant failure rate obtainable by the simple division of failure counts 

over time (ISO 1999). 

The property of a constant failure rate for the exponential distribution allows the modelling of 

failure distributions of components that neither degrade nor experience burn-in 

characteristics. It is also applied for specific applications wherein a component has reached 

steady state operation and from thereon, a proportional of its operational life that is free of 

end of life degradation effects (Cooke 1996). 

Lognormal Distribution 

The lognormal distribution characterised by a probability density function of: 

𝒇(𝒕) =
𝟏

𝝈𝒙√𝟐𝝅
𝒆

−
[𝐥𝐧 𝒙−𝝁]𝟐

𝟐𝝈𝟐    ( 4 ) 

The distribution is skewed and approximates a normal distribution for small values of σ. 

A similar distribution to the lognormal distribution is the log-logistic distribution with a pdf 

of  

𝒇(𝒕) =

𝜷

𝜼
(

𝒕

𝜼
)𝜷−𝟏

(𝟏+(
𝒕

𝜼
)𝜷)𝟐

   ( 5 ) 

The log-logistic distribution resembles the lognormal distribution however with higher 

kurtosis (heavier tails). The lognormal distribution is often used to model times to repair and 

failures in mechanical systems with fatigue related failure modes. The lognormal distribution 
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was also found to be the model of best fit for hydraulic systems in a load-haul-dump truck 

(Kumar et al. 1989). 

Gamma Distribution 

The gamma distribution is a 3 parameter distribution with a pdf of: 

𝒇(𝒕;  𝜷, 𝜽, 𝜿) =
𝜷

Г(𝜿)𝜽
(

𝒕

𝜽
)𝜿𝜷−𝟏𝒆−(

𝒕

𝜽
)𝜷

   ( 6 ) 

Where θ is the scale parameter, β and κ are shape parameters. The gamma distribution is a 

flexible distribution that includes other commonly used distributions such as the Weibull 

distribution as a special case of the gamma distribution. The complexity of the gamma 

distribution and difficulties in parameter estimation however reduces its use in failure 

analysis. It has been used by Huynh et al. to model deterioration levels due to gradual 

degradation mechanisms (Huynh et al. 2011).  

Weibull Distribution 

The Weibull distribution is a distribution with up to three parameters. The pdf of a 3 

parameter Weibull distribution is given by: 

𝒇(𝒕) =  
𝜷

𝜼
(

𝒕−𝜸

𝜼
)

𝜷−𝟏
𝒆

−(
𝒕−𝜸

𝜼
)

𝜷

   ( 7 ) 

Where β > 0 is the shape parameter, η > 0 is the scale parameter and -∞ < γ < ∞ is the 

location parameter. 

The Weibull distribution is a flexible distribution that can model or approximate other 

commonly used distributions. In particular the special case of β=1 reduces Weibull 

distribution to the exponential distribution while β ≈ 3.5 approximates the normal 

distribution. The parameters and their interpretations of the Weibull distribution are well 

known by reliability practitioners. The flexibility of the Weibull distribution makes it suitable 

to model the failure distributions of many components. It has been used in reliability analysis 

and found to be the most appropriate distribution to model the failure characteristics of  

engines, brake systems and transmission systems of a load haul dump truck(Kumar et al. 

1989).  
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Gumbel Distribution 

The Gumbel distribution is a left skewed distribution with a probability density function of 

𝒇(𝒕) =
𝟏

𝜼
𝒆−

𝒕−𝜸
𝜼

+𝒆
−

𝒙−𝜸
𝜼

   ( 8 ) 

Where γ is the location parameter and η is the scale parameter. 

Gumbel distributions are often used to model lifetimes of components with a high failure rate 

after a threshold age. An example is the use of a Gumbel distribution to model pit depths due 

to corrosion in welded offshore steel structures (Chaves et al. 2014). 
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Appendix G. Weibull Plot Analysis 

This section shows the results of fitting a Weibull distribution to time to failure data for the 

key subunits of mobile mining assets analysed in this study. The plots included in this section 

are Weibull plots and include censored data. 

Rear Dump Truck Engine Subunit 

 

   (a)      (b) 

Figure 13: Weibull Plots for Rear Dump Truck Engine Subunits 

(a) Replacement Events Only (b) All Failure Events () 

 

Figure 14: 3 Parameter Weibull Fit (γ = 42) for RDT Engine Subunits (All Failure Modes)  
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Rear Dump Truck Final Drive Subunit 

 

   (a)      (b) 

Figure 15: Weibull Plots for Rear Dump Truck Engine Final Drive Subunits  

(a) Replacement Events Only (b) All Failure Events  

 

Rear Dump Truck Turbocharger Subunit 

Turbocharger subunit time to failures were not available due to lack of positional 

information. Weibull distribution fits are not provided. 
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Front End Loader Engine Subunit 

 

   (a)      (b) 

Figure 16: Weibull Plots for Front End Loader Engine Subunits 

(a) Replacement Events Only (b) All Failure Events 

 

Front End Loader Radiator Subunit 

 

   (a)      (b) 

Figure 17: Weibull Plots for Front End Loader Radiator Subunits 

(a) Replacement Events Only (b) All Failure Events 
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Front End Loader Lift Cylinder Subunit 

 

   (a)      (b) 

Figure 18: Weibull Plots for Front End Loader Lift Cylinder Subunits 

(a) Replacement Events Only (b) All Failure Events 

 

Front End Loader Driveshaft Subunit 

 
  (a)      (b) 

Figure 19: Weibull Plots for Front End Loader Driveshaft Subunits 

(a) Replacement Events Only (b) All Failure Events 
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Front End Loader Engine Control Module Subunit 

 

   (a)      (b) 

Figure 20: Weibull Plots for Front End Loader Engine Control Module Subunits 

(a) Replacement Events Only (b) All Failure Events 

 

Excavator Bucket Subunit 

 

   (a)      (b) 

Figure 21: Weibull Plots for Excavator Bucket Subunits 

(a) Replacement Events Only (b) All Failure Events 
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Figure 22: 3-Parameter Weibull Plot for Excavator Bucket Subunits 
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Appendix H. Independent and Identically Distributed Data Trend Tests 

Total Time on Test 

Total Time on Test (TTT) plots is a graphical test plotting the scaled failure number against 

the total time on test statistic given by: 

𝑻𝑺 =  
∫ 𝒑(𝒕)

𝒕𝒊

𝟎
𝒅𝒕

∫ 𝒑(𝒕)𝒅𝒕
𝑻

𝟎

   ( 9 ) 

Where p(t) is the number of units under test at time t. The plot of scaled failure number 

against the TTT statistic should be linear across the main diagonal. 

Nelson-Aalen Plot 

The Nelson-Aalen plot is a scatterplot of the cumulative intensity function Λ against time 

given by: 

𝚲(𝐭) = ∑
𝟏

𝒀(𝑻𝒊𝒋)𝑻𝒊𝒋≤𝒕           ( 10 ) 

Where Tij is the time of i-th failure of j-th process 

And Y(Tij) is the number of processes operating before Tij 

This results in a straight line in the case of no trend. Deviations from a straight line indicates 

some trend exists. 

Laplace Test 

The Laplace test is a hypothesis test with a null hypothesis of a homogeneous Poisson 

process (HPP) and an alternate hypothesis of a non-homogenous Poisson process (NHPP). 

The Laplace test statistic L is calculated as: 

𝑳 =
∑ 𝑻𝒋−

𝟏

𝟐
𝒏(𝒃+𝒂)𝒏

𝒋=𝟏

√
𝟏

𝟏𝟐
𝒏(𝒃−𝒂)𝟐

    ( 11 ) 

The Laplace test statistic is expected to be zero with the null hypothesis of HPP rejected if 

L<-1.96 or L>1.96 at the 5% significance level. 
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Lewis Robinson Test 

The Lewis Robinson Test is a hypothesis test with a null hypothesis of a renewal process. 

Under a renewable process, the system is returned to a good as new state. The Lewis 

Robinson test statistic LR is derived from the Laplace test statistic by: 

𝑳𝑹 =
𝑳�̅�

𝝈(𝑿)
   ( 12 ) 

Where L is the Laplace test statistic, and X is the set of times between failures. 

Military Handbook Trend Test 

The Military Handbook trend test is a hypothesis test with a null hypothesis of an HPP and an 

alternate hypothesis of NHPP with monotonic intensity. The Military handbook test has a test 

statistic MH given by: 

𝑴𝑯 = 𝟐 ∑ ∑ 𝐥𝐧(
𝒃𝒊−𝒂𝒊

𝑻𝒊𝒋−𝒂𝒊
)𝒏𝒊

𝒋=𝟏
𝒎
𝒊=𝟏     ( 13 ) 

The Military Handbook test statistic is χ2 with 2p where p is the total number of failures 

across all systems (time truncated). 

Cramer-von Mises Trend Test 

The Cramer-von Mises trend test measures distance between the TTT plot and the empirical 

distribution. The Cramer-von Mises test statistic CVM is given by: 

𝑪𝑽𝑴 = ∫ 𝑪𝑵
𝟐𝟏

𝟎
(𝒗) 𝒅𝒗   ( 14 ) 

Where  

𝑪𝑵(𝒗) =  √𝒏(𝑭𝑵(𝒗) − 𝒗)   ( 15 ) 

The Cramer-von Mises test measures departures from the HPP assumption however is weak 

at detecting non-monotonic trends where plot area is present on both sides of the diagonal 

(Kvaløy et al. 1998). 
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Anderson Darling Trend Test 

The Anderson Darling test uses the Cramer-von Mises test statistic with a weighting to give 

preference to observations at the tails. The Anderson Darling test statistic AD differs from the 

Cramer-von Mises test statistic as given by: 

𝐴𝐷 = ∫ 𝐶𝑁
2

1

0

(𝑣)
1

𝑣(1 − 𝑣)
 𝑑𝑣  

The weighting factor of 1/(v(1-v)) gives greater importance to observations at the tails 

(Kvaløy et al. 1998). 

Mann Trend Test 

The Mann test is a hypothesis test with a null hypothesis that the processes is a renewal 

process. The test statistic is calculated by counting the number of reverse arrangements where 

a reverse arrangement occurs when: 

𝑻𝒊 <  𝑻𝒋 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝒊 < 𝒋   ( 16 ) 

The expected value for the test statistic is: 

𝒏(𝒏−𝟏)

𝟒
   ( 17 ) 

With significant deviations from this expected value indicative of a departure from an RP. 
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Appendix I. Covariate Analysis Methods 

Proportional Hazards Model 

The proportional hazards model states that the hazard rate of a population Hi(t) is 

proportional to the observed values of covariates by the formula below  

𝝀(𝒕;  𝒁𝟏,  𝒁𝟐, . . 𝒁𝒌) = 𝝀𝟎(𝒕)𝒆
𝜷𝟏𝒁𝟏(𝒕)+ 𝜷𝟐𝒁𝟐(𝒕)+ … 𝜷𝒏𝒁𝒌(𝒕)

  ( 18 ) 

Where λ0(t) is the baseline hazard rate, Z1 to Zk are the observed covariate values and β1 to βk 

are the calculated covariate coefficients.  

The PHM is semi-parametric as the baseline hazard rate λ0(t) does not follow a predetermined 

distribution however parametric variants exist. A common parametric variant of the PHM 

assuming the baseline hazard rate function λ0(t) is Weibull with the corresponding form of: 

𝝀𝟎(𝒕) =
𝜷

𝜼
(

𝒕

𝜼
)

𝜷−𝟏
 ( 19 )  

  

The PHM and variants of the PHM, are widely used techniques where there is adequate 

sample size for analysis. A conventional rule of thumb recommends at least 10 events for 

every covariate to be included (Kobbacy et al. 1997). Where sufficient data is available, it is 

an effective method to examine the effect of as many covariates as necessary. 

Tests for Goodness of Fit of a Proportional Hazards Model 

Goodness of fit of created models is assessed by assessing residual plots for patterns or 

outliers. Two residual types exist for Cox regression models. The first is the Martingale 

Residual with the equation as follows: 

Mi(t) = δ(t) – exp(β’Z’) ∫ 𝝀𝟎 (𝒕)   ( 20) 

Where  

δ(t) is the observed count of events (1 for failure events, 0 for censored events) 

β’ is the vector of coefficients for the Cox regression model 

Z’ is the vector of observed covariate values  
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λ0(t) is the baseline hazard rate function for the Cox regression model. 

The Martingale Residual is not symmetrically distributed and hence is less easily 

interpretable. Normalisation of Martingale Residuals results in Deviance Residuals which are 

more symmetrically distributed residuals. Deviance residuals should be symmetrically 

distributed around zero with a standard deviation of one. Assessing goodness fit for PHMs 

has been performed by Jardine et al. to assess PHMs developed for aircraft and marine 

engines (Jardine et al. 1987). 

Tests for Proportionality of Hazards 

An assumption made of the PHM is that proportionality of hazards is maintained across time. 

The proportional hazards assumption (PHA) can be verified by graphical and analytical 

methods. Kalbfleisch and Prentice suggest a graphical verification of the PHA via 

stratification of data and plotting of the log-cumulative hazard rate against time. The resultant 

plots should be approximately parallel. This approach has been used by (Bendell et al. 1986, 

Kumar et al. 1992). A drawback of this graphical test is the level of subjectivity in 

determining if the resultant plots are parallel.  

Non-graphical methods includes the inclusion of time varying covariates into the PHM. Cox 

constructs a covariate incorporating a time dependency and tests this covariate for 

significance (Ng'Andu 1997, Desikan et al. 2010). Grambsh and Therneau use a chi-square 

test statistic on scaled Schoenfeld residuals where a Schoenfeld residual SR (Grambsch et al. 

1994) is defined as  

𝐒𝐑 = 𝒙𝒊𝒋 − ∑ 𝒙𝒋𝒑𝒋
𝒋
𝟏    ( 21 ) 

Therneau proposes a score process wherein the Martingale Residual given by: 

𝑹𝑴𝒊 = 𝑪𝒊 − 𝑯(𝒕𝒊)  ( 22 ) 

Where Ci is a 1 on failure events or 0 on censored events and H(ti) is the cumulative hazard at 

time ti at which the event occurred. The test statistic uses the supremum (least upper bound) 

of a Brownian Bridge process (Ng'Andu 1997).  The efficacy of the time-dependent covariate 

test, weighted residuals test and the linear correlation test are equivalent, although the linear 

correlation test can suffer when testing highly correlated covariates (Ng'Andu 1997). 
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Generalised Linear Models 

Generalised Linear Models (GLM) are extensions of ordinary linear regression where 

response variables are able to be modelled with error distributions other than a normal 

distribution. Under a GLM, the linear model is related to the response variable via a link 

function.  
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Appendix J. Potential Covariates that Influence Failure Behaviour 

The following parameters are design, environmental, operational or maintenance covariates 

quantified as potential covariates influencing failure behaviour. 

Design covariates quantify differences in technical specifications or configurations of assets 

within a peer group. Differences in configuration between mobile mining assets of a specified 

power capacity is limited. Configuration differences such as number of installed components 

(e.g. turbochargers, hydraulic cylinders) have been be eliminated as covariates by the 

specification of asset configurations as part of the asset boundary condition.  

The following design covariates are quantified as follows: 

 Net Power Rating (PWR): Net design power output of asset engine in kW. This 

covariate is included to assess if the industry trend of using assets with larger 

specifications has an effect on asset reliability. 

 Capacity (CAP): Bucket size in m3 or maximum tray load in tonnes. This covariate is 

included to assess if the industry trend of using assets with larger specifications has an 

effect on asset reliability. 

 Active Usage Hours / Day (AUHD): Average active duty level in hours per day. This 

covariate is included to assess if significant degradation occurs during non-utilised 

time. 

 Failure Sequence Number (FSN): Number of partial failures since last complete 

replacement. FSN is reset to zero at any preventive or corrective replacement event of 

the entire subunit. This covariate is included to assess if subsequent failures of a 

subunit are shorter than initial failures. 

 Manufacturer Flag (MAN): Binary value determined by whether the asset was 

manufactured by the largest manufacturer (1 if the asset was manufactured by the 

largest manufacturer, 0 if not). This covariate is included to determine if different 

asset manufacturers have significantly different asset reliability. 

 Organisational Flags (OF): Individual organisational flags for each parent company 

with assets in database. Binary value is 1 if the asset is owned by that organisation 
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and 0 if it is owned by a different organisation. This covariate is included to determine 

if other un-quantified organisational characteristics have an effect on asset reliability. 

Table 76 contains groups of design covariates grouped based on correlation. Highly 

correlated covariates with a correlation coefficient greater than 0.9 or less than -0.9 appear in 

the same column. 

Table 76: Design Covariates grouped by correlation. 

 
Group 1 

 
Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Unable To Be 

Quantified 

Net Power 
Rating (PWR) 

Manufacturer 
Flag (MAN) 

Active Usage 
Hours per Day 

(AUH) 

Failure Sequence 
Number (FSN) 

Organisation 
Flag (OF) None 

Capacity (BSZ)      
 

Environmental covariates such as rock or commodity parameters are external covariates 

that quantify the physical characteristics of the commodity or surrounding rock (overburden) 

and climate. Covariates in this category include characteristics that may induce physical 

deterioration of equipment such as rock density, abrasiveness or dustiness as well as 

proportions of chemical elements such as sodium that may induce corrosion in an asset. 

Environmental covariates are quantified as follows. 

 Abrasiveness of rocks are characterized by silicon content of rock samples found at 

the site. Four readings characterizing the quartile of silicon content corresponding to 

two particle sizes and reading depths (SIBF, SIBC, SITF, and SITC). This covariate is 

included to assess the influence of rock abrasion on asset reliability.  

 Corrosiveness of rocks are characterized by sodium content of rock samples found at 

the site. Four readings characterizing the quartile of silicon content corresponding to 

two particle sizes and reading depths (NABF, NABC, NATF, and NATC). This 

covariate is included to assess the influence of salinity on asset reliability. 

 Rock and commodity characteristics are quantified as covariates by obtaining average 

physical property values for the ore or commodity produced at the mine. Commodity 

types for aluminium, iron ore, nickel and coal are assumed to be bauxite, haematite, 

and hard bituminous coal respectively. Covariates quantifying physical properties 
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(MOH, ABH, VH, UCS, and DEN) are average values for that mineral type. This 

covariate is included to assess the influence of rock hardness and heavier loads on 

asset reliability. 

 Ambient environmental characteristics (MAXT, MINT, and HUM) such as operating 

temperature ranges and humidity are captured as covariates by assigning each failure 

event with the average temperature range for the season (summer, autumn, winter, 

spring) that the failure event occurred. This covariate is included to assess the 

influence of ambient temperature on asset reliability. 

 Dust levels present in the mine are unable to be quantified from historical or mine site 

data alone. Data required to quantify dust levels experienced by assets as they are 

operating would require the use of asset mounted measurement devices.  

Table 77 contains groups of environmental covariates grouped based on correlation. Highly 

correlated covariates with a correlation coefficient greater than 0.9 or less than -0.9 appear in 

the same column. 

Table 77: Environmental Covariates by Group. 

 
Group 1 

 
Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Unable To Be 

Quantified 

Silicon Bottom 
Fines (SIBF) 

Silicon Top 
Fines (SITF) 

Sodium Bottom 
Coarse(NABC) 

Max Mean 
Temp (MAXT) 

Moh’s Hardness 
(MOH) Dust Levels 

Silicon Bottom 
Coarse (SIBC) 

Silicon Top 
Coarse (SITC) 

Sodium Bottom 
Fines (NABF) 

Min Mean Temp 
(MINT) 

Absolute 
Hardness (ABH)  

   Sodium Top 
Coarse (NATC)   Vickers 

Hardness (VH)  

   Sodium Top 
Fines (NATF)   

Unconfined 
Compressive 

Strength (UCS) 
 

        Density (DEN)   
Five uncorrelated sets of environmental covariates exist. Silicon content levels do not show 

significant levels of correlation when measured at different depths however sodium content 

and average temperature levels are significantly correlated. Characteristics of the mined 

commodity are highly correlated with denser commodities being harder and structurally 

supportive. One single covariate that is unable to be quantified is that of dust levels in the 

absence of asset mounted measuring apparatus. 
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Maintenance covariates quantify the quality of the maintenance and condition monitoring 

activities performed on asset and its subunits. 

Maintenance covariates are quantified as follows. 

 Non-compliance of maintenance tasks to schedule is measured as a percentage of 

scheduled events that are missing or delayed by a time greater than a threshold value. 

The threshold value was set as 120 hours for regular lubrication tasks or engine 

servicing or 20% of the scheduled interval for all other minor maintenance tasks. 

Periods wherein the asset is under MARC or not utilized are excluded from the count. 

The non-compliance to schedule covariate is coded as a number from 0 to 1 with 0 

indicating full compliance to planned schedule and 1 indicating complete lack of 

compliance to the planned schedule. This covariate is included to assess the effect of 

schedule backlog on asset reliability. 

 Fixed Interval Replacement (FIR) interval length is coded as the number of active 

usage hours stated as per the organizational maintenance plan or recorded in the 

Shorttext of relevant work orders. Subunits that do not have relevant tasks are 

assigned a value that is 10% greater than the longest interval out of all organizations. 

Subunits with multiple specific PM tasks are assigned the interval of the most 

frequent PM task. This covariate is included to assess if extending of a replacement 

interval performed for cost reduction decreases asset reliability. 

 Preventive – Corrective Maintenance Ratio (PMR) quantifies the ratio of preventive 

maintenance work orders to total corrective work orders (not including consumables) 

included at a fleet level. The effect of PMR as a covariate is analysed as it is a 

commonly used as performance metric for the maintenance of an organisation. 

PMR is calculated with the following equation: 

𝑷𝑴𝑹 =  
𝑷𝑴𝑾

(𝑻𝑾−𝑺𝑨𝑹𝑾−𝑪𝑾−𝑻𝑰𝑾)
     ( 23 

) 

Where: 

PMW is the total number of preventive maintenance work orders 
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TW is the total number of work orders 

SARW is the total of work orders involving the acquisition or repair of a spare part 

CW is the total of work orders involving ground engaging tool or tyre consumables 

TIW are work orders involving the transportation or maintenance infrastructure cost 

work orders. 

 Two covariates quantifying the level of non-compliance to scheduled engine servicing 

are included for asset engines and engine components. The two covariates included 

are at the fleet (FSNC) and individual asset levels (ASNC) respectively. The covariate 

is quantified as a percentage of non-compliant events out of the total events recorded 

where non-compliance is defined as minor maintenance events performed greater than 

100 usage hours (approximately 1 calendar week) from its scheduled date or a level of 

scheduled service performed that is out of sequence and of a lower level than 

expected. An example of a lower level service is a 250 hour service performed instead 

of a 2000 hour service. Included to assess the effect of schedule backlog at a fleet and 

asset level, on asset reliability. 

Maintenance covariates unable to be quantified include: 

 Maintenance Cost Ratios: Absolute maintenance costs and ratios of Maintenance cost 

compared to number of assets, asset value, asset output and total sales. Not quantified 

as cost information is poorly populated and often not provided in a shared reliability 

database. 

 Planning ratios: Ratios of workorders with accurate estimates (within a specified 

threshold) for man hours and maintenance costs. Not quantified as cost and man hour 

information is poorly populated and often not provided in a shared reliability 

database. 

 Rework ratio: Percentage of Work Orders assigned “Rework” status. Not quantified 

due to lack of linkage between original work orders and rework work orders. 

 Scheduling Ratios: Percentage of Work Orders assigned “Delay” status. Not 

quantified due to lack of delay status indications in work order records. 
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 Data Execution: Percentage of work orders with all data fields completed. Not 

quantified as not all data fields are provided for analysis of completeness.   

 Work Order Closure: Percentage of work orders closed within 3 days, over the 

specified time period. Not quantified due to lack of information of when the work 

order was closed in relation to the start time. 

Table 78 contains groups of maintenance covariates grouped based on correlation. Highly 

correlated covariates with a correlation coefficient greater than 0.9 or less than -0.9 appear in 

the same column. 

Table 78: Maintenance Covariates by Group. 

 
Group 1 

 
Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Unable To Be 

Quantified 

FIR Interval (FIR) Schedule Non-
Compliance (FNSC) 

Schedule Non-
Compliance (ANSC) 

Preventive - 
Corrective Work 

Ratio (PMR) 
Task Backlog 

       Maintenance Cost 
Ratios 

       Manpower Ratios 
       Availability 

       Rework Ratio 
 

       Scheduling Ratios 
        Data Execution 

A majority of maintenance covariates are unable to be quantified from maintenance data 

alone. These include task backlogs, cost ratios, manpower ratios, availability, rework ratios, 

scheduling ratios and completeness of work order data. Four uncorrelated maintenance 

covariates remain that quantify the replacement interval, level of schedule compliance at a 

fleet and asset level, and the ratio of preventive to corrective actions.   
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Appendix K. Proportional Hazards Modelling Residual Analysis 

Rear Dump Truck Engine Subunits – Replacement Only Events 

Deviance residuals for "Replacement Only" events for an RDT engine is shown in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23: Deviance Residuals for RDT Engines All Sites) 

One outlier greater than 3 is present in the deviance residual plots. Layering is evident at DV 

≈ -1 indicating a poor goodness of fit for the PHM. No further residual analysis is necessary. 
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Front End Loader Lift Cylinder Subunits – Replacement Only Events 

Deviance residuals for "Replacement Only" events for front end loader lift cylinders are 

shown in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24: Deviance Residuals for LDR Lift Cylinders (All Sites) 

Deviance residuals are randomly distributed around zero. One deviance residual outlier 

greater than 3 exists however to be expected given the number of data points. Deviance 

residuals are stratified by originating mine site and shown in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25: Deviance Residuals for LDR Lift Cylinders Replacement Only Events (By Sites) 

Deviance residual layering exists DV ≈ -1 for Site 4 and 5 indicating a poor goodness of fit 

for the PHM at the individual site level. 
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Excavator Bucket Subunit – Replacement Only Events 

Deviance residuals for "Replacement Only" events for Excavator Buckets are shown in 

Figure 26 

 

Figure 26: Deviance Residuals for EXD Buckets (All Sites) 

Deviance residuals are randomly distributed across the linear predictor. No deviance residual 

outliers less than -3 or greater than 3 exists. Deviance residuals are stratified by mine site and 

are shown in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27: Deviance Residuals for EXD Bucket (By Site) 

Deviance residuals by mine site show appropriate residuals with no observable clustering or 

layers for DV ≠ 0. 
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LDR Lift Cylinder Subunits – All Failure Events 

Deviance residuals for "Replacement Only" events for LDR lift cylinders are shown in Figure 

28. 

 

 

Figure 28: Deviance Residuals for LDR Lift Cylinder Subunits (All Sites) 

Deviance residuals are randomly distributed across the linear predictor. No deviance residual 

outliers less than -3 or greater than 3 exists. Deviance residuals are stratified by mine site and 

are shown in Figure 29. 
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Figure 29: Deviance Residuals for LDR Lift Cylinder Subunits (By Site) 

Deviance residuals by mine site show appropriate residuals with no observable clustering or 

layers for DV ≠ 0. 
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LDR Drive Shafts – All Failure Events 

Deviance residuals for "Replacement Only" events for LDR lift cylinders are shown in Figure 

30. 

 

Figure 30: Deviance Residuals for LDR Drive Shafts (All Sites) 

Deviance residuals are randomly distributed across the linear predictor. No deviance residual 

outliers less than -3 or greater than 3 exists. Deviance residuals are stratified by mine site and 

are shown in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31: Deviance Residuals for LDR Drive Shafts (By Site) 

Deviance residuals by mine site show appropriate residuals with no observable clustering or 

layers for DV ≠ 0. 
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LDR Engine Control Module – All Failure Events 

Deviance residuals for "Replacement Only" events for LDR lift cylinders are shown in Figure 

32. 

 

Figure 32: Deviance Residuals for LDR Engine Control Modules (All Sites) 

Layering is evident at DV ≈ -1 indicating a poor goodness of fit for the PHM. No further 

residual analysis is necessary. 
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EXD Bucket Subunit – All Failure Events 

 

Figure 33: Deviance Residuals for EXD Bucket Subunit (All Sites) 

Deviance residuals are randomly distributed across the linear predictor. No deviance residual 

outliers less than -3 or greater than 3 exists. Deviance residuals are stratified by mine site and 

are shown in Figure 34. 
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Figure 34: Deviance Residuals for EXD Bucket Subunits (By Site) 

Deviance residuals by mine site show appropriate residuals with no observable clustering or 

layers for DV ≠ 0. 
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Appendix L. Glossary of Terms and Definitions 

General Definitions 

asset 

plant, machinery, property, buildings, vehicles and other items that have a distinct value to 

the organisation. 

Source: PAS 55 Asset Management 

asset hierarchy 

a framework for segmenting an asset base into appropriate classifications. The asset hierarchy 

can be based on asset function; asset type or a combination of the two. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

asset management 

systematic and coordinated activities and practices through which an organisation optimally 

and sustainably manages its assets and asset systems, their associated performance, risks and 

expenditures over their lifecycles for the purpose of achieving its organisational strategic 

plan. 

Source: PAS 55 Asset Management 

asset management plan 

document specifying activities and resources, responsibilities and timescales for 

implementing the asset management strategy and delivering the asset management objectives. 

Source: PAS 55 Asset Management 

asset management policy 

principles and mandated requirements derived from, and consistent with the organisational 

strategic plan, providing a framework for the development and implementation of the asset 

management strategy and the setting of the asset management objectives. 
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Source: PAS 55 Asset Management 

asset management strategy 

long term optimised approach to management of the assets, derived from, and consistent 

with, the organisational strategic plan and the asset management policy. 

Source: PAS 55 Asset Management 

components 

specific parts of an asset having independent physical or functional identity. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

condition monitoring 

continuous or periodic inspection, assessment, measurement and interpretation of the 

resultant data, to indicate the need for maintenance action. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

corrective action 

a documented design, process, procedure, or materials change implemented and validated to 

correct the cause of failure or design deficiency. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

demand 

activation of the function (includes functional, operational and test activation). 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

Dependability 

The collective term used to describe the availability performance and its influencing factors: 

reliability performance, maintainability performance, and maintenance support performance.  
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Source: AS IEC 60300.2 

desired performance 

the level of performance desired by the owner or user of a physical asset or system. 

Source: SAE JA 1012 

discard 

removal from service of an item at a specified life limit. 

*Not applicable for Reliability Centred Maintenance. 

Source: AS IEC 60300.3.11 

disposal 

activities necessary to dispose of decommissioned assets. 

*Not applicable for Reliability Centred Maintenance. 

Source: PAS 55 Asset Management 

environment 

the aggregate of all external and internal conditions  (such as temperature, humidity, 

radiation, magnetic and electrical fields, shock vibration) either natural or manmade, or self 

induced, that influences the form, performance, reliability or survival of an item. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

equipment class 

class of similar type of equipment units (e.g. all pumps). 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 
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equipment data 

technical, operational and environmental parameters characterizing the design and use of an 

equipment unit. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

equipment unit 

specific equipment unit within an equipment class as defined by its boundary (e.g. one 

pump). 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

error 

discrepancy between a computed, observed or measured value or condition and the true, 

specified or theoretically correct value or condition. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

failure data 

data characterizing the occurrence of a failure event and conditions leading up to the event. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

function 

what the owner or user of a physical asset or system wants it to do. 

Source: SAE JA 1012 

function, primary 

the function(s) which constitute the main reason(s) why a physical asset or system is acquired 

by its owner or user. 

Source: SAE JA 1012 
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function, secondary 

functions which a physical asset or system has to fulfil apart from its primary function(s), 

such as those needed to fulfil regulatory requirements and those which concern issues such as 

protection, control, containment, comfort, appearance, energy efficiency and structural 

integrity. 

Source: SAE JA 1012 

functional failure 

a state in which a physical asset or system is unable to perform a specific function to a 

desired level of performance. 

Source: SAE JA 1012 

inspection 

Examination of an item against a specific standard. 

Source: AS IEC 60300.3.11 

item 

any part, component, device, subsystem, functional unit, equipment or system that can be 

individually considered. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

level of service 

the defined service quality for a particular activity or service area against which service 

performance may be measured. Service levels usually relate to quality, quantity, reliability, 

responsiveness, environmental acceptability and cost. 

Source: IIMM V3.0 
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life profile 

a time-phased description of the events and environments an item experiences from 

manufacture to final expenditures or removal from the operational inventory, to include one 

or more mission profiles. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

life units 

a measure of use duration applicable to the item (e.g., operating hours, cycles, distance, 

rounds fired, attempts to operate etc.). 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

lifecycle 

time interval that commences with the identification of the need for an asset and terminates 

with the decommissioning of the asset or any associated liabilities. 

Source: PAS 55 Asset Management 

lifecycle cost 

the sum of acquisition cost and ownership cost of a product over its life cycle. 

Source: AS/NZS 4536:1999 

acquisition cost 

the initial cost to gain possession of the completed product. Includes any research, 

development, testing, evaluation costs, as well as the investment and installation cost. 

Source: AS/NZS 4536:1999 

ownership cost 

summation of all operating expenses, maintenance, support and disposal costs borne by the 

owner or user of a complete product during its life cycle. 
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Source: AS/NZS 4536:1999 

maintainability 

the measure of the ability of an item to be retained in or restored to specified condition when 

maintenance is performed by personnel having specified skill levels, using prescribed 

procedures and resources, at each prescribed level of maintenance and repair. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

maintainable item 

item that constitutes a part or an assembly of parts that is normally the lowest level in the 

equipment hierarchy during maintenance. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

maintenance 

all actions necessary for retaining an item in or restoring it to a specified condition. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

maintenance, breakdown 

maintenance performed after a machine has failed. 

Source: ISO 13372:2004(E) 

maintenance, condition based 

maintenance actions triggered by the condition or performance of a function. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

maintenance, corrective 

maintenance carried out after fault recognition and intended to put an item into a state in 

which it can perform a required function. 
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Source: ISO 14224:2006 

maintenance, opportunity 

maintenance of an item that is deferred or advanced in time when an unplanned opportunity 

becomes available. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

maintenance, predictive 

maintenance emphasising prediction of failure and taking action based on the condition of the 

equipment to prevent failure or degradation. 

Source: ISO 13372:2004(E) 

maintenance, preventive 

maintenance carried out at predetermined intervals or according to prescribed criteria and 

intended to reduce the probability of failure or the degradation of the functioning of an item. 

Source: AS IEC 60300.3.14—2005 

maintenance, proactive 

Term that encompasses condition based maintenance, fixed interval maintenance and run to 

failure. 

Source: ISO 13372:2004(E) 

maintenance, scheduled 

all maintenance carried out in accordance with an established  schedule. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

maintenance, unplanned 

all maintenance not carried out in accordance with an established  schedule. 
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*Does not include breakdown maintenance. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

maintenance, unscheduled 

see maintenance, unplanned. 

maintenance action 

an element of a maintenance event. One of more tasks (i.e., fault localization, fault isolation, 

servicing and inspection) necessary to retain an item in or restore it to a specified condition. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

maintenance data 

data characterizing the maintenance action planned or done. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

maintenance impact 

impact of the maintenance on the plant or equipment’s function(s). 

*Equipment function includes organisational impact. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

maintenance plan 

collated information, policies and procedures for the optimum maintenance of an asset, or 

group of assets. 

Source: IIMM V3.0 
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maintenance policy 

general approach to the provision of maintenance and maintenance support based on the 

objectives and policies of owners, users and customers. 

Source: AS IEC 60300.3.14—2005 

maintenance programme 

methods, procedures and resources required for sustaining the support of an item throughout 

its lifecycle. 

Source: AS IEC 60300.3.11 

maintenance record 

all documentation related to a maintenance activity. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

maintenance support 

resources required to maintain an item. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

maintenance support performance 

ability of a maintenance organisation, under given conditions, to provide upon demand, the 

resources required to maintain an item, under a given maintenance concept and guided by a 

maintenance policy. 

Source: AS IEC 60300.3.14—2005 
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maintenance task 

action or set of actions required to achieve a desired outcome which restores an item to (or 

maintains an item in) serviceable condition, including inspection and determination of 

condition. 

Source: AS IEC 60300.3.11 

modification 

combination of all technical and administrative actions intended to change an item. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

not operating 

the state wherein an item is able to function but is not required to function. 

*Not to be confused with downtime. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

operable 

the state of being able to perform the intended function. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

operating context 

the circumstances in which a physical asset or system is expected to operate. 

Source: SAE JA 1012 

operating state 

state when an item is performing a required function. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 
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operation 

the active process of utilising an asset which will consume resources such as manpower, 

energy, chemicals and materials. Operation costs are part of the lifecycle costs of an asset. 

Source: IIMM V3.0 

organisation strategic plan 

overall long term plan for the organisation that is derived from, and embodies, its vision, 

mission, values, business policies, stakeholder requirements, objectives and the management 

of its risks. 

Source: PAS 55 Asset Management 

owner 

a person or organisation that may either suffer or be held accountable for the consequences of 

a failure mode by virtue of ownership of the asset or system. 

Source: SAE JA 1012 

predicted 

that which is expected at some future time, postulated on analysis of past experience and 

tests. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

procedure 

specified way of carrying out an activity or a process. 

Source: PAS 55 Asset Management 

process 

set of interrelated or interacting activities which transforms inputs into outputs. 

Source: PAS 55 Asset Management 
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reassembly 

assembling the items that were removed during disassembly and closing the reassembled 

items. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

record 

Document stating results achieved or providing evidence of activities performed. 

Source: PAS 55 Asset Management 

redundancy 

the existence of more than one means for accomplishing a given function. Each means of 

accomplishing the function need not necessarily be identical. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

redundancy, active 

that redundancy wherein redundant items are operating simultaneously. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

redundancy, standby 

that redundancy wherein the alternative means of performing the function is not operating 

until it is activated upon failure of the primary means of performing the function. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

reliability 

the probability that an item can perform its intended function for a specified interval under 

stated conditions. 
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Source: MIL-STD-721C 

 

 

reliability centred maintenance 

systematic approach for identifying effective and efficient maintenance tasks for items in 

accordance with a specific set of procedures and for establishing intervals between 

maintenance tasks. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

reliability growth 

the improvement in a reliability parameter caused by the successful correction of deficiencies 

in item design or manufacture. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

reliability, generic  data 

reliability data covering families of similar equipment. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

repair 

see maintenance, corrective. 

repairable item 

an item which can be restored to perform all of its required functions by corrective 

maintenance. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

required function 
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function or combination of functions of an item that is considered necessary to provide a 

given service. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

run to failure 

maintenance approach that permits a specific failure mode to occur. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

scheduled discard 

a scheduled task that entails discarding an item at or before a specified age limit regardless of 

its condition at the time. 

Source: SAE JA 1012 

scheduled restoration 

a scheduled task that restores the capability of an item at or before a specified interval (age 

limit), regardless of its condition at the time, to a level that provides a tolerable probability of 

survival to the end of another specified interval. 

Source: SAE JA 1012 

servicing 

the performance of any act needed to keep an item in operating condition, (i.e. Lubricating, 

fuelling, oiling, cleaning, etc.). 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

subsystem 

a combination of sets, groups etc. Which performs an operational function within a system. 

(Example: Data processing subsystem, guidance subsystem). 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 
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subunit 

item or assembly of items within a system hierarchy that provides a specific function required 

for the system unit  to achieve its intended performance. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

system 

set of interrelated or interacting elements. 

Source: AS IEC 60300.3.14—2005 

tag number 

number that can identify the physical location of equipment or an individual asset. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

taxonomy 

systematic classification of items into generic groups based on factors possibly common to 

several of the items. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

test 

experiment carried out in order to measure, quantify or classify a characteristic or a property 

of an item. 

Source: AS IEC 60300.3.11  
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Failure Definitions 

criticality 

a relative measure of the consequence of a failure mode and its frequency of occurrences. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

criticality analysis 

a procedure by which each potential failure mode is ranked accordingly to the combined 

influence of severity and probability of occurrence. 

Source: MIL-STD-1629A 

damage, accidental 

physical deterioration of an item caused by contact or impact with an object or equipment, or 

maintenance. 

Source: AS IEC 60300.3.11 

damage, secondary effects 

the result(s) or consequence(s) indirectly caused by the interaction of a damage mode with a 

system, subsystem or component thereof. 

Source: MIL-STD-1629A 

degradation 

a gradual impairment of ability to perform. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

failure 

termination of the ability of an item to perform a required function. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 
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failure, catastrophic 

sudden unexpected failure of a machine resulting in considerable damage to the machine 

and/or associated machines or components. 

Source: ISO 13372:2004(E) 

failure, common cause 

failures of different items resulting from the same direct cause, occurring within a relatively 

short time, where these failures are not consequences of another. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

failure, critical 

failure of an equipment unit that causes an immediate cessation of the ability to perform a 

required function. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

failure, degraded 

failure that does not cease the fundamental function(s), but compromises one or several 

functions. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

failure, dependant 

failure which is caused by the failure of an associated item(s). 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

failure, evident 

a failure mode whose effects become apparent to the operating crew under normal 

circumstances if the failure mode occurs on its own. 
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Source: SAE JA 1012 

failure, evident progression 

The deterioration profile of an evident failure. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

failure, hidden 

a failure mode whose effects are not readily apparent. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

failure, hidden progression 

The assumed deterioration profile of a hidden failure. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

failure, incipient 

imperfection in the state or condition of an item so that a degraded or critical failure might (or 

might not) eventually be the expected result if corrective actions are not taken. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

failure, independent 

failure which occurs without being caused by the failure of any other item. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

failure, intermittent 

failure for a limited period of time, followed by the item's recovery of its ability to-perform 

within specified limits without any remedial action. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 
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failure, non-critical 

failure of an equipment unit that does not cause an immediate cessation of the ability to 

perform its required function. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

failure, potential 

an identifiable condition that indicates that a functional failure is either about to occur or is in 

the process of occurring. 

Source: SAE JA 1012 

failure, single point 

the failure of an item which would result in failure of the system and is not compensated for 

by redundancy or alternative operational procedure. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

failure, undetectable 

see hidden failure. 

failure analysis 

the logical systematic examination of an item, its construction, application, and 

documentation to identify the failure mode and determine the failure mechanism and its basic 

course. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

failure cause 

Circumstances associated with design, manufacture, installation, use and maintenance that 

have led to a failure. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 
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failure consequence 

the way(s) in which the effects of a failure mode or a multiple failure matter (evidence of 

failure, impact on safety, the environment, operational capability, direct and indirect repair 

costs). 

Source: SAE JA 1012 

failure data 

data characterizing the occurrence of a failure event. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

failure effect 

what is observed when a failure mode occurs. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

failure impact 

see failure consequence. 

failure mechanism 

the physical, chemical, electrical, thermal or other process which results in failure. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

failure mode 

the consequence of the mechanism through which the failure occurs. I.e. short, open, fracture, 

excessive wear. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

failure mode and effects analysis 
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a procedure by which each potential failure mode in a system is analysed to determine the 

results or effects thereof on the system and to classify each potential failure mode according 

to its severity. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

failure on demand 

failure occurring unexpectedly when the item is required (e.g. stand-by emergency 

equipment). 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

failure rate 

The rate at which failures occur as a function of usage. 

Source: New definition proposed by CMERD 

fault 

state of an item characterized by inability to perform a required function, excluding the 

inability during preventive maintenance or other planned actions, or due to lack of external 

resources. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

fault isolation 

the process of determining the location of a fault to the extent necessary to effect repair. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

fault localization 

the process of determining the approximate location of the fault. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 
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infant mortality 

the relatively high conditional probability of failure during the period immediately after an 

item enters service. Such failures are due to defects in manufacturing not detected by quality 

control. 

Source: MIL-STD 2173 

interchange 

removing the item to be replaced, and installing the replacement item. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

local effect 

the consequence a failure mode has on the operation, function or status of the specific item 

being analysed. 

Source: MIL-STD-1629A 

severity 

the consequences of a failure mode. Severity considers the worst potential consequence of a 

failure, determined by the degree of injury, property damage, or system damage that could 

ultimately occur. 

Source: MIL-STD-1629A 
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Time Related Definitions. 

achieved 

obtained as the result of measurement. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

availability 

ability of an item to be in a state to perform a required function under given conditions at a 

given instant of  time or over a given time interval, assuming that the required external 

resources are provided. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

availability, instantaneous 

pointwise or instantaneous availability, A(t), is the probability that an item is in a state to 

perform a required function under given conditions at a given instant of time, assuming that 

the required external resources are provided. 

Source: Elsayed, E., Reliability Engineering, Addison Wesley, Reading, MA, 1996. 

availability, point 

see availability, instantaneous 

availability, mean 

the mean availability is the proportion of time during a mission or time period that the system 

is available for use. 

Source: Elsayed, E., Reliability Engineering, Addison Wesley, Reading, MA, 1996. 

availability, average up time 

see availability, mean 
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availability, steady state 

the steady state availability of the system is the limit of the availability function as time tends 

to infinity. 

Source: Elsayed, E., Reliability Engineering, Addison Wesley, Reading, MA, 1996. 

availability, inherent 

inherent availability is the steady state availability when considering only the corrective 

maintenance (CM) downtime of the system. 

Source: Elsayed, E., Reliability Engineering, Addison Wesley, Reading, MA, 1996. 

availability, achieved 

achieved availability is very similar to inherent availability with the exception that preventive 

maintenance (PM) downtimes are also included. 

Source: Elsayed, E., Reliability Engineering, Addison Wesley, Reading, MA, 1996. 

availability, operational 

operational availability is a measure of the "real" average availability over a period of time 

and includes all experienced sources of downtime, such as administrative downtime, logistic 

downtime, etc. 

Source: Elsayed, E., Reliability Engineering, Addison Wesley, Reading, MA, 1996. 

age 

a measure of exposure to stress computed from the moment an item or component enters 

service when new or re-enters service after a task designed to restore its initial capability, and 

can be measured in terms of calendar time, running time, distance travelled, duty cycles or 

units of output or throughput. 

Source: SAE JA 1012 
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demonstrated 

that which has been measured by the use of objective evidence gathered under specified 

conditions. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

direct man hours per maintenance action 

a measure of the maintainability parameter related to item demand for maintenance 

manpower: The sum of direct maintenance man hours, divided by the total number of 

maintenance actions during a stated period of time. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

direct man hours per maintenance event 

a measure of the maintainability parameter related to item demand for maintenance 

manpower: The sum of direct maintenance man hours, divided by the total number of 

maintenance events during a stated period of time. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

life 

a measure of anticipated life of an asset of component, such as time, number of cycles, 

distance intervals, etc. 

Source: IIMM V3.0 

logistic delay 

that accumulated time during which maintenance cannot be carried out due to the necessity to 

acquire maintenance resources, excluding any administrative delay. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

maintenance man hours 
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accumulated duration of the individual maintenance times used by all maintenance personnel 

for a given type of maintenance action or over a given time interval. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

maintenance time 

an element of down time which excludes modification and delay time. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

mean maintenance time 

the measure of item maintainability taking into account maintenance policy. The sum of 

preventive and corrective maintenance times, divided by the sum of scheduled and 

unscheduled maintenance events, during a stated period of time. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

surveillance period 

interval of time (calendar time) between the start date and end date of RM data collection. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

Time 

the universal measurement of duration. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

time, active 

that time during which an item is in operational inventory. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

time, active maintenance 
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that part of the maintenance time during which a maintenance action is performed on an item, 

either automatically or manually, excluding logistic delays. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

time, administrative 

that element of delay time, not included in the supply delay time. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

time, alert 

that element of up time during which an item is assumed to be in specified operating 

condition and is awaiting a command to perform its intended mission. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

time, checkout 

that element of maintenance time during which performance of an item is B10verified to be 

of a specified condition. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

time, delay 

that element of down time during which no maintenance is being accomplished because of 

either supply or administrative delay. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

time, down 

time interval during which an item is in a down state. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 
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time, idle 

part of the up time that an item is not operating. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

time, inactive 

that time during which an item is in reserve. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

time, mission 

that element of up time required to perform a stated mission profile. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

time, not operating 

that element of uptime during which the item is not required to operate. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

time, operating 

time interval during which an item is in operating state. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

time, reaction 

that element of uptime needed to initiate a mission, measured from the time command is 

received. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

time, supply delay 

that element of delay time during which a needed replacement item is being obtained. 
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Source: MIL-STD-721C 

time, turn around 

that element of maintenance time needed to replenish consumables and check out an item for 

recommitment. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

uptime 

time interval during which an item is in an up state. 

Source: ISO 14224:2006 

useful life 

the number of life units from manufacture to when the item has an unrepairable failure or 

unacceptable failure rate. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

utilization rate 

the planned or actual number of life units expended, or missions attempted during a stated 

interval of calendar time. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 

wearout 

the process which results in an increase of the failure rate or probability of failure with 

increasing number of life units. 

Source: MIL-STD-721C 


